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FORD MUSTANG.
NOT SINCE MR. ED HAS A HORSE
SPOKEN SO CLEARLY

414111b
$

=4-a.

I 41 III 100.

THE NEW 4.6L V-8

MUSTANG=T -
Get a load of this, Wilbur.  215 bp Overhead Cam V8  Engine
Immobilizer Anti -Theft System  Quadra-Shock Rear Suspension
 Traction -1.°k Axle  Available 17" Cast Aluminum Wheels  4 -Wheel
Disc Brakes  Available ABS. Ford Mustang GT Never say whoa.
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HIGH ANXIETY

How To BRING HOME
THE RIGHT

HOME THEATER RECEIVER.

mossy*
The Class H+ amp
sends equal power to
all channels with 2 dB
dynamic headroom.

HELM
INN - LEUEL ADJUSTMENT

L R

n.
*10d8

On screen dis-
plays guide oper-
ations, including
a help button
that can pinpoint
a problem and
offer a solution
right on your
TV screen.

± VCR 1244"lw...

INTRODUCING THE ULTIMATE IN

HOME THEATER SOUND - THE NEW

TECHNICS HOME THX RECEIVER

(SA-TX1010). IT OFFERS THE REALISM

OF DOLBY* PRO LOGIC SURROUND,

EQUAL POWER TO ALL CHANNELS AND

FULL DYNAMIC RANGE CAPABILITY

WITH LOW DISTORTION. TECHNICS

NEW HOME THX RECEIVER. IT'S

THE RIGHT ONE TO BRING HOME.

The science of sound

The remote controls other
Technics audio compo-
nents and most brand
name video components.

THX is a registered trademark of Lucaslolm Ltd

Sound
Stage Imaging

delivers a realistic
surround effect even
with stereo sources.

Proud Sponsor of the U 9 A
1996 U.S. Olympic Team OW

 When using video tape. laser disc or broadcast which IS encoded with Dolby Surround Dolby is a trademark ot Doby Laboratories Licensing Corp

To speak to your nearest Technics dealer, call toll free:



Should you build your system around
a receiver, such as the Denon

AVR-25(X) (bottom)? Or with separate

components, such as (from top) the
Linn Wakonda preamp, Arcam Alpha 5
Plus AM/FM tuner, and Adcom
GFA-5500 power amp? See page 68.
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Ifyou think the ultimate speaker system
would have a subwoofe you're ha right.

The dual-subwoofer Ensembles speaker system by Henry Kloss. $59999 factory -direct.

Ensemble is Cambridge SoundWorks' very
best speaker system. It involves no compro-
mises in performance, no cost -saving
shortcuts. As a result, its performance stands
head -to -head with audiophile tower speakers
selling for well over $1,000 a pair, yet its
unique four -piece design literally disappears
in your room.

There is no other speaker system like it.

Designed to perform in your home -
not in a laboratory.

It has always been true that speaker
placement in the listening room has a signi-
ficant effect on the sound of any speaker
system. No matter how a speaker may per-
form in a laboratory or a specially -designed
showroom, at home the acoustics of the
listening room significantly affect the sound.

Most positions in a room where you might
place a speaker tend to emphasize one
portion of the musical range, and tend to de-
emphasize some other portion of the musical
range. For example if you place a conven-
tional speaker close to a room corner which
will enhance the bass response, that location
may hinder the upper ranges of music.

Ensemble's unique four -piece design
eliminates this dilemma.

Big sound without the big boxes.
Ensemble consists of four separate speaker

units; two for each stereo channel. Two

powerful, but ultra -slim subwoofers repro-
duce the deep bass, while two compact
satellite units reproduce the rest of the range.

By separating the low bass from the rest of
the musical range, Ensemble is able to
reproduce just the right amount of energy
across the musical spectrum, without turning
your listening room into a stereo showroom.

"Crisp, balanced sound, stereo
imaging is phenomenally sharp-
some 9f the best rve heard...some
of the speakers Pm comparing it to
cost $1900 to $2800"

High Performance Review

You can place the subwoofers on the floor,
up against a wall, or in a corner - all places
that allow them to reproduce bass notes
efficiently. These locations are also often out -
of -sight, which can be a real decorating
advantage. The satellite speakers can then be
placed out in the room, at ear level, posi-
tioned to create a realistic stereo image. They
can be hung directly on the wall, placed on
shelves, or mounted on stands.

Why two subwoofers7
Subwoofer/satellite speaker systems that

use one subwoofer can and do sound terrific
(in fact, we offer a full range of single-
subwoofer systems). But for the ultimate in

breathtaking, accurate sound reproduction,
and the most powerful bass performance, you
should have two subwoofers. Here's why:

 Increased sound pressure levels and
power handling capability. Quite simply,
Ensemble's dual subwoofer system, with its
two 8" long -throw woofers, will play louder
and take more power than single-subwoofer
speaker systems, including our own. This is
even more significant if you are using
Ensemble in a home theater, since authentic
low bass sound effects in movies require
extra -powerful bass output.

Ensemble is now available with either its original
charcoal Nextel,finish with black subwoofers, or a
new version with white handfinished satellites and
white vinyl subwoofers for no additional charge.
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Ensemble's ultra -slim (4 1/2") subwoofers can

be put in out-of-the-way places - even behind

or under furniture.

Subegoter

glk a i t1111
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Ensemble's dual subwooters accuratkly

reproduce the stereo bass on some modern

digital recordings, adding to imaging realism.

Sabwoolers

Ensemble's dual subwoofers can be placed

together in a corner to achieve very high bass

output for reproducing low -frequency movie

sound effects with incredible realism.

c

call Smalls eagle Satellite 1

Subwooler Subwooler

In larger rooms with big openings into other

rooms, Ensemble's dual-subwooter design

assures uniform bass throughout the room

 Uniform bass response throughout the
listening room. Depending on room acoustics
and speaker placement, a system can produce
bass "nulls" and "peaks" in different areas of

Cambridge SoundWorks "may
have the best value in the world. "

Audio Magazine

a room. Two subwoofers can solve that
problem. To quote Audio magazine, "At low
frequencies, strong and widely spaced room
modes are occurring... some locations have a
lot of bass while others lack bass. When two
subwoofers are placed in the room, better
uniformity of bass response is obtained."

 Ultimate placementflexibili 0 1. It is our
experience that room placement is the
ultimate key to real -life performance of any
given speaker in any given room.
Ensemble offers more
placement flexibility
than any other
speaker we know
of. Its subwoofers
are only 4 1/2"
thick, so you can
actually put them in
places where no other
subwoofer would fit: under
furniture, on top of bookshelves
or behind draperies. You can also put
one on one side of the room, and the other on
the opposite side, which turns out to be
correct placement in many cases.

Thvo-channel bass on modem recordings.
Some modern recordings, especially two -
microphone recordings of full orchestral
works, have stereo bass imaging. Audio
magazine says, "Using two subwoofers
provides more realistic bass and takes

advantage of program material with fully
stereo bass."

No compromises. No shortcuts.
Don't be fooled by Ensemble's price. It's

affordable because of our efficient factory -
direct sales system.

 The satellites are genuine two-way
designs with separate 4" mid-bass/mid-range
drivers and 1 3/4" tweeters with integral
domes. The satellite cabinets are solidly
constructed of resonance -resistant MDF for
optimum acoustic performance. Each one is
hand -finished in scratch -resistant, suede -like
Nextel or durable white paint.

 The speaker drivers used in the satellites
and subwoofers are of the highest quality.
The 8" long -throw woofer drivers, designed
by Henry Kloss and manufactured by
Cambridge SoundWorks, use a unique,

integrated heat sink for increased
power handling capacity.

 Each satellite and
subwoofer contains
the precise response -
tailoring crossover

circuitry it requires.
This allows you to

choose from several
different ways to wire the

entire system.
 Both the satellites and

subwoofers use gold-plated five -way
connecting posts.

 Durable, acoustically transparent metal
grilles protect the speaker drivers, instead of
the inexpensive cloth grilles used by many
systems.

 Last but not least, the entire Ensemble
system has been painstakingly fined tuned
(or "voiced") by Henry Kloss for proper
octave -to -octave tonal balance. Because it

Are "tower" speakers better?
A great many people presume Mal very large, very

expensive "tower" speakers are inherently better than

subwoofer/satellite speakers. Nothing could be

further from the truth. If you were to take apart a high

quality tower speaker and Ensemble, you'd see both

use premium quality drivers, crossovers and

cabinets. The physical volume of the cabinets

enclosing each speaker driver is carefully matched

to the demands of that driver. With Ensemble you

get all the qual ty components and precise engin-

eering of premium tower speakers - built into four

smaller cabinet instead of two large ones. Separate

cabinets give you room placement flexibility to get

optimum performance in ygiir listening room.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORS.

does not give undue emphasis to any one
octave of music, Ensemble has a rich,
natural, accurate sound normally associated
with the best (and most expensive) of
conventional speakers under laboratory
condivons.

"smoother than many more
expersive speakers... it is hard to
imagne going wrong with
Ensemble.." Stereo Review Magazine

You can spend hundreds of dollars more
for a speaker system that doesn't sound as
good. Or you can buy Ensemble- direct from
Cambridge SoundWorks, or at
Factory -Direct Speaker Walls
in Best Buy stores.

Factory -Direct Savings
Ensemble is available factory -direct for only

$59999 with a full 30 -day risk -free home
audition. Listen to Ensemble in your home,
with your music. If you aren't happy, return

it within 30 days for a
full refund. We even
reimburse your original
UPS ground shipping
charges in the
continental U.S.
Call today.

To order factory -
direct, for a free
catalog, or for
the nearest store
location, call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
( 1 -800-367-4434)

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS
C'itically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.

311 Needham Street, Suite 102N, Newton, MA 02164
Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

C 1995 Cambridge SoundWorks

CIRCLE NO. 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD



BULLETIN
BY BOB ANKOSKO & WILLIAM LIVINGSTONE

FLAT -PANEL 7V RACE HEATS UP

Wall -hanging TV's. which have existed in sci-fi movies and TV
shows for decades, are moving a step closer to the real world.
Mitsubishi recently demonstrated a 21'4 -inch -thick prototype
plasma video display with a 20 -inch screen and announced

that it hopes to market a
40 -inch system in early 1997.
The system's exact configura-
tion and features have yet
to be finalized, but it's
expected to sell for $6,000 to
$10.000. Meanwhile, Sony has
said that it plans to introduce
a 11/2 -inch -thick Plasmatron

TV with a 25 -inch screen in
Japan this year. Matsushita
(the parent company of

Panasonic) and Fujitsu have also announced they are gearing
up for large -screen plasma display panels. Matsushita
aims to introduce a 26 -inch wall -hanging set in Japan next
spring. NEC said it hopes to enter the wall -TV race next year.

FORMAT WAR AVERTED
Worries that two identical -
looking yet technically
incompatible digital video-
disc (DVD) formats would
hit store shelves next year
have been laid to rest. A
compromise reached by
the two rival camps, headed
by Toshiba and Time
Warner on one side and Sony
and Philips on the other,
paves the way for a single
format using a CD -size 4.7 -
gigabyte disc that can store a
133 -minute movie on one
side. The system will be
compatible with existing CD
players, deliver better-than-
laserdisc picture quality, and
support six -channel digital
soundtracks and multimedia -
computer applications.
Proponents of the new format
are hoping to introduce a
$500 player mid -to -late next
year, though some said the
first players to reach market
could be more expensive.

CD & BOOK DEAL
Bach, Beethoven, Mozart,
and Tchaikovsky are the first
four composers in the Play

by Play series of integrated
hardcover book and
audio CD packages brought
out by Harper Collins of
San Francisco and PolyGram
Records. The noted
music critic Alan Rich has
written the musical
guides, and his analysis of
musical compositions is
illustrated by the Analytical
Indexing digital process,
which permits a reader/
listener to locate the exact
passage under discussion in
the accompanying CD.
Performers on the first four
Play by Play packages
include Georg Solti,
Charles Dutoit, and Alfred
Brendel. Price: $25.

GTE Entertainment is
releasing "Forrest Gump -
The Music, Artists, and
Times," a three -disc CD-ROM
set ($39.95) that expands
on the music used in the hit
film starring Tom Hanks.
In addition to lyrics,
film scripts, and old record
reviews, the interactive
set includes interviews with

Michelle Phillips of the
Mamas and the Papas, Ray
Manzarek of the Doors,
and other performers....
The Grateful Dead album
"Grayfolded" (Swell/Artifact)
is a pastiche of tapes
of more than a hundred
performances of the
song Dark Star at Dead
concerts over the last twenty-
five years. Playing time
of the two -CD set is 136
minutes.... Tickets are on
sale for the 1996 Olympic Arts
Festival to take place next
summer in connection
with the Centennial Olympic
Games in Atlanta. For
information call 404-224-1835.

PURCELL LIVES
The 300th anniversary of the
death of English composer
Henry Purcell (November 21)
is being observed with many
new releases. Philips, for
example, has issued a Pur-
cell recital by soprano Sylvia
McNair. Harmonia Mundi
has released "A Purcell Com-
panion," a set of six CD's for
the price of three (for details
contact Harmonia Mundi

USA, 2037 Granville Avenue,
Los Angeles, CA 90025).

A/V DIGEST
The latest chapter in the
tale of the incredible
shrinking satellite speaker
has been written by Bose.
The company's $2,500
Lifestyle 12 music system
features a pair of 4 x 2 x 3 -
inch double -cube speakers to
go with its Acoustimass
bass module and sleek
brushed -aluminum control
center, which combines
a six -disc CD changer,
AM/FM tuner, and two -zone
preamp.... Runco recently
held the first public demon-
strations of a prototype video
projector built around a
unique Digital Light Proc-
essing system developed by
Texas Instruments that's
said to deliver filmlike
picture quality. The heart of
the system is a pair of 5/8 -
inch -square microchips, each
containing 500,000 digitally
switched microscopic mirrors,
one per pixel. Runco hopes
to market a system late next
year for less than $10,000.

NEW INTERACTIVE MUSIC LABEL

A new independent record label devoted solely to releasing
music -oriented multimedia CD's that can be played in CD
players and computers with CD-ROM drives has been formed
by a group of executives from the record and computer -

software industries. Los Angeles -based nu.millennia/records
will develop new artists and release interactive titles in con-
junction with major record labels, according to Norman Bastin,
the company's CEO and a former Compton's NewMedia execu-
tive. Releases from a number of artists - including
Soundgarden, White Zombie, P.M. Dawn, and country singer
Clay Walker - are scheduled. The discs will be either mTrax
EP's ($10.95) or full-length mTrax LP's ($19.95), which are said to
be compatible with 90 percent of the CD-ROM drives in use.

Nu.millennia/records president Paul Atkinson, a record -
industry veteran and founding member of the Sixties
rock group the Zombies, said all titles will feature imaginative
3-D graphic environments that provide access to videos, 9

interviews, concert footage. liner notes, and more. Bernie
Taupin, Elton John's long-time songwriting partner, is a board
member and creative consultant for nu.millennia.
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Deep sea divers spend time in
hyperbaric chambers to decompress.

(What do you do?)

A few hours with a Pioneer®Advanced Home

Theater system will bring you back to normal. At

the heart of our system you'll find our VSX-604S

Dolby®Pro Logic6A/V Receiver. It opens up the

stunning world of surround sound, delivering a full

n  
110 watts to all channels (front, rear and center).

And with the Intelligent System Control you can

even operate all your non -Pioneer components

with just the touch of a button. Hit the VCR button

and on goes your TV, VCR and receiver, each

- 

adjusted to their proper input and surround

modes. To find out about our complete range of

home theater equipment and for a dealer near

you, give us a call at 1 -800 -PIONEER. And

while another way to unwind may come along

someday, don't hold your breath.

ADVANCED HOME THEATER

PIONEER
The Art of Entertainment

/995 Pioneer Eleetmnie., (11SA) bre.. Long &web, CA.
Dotty and Pro Logic are regiotered trademark., .'f Dolby Laboratorien Lieenoing Corporation.

Cnotoni borne theater cabinetry by ECLECTIC'S, North Hilb, CA 91343.
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They're on display

in the Design

Museum in

London. And

they've quickly

become one

of the decade's best selling small

loudspeakers.  Why are Solid speakers

so wildly successful? Simply because

they produce superb, high quality sound

that one would expect only from

speakers many

times their size

and price.  The
reason? They're

acoustically

engineered by

world-renowned B&W Loudspeakers.

The same people who created the

legendary B&W Matrix 801 - the speaker

used for nearly eighty percent or all

classical recordings. Start with a single

pair. Then build a

complete home

theater system

including a Power -

Bass subwoofer to

capture the earth-

shaking realism of films like Jurassic Park.

Call 1.800.370.3742 for the name Or the

Solid dealer nearest you. And find out how

to get big sound without spending big money.

COL IO
They play big.

Rock Solid Sounds
of America
54 Concord Street
North Reading, MA
01864-2699
1.800.370.3742 T E L
1.508.664.4109 FAX
CIRCLE NO. 53 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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TO CLAIM THAT OUR DIGITAL COMPONENTS WILL BRING
MUSICIANS INTO YOUR LIVING ROOM MIGHT BE PUSHING IT.

HOWEVER, YOU MIGHT WANT TO LOCK YOUR LIQUOR CABINET.

ow presenting HDCD. It's the remarkable Dac.iimeo Digital to Analog
Converter. HDCD headlines m our
new D/A converters. It's sure to beprocess that vastly improves the fidelity CDs, a hit even among analog groupies.

including ones you already own. And four of our new any of our single or 5 -disc CD transports and your music

digital to analog converters have it. Simply marry one to will come so alive that it's a little scary. To enjoy the show,

cinc.I 500 Multi -disc CarouselMal Changer. A platterful of high -end sound
means you no longer have to compromise
for convenience. Easily upgradeable to
AES/EBU and ST outputs.

head to your local Parasound dealer. Where there's never a

cover charge.

PARASOUND
rffiniable .40* the ortual luerner

Parasound Products  950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111  415.397-7100 Fax 415-397-0144  In Canada, distributed by Absolute Sound Imports. 604-984-3400

HDCD is registered trademark of Pacific Mic-moni.
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Travel To The Deepest
Corners Of Your Mind

Meshing Past, Present and Future,
Us and Them, Symphonic Pink Floyd,

is the natural progression
of rock's mind -altering icons
into another musical realm.

Transcendental. Visionary.
A Feast for the Senses.

Includes Time, Brain Damage,
Money, Comfortably Numb,

Breathe, The Great Gig in the Sky,
Another Brick in the Wall,

Us and Them, Nobody Home and
the bonus track, Time: The Old

Tree With Winding Roots
Beside The Lake Of Dreams Mix.

Us and 77tom - Symphonic Pink Flaid$44662.3-2/41
Produced by Youth  Arranged by Jar Coleman

London Philharmonic Orchestra
conducted by Peter Scholes

Available on POINT music compact discs and cassettes

21.1051C

To hear Us and Them, call
1.800.444.MUSIC, code 24297.

MUSIC

LETTERS
Concert -Hall Fidelity
I enjoyed Julian Hirsch's "Technical Talk"
in the September issue, but he begs the
question: It's not "How How Much Fidelity
Is Enough?" but "What Is Fidelity?"

There are very few music halls that do
not electronically amplify the music, signif-
icantly changing the sound from what
would be heard without amplification. The
same performance in a different hall has a
different sound. Popular music often uses
electronic instruments capable of infinitely
variable sound. Each instrument may have
its own track, so that the mixdown creates
the sound. In this case the recording has the
highest fidelity to the artist's wishes.

Let's stop worrying about fidelity and
enjoy what we have. Live performances are
enjoyed for their ambience - the crowds,
the excitement, the "going out" - even
though the sound is often atrocious.

ARTHUR GRAY
Elkins Park, PA

As an occasional concertgoer, mostly for
classical music, and a relative newcomer to
the world of hi-fi audio, I'm somewhat be-
mused by the idea of recreating the live -
concert experience at home. It is a decided-
ly bad idea.

Even if you could afford the top equip-
ment that engineering currently offers, that
ideal would still be elusive. In order to get
the true feel of the modern concert hall at
home you would have to find a couple of
dozen people to slowly, and loudly, liberate
candy wrappers during the tenderest pas-
sage of a Mahler symphony. You'd have to
hire people to sit on either side of you in
your music room and put their sweaty arms
on the arms of your recliner, letting them
slip and jab you in the ribs from time to
time, followed by intermittent bursts of un-
controllable coughing. And, of course, it
should all be preceded by an hour's ride
through traffic and a $6 cappuccino.

JEFFREY C. TURBITT
Morganville, NJ

Headphone Lament
Reading the review of the Sennheiser HD
565 headphones in September, I was again
filled with the same longing I've experi-
enced for years - and the same frustration:
How do you connect your headphones to
a receiver that is across the room, too far
away for the cord that came with them? The
obvious answer is to buy an extension cord,
and I've done that. But it's a hassle to have
a long cord draped across the carpet, and a
hassle to stow it and drag it out again for
each session. Of course, the other obvious
answer is to locate the receiver within 6
feet of your listening chair, but that's never
been an acceptable arrangement no matter
where I've lived. Run the headphone cable
under the wall-to-wall carpet? Get serious.

The result: I don't use my headphones,
and although I'd like to upgrade to better
phones (like those Sennheisers), the hassle
of connecting them makes satisfying head-
phone listening in the living room unattain-
able. I know there are wireless phones, but
I haven't been satisfied with the sound or
the comfort of the ones I've seen. Note to
manufacturers: What is needed is a wireless
headphone jack into which we can plug the
phones of our choice!

I visualize a box with a transmitter (in-
frared or whatever) that is plugged into the
headphone jack on my system, and another
box, with a receiver for the signal and a
headphone jack, that could be located next
to my chair. The receiving station could ei-
ther be plugged into the wall for power, or
battery power could liberate me from the
wall altogether. ToM SLOCOMBE

Orange, CA

Nipper's No Bull
Oliver Berliner's suggestion (August "Let-
ters") that RCA's Nipper is a bull terrier is
way off. The "party animal" that peddled
beer on TV a couple of years ago was a bull
terrier. That uncouth ruffian couldn't sell
classical records, or any music, the way
civilized Nipper has for almost a hundred
years. Like most people, the artist who paint-
ed Nipper, Francis Barraud, thought the dog
was a fox terrier. WALTER H. HENRY

Downey, CA

Reader's Choice
I'm sure any of the $5,000 home theater
systems featured in "Dealer's Choice" (Au-
gust) would thrill the average consumer.
But I wanted to include only S -VHS video
components for a much sharper picture and
still have enough money for the new Sony
SAS -AD I Digital Satellite System receiver.
I used a spectrum analyzer and my eyes and
ears to locate my room's perfect position
for a trio of the Advent Legacy, my favorite
budget -price full -range speaker, while avoid-
ing magnetic interference with the TV tube.

After an afternoon of heavy lifting there
was no contest: Mounting the speakers high
on the wall, just below ceiling level, and
tilted slightly down yielded clear, reflec-
tion -free audio with such smooth response
it was a revelation. Thirty bucks' worth of
hooks, chains, and molly -bolts and a wire
track cover, and I had three super main
speakers. Moreover, channel separation is
greater in Pro Logic mode since I can use
the Wide setting, with a full -range center
signal, and not matrix the bass over to the
left and right speakers as you must normal-
ly do when not using a subwoofer.

The three Advents cost $400 total, and
the rest of the system now includes every-
thing your pros picked, plus S -VHS, and
there's a grand left for the DSS dish even

I or ..... e tont.t 31111ne-
roontmu.1.un. I ompu.en -4771.22b1
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Matthew Polk Redefines State -Of -The -Art ...Again."
MATTHEW POLK'S HOME THEATER SYSTEM CAN NOW BE YOURS

What started out as Matthew Polk's desire to design the ultimate hcme thEater

system turned into the most ambitious research project in Polk's 22 year

history. The result, the Signature Reference Theater

(SRT), is a home entertainment sys-

tem of such enormous dynamic

range, accuracy, clarity and

power that listening will touch

you physically and emotionally.

Five proprietary Polk tech-

nologies, including Polk's leg-

endary SDA imaging, are com-

bined to bring you "Performance

Without Limits".

For more information

and the location of a Polk

SRT dealer near you, call

(800) 377 - POLK.

Dealer Locator Number

1-800-992-2520

I Ad code: 20012

The SRT system consists of 35 active drive units housed in

seven enclosures (including two 300 watt powered sub -

woofers) and a Control Center with wireless remote.

Matthew Pak
Co-founder, Polk Audio

WARNING: THIS SYSTEM IS CAPABLE OF EXTREME SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS. SRT SYSTEMS ARE SUPPLIED WITH

A SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL METER TO HEY YOU DETERMINE SAFE LISTENING LEVELS.

Polk
The Speaker Specialists

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Maryland 21215 USA (410)358-3600.
"Polk Audio"," The Speaker Specialists" and "Dynamic Balance" are registered trademarks of Polk Investment Corporation used under license by Polk Audio Incorporated.
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after squeezing the budget for a rotor roof
antenna for clearest local FM and TV re-
ception. Look, Ma, no cable bill!

You Noo Yawkers must be too used to
spending twenty bucks for a $3 sandwich!

RICK LEE
Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Hum Busters
For over a year I had been fighting a gound-
hum problem in my audio system. I tried

using cheater plugs on my amplifier to by-
pass the third prong on its power cord; that
lowered the hum, but it was still there. I ran
a separate AC line for my audio/video gear
but still had a hum.

Then I read about the Mondial Magic
circuit ground -isolation device in Rebecca
Day's user's report on Digital Music Ex-
press in the July issue. I went to a local
store and bought one.

Wow! What a difference - no more
hum! Hats off to STEREO REVIEW for the

The Best Review We Ever Read!

AC 650
On Sale for

$269/pair
(Compare at $500/pair)

"Their stereo
presentation was
flawless..."

"...l tried to find their
Achilles' heel but it
eluded me."

Stereo Review December 1994

Hear our Remarkable AC 650 at these Participating Dealers!
ALABAMA

WILD ORLI
BOAZ 205.593.1919

ARIZONA

602E431.5800
INCREDML UNIVERSE

ARKANSAS
AUDIO WOMB

LITTLE ROCK 501.224-6380

CALIFORNIA
MEDIU UNIVERSE
SACRAMENTO 916.5674800

SAN DIEGO 619.514-6400

COUSIN'S WARHIOUSE
SAN DIEGO 619.293-3154

LASER TOWER
MILPITAS 408-263-3372

RECYCLED STEREO PLUS
SANTA CRUZ 4013 425-7587

ARRAY'S HOME ELECTRONICS
LOS ANGELES CALL LOCATIONS)

4.Y. 1.01.C1

COLORADO
MCREDMLE UNIVERSE

DENVER 303"705.5800

CONNECTICUT
COUNTY TV & APPLIANCE

STAMFORD 203.327-2630

TAKE 5 AUDIO
NEW HAVEN 203-777-1750

FLORIDA
INCREDIBLE UNIVERSE
HOLLYWOOD 305-926-5000

MIAMI 305.716.5800

M
FT MYERSSIMEO

ILD
941 936-0416

TAMPA 941 263-8500

APPUANCE TY DEPOT
MIAMI, CORAL GABLES

14 LOCATIONS) 305.688.1000

ATLANTA
ATLANTA

ATLANTA
ATLANTA 404-4994145

ILLINOIS
RABBI STEREO

FREEPORT 815-235-9797

SATURDAY AU010
12 LOCATIONS)

CHICAGO 312 935.7252

TEAM ELECTRONICS
PEORIA 309-6922720

INDIANA
MCROIRE UNIVERSE

INDIANAPOLIS 317-396.3400

AUDIO MCCLURE
SOUTH BEND 219-273-9607

KANSAS
WI AUDIO & 111110

LAWRENCE 913-842-1811

KENTUCKY
PERATT'S

LEXINGTON 606-268-6000
LEXINGTON 606-276-2561

MAINE
HARBOR AUDIO & VIDEO

CAMDEN 207 -236 -

MARYLAND
GRAFHTI

SVERSPRING 301.59,

WESTIANSIS WWI & SOUND
WESTMINSTER 410.848-144'

MASSACHUSETTS
WW1

HADLEY, SPRINGFIELD 413.585-8544

MICHIGAN
ACCUTROMCS

ANN ARBOR 313-741-4444

Pigg

MINNESOTA
SQUID CENTER

RICHFIELD 612.866-8729
MINNETONKA 612-544-6218

ROSEVILLE 612-881.1902
EDINA 612-928-8800

"Value Second To None"

NEVADA
HINDIFS TY a APPLIANCE

LAS VEGAS 702.737.1047

NEW HAMPSHIRE
MIERFACE

KEENE 603.357.5040

MIESNW JERSEY
HAZLET 908-264-3900

PALACE ELECTRONICS
VOORHEES 609-772-1199

P.C. MCHARD & SON
EDISON 908.4945700
WAYNE 201.812.1771

PARAMUS 201.262.7676

NEW YORK
P.C. RCN= & SON

LONG ISLAND 516.8434300
BROOKLYN ALL LOCATIONS)

QUEENS TALL LOCATIONSI
WESTCHESTER 914-779-8880

"CREDIBLE UNIVERSE
WESTBURY, L I 516-227.5800

J & R MUSIC WOMB
NYC 212-732.8600

CANAL NM
NYC 212925-6575

EAGLE ELECTRONICS
BROOKLYN 718.4384401

NORTH CAROLINA
INCREDIBLE UNIVERSE

CHARLOTTE

AUDIO LAB
WILMINGTON 919-392-1200

NNSYLVANIA
SOWPES HECTIMMCS

CHAMBERSBURG 717.532.7373
SHIPPENSBURG 717-263.1960

PALACE ELECIRONICS
PHILADELPHIA 215-281-3688

KING OF PRUSSIA 610.337-3744

RHODE ISLAND
1113110 DISCOUNT CENTER

PROVIDENCE 401.521.0022

TENNESSEE
ELECTRONIC EXPRESS

NASHVILLE / MURFREESBORO
110 LOCATIONS) 804967.5588

TEXAS

INCIREDIOLE UNIVERSE
ARLINGTON 817.784-5800

DALLAS 214-342-5800
HOUSTON

SOUND IDEA
SAN ANTONIO 2104361888

UTAH
MCREDMLE UNIVERSE

SALT LAKE CITY

VERMONT
AUDIO VIIE0 AUTHORITY
S BURLINGTON 802-6.60 201,3

VIRGINIA
'CREDIBLE UNIVERSE
WOODBRIDGE 703497-3800

STEITEO TOADMIC POST
RICHMOND 804.346-0876

WASHINGTON
OHIO 'CREDIBLE UNIVERSE

!WOMBLE UNIVERSE
COLUMBUS 614.5295800

6110011F a SIIIIS
MINSTER 4198283214

OKHOMA
H SHOP

LAWTON 405-353.2453

HAWTHORNE STEREO
SEATTLE 206522-9609

WASHINGTON, D C
GRAFFM

202344.9643
202"296.8412

OREGON WISCONSIN
INCIUMORE UNIVERSE SOUFM STAGE

PORTLAND 503-6828100 MILWAUKEE 414.961-1155

Be wary of unauthorized mail order
companies. If there is no

participating dealer in your area,
please call us for advice.

255 EXECLMVE DRIVE  PLAINVIEW, N.Y. 11803  516-576-9052
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tip! Hats off to Mondial Designs for a great
product! LEN HYMAN

Carlsbad, CA

I am an electronics technician and have
been installing and servicing A/V systems
for twenty -plus years. I have run into the
hum problem that Rebecca Day described in
her user's report on Digital Music Express
in July. Rather than buying an expensive de-
vice like the Mondial Magic circuit, you can
insert two matching transformers back to
back in the cable line before any other com-
ponent in the system. That will eliminate the
hum, and it only costs a few dollars.

CHARLES HARTSOOK
San Rafael, CA

Back -to -hack matching haluns will often do
the trick, though not always, depending on
how the transformer is designed. And as
Bret Peters pointed out in "The Buzz on
Cable TV" in the August 1994 issue, such a
connection will he a source of RF leakage
as well as a point at which external inter-
ference can enter the system.

Minimalist CD Baggage
Want a convenient, less bulky way to carry
CD's without buying a CD wallet? Open up
the jewel boxes and remove the thin black
trays that hold the discs. You can stack
many of these trays in a small space. Just
be sure to carry them in a fanny -pack or
bag to protect them from dust.

GARRETT NELSON
Fergus Falls, MN

Corrections
"The Center of the Action" in September
included an incorrect photo for the RDL
RA Labs Center Channel speaker. The pho-
to printed with the article was of the RA
Labs Reference Subwoofer (tested in this
issue, page 44). The Center Channel is
shown below.

RDL RA Labs Center Channel speaker

"Changer Challenge" in October incor-
rectly identified the Marantz CD changer
that Ken Pohlmann tested as the CC-65SE
(the SE is for Special Edition). The test
unit was actually the CC -65, which carries
a list price of $400, a hundred dollars less
than the cost of the specially "tweaked"
CC-65SE changer.

We welcome your letters. Please address
correspondence to Editor, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
You should include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters
may be edited for clarity and length.



The Client 1300409

The Making Of Jurassic Park
(Special Edition) 1372606

The Specialist 1341700

Ace Ventura:
Pet Detective 1242908

Grumpy Old Men 1251503

Pink Floyd: The Wall 1293802

Rambo: First Blood '0650309

The Sound Of Music '0003905

Unforgiven (1992)

Blown Away

The Pelican Brief

1084003

'1291301

'1251305

CLUB FAVORITES
Jurassic Park '1264001

Legends Of The Fall '1371301

Priscilla Queen Of
The Desert '1345206

Mary Shelley's
Frankenstein (1994) '1363803

The Shawshank
Redemption '1345503

Stargate *1334903

True Lies 1327105

Terminator 2:
Judgment Day '0233205

Clear And Present
Danger 1326305

Speed 1297407

Bladerunner: The
Director's Cut 1 097906

The Fugitive '1197706

Close Encounters
Of The Third Kind
(Special Edition) 1273002

The River Wild '1336304

t The Wizard Of Oz 0001404

P- A Few Good Men 1106301
0
o Patriot Games '1051309

o Carlito's Way 1229301

T Batman (1989) '0642504

E Batman Returns '1029909

`7't.) Goodtellas '0969808
(D

Home Alone 2:
Lost In New York

os

1104900

Backdraft '0559005

The Abyss '0881102

Here's a great way to build a collection
of your favorite movies - on laserdisc!
Just write in the numbers of the 3
laserdiscs you want for $1.00 each, plus
shipping and handling. In exchange, you
simply agree to buy four more laserdiscs
in the next two years, at regular Club
prices (currently as low as $29.95, plus
shipping/handling)-and you may cancel
membership at any time after doing so.
What's more, you can get still one more
movie for the low price of $19.95 and
have less to buy later (see complete
details in coupon).

Free Magazine sent every four weeks
(up to 13 times a year) reviewing our
Director's Selection - plus scores of
alternate choices, including many lower -
priced laserdiscs. And you may also
receive Special Selection mailings up to
four times a year. (That's up to 17
buying opportunities a year.)

Buy only what you want! If you want
the Director's Selection, do nothing - it
will be sent automatically. If you prefer
an alternate selection, or none at all, just
mail the response card always provided

See Details Below.

Plus 1 More At Great Savings!

The Return Of The Last Of The
The Jedi (THX) '1415900 Mohicans (1992) '1071406

The Empire Strikes The Hunt For
Back (THX) '1415801 Red October '0825000

Predator '0364901 The Shadow '1297001

Predator 2 '0104307 Jaws '0844605

Star Trek I: Under Siege '11077908

The Motion Picture '0203505 Conan The Barbarian '0220509
Star Trek II: Sleepless In Seattle :1154905
The Wrath Of Khan '0201301 Ghost "0826001(
Star Trek III: 2001: A Space
The Search For Spock '3201608 Odyssey '0844303
Star Trek IV: In The Line Of Fire 1190107
The Voyage Home '0430603

Bridge On The River
Star Trek VI: The Kwal (Restored) '1143809
Undiscovered Country '1001007

The Plano '1237809
Basic Instinct '1033208 The Pagemaster 1338409
On Deadly Ground 1251909 E.T.: The

The Prince Of Tides '0847103 Extra -Terrestrial '0681106

Scent Of A Woman 1121300 Die Hard 2: Die Harder '0041806

Timecop '1332204 Cliffhanger '1149301

Street Fighter 1384007 The Professional '1364801

by the date specified. And you'll always
have 14 days to decide; if not, you may
return the selection at our expense.

Money -Saving Bonus Plan. If you
continue your membership after fulfilkng
your obligation, you'll be eligible for our
generous bonus plan. It enables you to
enjoy great savings on the movies you
want - for as long as you decide to
remain a member!

10 -Day Risk -Free Trial. We'll send
details of the Club's operation with your
introductory package. If not satisfied,
return everything within 10 days at our
expense for a full refund and no further
obligation.

For fastest service, use your credit card
and call us toll -free 24 hours a day:

1-800-538-2233 Meg
Entertaining

America...

One Person

at a Time.

r

L

The Silence Of
The Lambs

Bram Stoker's
Dracula

0805309

'1102904

The Adventures Of
Baron Munchausen '0594309

Maverick '1297209

Dragonslayer
( Remasterecil '1352103

Junior '1364504

Drop Zone '1364306

Double Dragon '1353606

Natural Born Killers '1327709

Wolf '1314905

Darkman "1375609

Darkman 2: The Return
Of Durant '1372101

I.Q. '1381904

Paper Moon (Dir.'s Series) '1382209

Ren And Stimpy: The Essential
Collection '1411206

Total Recall '1286103

Philadelphia

Demolition Man

'1251404

'1199306

NEW RELEASES

Billy Madison '1389402

Boys On The Side '1386309

The Brady Bunch
(Movie) '1381003

Demon Knight: Tales From
The Crypt 1372200

Immortal Beloved

Just Cause

Nell

Nobody's Fool

Tank Girl

Disclosure

Little Women (1994)

Murder In The First

'1372309

*1386408

1382100

'1382902

'1389600

1371004

'1372903

'1371103

The Bodyguard

Ladyhawke

A Clockwork Orange

Four Weddings And
A Funeral

Journey To The Far
Side Of The Sun

'1105907

1356302

1356005

1302900

'1352400

Columbia House Laserdisc Club
Dept. MG2, P.O. Box I 1 12, Terre Haute, Indiana 4 7811.1 11 2
Yes, please enroll me under the terms outlined in this advertisement. As a member, I need to buy only
4 more selections, at regular Club price;, in the rext 2 years.
Send me these 3 laserdiscs for $1.00 each-plus $1.50 each shipping and handling (total $7.50).

BUY YOUR FIRST SELECTION NOW-AND HAVE LESS TO BUY LATERI
E-=, Also, send me my first selecnor for $19 95, pus $1 50 shaping, handling, whicn I in adding to

my $7 50 payment (Val $2a 95; then need to boy only 3 mare biome of 4) in the next 2 years

Please Check How Paying: 0 My check is enclosed
CI Charge my introductory loserdiscs and future Club purchases to:
0 MasterCard C Diners Club a AMEX El VISA

A35/A37
A36/A38

Discover

Acct. No. Exp. Date

Signature

Name

Address Apt.

City State

Zip Phone No. (

Do any of the following apply to you? (41)
C I own a Personal Computer (I) 17 I own a PC with a at -ROM (2) plan to buy a PC with a CD-ROM (31

Note This offer applies 10 hrsteme Laserdisc Club members only Limit one r household. Columbia House reserves the right to request
additional information, repoony opplicah mon or cancel any membership.lowed Po the contmentol U.5.(secluding Alaskal.

14-10/95Applicable sales fox added in all orders



TIME
DEL AT
30
YEARS AGO
Those who can't, criticize: In
the November 1965 Letters
column, reader Frank Papen of
Berkeley, California, suggested
that reviewer/lyricist Gene
Lees stop "kicking" Bob Dylan
because "Lees himself writes
some of the worst lyrics I've
ever heard."

In "A Buyer's Guide to
Headphones," Bennett Evans
examined models ranging from
the Lafayette F-767 ($11.88) to
the Sharpe HA-660/Pro ($60).
Elsewhere, Julian Hirsch tested
Heath's AR -13A receiver kit
("comparable to many factory-
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wired tuners costing far more")
and Empire's 888PE phono
cartridge, which was half the
size of previous Empire
models. The Installation of
the Month belonged to Tony
Janak, a former Columbia
Records engineer, who had
a wall -mounted KLH amplifier
and tuner, a Sony open -reel
tape deck, an AR turntable, and
two KLH Six speakers.

And your point is ... ? After
listening to "Judy Garland and

Permoflux headphones, 1965

Liza Minnelli 'Live' at
the London Palladium," Gene
Lees pronounced the album
"raucously, arrogantly, rottenly,
miserably, ear-tearingly bad."

20
YEARS AGO
Much of the November 1975
issue, beginning with the cover
portrait by Alan Magee, was
devoted to the 100th anniver-
sary of the birth of French
composer Maurice Ravel.
An Eric Salzman essay made
the case for Ravel as "the most
influential composer of the
twentieth century." Harold
Lawrence profiled composer/
conductor Manuel Rosenthal,
one of Ravel's last living
students, while Robert
Offergeld contributed an
appreciation of mezzo-soprano
Jennie Tourel, one of Ravel's
foremost vocal exponents.
And in "The Basic Repertoire,"
Martin Bookspan rated
competing LP's of Ravel's
Le Tombeau de Couperin.

New products this month
included Scott's RD 1000
digital FM receiver, with ten

Uher portable, 1975
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station presets, and the Audio
Research D-150 power amp,
a vacuum -tube behemoth
weighing 110 pounds. In test
reports, Hirsch -Houck
Laboratories looked into the
B&O Beogram 4002, a record
player that had already become
a permanent exhibit at New
York's Museum of Modern
Art, as well as the Uher CR
134 stereo cassette recorder, a
portable model that "has much
of the quality of a good home
machine, yet is smaller than
most mono portables."

In Best of the Month,
Stoddard Lincoln endorsed a
Deller Consort disc of Purcell's
The Fairy Queen on Vanguard,
and Peter Reilly was tickled by
a comedy album derived from
the TV series Monty Python's
Flying Circus. In other
reviews, Steve Simels was
ambivalent about ex-Creedence
honcho John Fogerty's
self -titled solo debut, deeming
it "a flawed record from a

Stereo Review
CENMNRRY MRUCQC,E RRYEL

great talent." David Hall and
James Goodfriend found a lot
to like about new recordings of
Ravel's Daphnis et Chloe
conducted by Lorin Maazel
and Pierre Boulez. And Joel
Vance found his personal space
invaded by "Rubycon" from
German synth -poppers
Tangerine Dream, "a cross
between Goethe and Rommel,
between the Ode to Joy and
Deutschland uber Alles."

I'll have what he's having:
Describing a CRI disc of
avant-garde chamber works
played by the Concord String
Quartet, Eric Salzman
concluded, "This music
(like real life) makes no sense
to me whatever."

10
YEARS AGO
Ralph Hodges, writing in "The
High End" in November 1985,
mused over McIntosh after a
visit to Binghamton, New
York. "Although the expense
of a McIntosh system can be
truly hideous," Hodges noted,
"there is no evidence that any
McIntosh executive ever lost
sleep over it, the prices being
honestly representative of
what was built in."

Taking a look at "The New
$300 CD Players," Julian
Hirsch compared models from
Mitsubishi, Pioneer, Sanyo,
Sony, and Technics. In test
reports, Hirsch examined Tand-
berg's TCA 3008A preamp
("the highest caliber of audio
preamplifier performance")
and, in a special report, Polk's
SDA-SRS speaker system,
which used a second set of
drivers in each speaker to
cancel the interaural crosstalk
produced by the main drivers
in the opposite speaker.

No refunds, obviously:
Reviewing the latest from Air
Supply, Alanna Nash declared,
"If you buy this album, you
will die." -Steve Simels

Air Supply, 1985
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'NEW
PRODUCTS
 YAMAHA
One of the first outboard Dolby

Surround AC -3 decoders,

Yamaha's DDP-1 extracts five

full -range channels and a sixth

subwoofer channel from the new

AC -3 -encoded laserdiscs. 11

features adjustable delay for the

center and surround channels.

 JOSEPH AUDIO
The heart of Joseph Audio's 15 -

inch -tall RM7si speaker is a

patented Infinite Slope crossover

with a steep 100 -dB -per -octave

cutoff that's said to eliminate

acoustic interaction between the

system's 1 -inch silk tweeter and

61 2 -inch glass -fiber woofer.

three center -channel modes.

a test -tone generator, two

dynamic -range settings. anc three

digital inputs: RF, coaxial, and

optical. Price: $599. Yamaha.

Dept. SR. 6660 Orangethorpe

Ave.. Buena Park, CA 90620.

 Circle 120 on reader service card

Sensitivity is given as 86 dB

and response as 45 Hz to 30 kHz

±2 dB. Price: $1,299 a pair in

black or oak wood veneer, 5-.499

in rosewood (shown). Joseph

Audio, Dept. SR, 2 Pineridge Rd..

White Plains, NY 10603.

 Circle 122 on reader service card

MISSION 
The top of M ssion's 73 Series.

the 42 -inch -tall Model 735 tower

speaker has two chambers:

One is sealed and houses a 1 -inch

tweeter and a 7 -inch midrange

driver, the other is ported and

holds two 7 -inch woofers that play

below 120 Hz. Sensitivity is given

as 90 dB and the low -frequency

limit as 35 Hz (-6 dB anechoic).

Finish is black ash-woodgrain

vinyl. Price: $1,099 a pair.

Mission, Dept. SR. 400 Matheson

Blvd. E.. Uni: 31. Mississauga,

Ontario L4Z 1N8.

 Circle 121 on reader service card

A DYNACO
Dynaco, the forty -year -old audio

brand known for its vacuum -tube

power amplif ers, is now using

tubes in the analog input and

driver stages of its CDV-1 CC

player. Highlights include Class A

analog operation, a Philips CDM-

12 transport. 1 -bit D/A (digital -

to -analog) converters. a volume

control (which enables it to be

connected directly to a power

amp), multitrack -sequence

programming. and both random

and repeat playback modes.

Distortion is given as 0.01

percent aid channel separation as

85 dB at 1 kHz. Price: $699.

Dynaco. Dept. SR. 125 Cabot Ct.,

Hauppauge, NY 11788.

 Circle 123 on reader service card
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NEW PRODUCTS

A CELESTION
Celestion's Impact speaker

series. designed to have high

sensitivity and high power

handling, comprises the 12 -inch -

tall Model 10 ($199 a pair), the

15'2 -inch -tall Model 15 ($299 a

pair), the 181/2 -inch -tall Model 20

($399 a pair). the 32 -inch -tall

Model 25 ($550 a pair). the

WRIGHT AUDIO
Housed in a solid red -oak cabinet,

Wright Audio's LGP-1 Series 2

all -tube preamplifier features

a separate power supply for each

channel, six line -level inputs.

and both processor and tape

loops. It uses common 12AX7WB

or 12AX7WXT tubes. which have a

minimum life expectancy of 4,000

hours, and is covered by a three -

32 -inch -tall Model 30 ($650 a

pair), the 351/2 -inch -tall Model 35

($750 a pair), and the 391 2 -

inch -tall Model 40 ($950 a pair).

The standard finish for all the

speakers is black ash vinyl.

Celestion. Dept. SR. 89 Doug

Brown Way, Holliston. MA 01746.

 Circle 124 on reader service card

year parts -and -labor warranty

(except on the tubes. which

are guaranteed for six months).

Distortion is given as 0.05

percent with a 2 -volt output.

Available factory -direct for $685

(plus shipping) from Wright

Audio. Dept. SR. 3088 W. 15th

Ave., Unit 17. Eugene,

OR 97402: phone. 503-343-1413.

MITSUBISHI A
The Mitsubishi TS -5087 rear -

projection TV squeezes a 50 -inch

screen into a tabletop cabinet

(shown with optional storage

base) measuring 431/2 x 43'/2 x

23' 4 inches. It receives the Star -

Sight on -screen TV program guide

and uses three 7 -inch cathode -

INFINITY 0*
Infinity's Kappa 6Ccs car

speaker package includes two

61/2 -inch woofers, two 3a -inch

silk -dome tweeters, two passive

crossovers, and mounting

hardware. The system is rated

down to 50 Hz. Pr ce: $370.

Infinity, Dept. SR, 20630 Nordhoff

St., Chatsworth, CA 91311.

 Circle 126 on reader service card

NAD
Simplicity is the guiding design

principle behind NAD's Model

310 integrated amplifier, whose

"super -simple" circuit topology

uses about half as many

components as in conventional

amps. Forgoing "extras" like

a phono section, loudness switch,

and headphone jack, it has five

ray tubes, said to produce 40

percent more light than the 5 -inch

CRT's in other sets. The TV also

has a dual -tuner picture -in -picture

(PIP) system. Price: $3,899.

Mitsubishi. Dept. SR, 5665 Plaza

Dr., Cypress. CA 90630.

 Circle 125 on reader service card

inputs, defeatable tone controls.

and a combined volume/

balance control. The Model 310

delivers 20 watts per channel and

is said to be stable into 1 -ohm

loads. Price $199. NAD.

Dept. SR. 89 Doug Brown Way,

Holliston, MA 81746.

 Circle 127 on eader service card

rub
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IoW there's an INT loudspeaher in everghodg's range.

There is no single perfect loudspeaker for every use
- there are several. We know, because we make them.
From NHT's highly acclaimed SuperZero two-way speaker,
to the revolutionary new Model 3.3, the ultimate
expression of our Focused Image Geometry technology.

These two products represent merely the extremes of
NHT's innovative new product family. We now have the ideal

speakers for every space, and every budget. Each is based
on our philosophy of making something great, or not making
it at all. And isn't that something everybody wants to hear?

USE V0U0 HERD.
Now Hear This. Inc.. 535 Getty Court. Bldg. A. Benicia. CA 94510

For the NHT dealer nearest you: (U.S.) call 1 800-NHT-9993: (Canada) Artech Electronics Ltd.. (514) 631-6448
CIRCLE NO 50 ON READER SERVICE CARD



NEW PRODUCTS

KENWOOD
Kenwood's first THX-certified

home theater grouping comprises

the LS-X1F magnetically shielded

front speaker ($500). which

mates pairs of 51 3 -inch woofers,

1 -inch soft -dome tweeters, and

in a sealed cabinet: the wall -

mountable LS-X1S dipolar

surround speaker ($600 a pair),

with two forward -firing 5 -inch

woofers and side -mounted 3 -inch

midrange and 3,4 -inch tweeter

Mecum'', aufic
'Emulator

 WARNER IMAGING
Warner Imaging's Vacuum Tube

Emulator power amplifiers are

solid-state devices that are

designed to sound like a tube

amplifier. Models include the 100 -

watt -per -channel VTE200S

($1,495). the 200 -watt -per -

channel VTE400S ($2.195), the

300 -watt -per -channel VTE600DM

complements: and the vented

SW -X1 subwoofer ($500). which

is rated to handle 150 watts.

For use in rooms larger than

3.000 cubic feet. the SW -X1 has

a parallel connection for a second

LS-X1F and

SW -X1 are finished in black. the

LS-X1S in white. All have banana -

plug connectors. Kenwood.

Dept. SR, 2201 E. Dominguez.

Long Beach, CA 90801.

 Circle 128 on reader service card

(shown. $2,995). and the 300 -

watt mono VTE300M ($3.395 a

pair). Available factory -direct

(plus shipping) with a thirty -day

money -back guarantee from

Warner Imaging. Dept. SR. 5607

Huntsmoor Rd., Baltimore, MD

21227: phone. 410-247-6631.

 Circle 131 on reader service card

PROGRESSIVE
DESIGNS 
The stylish GLW 5600 CD

rack from Progressive Designs

holds fifty-four discs and is made

of tempered glass and stainless

steel. Discs are separated by

anodized aluminum bars that are

permanently bonded to the

glass. The rack is L5 inches

tall and weighs 11 pounds.

Available factory -d rect for $180

(includes shipping) from

Progressive Desigrs, Dept. SR,

61 E. Lake St., Northlake, IL

60164: phone, 1-8C0-466-0582.

 Circle 129 on reader service card

.- 
 44111AllIME coo

PS
.11,e S

 PS AUDIO
PS Audio has incor3orated the

Pacific Microsonics HDCD (High

Definition Compatible Digital)

decoder/filter into its flagship

digital processor, the UltraLink

Two. The chip is said to enhance

the depth and detail of standard

and HDCD-encoded CD's. The

processor uses UltraAnalog's AES

21 digital receiver and D20400 -A

20 -bit D/A (digital -to -analog)

converter and has AES/EBU. AT&T

ST, coaxial, and Toslink inputs

and balanced and unbalanced

outputs. Price: $2,295. PS Audio.

Dept. SR. 7325 Roseville Rd..

Sacramento, CA 95842.

 Circle 130 on reader service card

ALLISON
In -wall speakers from Allison

Acoustics include the IC 62 ceiling

model ($251 a pair), which has a

6 -inch coaxial driver: the IW62

($383 a pair), which has a 6 -inch

woofer and 1 -inch tweeter: and

the IW82 ($535 a pair), which

has an 8 -inch woofer and 1 -inch

tweeter. All feature a paintable

frame and grille. Allison

Acoustics. Dept. SR. 478 Stanford

Ave.. Danville, KY 40422.

 Circle 132 on reader service card
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.W.e couldn't have
said it better ou, elves.

- excerpts from Audio Magazine, by Anthony H. Cordesman tiIn Own, the
Adcom GFA-5800
stands out even in a
world where almost
all amplifiers now
sound good. ly

"...this is a product that
deserves attention. yy

"You may be
surprised to find
out how good
your speakers are
when you first try
an amplifier of
this quality. yy

"Th.'s is the kind of
product that shows
the best of the high
end can be made
truly affordable.,,

"It is also a little difficult to
believe that this amplifier is in
the $1500 price range. pl

"It does everything
exceptionally well for
its price, and its upper
midrange and treble and
overall musicality are
hard to find in any ampli-
fier not costing at least
twice its price range. ,y

111/ / Lid I/ I 1011111111/L N I

"The imaging, soundstage,
dynamics, and transparency of
the Adam GFA-5800 had the
kind of realism and integration
I only expect to find in far more
expensive products. yy

"Just as Adcom once
changed the standards of the
power amplifier market with
the 555, it has introduced a
new product that may similarly
change the market again. yy

The Adcom GFA-5800 amplifier is quite possibly the best amplifier you may ever hear.
We know it sounds better than others selling for more than twice its price. Delivering 250
watts continuous per channel into 8 ohms between 20 Hz and 20 kHz, its circuit design and
component specifications are in a class by itself.

But you don't have to take our word for it. Send us your name and address and we will
send you a reprint of Audio's review as well as detailed literature. Or better yet, simply ask to
listen to the GFA-5800. Your ears will tell you
all you need to know.

ADCOM®
details you can hear

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130.
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Montreal, Quebec (514) 344-1226

1ZII Send me Audio's review and detailed literature on the
Adcom GFA-5800.

Name

Address

City State Zip

X Mail to: Adcom, 11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A.

8
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NEW PRODUCTS

V ROTEL
The transport in Rotel's RD-960BX

cassette deck uses a high -torque

servo motor for the capstan

drive and a separate motor that's

said to insure accurate tape

handling during fast -forward and

rewind. The deck has a hard

permalloy record/playback head.

a ferrite erase head. Dolby B

and C noise reduction. Dolby

"'',1111111

4 MICROSMITH
Microsmith's AC -powered

Hot Link Remote Control Booster

System is said to extend the range

of any infrared remote by up to

65 feet. It can be used to improve

the remote performance of six

AN components. Available

factory -direct for $49 (plus $4.05

shipping) from Microsmith. Dept.

SR, P.O. Box 1554. Pacifica. CA

94044: phone. 1-800-999-8846.

 Circle 133 on reader service card

HX Pro headroom extension.

and automatic bias adjustment

with a fine-tuning control.

Among other features are music

search. memory rewind. a

real-time tape counter, and a

remote control. Price: $400.

Rotel. Dept. SR. P.O. Box 8.

North Reading. MA 01864-0008.

 Circle 134 on reader service card

4 SASAKI ACOUSTICS
Handcrafted from fine crystal

glass. Sasaki's 61 4 -inch -diameter

CW-160AV Crystal Wave speaker

uses a magnetically shielded 31 2 -

inch full -range driver. Frequency

response is given as 130 Hz to

20 kHz and impedance as 4 ohms.

Price: $480 a pair. Sasaki

Acoustics, marketed by Cyclops

Distributors. Dept. SR. 600

N. 12th St.. Reading. PA 19604.

 Circle 136 on reader service card

A ELECOM
Elecom's CDHC) series of steel

CD racks includes the twenty -four -

disc CDHCI 24 ($18). the

fourteen -disc CDHC) 14 ($12.50),

and the forty -disc CDHCI 40

($32). which has an 3ak base.

Up to four CDHO 24 units can

be joined for expanded capacity.

and both the CDHO 24 and the

NSM 
Part of NSM's new Master

Series. the 14 -inch -tall Model

20M loudspeaker uses a 61 2 -inch

woofer with a coaxially mounted

fabric -dome tweeter, an

arrangement said to produce

a stable. symmetrical radiation

pattern with smooth power

response. In -room frequency

response at 80 dB SPL is given

as 45 Hz to 20 kHz ±3 dB,

sensitivity as 85 dB. and

recommended power as 50 to

200 watts. Price: $1.995 a pair in

walnut (shown). $1,495 in black

lacquer. NSM Loudspeakers,

Dept. SR. P.O. Box 326.

Garden City, NY 11530-0326.

 Circle 137 on reader service card

CDHC) 40 include wall -mounting

hardware. All models in the

series are finished in satin

black, and they are covered by

a lifetime warranty. Elecom

Computer Products, Dept. SR.

17316 Edwards Rd.. Suite 280.

Cerritos, CA 90703.

 Circle 135 on reader service card
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 THE ART OF PERFORMANCE: THE MAKING OF A LEGENDARY CLASSIC.

n
Pete Sampras. The youngest male to
win the U.S. Open. Now, the first
American male to win three con-
secutive Wimbledon titles.
Said The New York Times of Sampras:

"It's just possible we have a latter day
classic on our hands."

Se_Rorrs & Hollangl
Jewelry created for now and forever

To place an order call
1-800-829-2600

The Movado Museum

Watch is in the

permanent collections

of museums around

the world.

Staatliches Museum

fiir angewandte Kunst

Neue Sammlung,

Munich, Germany

Museum Moderne Kunst

Vienna, Austria

Museo de Arte Moderns

Bogota, Colombia

Museum Boymans-van

Beuningen, Rotterdam,

The Netherlands

Museo de Arte

Contempordnee

Caracas, Venezuela

Finnish Museum of

Horology Espool,

Helsinki, Finland

Sezon Museum of Art

Tokyo, Japan

Kunstindustri-museets

Billedbog,

Copenhagen, Denmark

Musee International

d'Horlogerie

La Chaux-de-Fonds,

Switzerland

Museo de Belles Artes

Bilbao, Spain

Design Museum

London, England

Kawasaki City Museum

Kawasaki, Japan

Victoria and Albert

Museum

London, England

Ludwigsmuseum

Cologne, Germany

The Museum Sports Edition Watch. A
sportive interpretation of the classic
design. Crafted in Switzerland. Stainless

steel and 18 karat gold micron finish.
Quartz. Water-resistant.

MOVADO
The Museum.Watch.



Inside Definitive's BP2000

Lox frequent/
tuned columr

25 mm pure aluminum
d:me, apenctc
transmission -re tweeter

Lw diffractic-idnver
oFttle interface

Arrplex Linkyitz-Riley
r1ssover nework

=ray, mirror -raged
D;-'poolito bipolar array in
ion -resonant chamber

Massive subwoofer
magnet structure

Eltronic crossover

Acimerometer optimized
Dab net braces

"" tick high dbnsity
-nette front t-Ifle

3cnDpure fit -ar

nterral dampening

Reno gloss black
or gloss cherry endcaps

1" thick rear
medite bathe

1-figt- definition pure

copper wire

Multi-laye-ed dampening
pads line entire cabinet

17 cm mineral -filled

polyme' high -definition
bass/m drange drivers

Rear mirror -imaged
D'Appolto Dipolar array in

non -resonant chamber

a' high -power
long -throw bi-laminate

polymer subwoofer driver

Complete bolt -in powered
subwoofer system

GoliDlated subwoofer
input (for optional use)

Gold-plated tn-wirable
speaker level inputs

High current 300 -watt RMS
subwoofer amplifier

Torroidal transformer

1 1/4" thick high clensity
medite cabinet sidewall

doubt that you can ge: a better sounding system for less
than several times the price of the BP2000."

-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review



Definitive's New
BP2000 Brings

You the Ultimate
Listening

Experience!
"The first speaker I have been able to audition in my own
familiar surroundings that has given me that special thrill

that usually costs ten or more times its price to obtain."

"Frankly, if circumstances
allowed, I would choose
these speakers for myself"

-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

Speaker of the Decade
Now, with the BP2000, Definitive

literally reinvents the loudspeaker.
We have combined a six -driver dual
D'Appolito bipolar array with a
built-in (side -firing) 300 -watt
powered 15" subwoofer. (Yes, a
complete powered subwoofer built
into each speaker!) The result is
extraordinary sonic performance
beyond anything you've ever heard.

Both music and movies are
reproduced with unequalled purity,
transparency and lifelike realism.
And the astounding high resolution
imaging and awesome bass impact
totally envelop you in sonic ecstacy.
They are an amazing achievement!

AMINO
Each revolutionar:v olar BP2000 ($1499 ea.) has a built-tn
3(10 -watt RMS powered 15" subwoofer for ultimate performance.

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

See our dealers list on page 26

-Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

The Ultimate Home Theater
In addition to being an audiophile's

dream, the BP2000s are also the main
speakers in Definitive's AC -3 ready
Ultimate Home Theater System. This
astonishing system is absolutely the
finest sounding available. It recreates
a "you are there" spatial reality that
actually puts you into the soundspace
of the original cinematic action.

The complete system combines
BP2000s with a C/L/R 2000 center ($650
ea) and a pair of BPX bipolar surrounds
(from $399 ea.). Of course, the dual 15"
powered subwoofers are already built
into the sleek BP2000 towers. Truly
the ultimate listening experience!
Visit your Definitive dealer today.

nitive Tech
The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers.

11105 Valley Hts. Dr.  Baltimore. MD 21117 .1410)363-7118
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IAN G. MASTERS

Dolby AC -3 as an Add -On
am eager to try the new Dolby Sur-

round AC -3 Digital system. but I won-
der how an outboard decoder will fit in with
my existing A/V receiver. Will 1 he able to
plug the discrete surround channels into the
receiver's main -in surround jacks and leave
the front channels alone because they carry
the same information? And will 1 end up
with two subwoofer channels, one on the de-
coder and the other on the receiver?

JAMES R. TALASKA
Ironwood, MI

AWhile it's true that soundtracks encod-
edPill in both AC -3 and Pro Logic may

end up carrying pretty much the same infor-
mation in the three front channels, the infor-
mation is delivered to the speakers in very
different ways. In Pro Logic, the center
channel is derived from the front left and
right channels by a form of steering logic; in
AC -3, the three channels carry separate, dis-
crete signals, and the crosstalk among them
(the amount of sound that leaks from one
channel into the adjacent one) is virtually
nil. The arrangement you suggest would
give you only the discrete surround chan-
nels, but it wouldn't take advantage of the
discrete front signals, thus wasting a lot of
the potential of the new system, especially
the superior overall sound quality available
to all AC -3 channels. You might be able to
use both subwoofer outputs, as you suggest,
but there's no real advantage in doing so. In
fact, for several reasons, using both may
sound worse than either alone.

Whether you can integrate an outboard
AC -3 decoder with your present equipment
depends entirely on what you have. If your
receiver has pre-out/main-in jacks for all
five channels you can probably add an AC -3
decoder. Put the receiver in two -channel
mode and feed the front left and right pre -
amp -out signals to the line -level inputs on
the decoder. Then feed the five outputs from
the decoder to the appropriate main -in jacks
on the receiver. Connect your laserdisc play-
er's AC -3 output directly to the decoder.
You should let the decoder handle both AC -
3 and Pro Logic material.

Digital vs. Analog Radio
ph I've been a radio huff all my life, and I
Algread recently that digital audio broad-
casting (DAB) will eventually supplant FM
radio. How about AM? And if digital radio
is five or six years away in the United
States, as has been suggested in several ar-
ticles. what is the outlook for Canada?

STEPHEN J. LEALI
Stony Plain, Alberta
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A There will no doubt come a time when
IlliSconventional analog radio will be total-
ly displaced by its digital equivalent, but
you can expect them to continue in parallel
for a very long time. That's partly because
the switch to the new medium will be grad-
ual; no broadcaster is going to rush into
dropping listeners who have yet to embrace
the new technology. And if an "in -band"
system, in which a compressed digital signal
is modulated onto an existing FM or AM
signal, were to be adopted, there'd be no
good reason for the broadcasters ever to
drop the older signals. The new digital sig-
nals would be ignored by older radios and
retrieved only by digital models.

In Canada the situation is very different,
as an in -band system has been pretty much
rejected in favor of the European Eureka
system. This occupies a separate part of the
radio spectrum - up among the radar fre-
quencies - and can coexist with regular ra-
dio for as long as anyone thinks it's worth-
while having both. Digital audio broadcast-
ing could be a reality north of the border as
early as 1996, and many broadcasters are
gearing up for that launch date. In fact, there
are already a couple of experimental trans-
mitters in operation (although none near
you, yet), with at least one more ready to go
on the air.

Disappearing Bass
caThe three front speakers in my home
theater system are floor -standing mod-

els with 10 -inch woofers. When the sur-
round processor is in either Phantom or
Normal mode everything sounds fine, but
when I switch to Wide the low end disap-
pears from all three speakers. This happens
with every source. What's going on?

DAVE KUNISH
Burbank, CA

AIn its Normal mode, a Dolby Pro Logic
decoder detects anything above 100 Hz

that is common to the front left and right
channels, removes it from those channels,
and steers it to the center. But in that mode
it also removes frequencies below 100 Hz
from the center -channel signal and sends
them to the front speakers, the reasoning be-
ing that most center speakers are small units
with inherently weak bass. The bottom oc-
taves will thus continue to be reproduced by
the main speakers. In the Wide mode, the
decoder treats all frequencies the same. As a
result, in Wide mode it is not unusual for the
bass to sound somewhat thin, because the
low frequencies are being reproduced by
one speaker rather than two, and because in
many systems the left and right speakers are

mDefiniti Technology.
The Leader in High -Performance

Technology.
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"Discover the
Greatest Value

in High -End
Loudspeakers

99

You must hear the superiority of Definitive's
remarkably affordable BP6, 8, 10 & 20 and

experience the miracle of bipolar technology'

"Truly Outstanding"
- Stereo Review

Absolute sonic superiority and
unexcelled value have made

Definitive the leader in high-perfor-
mance loudspeakers. It's no wonder
experts agree that Definitive's
critically acclaimed bipolar towers
(priced from $299ea) dramatically
outperform the competition.

Our exquisitely styled, American -
made, advanced technology bipolar
(front and rear radiating) systems
are the critics' choice. They combine
lush spacious sound -staging, lifelike
depth -of -field, razor-sharp resolution
and pinpoint 3-D imaging with
powerful subwoofer-quality bass
(to below 20 Hz), high efficiency
and ultra -wide dynamic range. The
result is superb music and movie
reproduction so real that it has been
called "an incredible sonic miracle."

IW B1'211- $791) ea. - $399
BP', nr,.i ,11,t1, II I -

The breathtaking performance of our award -winning bipolar
speakers makes your music and movies really come alive.

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

See our dealer list on facing page

"Music and Movie Sound
was Stunning" - Video Magazine
Combine BP6s, 8s, lOs or 20s
with our matching centers, bipolar
surrounds and optional PowerField
subwoofers for the most lifelike,
spectacular "you are there" music
and home theater available. All are
completely Dolby AC -3 ready.

Award after Award Confirms
Definitive's Sonic Superiority
 Stereo Review "Dream System"

Video Magazine Product -of -the -Year
 Audio Video Speaker -of -the -Year
 CES Design & Engineering Awards
 Sound & Vision Critic's Choice
 Inner Ear Report Editor's Choice
You owe it to yourself to hear these
remarkable speakers today.

Definitive Technok)gy®
The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers...

11105 Valley His. Dr.  Baltimore. MD 21117  (410) 36.3-7148



more likely than the center to be close to a
side wall or corner, which will reinforce
their bass output.

The differences are usually not dramatic,
though. and can often be overcome by a ju-
dicious tweak of the system's bass control.
Your situation sounds more serious, howev-
er. In fact, I encountered the same problem a
couple of years ago in a receiver sent to me
for evaluation. The problem turned out to be
an inherent design flaw in the decoder chip,
which made any "fix" impossible.

That's the bad news. The good news is
that there is no real advantage to running
your system in Wide mode even if your cen-
ter speaker is a full -range model, so I sug-
gest simply using the Normal setting. And if
your system has a dedicated output for a
powered subwoofer and you choose to take
advantage of it, whatever happens up front
becomes largely irrelevant.

VCR Compatibility
CaMy main VCR is almost ten years old,
so I took it to a local shop for a good

cleaning. The technician said it was in ex-
cellent shape and required minimal servic-
ing, but / still have a problem. Tapes record-
ed on this machine or elsewhere play fine,
but if I try to play tapes recorded on it on
my other hi-fi VCR I notice audio quirks and
reduced picture quality. For instance, it
won't track the hi-fi audio in SP mode, and
picture quality suffers at all speeds. Is it
possible that my heads are just plain worn
from lots of recording over the years? If so,
is replacing them worth it? ROBERT LuN

South Bowie, MD

AFrom your description, I'd guess that
the problem is with the second VCR,

not your main one. Since tapes recorded
both by the machine itself and on other
VCR's play well, the problem is obviously
elsewhere. And it's very unlikely that wear
is a real concern at this stage - I have a
much -used VCR that's pushing twenty, and
its heads are still fine.

Equal Cable Lengths

QIn
the days of quad, we were instructed

to make all the cables leading from the
amplifier to the speakers of the same length
lest we experience phase shift or other ir-
regularities. Now in my Pro Logic system I
have five speakers, the center one only a few
feet from my receiver. Should it be connect-
ed to 30 feet of cable like the other chan-
nels? And with the prospect of digital sur-
round with six channels, what are the rules?

SUMNER KERNAN
West Hollywood, CA

AGiven that the electrons course through
those speaker cables at close to the

speed of light, any audio -frequency phase
shift caused by using a 30 -foot cable in one
channel and a 5 -foot cable in another would
barely be measurable, let alone audible.
There might be some virtue in assuring
near -identical resistance and capacitance in
all channels by using identical lengths, but

the same thing can be achieved by using
heavier cables of different lengths. To me
that would be preferable to having a tangle
of extra cable piled up behind the nearer
speakers.

Replacing Speaker Cabinets

Of have owned my loudspeakers for sev-
en or eight years, and / still think they

are among the best -sounding speakers I
have heard, but the cabinets were damaged
by water during a move. I would like to
replace them, but the manufacturer doesn't
seem to he able to help me. If all else
fails, I could build some cabinets. Would I
risk losing that great sound as a result?

BOB BURKE
Louisville, KY

A Probably. A speaker system is a deli-
Mcately balanced thing, in which the de-
signer takes into account not only the elec-
trical elements but the physical as well.
Driver placement, front -panel (baffle) mate-
rial, internal bracing, vent size and shape,
and a host of other factors contribute to the
way a speaker sounds, and you tinker with
them at your peril. Except, perhaps, for the
baffle, the actual surface treatment of a
speaker enclosure is not all that significant,
so you might be able to strip off the surface
layer and replace it. If the surface is wood
and simply discolored by the moisture, con-
sult a cabinetmaker about possible ways to
remove the stains or refinish the surface.

DTS on Tape?
recently rented a videocassette of

Jurassic Park, and I noticed in the
credits that the soundtrack was encoded us-
ing the DTS sound system. How could that
he when DTS is based on a 5 -inch CD-ROM
and I was watching the movie on tape?

SEAN CRAWFORD
San Diego, CA

AIn theaters, the movie did use the DTS
digital surround playback system, and

the credits were designed for that audience.
Assuming your home system includes a
Dolby Pro Logic decoder, you were listen-
ing to a Dolby Surround -encoded sound-
track, which is standard in all consumer
movie releases. A home DTS decoding sys-
tem is not available yet.

Home Theater Wiring
OWe recently bought a new rear -projec-
tion TV monitor for our home theater

system and wired it up according to the
manufacturer's suggestion: The cable signal
goes through a splitter to both the TV and
the VCR's antenna inputs, the video and au-
dio outputs of the VCR go to the line -level
inputs on the TV, and the TV's audio outputs
are fed hack to the inputs of our A/V receiv-
er. With this arrangement, the audio level of
the TV has to he almost at its maximum
(with the internal speakers off) to deliver an
adequate level to the receiver, and we still
have to set the receiver's volume at a higher

level than before. We're afraid that pushing
the TV audio so hard may cause damage,
and we would also like to regain the conve-
nience of our old setup, in which the VCR's
output went to the receiver first and then to
the TV. Is there any reason why we shouldn't
wire things up in that manner?

ROBERT E. RUCKER
Las Vegas, NV

ANope. In fact, that's the more orthodox
way to go about it. With the wiring

scheme you have now, the audio signal
probably has to travel a fair way from the
VCR to your TV set and then back again to
the receiver, and long runs at line level can
pick up interference. Better to run a short
cable from the VCR to the receiver and
leave the long runs to the speaker cables,
which are far less vulnerable. Most A/V re-
ceivers enable you to switch both audio and
video sources.

Open -Reel Dilemma

Crhave
about 700 hours of music I re-

corded on open -reel tape fifteen years
ago or more. The tapes play very well, but
my recorder could use some service. As an
alternative, I have considered copying my
old tapes onto cassettes or VHS Hi-Fi
videotapes. but I'm afraid that the cassette
tape may not he as durable as the open -reel
tape. Will the cassettes still play in twenty-
five years? And if I go the video route, I in-
tend to use the slowest speed so that I can
get 6 hours of music on each tape, but I'm
not sure how much quality II be losing at
that speed, especially in terms of wow and
flutter. Either way, I figure it will take me at
least six months to make the copies. What
procedure would you suggest?

ROBERT J. EHRENTRAUT
Grand Rapids, MI

A A current -model cassette deck, espe-
Mcially one with some facility for match-
ing tape to machine, should yield recordings
virtually indistinguishable from the origi-
nals as long as you use high -quality tape.
And, properly handled, the cassettes should
outlive you. Using the hi-fi recording fea-
ture of your VCR can also yield superb re-
sults, even at the slowest speed. The main
drawback to this recording approach is that
you'll have to wind through miles of tape to
find a particular selection.

I suggest bringing the open -reel deck
back up to spec while you still can. That
way, you can still play original recordings
rather than copies, and you can avoid the
immense investment in time (not to mention
blank tape) involved in duplicating your
whole library. Frankly, I think six months is
pretty optimistic: If you dubbed 2 hours a
night every night without a break, recording
700 hours of material would still take you
the better part of a year.

If you have a question about audio,
send it to Q&A, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
Sorry, only questions chosen
for publication can be answered.
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"Hands Down,
Definitive Offers
the Most Bass
for the Buck!"

-V deo Magaz ne

Our award -winning $699 PF15 subwoofer has a
15" woofer, 185 -watt RMS amp and floor -shaking

18 Hz response that will ignite your system.
"Shook the Concrete Floor"

- Stereo Review
We set out to build the world's
finest sounding, most powerful

subwoofers. And we have. Our PF15
subwoofer is amazing. Our Audio
Video Grand Prix winning PF1500
(15" w/ 250 -watt amp) is even more
spectacular. And our Critic's Choice
top 5 -star rated PF1800 (18" w/ 500 -
watt amp) is absolutely nuclear.

All three Definitive powered
subwoofers feature our monocoque
cabinets, high -power high -current
amplifiers, fully adjustable electronic
crossovers and massive 15" or 18"
drivers. Best of all, experts agree
that we have achieved the perfect
synergy of powerful, earth -shaking
bass for home theater combined
with superb transient response and
a refined expressive musicality. Definitive's subwoofers combine explosive power with refined

musicality to achieve the ultimate in bass performance.
CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

See our dealers list on page 26

Awesome Bass for Your System
To ensure optimum performance

in your home, all our subwoofers have
superb built-in electronic crossovers
with high and low level inputs and
outputs, adjustable high pass, low
pass and volume controls (plus phase
controls for the PF1500 and 1800) to
guarantee perfect blending with any
system and superior bass response
in any room. All are Dolby AC -3 ready.

You must visit your nearest
Definitive dealer and experience the
absolute ultimate in powered
subwoofer performance: awesome
bass which thunders down below
15 Hz, yet retains complete musical
accuracy for your total enjoyment.

nitiveTech
The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers,.

11103 Valley His. Dr.  Baltimore. MD 21 117* (410)363-7148



simply vivid.
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tv so real, you'll get too close. 1 800 so simple. simply samsung.



SIGNALS
KEN POHLMANN

Holy Matrimony
It's not unusual for flight attendants to
smile and say hello to the passengers.
But I recently noticed that when I
board American Airlines flights, they

often greet me by name. I'm not sure how
many thousands of flight attendants
American has, but I think maybe this is a
sign that I'm flying way too much.

I'm writing this at 31,000 feet, some-
where over Cape Hatteras. At least this
flight is for pleasure, not business. I'm
going to the wedding of two friends. I've
known Dick since we were in kindergart-
en. That's particularly impressive if you
consider that our kindergarten class photo
is in black and white. On the other hand,
my photos of Cheryl are in color. They
make a great couple - they have lots of
common interests. Without belaboring the
analogy, I'll simply say that this isn't the

only wedding I'll be attending this winter.
At the upcoming Winter Consumer Elec-
tronics Show I expect to witness another
match made in heaven.

The match will involve two common
electronic devices: the computer and the
CD player. Despite the obvious external
differences, computers and CD players
are actually quite similar, technically
speaking. Both contain a microprocessor,
memory chips, a means for data input and
output, a user interface with buttons, and
a visual display. With the advent (and
subsequent supremacy) of digital audio
technology, the audio industry is moving
solidly into its digital future. In the same
way that home theater has united audio
and video, the microprocessor will pave
the way for the merger of audio and video
components with computers.

Similarly, as digital television and radio
standards are finalized, those industries
will complete the conversion from analog
to digital. Many television sets already
use microprocessors to perform various
picture -enhancing tasks. And for years
now the TV has been a necessary adjunct
to the video -game console - another hy-
brid computer/entertainment phenome-
non. Direct broadcast satellite systems
that deliver digital audio and video sig-
nals to home TV sets provide yet another
example of technological consolidation.

Entertainment technology has been
evolving with breathtaking rapidity, but
its pace is elephantine compared with the
changes in home computing. The ascent
of the price/performance ratio is stagger-
ing. Computerworld magazine once pro-
posed an interesting analogy: If automo-
bile technology had evolved as far and
fast as computer technology, a Rolls-
Royce would cost $2.50 and get 2 million
miles to the gallon. Think about the kinds
of computers that were available when
you were in kindergarten. Compare them
with what's available today, and you be-
gin to appreciate the analogy.

The advent of low-cost computers that
can handle the very demanding data rates
and have the computing power required
to process digital audio and video files has
fueled a multimedia explosion. There's



hardly a computer sold today that's not
"multimedia ready" - that is, equipped
with a CD-ROM drive, a I6 -bit stereo
sound card, and a couple of speakers. To
say that the computer industry has enthu-
siastically embraced the greatest audio
product of our day - the compact disc
- would be an understatement; it has
brought audio/video and audio -only CD
playback to millions of computer users
practically overnight.

Moreover, the computer industry is de-
veloping its own forms of data distribu-
tion. Most notably, sound and pictures are
now available to computers around the
world via the Internet's World Wide Web.
Check out the Web and you'll find Bill
Clinton welcoming you to the White
House tour, Beavis and Butt -head dis-
cussing existential philosophy (Butt -head:
"I like to blow things up." Beavis: "Yeh,
that's cool." Butt -head: "Heh, heh, heh,
heh."), radio stations "datacasting" music,
and William Shatner of Star Trek fame
singing Mr. Tambourine Man. You'll also
find huge virtual record stores stocking
thousands of discs and tapes. You browse
the store, clicking on icons to hear sample
excerpts, fill your virtual basket with the
items you want to buy, key in your credit-
card number, and click on the Send but-
ton to complete the transaction. A week
later your order arrives by mail.

The point is, the distinction between
audio/video entertainment and home
computing is blurring, which sets the
stage for a whole new generation of en-
tertainment products that combine the
best of the computing and A/V worlds.
Imagine a powerful computer with an
MPEG-2 video decoder, a keyboard, a re -

The distindion between

audio/video entertainment

and home computing

is blurring, which sets the

stage for a whole ew

generation of

entertainment products.

mote control, and an optical -disc drive
that reads and records high -quality audio
and video. Such a system could play and
record audio and multimedia CD-ROM
discs, decode direct broadcast transmis-
sions and D -VHS tapes, and access and
download high -quality audio and video
files from other networked computers,

as well as filling all of your off-line com-
puter needs.

Of course, in order to be successful,
A/V computers will have to accommo-
date existing digital audio and video for-
mats as well as those coming down the
pike. New format families are already be-
ing designed with integration in mind.
Toshiba's SD (Super Density) family of
discs, for example, includes an audio-on-
Iy disc that accommodates 24 -bit digital
words and a 96 -kHz sampling rate, a digi-
tal videodisc (DVD) that holds 142 min-
utes of video with 5.1 -channel audio, a
disc for computer and game applications,
and a recordable disc, all of which share a
common format. To avoid user frustra-
tion, Toshiba even has a compatible 42 -
gigabyte disc on the drawing board.

All of this sounds wonderful, indeed,
but designing a topnotch A/V computer is
no small task. It will take clever engineer-
ing to avoid a Frankenstein box that's te-
dious to use, with endless menus and un-
coordinated diversity. Are manufacturers
up to the challenge? I think so, although
first -generation A/V computers will prob-
ably suffer some ergonomic shortcom-
ings. We'll just have to wait and see.

Meanwhile, as I deplane in Vermont, I
say goodbye to Jennifer, an excellent
flight attendant, lovely, smart, and ... sin-
gle. Hmmmm, I wonder if ....

THE MOMENT OF TRUTH

You can feel it in your system the moment yoL turn yoLr Denon HOME Theater on. The experience of I felik3 soundscapes
reproduced by Denon's Surround Sound through d screte Dilty AC -3 ani Pro Logic, IA casfiln- 's THX ard Deron's DDSC
circuitry. This is what sits Denon's Home Theater :ompone-t,. apart from the rest

- Denon Advanced Home Theater. The difference between watching aid being there.
Belton Electronics a division of Denon Corpo anon IUSA), 222 New Road, Realms/Fly, NJ 07054 201 575 7810
DO. C Pm LOC, ancl the double 0 samt..4 ate triaSernatIA Nib, l,cenung Catporanon OK la ,e.w.d 00641MMY C Lech Lid



TECHNICAL TALK
JULIAN HIRSCH

Audio Illusions
Despite the rather overworked
"concert -hall realism" meta-
phor, the entire sound -repro-
duction process, at least in

the home, is an illusion. As we know,
however, the illusion can be quite ef-
fective.

One of the most common audio illu-
sions is the positioning of a virtual
sound source at a specific point in
space. After all, that is the entire basis
for stereo reproduction. In a crude
sense, it is an obvious result of having
two speakers a few feet apart; even a
listener with only one functioning ear
can distinguish between "left" and
"right" if the signal is supplied to only
one speaker at a time.

But that is not what we mean by
"stereo" reproduction, although a sur-
prising number of people (not readers
Of STEREO REVIEW, I'm sure!) do not
appreciate the distinction. A true ste-
reo program can - and should -
contain, in addition to the primary left -
and right -channel information, other
signal components whose amplitude,
phase, and frequency characteristics
supply the spatial characteristics of the
recording environment.

Such "ambience" gives a recording
its believability, the sense of space that
is present in a concert hall but not in a
number of other recording environ-
ments, such as the excessively "dead"
recording studios that are used to re-
cord popular music. Fortunately, it is
possible to "liven" recordings by
adding artificial reverberation, either
in the recording process or in the
home, by means of delay circuits.

Although you sometimes find a ref-
erence to the presence of "height" in-
formation in a recording, conveying
such information is not really possible
in a two -channel stereo system. Under
some circumstances, though, the ele-
vation of a source can be simulated af-
ter a fashion, as in the Chesky JD37
test/demo CD. The test signal is a
repetitive burst of noise, about 1 sec-
ond in duration, that seems to start at
the left speaker, then rise as it moves

toward the right speaker, where it de-
scends to the height of the speaker.

This illusion relies on your brain's
knowledge of the "frequency re-
sponse" of your ear's external "flaps,"
the pinnae (singular, pinna). The pin-
nae's response differs with the angle
of arrival of the sound (both horizon-
tally and vertically), and these cues are
recognized by your hearing system
and interpreted as directional informa-
tion. With the Chesky track, apparent-
ly, the spectrum of the noise is modi-
fied as it moves from left to right, so
that the brain interprets the effect as
coming from a change in elevation of
the (virtual) source. It appears that
the speaker's vertical (or high -angle)
radiation characteristics can account

A true stereo program

contains signal components

that supply "ambience,"

the sense of space

that gives a recording its

believability.

for the observed differences between
speakers in this test. Interesting as it
is, I consider this effect - which is a
true illusion - to be of little practical
value with conventional music play-
back, although it is being used in "vir-
tual reality" systems.

One anomaly of loudspeaker sound
that has always bothered me is an un-
natural heaviness (or "boom") in the
sound of male voices. It seems to be
present with most high -quality loud-
speakers to a greater or lesser degree.
Although the effect varies with the
speakers and their placement, the
room characteristics, and the program
source, it is difficult to eliminate with-
out sacrificing some low -end response.
It also represents an area where things

conspire to lead to the failure of an au-
dio illusion, in this case the illusion
that flat overall response leads to nat-
ural -sounding reproduction.

I am most aware of the problem
when I listen to FM broadcasts (I have
few recordings of male speech). Even
if the sound is excellent in the musical
portion of the program, a male an-
nouncer's voice is usually emphasized
in some part of the upper bass or low-
er midrange, imparting an unnaturally
boxy or tubby quality.

Probably the main cause of the
voice boom is the way a radio an-
nouncer usually speaks into the micro-
phone, getting so close to it that the
"proximity effect" boosts the lows in
his voice (an important consideration
for low -quality portable or car receiv-
ers). The original signal is thus "im-
perfect," and even reproduction by a
"perfect" loudspeaker (whatever that
is) will be bottom -heavy.

Only a few of the things that deter-
mine the sound are within my power
to change: the listening room, the
speakers, and their placement. The
first is not practical, since the room is
my laboratory, where all the "action"
is. The second is constantly undergo-
ing change as different speakers come
and go (although I still have my ven-
erable KEF 105 Series II speakers, I
don't get a chance to listen to them
very often). And the third is essentially
limited to the portion of the room
where all speakers are tested.

Not surprisingly, the coloration on
male voices is most noticeable with
speakers having a strong bass re-
sponse, capable of exciting room reso-
nances. Small speakers can sound very
good on male voices but usually leave
something to be desired on music with
a healthy bass content.

Presumably, if I had to have boom -
free male voice reproduction, with the
option of full bass coverage when
needed, I would need a remotely
switchable equalizer or bass control
set to compensate for typical micro-
phone proximity -effect bass boosts.
That solution would give me the op-
tion of switching on the equalizer
when a tubby voice bothers me while
retaining full bass capability for most
music programs.

This only goes to show that any part
of the sound -reproduction chain can
break the audio illusion of "realism."
And the success or failure of an audio
illusion may not be the responsibility
of your home playback system but in-
stead of the signal being reproduced. 
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If YouThink Surround -Sound
Has To Be Complicated And

Expensive To -13e Good
.e4moatrr 1.0014. T14111.01011

ListenTo This.
Easily Transform Your Existing Stereo And TV

Into A Home Theater System For Just $99.
Maria COM(' to life when yrru aperie nt? them in sur-

round sows/by adding depth and realism. Feel die roar
tithe jets in "Top Gun or the foot -falls of T -Rex in

Jurassic Park" m your own living room. And bepre-

pared to experience all the emotion the sound& ck pro-
vides with the HTS-1 from Chase Technologies.

NO HASSLE WW COST DESIGN.
The HTS-1 surround sound decoder from Chase

ITedinologies u - es your existing stereo system, no
matter how of e it is, to the amazing sound you hear at

the movie theater. It connects in seconds without compli-

cated wiring, and will make the most dramatic improve-

ment in your systems overall performance since the 'men-

tion of the CD! Chase's award -winning design has won

rave reviews from audio critics around the world, leading

Popular Science in their August 1995 issue to say, ...

identical to Sony's Pro Logic system" which sells for hun-

dreds of dollars more.

1111,4141 center-oage draw to

yourHTS-1 surround -mood

?stem tad, the Dialog kit:

amplifid (ono, rhyme/

speak( rfOr only 3'5.

THE HTS-1 DELIVERS
AUDIOPHILE-QUALI1Y SOUND.

To create the stunning att. of 5 channel sur-
round -sound without complex and costly equipment,
the HTS-1 uses an advanced circuit to extract the sur-
round signals from the left and right stereo signal of
the movie soundtrack It then sends the signal to a pair
of rear speakers. We recommend the supenor ELF -1

rear channel speakers which come with mourning
brackets, and come in black or white to match your
decor. Or, step up to the state-of-the-art with Chase's
breakthrough 900 MHz wireless speaker system. If

running wires across your living room floor and over
door jams is an obstacle to setting up a home theater
system, Chase is the first company in the world to

make "wireless home theater" a reality at last. You'll
hear your favorite surround -sound encoded TV shows
or tapesplayed back on a hi fi VCR come to life with
crystal dear darity. Easily and affordably.

BIG SOUND FORA SMALL PRICE
For less than what you probably spent on your

VCR, the HTS-1 system produces an incredible sur-
round -sound expenence. It's the only system that
doesn't require buying a new amp for the rear chan-
nels, although it has extra amp outputs for upgrading
later. Smart. It goes further, too. In a movie theater,
one speaker is centered behind the screen. To get the
same dramatic effect with your Chase system, the
HTS-1 decoder can send the center -stage sounds to
the Chase Dialog, a special powered center channel
speaker. Even the Dialog is priced right-only $75.

WS5500Win'Itm Sprakm tielorr num' tannotpound

uihota the Ades of taught L rum r only ST9 a tuff

anti, monitor

GIVE USA 30 -DAY IN -HOME AUDITION.
Experience the intensity and realism of surround -

sound in your home with our occlusive risk -free Factory-

direc offer.. "r7 the HTS-1, or any Chase product, for

30 days. If you re not satisfied for any reason, return the

equipment for a full refund. Get into your movies-get
into Chase surround -sound. Call now to order!

HI -S-1 Decoder $99, $10 S&H (Shipping & Handling)

ELF -I Rear Channel Speakers $99pr.

$10 SticH (specify black or white)

Dialog Powered Center Channel Speaker S75, $8 S&H

W5-3500 Wireless Speakers and Transmitter S279pr,

$12 S&H (specific black or white)

Wb85500 Wall Mount Bracket for Wudess Speakers SSOpr,

$8 S&H (sped& black or white)
CA reddens add -.45% sales tax. &se allow 21 dam for ddivay.
Order* min card or use your ATM card right over the phone.

nip intalf1101kmal company

111 Second Avenue ., Sulu. -00,1

St. Petersburg, FL 33701

FAX (813) 896-7899
E -Mail: ChaseTed0:aol.com

Change The WayYou LookAt Sound! 1-800-578-7105
CIRCLE NO. 17 ON READER SERVICE CARD IONA
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TEST REPORTS

YAMAHA"^"'"''' '""'"" '"

Yamaha CDC -655
Compact Disc Changer
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

yamaha's CDC -655 is one of
a new series of five -disc CD
changers featuring the com-
pany's PlayXchange design,

which enables any of the nonplaying
discs to be moved or replaced without
interfering with the playback of the
currently selected disc. The CDC -655
uses single -bit D/A conversion and an
18 -bit digital filter, which are said to
contribute to such excellent perfor-
mance specifications as distortion of
less than 0.003 percent (-90 dB) and a
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 106 dB.

The changer provides a full comple-
ment of playback functions, including
forty -track programming (distributed
over any or all of the loaded discs),
Disc Scan (which plays the first 8 sec-
onds of each disc), pushbutton selec-
tion of the disc and track, fast -forward
and reverse scan, repeat of tracks or
discs, and even (through the infrared
remote control) direct access to any
index point on a disc. It also enables
automatic synchronization with a
compatible Yamaha tape deck for re-
cording selected portions of a CD. Re-
gardless of the tape deck used, setting
of recording levels is facilitated by an
automatic peak -level search function
that quickly locates the highest signal

level on the portions of the CD select-
ed for taping.

The CDC -655 is slightly deeper
(front to back) than most carousel CD
changers, providing the extra space to
accommodate a deeper disc tray.
When the tray is fully out, all five disc
positions are accessible; it can be
opened far enough during play to
reach four of the five disc wells. The
player is supported on large, rubber -
cushioned feet designed to isolate it
from external vibration. On the rear
apron are phono-jack analog outputs
and an optical digital output.

The front panel has a row of ten
small pushbuttons for selecting track
numbers and a smaller row of larger
buttons for disc selection. It has the
conventional control buttons for play,
stop, pause, and disc -drawer open/
close. A Skip/Search bar provides

DIMENSIONS: 171/4 inches wide, 43/16
inches high, 151/4 inches deep

WEIGHT: 12 pounds, 5 ounces

PRICE: $299

MANUFACTURER: Yamaha Electronics
Corp., Dept. SR, P.O. Box 6660,
Buena Park, CA 90622

fast -forward and re-
verse playback con-
trol. The PlayXchange
button opens the disc
drawer partway with-
out affecting the cur-
rently playing disc. A
small rocker control,
next to the headphone
jack, varies the output
level smoothly from
maximum (a nominal
2 -volt level) to zero

for both the line and headphone out-
puts; a sequence of squares in the dis-
play window shows the setting of the
level adjustment. The display window
is relatively small, showing which disc
positions are occupied, which one is
currently selected, the total number of
tracks on that disc, the current track
number, and the elapsed or remaining
time on the disc that's playing and in
the current track.

The CDC -655 comes with a remote
control that duplicates all the front -
panel controls while adding several
more. The extras include a three -step
adjustment of the display brightness,
switching for the time display, and in-
dex selection.

The CDC -655 acquitted itself ad-
mirably in our lab tests, especially in
respect to its ability to track flawlessly
through large gaps in the data stream
(such as might be caused by scratches
or careless handling). In its immunity
to disc -surface damage, the CDC -655
far surpassed any other CD player we
have yet tested, playing the calibrated
3,000 -micrometer errors on Track 37
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Boston Acoustics
Home Theater Options

Movie Buffs,
Audiophiles, Tightwads,

Lend Us Your Ears.

The $699 MSRP six -piece SubSat6 II

Theater Package includes four

SubSat6 II Satellites, a PV12 subwoofer

and CR1 center channel speaker.

I SubSat Three -Piece Systems
Tiny satellites and big theater
sound.

Compact Reference
Incredible sound from compact
speakers.

Lynnfield VR
Audiophile sound quality with
video flexibility.

Boston/THX
Dubbing studio quality sound.

THE $699 SUBSAT6 II THEATER SYSTEM FILLS YOUR ROOM WITH

GREAT SOUND. YET, IT WON'T EMPTY YOUR BANK ACCOUNT.

Good news. You don't have to sell Aunt Edna's priceless figurine collection to have a

spectacular home theater. The SubSat6 II system, a five -time HiFi Grand Prix Award

Winner, features four sculpted wide -dispersion SubSat satellites. These tiny "sats," as we

affectionately call them, sit on stands, shelves or hang on your walls. Down below, the

PV12 subwoofer provides exceptional lows. And in the middle is a CR1 broad -dispersion

center channel speaker. This is a complete system, designed and tuned for smooth pans

and true theater envelopment. Stereo Review called the SubSato, "Superior." To learn

more, lend an ear to your Boston dealer. They'll pay yoJ back with interest.

BostonAcoustics
Get a copy of our awesome music and speaker 'zine: Number 03. Write to BA, 70 Broadway, Lynnfield, MA 01940.



No
Subwpofers
Ajdwed!.

Introducing the new AP -.7

bookshelf speaker and the matching
A P-.7CC center channel speaker

from Digital Phase. Thanks to the
patented 4 cousin -Reed technology,

this small, spoLse friendly speaker

system is capable of producing
pounding bass down to 20Hz without

the need for a subwoofer, in fact it

provides you with 5 subwoofers
without purchasing the first one.

The price is nice too. Digital
Phase speakers are sold factory direct

only w hidt saves you money! With

each 5 piece system hand matched

you simply can't buy a better system.

1

Special Introductory Price:

Retail: $26110."'
Direct: $1498.'

For a free color brochure or for
more information call....

1-800-554-7325

TEST REPORTS
of the Pierre Verany #2 test disc with-
out even a momentary "tick." Only a
few players in our past experience
have gone beyond 2,000 micrometers
in that test; at 3,000 micrometers they
are usually "hung up" and stuttering, if
they have not shut down altogether.
Demonstrating that this achievement
was no fluke, the player also handled
the two successive 3,000 -micrometer
interruptions in Track 50 of the test
disc without difficulty.

The CDC -655 was relatively resis-
tant to physical impact. Although its
large top surface did flex enough when
slapped to cause momentary mistrack-
ing, it still ranks among the better
current players in that respect. And
despite the considerable mechanical
movement involved in disc changes,
the player's action was very quiet. It
was surprisingly fast, too, with a
change taking only about 8 seconds
between adjacent discs and typically
about 9 to 10 seconds between more
widely spaced discs.

As our measurements show, the
CDC -655's electrical performance was
also first-rate. Its low-level linearity
was well-nigh perfect, with the output
at levels between -60 dB and -90 dB
measuring within 0.5 dB of the nomi-
nal value.

One of the CDC -655's most impres-
sive specifications is its price - a
mere $299. And at that, it is actually
the next to the top model in Yamaha's
current lineup of CD changers. I have

7

MEASUREMENTS
MAXIMUM OUTPUT LEVEL 2.0 volts

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
10 H7 to 20 kHz ±0.06 dB

DE -EMPHASIS ERROR
(at 5 kiln +0.4 dB

CHANNEL SEPARATION
IOU Hz 110 dB
I kHz. 114 dB
20 kHz 98 dB

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
(A-wtd) 104 dB

QUANTIZATION NOISE -90.6 dB

DYNAMIC RANGE 97 dB

DISTORTION IID+N)
I kHz, 0 dB 0 004%
1 kHz, -20 dB 0 003%
20 Hz to 20 kHz, 0 dB 0.003% to 0.032%

LINEARITY ERROR (at -90 dB) +0.5 dB

MAXIMUM INTERCHANNEL PHASE
SHIFT 0.13°

DEFECT TRACKING
(Pierre Verany #2 Di.e) 3,000 pm

IMPACT RESISTANCE
top and ,ides B+

DISC -CHANGE TIME . 8 to 10 seconds

seen numerous examples in the last
year or two of the almost incredible
value offered by many of today's hi-fi
components, but it is still noteworthy
when a product is innovative, state-of-
the-art, and inexpensive to boot. The
CDC -655 is an incredible bargain any
way you look at it.

"Gold-plated connectors? Are you serious? That isn't high -end audio -
it's only a life-support machine."

L
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In our opinion,

Lhi )ny time flashing

red and green lights are

appropriate inyour home

is in the last week

of December.

Fewer parts. better parts, better sound.

NAD

AUDIO AND AUDIO/VIDEO COMPONENTS
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"Cambridge SoundWorks
Home Theater For

For many speaker designers and
manufacturers, home theater is a
relatively new idea. But the people who
work at Cambridge SoundWorks -
including our cofounder Henry Kloss
(who also founded AR, KLH and
Advent) - have been involved with the
concept of home theater from the
beginning. In 1969 (years before VCRs
and cable TV), Henry Kloss founded
Advent, the company that introduced
the first home theater audio/video
systems - complete with big -screen TVs
and digital surround sound. We have
had an ongoing relationship with the
people at Dolby Laboratories, creators
of Dolby Surround Sound, since Henry
Kloss introduced the first consumer
products with
Dolby noise

Our Center Channel Speakers

reduction over 20 years ago. And now
at Cambridge SoundWorks we believe
we have set a new price -to -performance

Our
Popcorn

standard for
home theater
components.

Because we
sell carefully
matched and
tested home
theater speaker
systems factory -direct,
with no expensive middlemen,
you can save hundreds of dollars. We
believe the products on these pages
represent the country's best values in
high performance home theater
components. Audio critics, and thou-
sands of satisfied customers, agree.

Stereo Review said
"Cambridge
SoundWorks
manufactures
loudspeakers

that provide excep-
tional sound quality at

affordable prices." Audio suggested that
we "may have the best value in the
world."

Center Channel Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks

manufactures four speakers
for use as center channel

speakers in Dolby
Pro Logic home
theater systems.

r All four are

VP'

Our Surround Speakers

magnetically shielded so they can be
placed near a TV or computer monitor.
Center/Surround IV is a compact, one-
way speaker identical to our Ensemble®
IV satellite speakers. $49.99. Center/
Surround Ill is a small, affordable two-
way speaker. $79.99. Center Channel is
identical to a Cambridge SoundWorks
Ensemble satellite (but with magnetic
shielding). $149.99. Center Channel
Plus uses an ultra -low, ultra -wide
design that is ideal for placement above
(or, with optional support stand, below)
a TV monitor. $219.99.

Surround Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks makes two
"dipole radiator" surround sound
speakers. Dolby Laboratories recom-
mends dipole radiator speakers for use
as surround speakers. The Surround has
a very high power handling capacity
and is often selected for "high end"
surround sound systems. Audio,
describing a system that included The
Surround said "In many ways the
surround sensation was every bit as
good as far more expensive installa-
tions." $399.99 pr. The smaller The
Surround II is arguably the country's
best value in a dipole radiator speaker.
$249.99 pr.



Opens The Way To Killer
An Affordable Frice.",o,iew

Powered Subwoofers
The original Powered Subwoofer by
Cambridge SoundWorks consists of a
heavy-duty 12" woofer housed in an
acoustic -suspension cabinet with a 140-

watt amplifier and a built-in electronic
crossover. Stereo Review said it pro-
vides "deep powerful bass...31.5 Hz
bass output was obtainable at a room -

shaking level... they open the way to
having a 'killer' system for an afford-
able price." $799.99.

Our Powered Subwoofers

Our Slave Subwoofer uses the same
woofer driver and cabinet, but does not
include the amplifier or crossover. It can
only be used in conjunction with the
Powered Subwoofer. $299.99. The new
Powered Subwoffer II uses a
120 -watt amplifier with an
8" woofer. $399.99.

Home Theater Speaker Systems

We have assembled a number of home
theater speaker systems that consist of

center channel, surround and
main stereo speakers.
The combination we
show here is our best
seller. It includes our
critically acclaimed
Ensemble dual sub -
woofer satellite speaker
system, our Center
Channel Plus and a pair
of our best surround

speakers, The Surround.
You could spend hundreds

more than its $1,219.97 price without
improving performance.

Complete Home Theater
Sound Systems

\'(' offer a range of complete home
theater surround sound
systems, ranging from
$649.98 to $3,069.93.
The system shown here

Our Featured
Home Theater
Sound System

Our Most Popular Home Theater
Speaker System.

is incredibly easy to hook up and to
use. It consists of an Aiwa center unit
that includes a Dolby Pro Logic receiver,
CD changer, dual cassette deck, remote
control - and our Ensemble IV Home
Theater speaker system. It sounds
great, fits into any room, and sells for
an introductory price of only $899.99.

Factory -Direct Savings
The speakers in this ad are
available only directly
from Cambridge
SoundWorks, and through
cost-efficient Best Buy stores - so you
can save hundreds of dollars. Order
them, then listen in your own homes. If
you aren't completely satisfied, return
them within 30 days for a full refund.

To Order Factory Direct, For a
Free Catalog, Or For

The Nearest Store Location, Call

1-809800-FOR-HIFI

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.
311 Needham Street, \L\ 02164

Tel: 1-800-367-4434 Fax 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434

Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
ioos Cambridge Sotm,111orks REnsemble is a registered trademark or

Cambridge SouridtVorks Inc KIM is a trademark of sta. Inc AR and Ad, eni are
tradi marks of International lersen Inc Cambridge Soundtkorks is not affiliated

with KLH. Advent or AR

re -1 VISA -.
CIRCLE NO. 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TEST REPORTS

RA Labs Micro Monitor
Loudspeakers and
Reference Subwoofer
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

The RA Labs series of loud-
speakers is designed and man-
ufactured in the United States
by RDL Acoustics of Belling-

ham, Massachusetts. The founder of
RDL Acoustics, Roy Allison, was for-
merly associated with Acoustic Re-
search and Allison Acoustics and is
credited with a number of significant
advances 'in loudspeaker design. Per-
haps most notably, Allison has done
extensive research into the relation-
ship between a loudspeaker and the
room that contains it (RDL stands for
Room Designed Loudspeakers) and
for many years has explicitly designed
most of his speakers to give optimum
performance, with minimum degrada-
tion of sound quality, in specific room
locations (free-standing, against a
wall, shelf -mounted, and so on). The
key word there is "explicitly," since,
as Allison's work has demonstrated,
the performance of any loudspeaker
system is strongly affected by its room

placement and thus cannot be optimal
in all locations.

The RDL catalog contains a number
of speakers, from small shelf -mount
units to full-size floor models, all sold
direct to the customer with a money -
back satisfaction guarantee. They are
handsomely finished in cherry veneer

DIMENSIONS
Micro Monitor: 7 inches wide, 101/2 inches
high, 71/4 inches deep
Reference Subwoofer: II inches wide, 241/4
inches high, 15'/Si inches deep

WEIGHT
Micro Monitor: 6 pounds
Reference Subwoofer: 36 pounds

FINISH: Black vinyl veneer

PRICE

Micro Monitor: $136 a pair
Reference Subwoofer: $301

MANUFACTURER: RA Labs, Dept. SR,
IA Business Way, Hopedale, MA 01747;
telephone, 1-800-651-7444

and priced commensurately with other
speakers of similar size and construc-
tion.The company's budget RA Labs
speakers roughly parallel the main
RDL designs in size and performance,
but they are enclosed in simple vinyl -

covered cabinets and priced well be-
low the RDL models as well as most
competitive speakers.

The RA Labs speaker line consists
of six models ranging from the Micro
Monitor (a small two-way design) to
the full-size, floor -standing, three-way
Reference 3a and including a shielded
center -channel speaker for home the-
ater systems. In addition, there is the
Reference Subwoofer, designed spe-
cifically to extend the low -frequency
reach of the RA Labs Micro Monitor
and Mini -Reference satellite speakers.
It is a passive (unpowered) subwoofer
that is not recommended for use with
any other makes or models of loud-
speakers.

The Micro Monitor is a true mini -

speaker, with a 51/4 -inch woofer cross-
ing over at 3 kHz to a 1 -inch copoly-
mer -dome tweeter. Its rated frequency
response is 70 Hz to 20 kHz ±3 dB.
The input connectors, recessed into
the rear of the cabinet, are multiway
insulated binding posts that accept sin-
gle or dual banana plugs, wires, or
spade lugs. Like the other RA Labs
models, the Micro Monitor enclosure
is finished in black vinyl and has a re-
movable black cloth grille.

Compared with its satellites, the
Reference Subwoofer is relatively large
and heavy. Its sealed enclosure con-
tains two forward -facing 8 -inch cone
woofers, driven separately from the
two stereo channels. Removing the de-
tachable grille reveals that the bottom
driver is mounted the opposite way
from the upper one, with its cone fac-
ing inward and the magnet structure
visible from the front. This "push-
pull" arrangement minimizes even-
order harmonic distortion (the two
woofers are driven in opposite polarity
so that their acoustic outputs emerge
in -phase).

The Reference Subwoofer's back
panel has separate pairs of spring -clip
inputs for the left- and right -channel
signals from the amplifier and similar
outputs to the left and right speakers.
Although stripped wire ends are
preferable, the clips also accept ba-
nana plugs (if with some difficulty).

The Reference Subwoofer has inter-
nal first -order (6 -dB -per -octave) cross-
overs, separate for each channel, with
phase -shift networks (Zobel circuits)
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From our value packed new TX-SV424

up to our breakthrough 1 -IX model

TX-SV919, ONKYO has

written the perfect

home theater script,

one with award -winning

performances for both

design and technology.

In the first few seconds of the movie

you'll hear the ONKYO difference.

Differences that only oversized

transformers and discre'e output stages

can deliver. Differences that allow

ONKYO -eceivers to supply the power

hunyy demands of today's special

effects laden soundtracks. Whether

you're listening to whispers or weapons.

And as the movie develops, you'll find

yourself in a multi -dimensional soundfield

directly inside the on -screen action.

That's oecause ONKYO utilizes the most

advanced DSP technology, like the latest

24 Bit Microprocessor from Motorola,

capib e of taking the director's vision and

making it yours.

Simply po, with an ONKYO home

theater receiver, movies stop being

enjoyable-and become memorable

So while you may not always agree on

what to watch, with ONKYO there's

simply no argument.
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ONKYO
ONKYO USA CORPORATION

200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ 07446
201-825-7950
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TEST REPORTS
to give the system a basically resistive
impedance at low frequencies. The
crossover is designed to provide a
seamless transition between the sub -
woofer and the satellites. Since the
subwoofer is designed for use only
with specific RDL speakers, it has no
level adjustments. The crossover fre-
quency is specified as 100 Hz with the
Micro Monitor speakers, which we
tested, or 80 Hz with the slightly larg-
er Mini -Reference speakers.

We installed the RA Labs Micro
Monitors on 26 -inch stands and 7 feet
apart, about 3 feet from any room
walls. The subwoofer was located
against the wall behind the satellites.
The averaged and smoothed room re-
sponse of the two satellites (before the
subwoofer was connected to the sys-
tem) was flat within ±3 dB from 130
Hz to 20 kHz, with usable output
down to 80 Hz - excellent perfor-
mance indeed for 6 -pound speakers
selling for only $136 a pair.

A quasi-anechoic (MLS) frequency -
response measurement revealed a siz-
able output dip at about 4 kHz, appar-
ently related to the crossover between
the Micro Monitor's drivers. The dip
(7 to 10 dB) varied widely with dis-
tance and angle from the speaker and
did not appear at all in room -response
measurements (nor was it audible).
Other than that one idiosyncrasy, the
MLS response was excellent, flat
within ±1 dB from 300 Hz to 4.5 kHz.
It rose about 5 dB between 4.5 and 11
kHz, dipped 8 dB at 15 kHz, and re-
turned to 4 dB above reference level at
20 kHz.

We made several different close-
miked response measurements of the
Reference Subwoofer: with the micro-
phone on the axis of the upper driver
(the outward -facing woofer), on the
axis of the lower (inward -facing) driv-
er, and midway between the two. The
output reached its maximum at about
50 Hz, with the summed response of
the two drivers rolling off smoothly
above and below that frequency and re-
maining useful down to about 35 Hz.

It is next to impossible to define the
overall frequency response of a three-
piece speaker system such as this one
in any way that would be meaningful
in another environment. The place-
ment of the satellites and bass module,
relative to each other and to the room
boundaries, can have a considerable
effect on the blending of their respec-
tive outputs throughout the room. But
the sound we heard, with a variety of
program material, was unequivocally
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excellent for a system of this combina-
tion's size and price.

There were some surprises, too. Al-
though the deep bass output was not
of the earthquake -simulating variety
emitted by some large powered sub -
woofers, program material with appre-
ciable bass content (down to 40 or 50
Hz) emerged with full authority, and
we established by listening to test sig-
nals that the Reference Subwoofer
made an audible contribution down to
the vicinity of 35 Hz.

Our measurements also indicated a
sensitivity of 90 dB SPL with a 2.83 -
volt input, which is 2 dB better than
rated. The Micro Monitor's minimum
impedance was 6 ohms (its rating),
and its maximum impedance was 23
ohms at 85 Hz. The design goal of
having a subwoofer whose impedance
was reasonably constant and essential-
ly resistive was met: The Reference
Subwoofer's impedance measured be-
tween 4 and 6 ohms, with a phase an-
gle not exceeding 30 degrees, from 30

Music with appreciable

bass content emerged with

full authority from

the RA Labs Micro Monitor

satellites and the

Reference Subwoofer.

to 130 Hz. In addition, its distortion
was impressively low over its useful
range, remaining between 1 and 3 per-
cent from 35 to 150 Hz at an input of
2.83 volts. Although the Reference
Subwoofer is not as unobtrusive phys-
ically as the Micro Monitor satellites,
it does its job effectively and is unob-
trusive sonically.

As luck would have it, the only oth-
er speakers at hand while we were
testing the RA Labs system were many
times its size, weight, and price, and
we were impressed to find that the
sound of the RDL speakers exhibited
clarity, imaging, and overall quality
(extreme low bass excepted) that com-
pared quite favorably with the sound
of the larger system.

Our bottom line, after listening to a
wide variety of music through this
three-piece RA Labs system, is that it
is one of the great bargains in today's
hi-fi market.
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TEST REPORTS

AMC AV81HT/THX
Audio/Video Preamplifier
DAVID RANADA TECHNICAL EDITOR

Glowing reviews of other
AMC components in for-
eign audio magazines had
whetted our appetite for

testing the company's top A/V pream-
plifier. We weren't disappointed.

Actually, we tested two versions of
the AV81, for the preamp is available
either with straight Dolby Pro Logic
decoding (the AV81HT) or with Dolby
Pro Logic plus full Home THX proc-
essing (the AV8ITHX). (There's a
third version without any surround
decoder, the AV81, which would be of
interest only to those who need just
A/V switching capabilities.) The
AV8ITHX incorporates Home THX
re -equalization, timbre matching, sur-
round decorrelation, and crossover fil-
ters (for correct hookup of a Home
THX subwoofer). An AV81HT can be
converted to THX status by a simple
procedure that involves the near -drop -
in replacement of some circuit boards
(AMC nevertheless recommends that
the conversion be performed by an au-
thorized dealer). With either an origi-

nal or upgraded THX model, you will
have to give up the single, general-
purpose ambience -enhancement mode
available with the standard version,
called PBX (an unexplained abbrevia-
tion presumably not related to a tele-
phonic Private Branch Exchange).

The AV81HT's THX-convertibility
is not its only outstanding feature. For
some users, the microphone that
comes with either version will rank
even higher. Its very long cord plugs
into a front -panel jack. Together with
a vertical string of LED's at the right
of the display window, it forms a sim-
ple sound -level meter for balancing

DIMENSIONS: 17 inches wide, 31/4 inches
high, 117A4 inches deep

WEIGHT: II pounds

PRICE: AV81HT. $750; THX upgrade, $550;
AV8ITHX, $1,200

MANUFACTURER: AMC, distributed by
Weltronics Corp., Dept. SR. P.O. Box 80584,
San Marino, CA 91108

the channels in surround -sound opera-
tion. The procedure uses the surround
decoder's test -signal generator as the
reference signal source. Even though
speaker -to -speaker level balancing is
important for accurate surround -sound
reproduction, it is typically one of the
most onerous tasks in setting up a
home theater system, with the result
that it is often done poorly, if at all.
The AV81HT/THX's mike, metering,
and individual channel -level controls
on the back panel take the worry out
of being accurate.

At least as important as balancing
the five primary speakers in a home
theater setup is setting the level of the
subwoofer in systems equipped with
one. If you push the AV81HT/THX's
rear -panel subwoofer button to the on
position, the surround -decoder test -
signal sequence will include a sub -
woofer test signal that can also be
picked up with the mike and displayed
on the front -panel meter. Getting the
subwoofer level right is enormously
simplified by these provisions. Nor-
mally you'd need both a separate
sound -level meter and a CD with spe-
cially generated test signals.

Otherwise, the AV81HT is pretty
conventional. Horizontally arrayed on
the rear panel are connections for four
audio -only sources (CD, tuner, two re-
corders) and four A/V sources (two
VCR's, a laserdisc player, and auxil-
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TEST REPORTS
iary video). There is one video -moni-
tor output. All audio and video con-
nections are via phono jacks, which
means that there are only composite -
video connections (no S -video). There
is also no phono input. I would prefer
to have at least one more audio -only
input, though any unused input can be
used for a line -level audio source
(such as an outboard phono preamp).
The remaining rear -panel facilities
consist of the six line -level preamp
outputs (left, center, and right front,
left and right surround, and subwoof-
er), their corresponding channel -level
controls, the subwoofer-output on/off
button, a surround center -mode slide
switch, and one unswitched and two
switched AC convenience outlets.

On the front panel are bass and tre-
ble tone -control knobs, a tone -control
defeat button, a rotary recording -
source selector that directs any source
to any recorder independently of the
listening selection, a rotary switch that
selects the delay time for the sur-
round -channel outputs (15, 20, 25, or
30 milliseconds), and, to the right of
the display window, a large volume
knob. In addition to the level meter
(activated only in the test -signal -gen-
eration mode of surround operation),

the display contains individual LED's
to indicate the selected source. Be-
neath the display are four LED's that
indicate the preamp's basic operating
mode (mono, stereo, Dolby Pro Logic,
and PBX or THX, depending on the
model). A quarter -inch headphone jack
resides between the power switch and
the mike input. Plugging in a head -

number of buttons on this control
make its infrared commands prime
candidates for programming into a
universal remote handset.

Both the AV8 I HT and the AV81THX
performed very well on the test bench.
The tabulated data show primarily the
results for the AV81HT; results for the
AV81THX are shown only when they

Both versions of the AMC AV81 preamplifier, the AV81HT

and the AV81THX, performed very well

on the test bench. None of the measurements we made

on them were less than good.

phone turns off all six rear -panel pre -
amp outputs.

Use of the supplied infrared remote
control is mandatory, primarily be-
cause it is the only way to select the
signal source. Other buttons on the
simple handset switch on the power,
select the operating mode, control the
volume, and turn on the surround cali-
bration signal. Each press of this last
button cycles the signal to the next
speaker in the sequence. The small

MEASUREMENTS
STIRS° PIRPORMANCI
All data for the 41'RIHT.

OUTPUT AT CLIPPING (at 1 kHz). 10.3 volts

DISTORTION (THD+N at 1 kHz)
at rated output (3 volts) 0 0037%

SENSITIVITY (for 0.5 -volt output)
CD input 50 mV

INPUT OVERLOAD LEVEL
CD input 4 2 volts

NOISE (re 0.5 -volt output, A-wtd)
CD input -96.7 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
tone controls centered

20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.06, -0.34 dB
tone controls off

20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.01, -0.17 dB

TONE -CONTROL RANGE
100 Hz ±8.9 dB
10 kHz +8.5, -8.0 dB

DOLOR PRO LOOIC
PIRPORMANCR
All measurements far the AV8IHT unless
specified for the AV8ITHX.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
(tone controls centered)
left, right 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.02, -0.29 dB
center . 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.02, -0.29 dB
surround 20 Hz to 1013 kHz +2.7, -3 dB
surround (THX)

83 Hz to 7.2 kHz, +0.02, -3 dB

NOISE ,le 200-niV output, A-wtd)
ri -79.5 dB

center -80.1 dB
surround -67.4 dB
surround (THX) -72 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N, 1 kHz, 1 -volt output)
left, right 0 043%
center 0 049%
surround 0 14%
surround (THX) 0 038%

SURROUND DECODER INPUT -OVERLOAD
MARGINS (at I kHz)
left, right (re 2 -volt input) 175 dB
center (re 1.414 -volt input) 4 25 dB
surround (re 1.414 -volt input) 1.25 dB

SURROUND -CHANNEL NOISE -REDUCTION
CALIBRATION ERROR
(re THX level (141.4 mV input)
AV8 I HT +I dB
AV8ITHX 0 dB

CHANNEL SEPARATION (100 Hz to 7 kHz)
left output, right driven
left output, center driven
left output, surround driven
center output, left driven
center output, surround driven
surround output, left driven
surround output, center driven

>39 dB
>41 dB
>54 dB
>34 dB
>40 dB
>49 dB
>44 dB

THX RE -EQUALIZATION ERROR
Ina . 0.25 dB

THX SURROUND EQUALIZATION
ERROR <0.5 dB

are applicable or appreciably different.
No measurements fell below at least
good performance. For both models,
the signal-to-noise ratios in Dolby Pro
Logic operation were, in fact, slightly
better than average (the front and cen-
ter figures more so than the surround).
And the Home THX version's sur-
round -channel distortion was extreme-
ly good, a result of using true 16 -bit
PCM conversion in the surround -chan-
nel delay line instead of the near -ubiq-
uitous Dolby Time Link delta -modula-
tion system used by the AV81HT.

Other measurements indicated that
the subwoofer output had low-pass
crossover filtering with a -3 -dB point
of around 73 Hz (close enough to the
spec of 80 Hz) and a rolloff rate of 24
dB per octave. Switching on the sub -
woofer output also switches in high-
pass filtering on the front speaker out-
puts, with a measured -3 -dB point of
around 86 Hz (again, close enough to
the 80 -Hz spec) and a rolloff of 12 dB
per octave below that frequency. Those
numbers apply to both versions of the
preamp and show that even with the
AV81HT you are getting a THX-spec
subwoofer crossover and high-pass fil-
tering for the main speakers.

While having these filters available
is in general an excellent idea, I would
question whether they should be both
internal and nonadjustable on a non-
THX A/V preamp like the AV81HT,
since the characteristics of filters
matched to Home THX speakers may
not be suitable for other speaker sys-
tems. Specifically, the subwoofer-out-
put low-pass filtering will be redun-
dant and might possibly interact unde-
sirably with similar filters in typical
powered subwoofers. To avoid such
interactions you'd need a system for
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which the 80 -Hz crossover frequency
was appropriate and a subwoofer that
either has no internal crossover or has
one that can be switched out - truly
rare in powered subs. For maximum
freedom in speaker selection, a gener-
al-purpose subwoofer output should
have either no low-pass filtering or fil-
tering that can be switched out. The
AV81's high-pass filtering is less prob-
lematic, being a good idea in general
provided you can get a smooth "join"
with the subwoofer.

As it happens, we used a full Home
THX speaker setup while evaluating
the AV81, so we encountered no com-
patibility problems. Indeed, the system
almost fell into place, thanks in no
small measure to the built-in sound -
level metering system. At first glance,
the rear -panel location of the channel -
level controls might seem far less con-
venient than the typical remote -control
access, but the mike's long cord en-
ables you to make very delicate level
adjustments without assistance while
standing at the preamp (either behind
it or reaching around from the front).

And the AV81's mike/sound-level
meter combination is accurate enough
to match speaker levels - even for
the subwoofer! - within substantiall)
better than ±1 dB, as was confirmed
by our lab mike and spectrum analyz-
er. To get this rare degree of accuracy
you need only wait long enough after
turning a channel's output -level con-
trol for the LED's in the meter to
stabilize on their reading. That takes
about 10 seconds when the levels read
close to the reference level at the cen-
ter of the scale, as indicated by the on-
ly yellow light in the otherwise green
stack of LED's. You should adjust the
levels so that there is no flickering of
any LED above or below the yellow
one. These fine points of adjustment
are not mentioned in the overly terse,
almost abbreviated, instruction manu-
al. Also, in both our samples the level -
meter LED's were misaligned with
their display -window calibration mark-
ings. Just remember that levels are
matched when each speaker individu-
ally lights up only the yellow LED on
the meter.

Once the system was properly set
up - and it's nice for a change to
have built-in confirmation that a sys-
tem is properly set up - it sounded
fine with both versions of the AV81.
Surround decoding was accurate in
image placement and movement. The
Home THX version scored higher in
overall sound quality on soundtracks

'Att%THIS NIS TO

IIE ONE OF THE
GREAT BUYS IN

NOISE THEATERP
- Edward J. Foster, Home Theater Magajne, June 1995

Product of
the Year Awards
in the past year

Critic's Choice
Awards in the
past year
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$11,966*
gets you this

spectacular home theater

system from Paradigm...

the number one choice

for critical listeners!

"If there's a better bang for the buck for home theater owners than this
Paradigm speaker ensemble, we haven't found it yet. And, it offers

one -stop shopping when it comes to matching speakers."
- Edward J. Faster. Home Theater Magazine. June 1995

Paradigm's advanced R&D and use of superior materials yields the ultimate in home
theater sound. Listen to this sensational system today!
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TEST REPORTS
played at theatrical levels, which
sounded less harsh with the AV81THX
than with the AV81HT. This harshness
reduction is a primary effect of Home
THX processing, stemming from its
re -equalization stage. The Home THX
version's surround -channel decorrela-
tion added a typical amount of THX
"swimminess" or "tunneling" to the
surround -channel sound. The pitch -

shifting employed was sufficient to
render a surround -sound piano record-
ing quite clangy. This side effect was
generally undetectable with most
movie soundtracks and was usually
outweighed by the benefit of the de -
correlation effect, which simulates the
surround -channel diffusion created by
the use of multiple side -placed sur-
round speakers in a movie theater.

Wing

VW eed&
Convertible'

See_Your Sennhe
iserDealer for Detail,

Two classic Open-AireimMarvels
of German Engineering

They're both durable and a great value, but the ultra -lightweight HD 414 headphone features

added comfort and incredible sound. The world's most popular headphone, the HD 414,

is available again (for a limited time) to celebrate our 50th anniversary.

Own a classic that doesn't need a garage!

JUST LISTEN

HD 414
HE A D P H O N E S

SENINHEISER
II need help gem, you, hand. on the HD ele. IuM g.ve coll

SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION, 6 VISTA DRIVE, P.O. BOX 987

OLD LYME, CT 06371  TEL: 203-434-9190  FAX: 203-434-1759

"VW", 'Volkswagen" and "Beetle" ore trademarks of Volkswagen AG. "Open -Aire" is a trademark of Sennheiser Electronic Corp.
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The only infelicity I encountered
with either version of the preamp was
the barely audible surround -channel
background noise. The surround out-
puts are not muted during two -channel
stereo operation, so there will be some
noise leaking out of the surround
speakers at all times. Depending on
the setting of the volume control, that
low-level addition to the ambient
noise could prove distracting, but only
if you also have a very quiet listening
room and listen to low -noise record-
ings with wide dynamic range at real -
life levels. Most listeners will not be
able to fulfill all three conditions
simultaneously. To hear the AV81's
noise, I had to come in on a weekend,
when the air conditioning in our lis-
tening room was off and the internal
building noise was at a minimum. The
AV81's noise level was still below that
of other AN gear we have recently
tested, some of which has produced

For all its simplicity, the

AV81HT's ambience -

enhancement mode was

remarkably useful

with certain types of music.

background noise that was audible
above the normal weekday ambient of-
fice noise.

The AV81HT's PBX ambience -en-
hancement mode makes use of only
the front left and right speakers and
the surrounds. It generates approxi-
mately eighteen artificial reflections
from each of the surrounds, evenly
spaced at the selected delay interval.
For all its simplicity, the system was
remarkably useful in enhancing cer-
tain types of music, namely, acoustic
music performed in medium to large
spaces (jazz and classical, especially).
With other genres, the usefulness of
the PBX mode will vary greatly, de-
pending on the characteristics of the
particular recording.

The AMC AV81HT and AV8ITHX
are fine examples of topnotch sur-
round -sound circuit design, made even
more desirable by their ability to be
set up accurately for optimum sur-
round -sound performance using only
the tools supplied with (and in) them.
And on a price/performance basis,
they are very hard to beat.
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TEST REPORTS

Digital Phase AP -.7
Loudspeaker System
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

5 everal years ago, at a Con-
sumer Electronics Show, I

came across a room in which
some relatively compact loud-

speakers were producing a quality and
quantity of bass that seemed out of
keeping with their size and price range.
The company name, Digital Phase,
was unfamiliar, but the sound I heard
captured my attention.

Now that I have had a chance to live
with and test a pair of the company's
speakers, I am even more impressed
with what I hear (and measure) from
them. The model I tested, a recent ad-
dition to the line, is the largest of Digi-
tal Phase's three bookshelf systems
(there are also four floor -standing
models).

A unique feature of Digital Phase
speakers is their patented Acousta-
Reed technology, which involves the
use of what the company calls an
"elaborate network of acoustic reeds"
within the speaker enclosure to gener-
ate surprising bass output from rela-
tively small woofers. Although the
Digital Phase literature does not ex-

pand further on the principles of the
acoustic -reed design (and it was not
possible to examine them in a nonde-
structive fashion), the system's perfor-
mance speaks eloquently for itself.

The AP -.7 is a compact two-way
system with an unusual woofer lineup,
a pair of 3 -inch drivers with carbon -
fiber -impregnated polypropylene cones
and compliant suspensions that enable
cone excursions rarely found in driv-
ers of their size. They are vertically
aligned (one above the other) with a
single 1 -inch tweeter below them. The
tweeter has a spun -titanium dome.
magnetic -fluid cooling, a powerful
neodymium magnet, and a butyl -rub -

DIMENSIONS: 161/4 inches high, I I inches
wide, 12 inches deep

WEIGHT: 24 pounds each

FINISH: Honey or black oak

PRICE: $699 a pair direct from manufacturer

MANUFACTURER: Digital Phase, Dept. SR,
P.O. Box 22813, Chattanooga, TN 37422;
telephone, 1-800-554-7325

ber surround. The enclosure is vented,
with its port in the rear of the cabinet.
The connectors, also in the rear, are a
pair of gold-plated multiway binding
posts.

Performance specifications for the
AP -.7 include a sensitivity of 87 dB
sound -pressure level (SPL) at 1 meter
with a 2.83 -volt input and a nominal
impedance of 4 ohms. The system is
rated to handle as much as 75 watts of
music -program input. Its frequency re-
sponse is given as 35 Hz to 20 kHz
±1.5 dB -a remarkable claim for al-
most any speaker! But even more re-
markable was how close these speak-
ers came to meeting it in an environ-
ment and with test procedures very
different from those used by the man-
ufacturer (whose test data on our sam-
ples essentially confirmed their claimed
performance).

We placed the pair of AP -.7 speak-
ers on 26 -inch stands about 7 feet
apart and several feet from the wall
behind them. Room response was
measured separately for the left and
right channel at a point 12 feet in front
of the left speaker, smoothed and aver-
aged, and corrected for high -frequen-
cy room absorption above 10 kHz.
The resulting curve was impressively
smooth, within ±3 dB from 60 Hz to
20 kHz. Useful bass response was
maintained, though with a greater fluc-
tuation, into the bottom octave of the
audio range, with an audible funda-
mental output at 30 Hz.

To further reduce the effect of room
boundaries on the result, we also mea-
sured the speaker's response with the
quasi-anechoic MLS mode of our Au-
dio Precision System One. The re-
sponse, at a 2 -meter distance, was an
impressively flat ±2.5 dB from 300 Hz
to 20 kHz, with its general features
closely resembling those of the room -
response measurement.

Horizontal dispersion was very
good; 45 degrees off -axis, there was
less than 5 dB response drop at 10
kHz and a maximum fall -off of only
6.5 dB at 15 kHz. The system's group
delay (phase linearity) was notably
constant, within ±150 microseconds
from about 500 Hz to 20 kHz. The
measured system impedance was a
minimum of just over 5 ohms at 20
Hz, 40 Hz, and 5 kHz, reaching a
maximum of 18 ohms at 80 Hz. Sensi-
tivity was 88 dB, slightly better than
rated. At an input level of 3.5 volts
(corresponding to a 90 -dB SPL refer-
ence output), the close-miked woofer
distortion was between 1 and 2 per -
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cent from 2 kHz down to 130 Hz, ris-
ing at lower frequencies to 10 percent
at 60 Hz and 15 percent at 40 Hz. Al-
though distortion was greater in the
deep bass than is usual for larger
woofers, it was not audible with most
program material having significant
low -frequency content.

Despite its small drivers, the AP -.7
safely handled considerable power in-
puts. In the middle and upper part of
the system's operating range, it ab-
sorbed single -cycle tone bursts of 600
watts at 1 kHz and 400 watts at 10
kHz. At 100 Hz the speaker's tiny
woofers bottomed audibly at about
100 watts input, though without evi-
dent damage.

The test results clearly show that the
Digital Phase AP -.7 has an unusually
wide, smooth, and well -dispersed fre-
quency response. For a small, afford-
ably priced speaker with a pair of 3 -
inch woofers, such performance is
nothing less than amazing. Our listen -

Our tests showed that the

Digital Phase AP -.7

speaker has an unusually

wide, smooth, and

well -dispersed frequency

response.

ing tests were consistent with the mea-
surements. The full frequency spec-
trum was there when needed, yet the
sound of the AP -.7 had strikingly little
of the bass coloration, or tubbiness,
that is characteristic of so many speak-
ers with a significant low -end re-
sponse. That was especially evident
when listening to male voices, which
were reproduced in our listening room
with unusual clarity.

In fact, if I had to sum up the sound
of the AP -.7 in a few words, I would
describe it as "balanced, natural, and
uncolored." Those adjectives are over-
used in the hi-fi world, but they are the
right choice for this speaker. I guess
another way to put it would be to say
that it sounds the way it measures.
However you describe it, the Digital
Phase AP -.7 speakers (and, presum-
ably, the others in the company's line-
up) should be heard. They are indeed
something different in the highly com-
petitive loudspeaker world.

"Ifr"
JACK DANIEL DISTILLERY

NO

If you'd like t.3 know more about our oldtime distillery, just write us.

ONCE OUR TENNESSEE WHISKEY gets
inside the barrel, it isn't in much of a hurry.
And neither are our barrelmen.

Loading a truck with fall barrels is hard labor.
So you can't blame Richard McGee, Clay Fanning
and Tim Thomas if they're in no rush to get to the
barrelhouse at the top of the hill. Because
that's where this batch of Jack Daniel's
will age for years until it's sippin'
smooth. If it doesn't get up the hill
right away, no one will mind. Least
of all, the folks who will enjoy
what's in these barrels years
from nova..

SMOOTH SI'PPIN'
TENNESSEE WHISKEY

Tennessee Whiskey  40-43% alcohol by volume (80-86 proof)  Distilled and Bottled by

Jack Daniel Distillery, Lem Motlow, Proprietor, Route 1, Lynchbcrg Top 3611, Tennessee 37352

Placed in the Naticmal Register aI Hinoric Places by the United States Government.



TEST REPORTS

Cambridge SoundWorks
Model Twelve
Transportable Music System
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

Although high-fidelity music
components and systems
have been available for close
to fifty years, much of the

evolution of hi-fi as we know it has
come from the imagination and talent
of a relatively small number of people.
One of the most innovative and prolif-
ic of these is Henry Kloss, a co-found-
er of Acoustic Research (AR) and
KLH, later of Advent and Kloss Vid-
eo, and currently a principal of Cam-
bridge SoundWorks (CSW). In the
early 1970's he designed a compact
portable music system, the KLH Mod-
el Eleven, that was unique for its time,
combining a record changer, an ampli-
fier, and a pair of detachable speakers
in a compact carrying case resembling
a piece of hand luggage.

A few years ago CSW developed a
modern successor to the old KLH
Model Eleven, without an integral sig-
nal source but retaining the original
nomenclature. The CSW Model Elev-
en (reviewed here in September 1990)
has now been superseded by the Mod-

el Twelve, which incorporates a better
amplifier and various other design im-
provements.

The external dimensions of the CSW
Model Twelve are slightly smaller
than those of the Model Eleven, with
the speaker grille located near one
end. The molded plastic case, the
"BassCase," is sturdily constructed

DIMENSIONS
BassCase: 171/4 inches wide, 101/2 inches
high, 71/4 inches deep
Satellites: 4 inches wide, 61/4 inches high,
31/4 inches deep (including cable)
Amplifier: 83/k inches wide, 2 inches
high, 51/4 inches deep (excluding knobs
and connectors)

WEIGHT
BassCase: 101/4 pounds
Satellite: 23/4 pounds
Amplifier: 21/4 pounds
Complete system: 23 pounds

PRICE: $800

MANUFACTURER: Cambridge SoundWorks,
Dept. SR, 311 Needham St., Newton,
MA 02164; telephone, 1-800-367-4434

and obviously designed to withstand
rough handling. It can fit under an air-
line seat and is rugged enough to be
transported as checked baggage.

The size of the perforated metal
speaker grille indicates that the woof-
er, which operates in the sealed vol-
ume of the BassCase, is about 6 inches
in diameter. Insulated spring -clip con-
nectors are recessed into one side of
the case. The case's interior is compart-
mented to store a pair of small satellite
speakers, an amplifier, a power -supply
module, and all connecting cables.
The compartment structure also streng-
thens the enclosure walls. To cushion
the components during transport, it is
partly covered with foam padding,
which may also serve an acoustic role.

The satellite speakers are small two-
way units containing what appears to
be about a 21/2 -inch cone midrange
driver and a 3/4 -inch dome tweeter in a
sealed box covered with a dark gray
suede -like finish. The drivers are pro-
tected by a nonremovable perforated
black metal grille. On the back of each
speaker is an integral 15 -foot spool
of connecting wire, which can be un-
wound as required for connection to
the system amplifier. Another 15 -foot
cable is supplied for the woofer con-
nection. All cables have tinned, color -
coded ends. The Model Twelve is also
furnished with the hardware necessary
to fasten the satellites to a wall or oth-
er support.

The redesigned amplifier looks bet-
ter and offers more operating flexibili-
ty than its predecessor. Front -panel
knobs adjust volume and select the
source from among three high-level
inputs marked CD, Aux 1, and Aux 2.
Smaller center-detented knobs adjust
channel balance and the bass and tre-
ble tone controls. A toggle switch se-
lects stereo or mono operation, and
another chooses either the main source
or the input from the amplifier's tape -
monitor loop. A front -panel head-
phone jack disables the speaker out-
puts when phones are plugged in, and
there is a pushbutton power switch for
turning the amplifier on and off.

On the back of the amplifier are in-
sulated spring clips for the two stereo
speaker outputs and the bass output. A
small knob varies the bass level over a
wide range (the midpoint is the nomi-
nally optimum setting, but the manual
encourages you to experiment with the
adjustment, and the placement of the
bass module, for best sound). Standard
phono jacks are used for the signal in-
puts and the tape-recording inputs and
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Sheryl Crow.
Tuesday Night Music Club

03061

Deborah Cox
00023

Alabama In Pictures
(RCA 00083

Gorecki. Symphony No. 3
Upshaoi, Zirunan
(Nonesuch) 00110

Toni Braxton
(LaFace) 00420

The Bonnie Raitt Collec-
tion iWarner Bros I 00569

The Essential Charlie
Parker ,Verve: 00902

Tchaikovsky Greatest
Hits: RCA Victor Greatest
Hits Series RC/l)( 00952

Vivaldi Greatest Hits
:.RCA 00956

Tina Turner: Simply The
Best (Captol. 01195

James Brown,
20 All -lime Greatest Hits
(Polydor) 01342

Pavarotti And Friends
(London) 01451

Gershwin Plays Gershwin:
The Plano Rolls
(Elektra/Nonesuch) 01675

Snoop Doggy Dogg:
Doggystyle (Death
RowrInterscoper 01692

Black Sabbath:
Master Of Reality
(Warner Bros ) 01863

Ace Of Base: The Sign
(Arista) 02354

Tom Petty 6 The
Heartbreakers:
Greatest Hits
IMCAI 02390

Counting Crows:
August And
Everything
After
(DGC)
02409

Seal (1994)
(Warner Bros./Sire) 05907

Green Day: Dookle
(Repnse) 02753 I

Nine Inch Nails: The
Downward Spiral
ilnterscopei 02767

Chant: The
Benedictine Monks
of Santo Domingo
de Silos
Ange,, 02957

Incognito. Positivity
(Verve/Forei,s', 02989

Frank Sinatra: Duets
C.,;//i., 03039

Elton John:
Goodbye Yellow
Brick Road
Poydori 03076

Beethoven,
Symphonies
Nos. 5 8 6
"Pastorale" BPO/
Karaian IDG 40
Karalan Gold)

03127

Original Broadway Cast)
Damn Yankees
(RCA Victor) 03128

The Joy Of Bernstein
(DG) 03212

Norman Brown: After The
Storm (MoJazz) 03282

0.00

MUSIC FOR
A NEW AGE

Andreas Vollenweider
Eolian Minstrel
stir 01651

The Impressionists
A Windham Hill Sampler

,,r ',, 02617

Ray Lynch:
Deep Breakfast
(Windham 02634

Deild Arkenstone:
Another Star In The Sky

06221

Path.
An Ambient Journey

,01107 08265

Enya: The Celts
(Reprise) 08872

Paul Winter. Wolf Eyes -A
Retrospective tLivirtio f

1
7!

Enya: Shepherd Moons
(Reprise) 53190

Yannl: in My Time
(Private Music) 63900

Canned: Banba
1.0.111antici 83647

Windham Hill:
The First Ten Years
(Windham Hii 02628

Penguin Cafe Orchestra.
Concert Program
(Wiricr.iii, Hi:. 08758

Kitaror Ten Years
09643

Soundgerran: Super -
unknown )ABM) 02515

Opera's Greatest
Moments .RCA Victor
Im 02581

The Mavericks.
What A Crying Shame
(MCA) 02601

Bonnie Raitt:
Longing In Their Hearts
(Capitol) 02742

Jon Secede. Heart, Soul
IL A Voice (SBK) 03323

Tracy Byrd: No Ordinary
Man (MCA) 03339

Vince Gill: When Love
Finds You (MCA) 03350

The Lion King/Sdtrit.
(Waft Disney) 03533

Carpenters: The Singles
1969-1973 (ABM) 04393

Boyz II Men. II
06028

Roy Hargrove: Family
(Verve) 06930

The Buddy Holly
Collection
(MCA) 84047 0

Dave Brubeck Quartet:
Late Night Brubeck:
Live At The Blue Note
(Telarc, 05665

Ella Fitzgerald: The Best
Of The Songbooks: The
Ballads Verve) 05713

Ray Charles:
The Best 01 The Atlantic
Years Rhino) 05755

Yes: Close To The Edge
(Atlantic, 05838

Joshua Redman:
Mood Swing
(Warner Bros.) 05845

Brooks 8 Dunn:
Waltin' On Sundown
(Arista: 05888

Amy Grant: House 01
Love (A8M) 05902

James Galway: Wind Of
Change Tears In Heaven.
more (RCA) 05960

Anita Baker: Rhythm Of
Love (Elektra, 05980

Nand Griffith: Flyer
(Elektral 05982

r

,Or
111211 4C.;:
Illa Niro NIP
NMI IMF I Ili
E SERVICE
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ORE
B-aveheart/Sdtrk
(Lor 10669

Tie Rippingtons: Sahara
(GP/ 06008

Eric Clapton.
From The Cradle
(Warner Bros) 06025

Kronos Quartet: Night
Prayers (Nonesuch) 06064

Neje*: Share My World
(EMI) 06141

The Notorious 8.1.0.:
Reedy To Die (Bad
Boy/Ansta) 06160 *

R.E.M.: Monster
-Warner Bros.) 06164

Bon Jovi: Cross Road
(Mercury) 06183

Barry Whfte: The Icon Is
Low (ABM) 06165

Pavarotti: The Early Veers,
Vol. I Recorded live, (RCA
Victor Gold Seal) 06200

Torn Petty: Wildflowers
(Warner Bros 06260

Brandy (Atlantic) 06266

Jason's Lyric/Sdtrk. LL
Cool J. TonylTonilTone,
others. (Mercury) 06268

Frank Sinatra: Duets II
(Capitol) 06269

Acoustic Alchemy: Against
the Grain (GRP) 06270

Madonna: Bedtime Stories
rklaverickiSire) 06356

Aerosmith: Big Ones
(Geffen) 06271

The Best of David
Sanborn (Repnse) 08274

Nirvana: Unplugged In
New York (DGC) 06284

Barbra Streisand: Hello
Dolly (Philips) 06314

Vanessa Willlents:
The %fastest Days
(Mercury) 06335

The Best Of Sting 10%-
1994: Fields Of Gold
(ABM) 06357

Mary J. Bilge: My Life
1Uptown/MCA) 06362

The Unplugged Colksc-
don, Vol. 1 Pod Stewart,
°aul McCartney, others
',Warner Bros.) 06393

Pulp FictionadbiL
(MCA) 06396 *

Real McCoy: Another
Night (Arista) 06500

Christian McBride: Gatti,'
To It (Verve) 06863

George Duke: illusions
(Warner Bros 06926

Shan's Twin:
The Woman In Me
(Mercury Nashville) 06935

MI MINI& Us

SERVICE

The Chieftains: The Long
Black Veil Featuring Sting,
The Rolling Stones others
RCA Victor) 06408

Pat Metheny Group: We
Live Here - ev 06938

The Vir RA,, Of
Elva s
The Attractions 1977-86
(Rrodisc) 06956

Stevie Wonder:
Conversation Peace
(Worm) 08069

Trisha Yeerwood: Thinkin
About You (MCA) 08083

Soul For Real: Candy Rain
(Uptovm/MCA) 08126

Encomium: A Tribute To
Led Zeppelin Hoot* 8
The Blowfish, others
(Atlantic) 08135

The Best Of The Gipsy
Kings (Nonesuch) 08149
The Best Of New Order
(0west/Wamer Bros.) 06153

Better Than Ezra: Deluxe
(Elektra) 06160

Matthew Sweet: 100% Fun
(Zoo Entertainment) 08166

Jamie Welters
(Atlantic) 08218

Spyro Gyra: Love 8 Other
Obsessions (GRPI 08224
Yellow)ackets: Collection
(GRP) 08225

Lorne Morgan: Greatest
Hits (BNA) 08232

Linda Ronatadt Feels Like
Nome (Elektra) 08255

Adina Howard:
Do You Wanna Ride?
lEastWest, 08354

Of' Dirty Bastard: Return
To The 36 Chambers:
Dm Dirty Version
Elektra) 08447 r

E-40: In A Ma)or Way
08455 *

Kut Klose: Surrender
(KerafElektra) 08456

Robert Cray: Some Rainy
Morning (Mercury, 08566

Blessid Union Of Souls:
Home (EMI) 08604

The Infamous Mobb Deep
(Loud Records) 08606 *

Filter: Short Bus
tReprsei 08611

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST-CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO 5071 INDIANAPOLIS IN

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

BMG MUSIC SERVICE
PO BOX 91300
INDIANAPO_IS IN 46209-9254

Luciano Pavarotti.

Pavarotti In Central Park
,London, 08096

Dwight Yoakam. Dwight
Live rRepr,,e 08713

The Very Best Of Otis
Redding (Rhino) 08756

Beastie Boys: Root Down
(Capitol) 08770 *

Jeff Foxworthy:
Games Rednecks Play
(Warner Bros) 08877

Curtis Stigers: Time Was
(Arista) 06894

AII-4-One: And The Music
Speaks iA6antrA3147.4 08917

Nirvana: In Utero
(Geffen) 90124 I

Grand Puba: 2000
(Elektra) 08920 #

Ugly Kid Joe: Menace To
Sobriety (Mercury 08926

Don Juan DeMarco/Sdtrk.
Bryan Adams. more
(ABM) 08942

David Bowie: Ziggy
Stardust ,Rykodsc, 10803

Boyz 11 Men: Cooleyhigh-
harmony (Motown, 10930

The Best Of Mlles Davis -
The Capitol/Blue Note
Years iBliie Note 11000

Peter Gabriel: Shaking
The Tree -16 Golden
Greats (Gene?, 11089

George Strait: Lead On
(MCA Nashville. 15841

Aaron Neville:
The Tattooed Heart
:ABM, 16655

The Best Of Aretha
Franklin i Atlantic: 20078

Isn't It Romantic: Capitol
Sings Rodgers 8 Han
(Capitol) 21102

Eric Citatory Unplugged
(Warner Bros.) 23690

Stone Temple Pilots:
Purple Atlantic) 24738

Gin Blossoms, New
Miserable Experience
(ABM( 24884

Jimi Hendrix Experience:
Electric Ladyland
(MCA) 25440

Smokey Robinson 8 The
Miracles: 18 Greatest Hits
(Motokini 33878

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY

IF MAILED
IN THE

UNITED STATES



Steve Winwood:
Chronicles (Island) 34501
John Coltrane: Giant
Steps (Atlantic( 34589

B.B. King: Blues Summit
(MCA) 34700

Bryan Adams: So Far So
Good (AMA) 34771

Alan Jackson. Who I Am
(Artstat 34793

Carreras. Domingo 8
Pavarotti: The 3 Tenors In
Concert Mehta conducts
ILondonl 35078

The Rodgers 8 Hammerstein
Collection :MCA 40015

The Temptations: 17 Greatest
Hits (Gordy: 53410

U2: The Joshua Tree
(Island)

Bob Marley: Legend
(Island) 53521

Marvin Gaye:
15 Greatest Hits
(Motown: 53534

The Cars:
Greatest

Hits
(Elektra)

53702

Patsy Cline:
12 Greatest
Hits (MCA,

53849

53501

Collective Soul
(Atlantic) 08133

Whitney Houston:
The Bodyguard/Sdtrk.
:Arista) 54213

Kenny G: Breathless
(Arista) 54317

Harry Belafonte:
All -Time Greatest Hlts
(RCA) 54508

En Vogue: Funky Divas
(EastWest) 61717

Dean Martin: Capitol
Collectors Series
(Capitol) 62295

CLASSIC ROCK'S GREATEST HITS
Best Of Dire Straits.

Money For Nothing
(Warner Bros.) 00713

Fleetwood Mac: Greatest
Hits (Warner Bros.) 00796

Creadence Clearwater Revival:
Chronicle: 20 Greatest Hits
iFantasy) 01520

Jimi Hendrix7The Ultimate
Experience :MCA: 01527

Elton John: Greatest Hits
(Polydor) 03077

Supertramp:
Classics (14 Greatest Hits)
(A8M) 04891

Paul Simon: Negotiations
And Love Songs 1971-86
(Warner Bros.) 20461

EagNs: Greatest Hits 1971-
1975 (Asylum) 23481

The Best Of The Beach Boys
:Capitol) 23946

The Steve Miller Band:
Greatest Hits 1974-1978
(Capitol( 33199

Moody Blues: Legend Of
A Band (Greatest Hits)
(Threshold) 34284

The Best Of
The Doable Brothers
:Warner Bros : 43738

The John Lennon Collection
(Capitol) 73627

Steely Dan: Gold (MCA) 74339

Best Of The Grateful Dead:
Skeletons From The Closet
',Irani, Hi,. 83892

The Who: Who's Better,
Who's Best :MCA: 03790

Rod Stewart,
The Mercury Anthology
Mercury: 01161 0

David Bowie: The Singles
1969-1993 (Rykodisc) 01659

The Best Of The Doors
:Elektral 70407 a

11311 rf.,'"kt C

MI IP QM III
ESERVICES

FOR THE
PRICE OF

John Michael Montgomery
(Atlantic( 08251

Megadeth: Countdown To
Extinction I Capitol) 83340

Bette Midler: Experience
The Divine- Greatest Hits
(Atlantic) 64291

Van Morrison: Moondance
(Warner Bros 64585

Elvis Presley: The Number
One Hits (RCA: 72190

The Mills Brothers: Best
Of The Decca Years
(MCA) 73920

The Police: Every Breath
You Take-The Singles
(A8M) 73924

The Cranberries:
Everybody Else Is Doing
11, So Why Can't We?
(Island) 80023

Frank Sinatra: Sinatra
Reprise: The Very Good
Years (Reprise) 80304

02 Top: Greatest Hits
(Warner Bros. ( 83411

Nell Diamond: 12 Greatest
Hits (MCA) 84050

Garth Brooks: In Pieces
(Liberty) 93710

"Cats" - The Complete
Original Broadway Cast
(Polydor) 00021

Allman Brothers Band:
The Fillmore Concerts
tPolvdon 01159

Classic Disney:
60 Years Of Musical
Magic Vol. I Includes
songs front The Lion
King."Mary PoppinsT
and others
(Walt Disney) 08692

Vivaldi, The Four
Seasons
Gil Shaham/Orpheus
Chamber Orchestra
(DG) 08093

Phish: A Live One
(Elektra) 08922

Hank Williams:
40 Greatest Hits
(Polydor) 09570

Fantasle/Sdlrk. (Watt
Disney) 17060

Saturday Night
Fever/Sdtrk,
Polydor) 34687 c

Madonna: The
Immaculate Collec-
tion :Sue) 54164

EVER,,

The Rembrandts: LP
(EastVVesti 08897

Melissa Etheridge: Yes I
Am (Island) 35501

The Police: Live
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TEST REPORTS
outputs. There are DC power jacks for
the 12 -volt input and a 9 -volt output
whose function is not explained in the
instructions.

With a standard 120 -volt AC power
source, the amplifier normally oper-
ates from its furnished 12 -volt DC
supply module, which has 6 -foot AC
input and DC output cables. A 220 -
volt power supply is also available. In
a car or boat, the system can be oper-
ated directly from a 12 -volt DC power
source.

Since the CSW Model Twelve has
no published system performance
specifications or ratings, we tried to
measure each of its components as in-
dependently of the others as possible,
treating the product as an assembly
of separate components (which, effec-
tively, is what it is). In addition, we
made overall response measurements
of the entire system during normal op-
eration.

The amplifier is actually a three -
channel unit (stereo left and right plus
a separate mono bass channel). A
measurement of the loudspeaker im-
pedances indicated that they were
nominally 4 -ohm units, so we made
all of our amplifier measurements with
4 -ohm loads, into which the amp de-
livered clipping levels of 7.3 watts (at
1 kHz) from each of the satellite out-
puts and 13 watts from the bass output
(at 50 Hz).

The stereo amplifier sensitivity for a
1 -watt output into 4 ohms was 27.5
mV, and its input overloaded at 2.5
volts, indicating its compatibility with
any likely source. Its A -weighted
noise level was a low -83 dB referred
to a I -watt output. The frequency re-
sponse was +0, -0.5 dB from 300 Hz
to 20 kHz, rolling off sharply below
about 200 Hz because of its built-in
electronic crossover circuit. The bass
amplifier response peaked at 50 Hz,
falling off to -3 dB at about 180 Hz
and to -12 dB at about 25 Hz. The tre-
ble tone control's action hinged at
about 3 kHz, with a maximum range
of about ±8 dB. Bass response was ad-
justable over about ±5 to 8 dB at most
frequencies below 100 Hz.

The satellite speakers, driven by the
system's amplifier, were placed on 26 -
inch stands for measurement. We av-
eraged the room response from the left
and right speakers at a point about 12
feet in front of the left one. The result-
ing curve was flat within ±4 dB from
200 Hz to 20 kHz, with maximum out-
put at 2 kHz. The close-miked re-
sponse of the BassCase was within ±1

dB from 70 to 120 Hz, with the -3 -dB
points at 55 and 140 Hz.

A quasi-anechoic MLS measure-
ment of one of the satellites showed a
generally uniform response of ±4 dB
or so across the range from 100 Hz to
20 kHz except for a sharp notch at
about 4.3 kHz that appeared in vary-
ing degrees in curves run at distances
from 1 to more than 2 meters. This
notch, which may have been caused
by cancellation between the drivers
near the crossover frequency, did not
appear in any room -response measure-
ments, nor was it audibly detectable.

Although the Model Twelve acquit-
ted itself very well in the measurement
process, the acid test is always in the
listening. For that we set up the sys-
tem in a couple of rather different
rooms and drove it with signals from
cassette and CD players. Several
things were immediately apparent. For
one, the Model Twelve did not sound
in any way like a typical portable
component. It could hold its own, in
respect to quality and volume, with
most comparably priced systems using
conventional components.

A major plus of this system is the
ease with which its performance can
be optimized. The instructions are
quite clear in their emphasis on exper-
imenting to find the best speaker loca-
tions (especially for the bass unit).

Fundamentally, there is little or no dif-
ference between the optimum posi-
tions for the Model Twelve speakers
and those of any other system you
might wish to install in a given room.
But when you compare the ease of
moving the Model Twelve woofer (or
its satellites, for that matter) with the
labor that would be involved with
most conventional systems. the Model
Twelve wins hands -down!

Another effective way this system
simplifies setup is by integrating the
satellites' 15 -foot connecting cables
with their enclosures. Their length is
easily adjusted if you change the
speaker placement, yet you never have
to cope with messy tangles of wire.

Although the CSW Model Twelve
would be perfectly satisfactory for a
fixed home installation, its real
strength is obviously in temporary se-
tups. It would be hard to imagine a
better solution for a motor -home or
travel -trailer music installation, for ex-
ample, or for a college -dormitory sys-
tem or a vacation home.

Despite the passage of five years
and the inevitable inflation, the CSW
Model Twelve is priced just $50 high-
er than the Model Eleven, yet it has
been improved in numerous respects
and is even more compact than its pre-
decessor. Overall, it's a very impressive
(and Iighly practical) little system.

"Mr. Riordan, we can say unequivocally that in test after test,
our new cable definitely sounds a little better!"
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USER'S REPORT

arantz Slim Series System
RICH WARREN

The name Marantz has changed
hands almost as often as cer-
tain movie studios, but the
brand's quality and reputation

have stabilized under the present own-
er, Philips. The current Marantz line
ranges from the high end of mass mar-
ket to audiophile, in that sense closely
resembling the original Marantz in its
heyday of the 1960's.

Marantz is aiming its Slim Series
matched components at listeners who
desire the operating ease and styling
panache of Bang & Olufsen equip-
ment with the sonic values and inter-
changeability of standard audio com-
ponents. Manufactured in Japan, the
Slim Series consists of the SR1020
tuner/amplifier ($499), CD1020 com-
pact disc player ($399), and SD1020
cassette deck ($399), and for listening
I set the system up with a pair of
B&W CDM 2 loudspeakers. This im-
mediately points out an advantage of
the Marantz system: Unlike the way it
is with many other matched systems,
the speakers remain entirely your
choice. The 45 watts per channel pro-
vided by the tuner/amp (receiver) will
drive a wide array of good speakers.

The Slim Series units stack easily
with other components because of
their standard width and depth. Clever
styling makes each look even thinner
than its 21/2 -inch height (plus another
1/2 inch for its large, round feet). When
used together they form an attractive
trio with nearly identical faces, the
champagne (or titanium) finish offer-
ing a relief from basic black. Each
front panel includes a small, square
power button in the upper left-hand
corner, a centered dark 31/2 -inch by
11/2 -inch display, and a small, silver,
vertical touch bar on the extreme right
edge. A circular bas-relief graces the
right side of the CD player and cas-
sette deck panels, in homage to the
volume control knob that protrudes
ever so slightly from the receiver pan-
el. When powered up, the displays
glow with blue fluorescent characters
and symbols, accented with a few red
symbols, readable from about six feet
away in a daylit room. With power
off, the receiver display shows the
time of day.

For each component, touching the
capacitance -sensing bar on the right
lowers the front -panel door, revealing

the controls, neatly arranged and styl-
ish in their own right. Marantz sup-
plies each unit with a remote con-
trol, which duplicates most front -panel
functions, including opening and clos-
ing the panel. You must leave the pan-
el lowered to use the headphone jack.

The receiver's remote doubles as a
system remote. Not quite a universal
remote, it controls the galaxy of Ma-
rantz/Philips/Magnavox products. Its
45 keys vary in shape and size for
easy identification. The remotes for
the CD player and the cassette deck
are smaller but similar, with small rec-
tangular keys. Some functions, such as
the Edit function when recording a CD
to tape, are possible only with the
product -specific remote, not the sys-
tem remote. The CD manual says "to
be sure to use" the remote supplied
with the receiver when using the play-
er as part of the Slim Series system.
Yet the receiver manual does not doc-
ument the Edit function as being ac-
cessible via one of the receiver remote
buttons, and none of the buttons is la-
beled "Edit," as on the CD remote.

Marantz wanted to have its system
and sell components, too. Intercon-
necting the system can be confusing.
You must read the three manuals care-
fully; the labeling of jacks on the rear
panels does not always apply when us-
ing the components as a trio. Not only
must you connect the remote bus -sys-
tem cable, which uses standard RCA
pin plugs, but you must daisy -chain
the audio connections. This includes
going from the cassette deck outputs
to the CD player inputs (for a moment
there, I thought Marantz had shipped
me a stealth CD recorder). You must
not connect the receiver tape outputs
to the cassette deck tape inputs.

The receiver's rear panel includes
inputs/outputs for a Digital Compact
Cassette deck, as well as two aux in-
puts and a magnetic phono input. This
offers flexibility for using the Slim
Series with components of different
brands.

The manuals recommend that you
stack the components with the cassette
deck on the bottom, the CD player
in the middle, and the receiver on top.
I presume this is to ventilate the re-
ceiver, but I tried other arrangements
and they worked. However, any erro-
neous wiring sends the system into
apoplexy.

Marantz includes only a single con-
venience outlet on the receiver, and it
is switched. The receiver manual
warns against using the outlet for oth-
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"Hear it and be convinced for y7.7.te-self."
Julian I Jir.ch, Stertil Revini

Bose Acoustimass` Home

Theater Speakers. If you're

trying to build a home
theater system, there are
more reasons than ever
to consider Acoustimass
speakers.

These little 6" speakers
have already made a big
impact on the way people

think about sound. And
now that you need up to five

speakers to enjoy home
theater, using these Virtual-

ly Invisible® speakers makes

even more sense.

Instead of being over-
whelmed by a room full of

big, bulky speakers, you'll be

overwhelmed by sound. Not

only by its sheer power, but

because it's so true-to-life.

From explosive sound effects

to the most intimate sigh,
Acoustimass speakers repro-

duce surround sound with
lifelike realism.

You get powerful home

theater without having to
rearrange your room to
accommodate big speakers.

And that leaves more space

for all the people who'll
want to join you after they

hear a movie or big game on

Acoustimass speakers.

To learn more about
Acoustimass home theater

speakers, call for Bose deal-

ers near you. That is, if

there's room for more excit-

ing audio in your life.

1-800-444-BOSE Ext. 620
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USER'S REPORT
er components in the system. This ne-
cessitates a rat's nest of AC wires run-
ning from these sleek units to an ex-
tension cord or AC outlets.

The clock in the receiver functions
as a timer to turn on the receiver, CD
player, or tape deck for playing from a
programmed source. It also will initi-
ate unattended recordings from the
tuner, although there's no mention of
that capability in the manual. Reading
between the lines reveals that you
must either program a source (and if
tuner, a preset) or make sure there is
no disc in the CD player. If you don't
program a source, the system will
search for the first available one, start-
ing with the CD player. If it finds no
disc, it then defaults to the tuner. You
must set the cassette deck's timer but-
ton to record. Programming the sys-
tem to record requires the same dedi-
cation it took to program a VCR a
dozen years ago. Nevertheless, it's
probably easier to use the Slim Series
components for recording your favor-
ite radio show when you're away than
to use conventional components with
an external timer.

The eighteen keys and three knobs
on the receiver's handsomely laid -out,
gun -metal -gray inner front panel can
be difficult to operate because they are
quite small and close together, but the
spacious system remote duplicates
most of their functions, including op-
erating a motor that drives the volume
knob. Pressing the power key auto-
matically closes the front panel while
turning off the receiver.

Speaker connections on the receiv-
er's rear panel are the equivalent of
five -way binding posts. Removing a
plastic pin in the center makes the post
accessible to a banana plug. In addi-
tion to the audio jacks, the receiver
provides a 75 -ohm FM antenna input
and dual plastic screw terminals for
the supplied AM loop antenna.

The front panels of the CD player
and the cassette deck lower to reveal
identical control layouts. Both units
use drawer loading, which functions
very smoothly. Occupying the space
behind the front -panel bulge are the
mechanical function controls in con-
toured soft -touch keys shaped like a
sliced pie. The cassette deck has three
extra switches beneath its drawer for
timer mode (off, record, play), Dolby
noise reduction (off, B, C), and auto -
reverse mode (off, once, continuous).
None of the remotes duplicate these
functions. The CD player's rear panel
includes an optical digital output.

While the specifications printed in
the manuals won't impress the dis-
cerning eye, the sound of the Slim Se-
ries will please the discriminating ear.

In my rural area, the receiver's auto -
preset function picked out thirteen
strong FM signals; my reference tuner
pulls in about seventeen with the same
attic antenna. The preset function re-
fused to quit after locating all the
strong signals. It continued to allocate
each of the thirty slots, retracing the
dial and giving stations duplicate (and,
in a few cases, triplicate) preset num-
bers. Obviously this won't occur in ur-
ban areas, where more than thirty
strong stations crowd the FM dial.

My local classical music station,
with a tower located about 35 miles
away, sounded clean and full, with sat-
isfyingly low noise. Some of the rock
stations tended to splatter, but the fault
probably lies with the stations more
than with the Marantz tuner. While the

The Marantz Slim Series

components make

an attractive trio when

used together,

and the sound of the

system will please

the discriminating ear.

AM section broke no fidelity records.
local reception was clean, with plenty
of body, sounding better than the AM
of many other component receivers.

The Edit function of the CD player.
when used with the system's cassette
deck, worked splendidly. First it sorted
out the tracks to optimally fit the cas-
sette side. Then it spent about two
minutes zipping through the average
hour-long CD to locate the highest
levels, taking another 30 seconds to
set recording levels before it began to
record. You can specify the length of
any cassette, even odd lengths, down
to the minute. You can also manually
arrange tracks and set the recording
level. The system permits program-
ming thirty tracks, but the CD player's
crowded front -panel display runs track
number and time together, requiring
careful observation to sort them out
(yet when the tray is empty, you can
read "disc" from across the room).

The CD player rates as the MVP of
the Slim Series system. Nothing short
of an earthquake measuring 10 on the
Richter scale will cause mistracking.
Pounding and shaking failed to stop
the music. And the very smooth sound
quality revealed no hint of any so-
called "digital harshness" or other un-
pleasantness.

The cassette deck records with Dol-
by HX Pro headroom extension, as
well as Dolby B or C noise reduction.
I recorded the music CD of the two -
disc Delos "Sound Spectacular" (DE
3179) with Dolby B, on TDK SA tape,
which is recommended in the deck's
manual. The result sounded great, low
in noise and distortion. The recording
retained most of the CD's crispness, as
evidenced by the York "Bantu" gui-
tar track. The deck smoothly handled
tape at moderate speed, groaning
only subtly when reversing. Automat-
ic music scan (AMS) locates and plays
the beginning of each selection, and
Quick Music Search (QMS) finds se-
lections that you have specified by
track number.

Marantz's CD1020 CD player and
SD1020 cassette deck would make
worthwhile additions to any compo-
nent system. The SR1020 receiver ap-
pears better suited to be the heart of
the matched Slim Series system.
When buying the complete setup, you
pay for three separate remote controls,
which are unfortunately necessary.
The Slim Series components would be
more satisfying if designed expressly
as a system, with a single remote and
dedicated wiring. B&O crossed this
Rubicon several years ago, forsaking
separates for systems. Marantz fields a
broad line of separate components, so
marketing the Slim Series as an inte-
grated system would not leave a void
in its product line.

The three manuals try to explain the
components as separates and as a sys-
tem, causing some confusion. It would
help if Marantz had included a large,
fold -out sheet displaying system setup
and connections, like the one provided
with the Bose Lifestyle music system.
The desirable Marantz system de-
serves dazzling documentation.

Its few operational quirks aside, the
Marantz Slim Series system ingrati-
ates itself, marrying a handsome coun-
tenance with serious sound in a pack-
age that may lure new converts to au-
dio components.

Marantz, Dept. SR,
440 Medinah Rd., Roselle, IL 60172
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CAR STEREO

Sherwood XA-5400
Power Amplifier
KEN C. POHLMANN HAMMER LABORATORIES

I'N,c seen car power amplifiers in
just about every color imaginable
(except pink), and often wildly
decorated with bright splashes of

color. But in my book, the only legiti-
mate color for a serious car power
amp is black. Apparently, Sherwood
agrees - at least in the case of its
XA-5400, which sports a handsome,
glossy black finish. To maintain ap-
pearances, Sherwood even supplies a
polishing cloth. In addition, the XA-
5400 spares no expense with its
heavy-duty extruded -aluminum heat
sink. The massive contoured -fin struc-
ture appears ready to dissipate even
the hottest temperatures generated by
the amplifier's four 75 -watt channels.
Of course, it's relatively easy to build
a drop -dead gorgeous piece of equip-
ment. The question is, does the XA-
5400's performance match its impres-
sive appearance?

As with most car power amplifiers,
controls and connections are located
on the ends of the XA-5400's chassis.
One end handles all the inputs and
controls. The four channels are divid-
ed into two pairs, for front and rear,
each with two phono jacks for line -
level input and a recessed pin connec-
tor for a speaker -level input from a
powered head unit. When the speaker -
level inputs are used, the input signal

appears at the phono jacks, which can
serve as outputs to drive additional
outboard amplifiers. For each channel
pair, there is a slide switch to select
stereo or mono operation and a re-
cessed potentiometer to adjust input
sensitivity.

The front channel pair also features
a high-pass crossover; a slide switch is
used to select a 180- or 120 -Hz cutoff
frequency or to bypass the crossover
altogether. The rear channel pair is
equipped with a low-pass crossover; a
slide switch is used to select a 60- or
120 -Hz cutoff frequency or bypass. In
addition, the rear channels are linked
to a bass equalizer providing a 6 -dB
boost at 45 Hz; a slide switch turns it
on or off.

The other chassis end has two ter-
minal blocks. One block has eight
gold-plated screw -type terminals that
provide speaker outputs for the four
channels. A three-way terminal block

DIMENSIONS: 14'h inches wide, rAi inches
high. 117/x inches deep

WEIGHT: 12 pounds

PRICE: $299

MANUFACTURER: Sherwood Electronics,
Dept. SR, 14830 Alondra Blvd., La Mirada.
CA 90638

is used for the power, ground, and re-
mote -turn -on leads. A green LED
lights when the amplifier is powered,
and a red LED lights when it hits peak
power. Two 25 -ampere fuses protect
both channel pairs. Finally, a small
thermostat -controlled fan draws cool
air into the chassis interior.

Inside, the XA-5400 is constructed
on a large single -sided circuit board
that covers the entire base of the chas-
sis. This board contains the MOSFET
power supply and amplifier circuitry.
The PWM switching power supply is
covered by a Faraday shield to mini-
mize radiated energy that might inter-
fere with tuner reception. As with
most power amplifiers, the transistors
in both the power -supply and audio
output stages are attached to the
smooth, unpainted surface of the heat
sink. The transistors are pressed in
place by clamping bars, rather than
being screwed directly to the chassis,
which can cause them to warp and lift
up, breaking the all-important metal -
to -metal contact. The main board also
contains anti -thump turn -on circuits
and thermal shut -down protection cir-
cuits. The crossovers are located on
two small perpendicular circuit boards;
another board contains the input jacks
and crossover switches.

Although certainly quite serviceable,
this Korean -made amplifier will not
win any awards for internal construc-
tion quality. The circuit boards have
rough edges and use mediocre -grade
components. Numerous jumpers are
used to convey the signal across the
single -sided board, and there are two
large wiring strips that untidily run up
and over the power -supply shield. In
the unit supplied for review, there
were also some sloppy solder joints,
and many components were secured in
place by black glop. In other words,
the handsome exterior hides a less
than handsome interior. But who's
looking?

Before I installed the XA-5400 in
my test car, I ran it through a test -
bench obstacle course. Signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N) at 1 watt measured a solid
83 dBA, total harmonic distortion plus
noise (THD+N) at 1 kHz was a rea-
sonable 0.05 percent, and frequency
response was very flat to within 0.4
dB. Power output generously exceed-
ed rated specifications when the XA-
5400's unregulated power supply was
provided with enough voltage to do its
job. For example, whereas the amplifi-
er is rated at 75 watts per channel in
four -channel mode, it actually deliv-
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Here are just a few of the 147 reasons
you should call for the all-new

Cambridge SoundWorks catalog.
For your free copy, call 1-800-FOR-HIFI (1-800-367-4434).

The best sounding, easiest -to -install
in -wall speakers anywhere.

Sealed acoustic -suspension design means your
walls construction doesn't affect the sound, and

you won't have to worry about your wall buzzing
or rattling. Easy, no hassle installation. $329.99pr.

Ensemble- II high-performance,
high -value sub/sat speaker system.

Our Ensemble 11 subwoofersatellue speaker system
uses the same satellites as our top -of -the -fine
Ensemble - but with one subwoofer, not two. Our
best value high-performance system. $499.99

Professional quality transportable
component sound system.

Revolutionary Model Thvelve transportable system
uses a patented BassCase subwoofer that doubles
as the system's carrying case. Pefectfor
presentation, professional musicians. $799.99

To order factory -direct,
fora free catalog, or for the
nearest store location, call

1-800-FOR-HIFI

High-performance acoustic -suspension
all-weather speakers.

With these great -sounding outdoor speakers, you
can enjoy great sound anywhere. Perfectforyour
deck, patio, pool, or even boat. Flush -mounting in -
wall version also available. $279.99-$29.99pr.

Ensemble- III high-performance
sub/sat speakers for smaller rooms.

Our Ensemble Sancooler satellite sl,eaker
is designed to bring high performance sound -
including excellent stereo imaging and high power
handling -to smaller rooms. $349.99

Dolby Pro -Logic Surround Sound
home theater systems from $649.99.

Complete home theater sound systems, like this easy -
to -use Aiwa unit with Dolby Pro Logic receiver, CD

changer, dual cassette, remote and our Ensemble IV
Home Theater speaker system. $899.99

Great -sounding bookshelf speakers
designed by Henry Kloss.

Our bookshelf speakers are designed by our
Chairman, Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH, and
Advent). They have a natural, accurate, wide -range
sound and deep bass. $89.99-$174.99 each.

New: Ensemble N, our most
affordable sub/sat speaker system.

Our new Ensemble IV subwofferisatellite speaker
system maintains the tonal balance of our more
expensive Ensemble systems, but without the same
deep bass ertension and power handling. $249.99
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Quality components from Sony,

Harman Kardon, Carver, and more.
A complete selection of high-pefformance stereo and
home theater systems systems and components

from Sony, Pioneer, Harman Kardon, Carver, Aiwa,
Philips, RCA, and others.
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At Cambridge SoundWorks we make unique,
critically -acclaimed speakers and music
systems designed by Henry Kloss (founder of
AR, KLH & Advent). We sell them-and
components from companies like Sony,
Pioneer, Philips, Carver and others-factory -
direct, with no expensive middlemen. Call
today and find out why Audio magazine said
we may have "the best value in the world."
 Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.
 Save hundreds on components and systems

from Cambridge SoundWorks, Sony, Pioneer,
AIWA, Harman Kardon, Philips, Carver
and more.

 Audio experts will answer your questions
before and after you buy, 8AM-Midnight
(ET), 365 days a year -even holidays.

 30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee on all
products.

 7 -Year Parts & Labor Speaker Warranty.

"Best Buy."
PC Magazine

Add our award -
winning $219.99
SoundWorks system
to your computer,
radio, TV or Walk-

manfor
roomfilling
sound and

powerful bass.

vow amp

1-800-FOR-HIFI
Critically -Acclaimed. Factory Direct.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

311 Needham Street, Suite 102N Newton MA 02164

Tel 1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229
Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

1995 Cambndge SoundWorks

CAR STEREO
ered 93 watts into 4 ohms with a 14.4 -
volt supply. Similarly, while it is rated
at 150 watts in two -channel mode, it
actually delivered 219 watts into 4
ohms. Output power was somewhat
less with a 12 -volt supply, but still up
to spec when driving a 4 -ohm load
(the de facto standard for car audio
components); it delivered 75 and 176
watts into 4 ohms in four- and two -
channel modes, respectively (the XA-
5400 is not designed to drive 2 -ohm
loads when in bridged, two -channel
mode). The amplifier was completely
free of oscillation and did not shut
down when driven to levels that pro-
duced considerable clipping. Overall,
its bench performance was very solid.

Installation
But the beg place to test a car power
amplifier is in a car. I installed the
XA-5400 in the trunk of my test car,
securing it with self -tapping screws
through the metal flanges on its chas-
sis ends. I ran a fused power cable
from my battery to the amp's power
terminal and wired up the remote -
turn -on lead. Then I connected the
amp's ground strap to a bare metal
spot on the car's chassis. Next I con-
nected line -level outputs from a CD
receiver to the XA-5400's inputs and
ran cables to four speakers. I powered

MEASUREMENTS
Unless otherwise noted, all measurements
were made with a /4.4 -volt DC
power supply with all channels driven
into 4 ohms.

OUTPUT AT CLIPPING
(14.4 volts, four-channel/two-channel)
8 ohms 54/164 watts
4 ohms 93/219 watts
2 ohms 12s \\ my, (four -channel only)

OUTPUT AT CLIPPING
(12 volts, four-channel/two-channel)
8 ohms 43/132 watts
4 ohms 75/176 watts
2 ohms 101 watts tour -channel only)

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
(A-wtd, re I -watt output) 83 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N at 1 watt)
at 1 kHz 0 05%
at 20 kit/ 0 19%

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
20 Hz to 20 kHz +0, -0.4 dB

CHANNEL SEPARATION
(at I kIt,: 58 dB

SENSITIVITY
(for output I 38 to 380 mV

CURRENT DRAW
(rated output into 4 ohms). . 50 amperes

SHUTDOWN TIME (rated output, 100 Hz)
did not shut down

up the system, and adjusted input sen-
sitivity for the two channel pairs. For
this review, I configured the amplifier
with the high-pass and low-pass cross-
overs both set at 120 Hz. I elected not
to use the bass boost. I checked for
any whines or noise, heard none, and
headed for the open road.

Read Tests
I started my listening test with fairly
subtle musical material, paying partic-
ular attention to such nuances as string
attack, soundstage, and room ambi-
ence. I was generally pleased with the
XA-5400's performance in these areas.
Transient response, for example, was
clean, and imaging was pretty good. I
moved on to classical music to judge
the amplifier's performance with the
massive force of an orchestra. Again I
was impressed with the XA-5400; it
handled large power demands without
sacrificing detail. Even at peak orches-
tral levels, brass instruments remained
clean and smooth, and percussion was
tight and crisp.

Changing gears, I stressed the XA-
5400 with loud rock-and-roll, to gauge
its ability to deliver high sound -pres-
sure levels without distortion or fa-
tigue. I was again impressed; instru-
ments and vocals sounded natural, and
bass percussion had lots of punch. As
with any amplifier, at some point the
watts simply run out, but these four
75 -watt channels reached fairly high
levels before clipping occurred on
peaks. When it did occur, it was gen-
tle, without sudden breakup. Pulling
over to the side of the road, in quieter
conditions, I auditioned a number of
very tasty audiophile discs. The XA-
5400 did a good job, lacking only that
extra margin of clarity and openness
that the very best (read: most expen-
sive) power amplifiers can convey. By
the end of the road test, the XA-5400's
cooling fan was certainly running hard,
but the amplifier was not unreasonably
hot to the touch.

In summary, the Sherwood XA-5400
is a very good all-around power am-
plifier. It delivers plenty of power for
many systems, its internal crossovers
alleviate the need for external passive
crossovers that steal power, and both
its sound quality and measured perfor-
mance are very solid. Although the in-
ternal construction of our review unit
was somewhat disappointing, its at-
tractive outer appearance makes up for
that. Keep the polishing cloth handy;
you'll want to keep that glossy enamel
shining.
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Add great sound and powerful bass
to your computer, TV, radio, CD player

(or anything with a headphone jack)

Now you can add room -filling, high-fidelity
sound to almost any product you own, at an
incredibly affordable price.

Simply plug the award -winning
SoundWorks amplified speaker system into
any headphone jack (on your radio, TV, boom
box, portable cassette or CD player, multime-
dia computer, etc.). Then turn it on.

You won't believe your ears.

"Seemingly impossible"
Audio Magazine

Sound Works' powerful built-in
amplifier, twin compact speakers,
and subwoofer provide incredible,
room -filling sound and powerful
bass. Designed by Audio Hall of
Fame member Henry Kloss, it may well
be his most exciting product ever - and the
most affordable.

Never before has so much high quality,
wide -range, natural, "big" sound come from
such a small, affordable system. It makes it
easy for you to have great sound anywhere.

"For the home or office,
SoundWodes hits the right note."

Pc Magazine

SoundWorks' great sound and compact size
makes it ideal for many situations or loca-
tions where a large, conventional sound sys-
tem doesn't make sense. It has magnetically
shielded satellite speakers, so SoundWorks is
ideal for use as a multimedia speaker system
with your PC or Mac.

SoundWorks works on 110 or 12 -volts, so it's petlectfor cars, RV's
and boats. With our optional carrybag ($4999), it makes an ideal
musical traveling companion. You can even play it in the carrybag.

$21999
Complete system with satellite speakers
and subwoofer with built-in amplifiers

"More than enough juice tofu'
an entire room with sound"

MacUser Magazine

It also fits easily into smaller rooms - like
kitchens, dens, and bedrooms. Use it with your
TV, clock radio, boom box, or Walkman. With
a portable CD player, it makes a great sound
system for a small apartment or college dorm.

SoundWorks operates on either 120 or 12
volts, so you can also use it in boats, campers
and cars. And with our optional carrybag, you
can even travel with it.

How it works
SoundWorks consists of a powerful

subwoofer and two compact satellite speakers
finished in your choice of either charcoal gray,

or in "computer -beige." Mini -
stands are included, or you can
attach the satellites to a
computer monitor or TV with the
supplied velcro kit.

The shoebox-sized subwoofer
reproduces only non -directional
bass, so it can be placed under
your desk, or in back of furniture.
It contains a powerful 3 -channel
amplifier that's been precisely
tailored to match the speaker
drivers. Its control panel includes
a bass level control to adjust the
subwoofer output for the size of
your room.

CAM

 ''

Wren CD-ROM World magazine tested 20
amplfied systems for overall sound quality,
SoundWorks was rated first- ahead of all
other systems. (The second and third place
systems cost $399 and $699!)

"The sounds that had
been held prisoner inside
my portable radio and TV
were amazing."

Audio Magazine

You can buy SoundWorks direct
from Cambridge SoundWorks, or at
cost-efficient Best

Buy stores.

Factory -Direct
Savings

SoundWorks is available factory -direct for
only 21999 with a full 30 -day risk -free home
audition. Listen to it in your home, with your
music. If you aren't completely satisfied,
return it within 30 days for a full refund.

We even reimburse your
original UPS ground
shipping charges in
the continental U.S. Call
today.

To order
.> factory -direct,

for a free catalog,
or for the nearest
store location, call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
(1-800-367-4434)

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS
Critically Acclaimed. Factory -Direct.
11 Needham Strm, Suite 1011N, Nev:ten, C.2164

Fax:617-332-9229
Canada:1-800-525-4434

OutsideU.S.orCanada:617-332-5936
,ambrulge SoundWorks
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The Adcom
the ultimate horn

Ca

O
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G T P - 6 0 0

signal

FM -1 g MHz Li

2 3 J 5

FM/AM seek/manual

/Th.

tuning

sensor

6 7 shift (8-14)

audio mute high blend

k*, Before you call a contractor
or run to the home impro--
vement store, let an Adcom

011111010 home theater GTP-600
INNO/AT PONS Sow tuner/preamplifier dupli-
Adcom components are airway

acckumed war after year cate the dramatic depths of
a large listening area. The GTP-600 and an
award -winning Adcom power amplifier
can instantly create a custom soundstage
for your favorite movies or musical events,
without ph sically adding a square foot of
space. 10 Providing switching for up to
four video sources and four audio sources,
the GTP-600 gives you the flexibility to
customize your audio/video system for
years to come. Composite or S -video con-
nections provide a high definition signal

path for maximum video
quality. And with features
like Adcom's exclusive
Cinema Surround
circuitry and Dolby Pro
Logic® decoding, the

GTP-600 brings cutting
edge home theater tech-
nology to your fingertips.

gito4 Logical control
groupings and pre-
programmed DSP (Digital
Signal Processing) modes
allow easy, precise adjust -

The GTP-600 keeps you in control
of the (Anon with an easy -to -use

learning remote.

ments for a variety of custom-tailored,
psycho -acoustically correct listening envi-
ronments. The user friendly "smart" on-



GIP -600:
e improvement.

ema 100 ms

by Pro Logic 75 ms

' stadium 50 ms

concert hall 30 ms

: nightclub 20 ms

flannel stereo 15 ms

min---] CD tuner tape 1 tape 2

Nib

round bal check delay video I video 2 video 3 video 4

bass

ono bass ED tone in

treble balance

screen display keeps you fully informed
and makes system balancing easy and
accurate. 04 These features couple
ideally with the GTP-600's advanced,
programmable remote which lets you
command up to eight additional system
components. This sophisticated combina-
tion consistently delivers sound exactly
the way you want to hear it. .4 And the
details? Typically Adcom. Gold plated
RCA connectors, precision 1% tolerance
Roederstein metal -film resistors and high
speed linear gain amplifiers are just a few
of the many outstanding design elements
that give the GTP-600 its exceptional audio
and video quality. .4 Now, with Adcom
home theater you can build an addition to

your home that
you can feel as
well as see and
hear. Pick up
the right tools
for the job at
your local

Adcom dealer

42.

144th the G7P-600's delay modes the rear dkumels move
the walls back Aimukding the effect of a much lari;er area

today. You'll realize that our state-of-the-art
components hit the nail on the head every
time.

8

details you can hear

11 Elkins Road. East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130.
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Montreal, Quebec (514) 344-1226
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In the beginning was the vacuum tube, and it was good. (It was costly,

inefficient, and fragile, and it ran hot, but never mind - it was good
nonetheless). And the tube begat the power amplifier, and the power

amp begat the preamp and tuner. And lo! There was music.

Today, the notion of buying a separate component for each of an audio

system's multitudinous functions seems almost quaint to many buyers.
After all, our era's top AM/FM receivers seem to equal the separates by
almost every important performance criterion - and the all -in -ones usu-

ally tromp all over discrete components in terms of cost, convenience,
and space efficiency. Yet separates remain the repository of much of hi-

fi's best -performing technology, a state of affairs that, with very few ex-

ceptions, owes as much to tradition as to anything else. In the vacuum -
tube era, a separate power amp was pretty much required, since the heat
produced by its big glass "valves" (and the electromagnetic fields of its
power supplies) tended to degrade the performance of delicate tube pre-
amplifier and FM -tuner circuitry, causing hum and other problems.
That's no longer such an important issue now that we have transistors

E and integrated circuits, but since enthusiasts have long come to expect
1,- separates to outperform combos like receivers or integrated amps, manu-
2
i facturers are happy to continue to oblige. Selling a preamp, a power

DECIDING
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SEPARATES

RECEIVERS

The Luxman A-331 ($449) is a basic, high -quality two -channel integrated amplifier with video

switching capability and a power rating of 75 watts per channel into 8 ohms.

Marantz's MM -500 ($600) is a five -channel power amplifier designed for home theater, rated

at 70 watts each to the front three speakers and 35 watts each to the surrounds.

PIN:1111EL ...Aim avow., 'yearn . ama.u.

Rotel says its RT-935AX tuner ($269) is designed to maintain high sound quality under a wide

range of reception conditions and to provide good AM, as well as FM, performance.

Denon's AVR-2500 AN receiver ($1,000) boasts an RDS tuner, multiple surround modes,

and amps rated at 85 watts each to the three front speakers, 25 watts each to the surrounds.

amp, and a tuner makes for a potential-
ly more profitable transaction than sell-
ing just a single item, however capable.
And, to be fair, it is still easier to deliv-
er truly high -end control, amplifica-
tion, and radio -reception technology
and performance in separate boxes.

Hence, the question persists: Should
you shop for a receiver or for a suite of
separates? The answer will vary, de-
pending upon just what sort of system
you are assembling and on your tastes,
the features you're looking for, and, of
course, your budget.

The A/V Home Theater
First, the value question: If setting

up a good -sounding surround -sound
home theater for the lowest practical
cost is your goal, look no further than
today's A/V receivers. The best exam-
ples are exceptional dollar -savers, and
their performance compromises are in
general remarkably minor - in some
respects, nonexistent.

At the high end, the best A/V receiv-
ers give up little to separates in terms
of power and quality. Technics' $999
SA-TX1010, for example, combines
THX Home Cinema Dolby Pro Logic -
based surround decoding with five
very capable amplifier channels (120
watts each into 6 ohms for the front
three, plus 60 watts each for the two
surrounds). The SA-TX1010's "Class
H+" power -amp circuitry yields dy-
namic ability and brute force that sub-
stantially blur the lines between sepa-
rate -amp and receiver expectations.
Even among more affordable A/V re-
ceivers you can still come up with sub-
stantial power: The $550 VSX-49 in
Pioneer's latest Elite line offers 100
watts per channel into 8 ohms across
the front trio and 50 watts to each sur-
round speaker. As is standard now for
A/V receivers, it also incorporates
Dolby Pro Logic surround decoding.

And pretty much any A/V receiver
will include a full complement of au-
dio and video inputs and outputs,
which makes for a simplified user in-
terface and one -stop keypunching for
source selection or audio/video tape
dubbing. Most also incorporate addi-
tional surround -processing modes for
pure -music listening, along with wire-
less remote control and other conve-
nience -oriented features.

Why, then, would a person putting
together a home theater consider any-
thing else? One reason remains power.
Though the latest A/V receivers deliv-
er some astonishing surround -sound
oomph, the discrete power -amplifier
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shelves still proffer the highest -rated
power sources, often capable of prodi-
gious outputs into even very difficult
speaker loads. Breaking out the power
amps from the preamp and processor
enables you to buy amplification to
precisely the level you desire - and to
mix, match, and upgrade at will with-
out suffering obsolescence of the up-
stream components.

The most A/V-receiver-like option is
a tuner/preamp with AN switching
and built-in surround processing. Ma-
rantz's AV600 ($1,199) fits the genre:
Essentially an A/V receiver minus the
amplifier circuits, it combines Home
THX-enhanced Dolby Pro Logic sur-
round decoding, full -function audio/
video input/output control, and a high-
performance AM/FM tuner in a single,
rather sleek package. NAD's $799
Model 917 works along similar lines.
with a comparable complement of fea-
tures (less the Home THX mode).

Breaking things down
still further, an A/V
preamp/processor such
as the Carver C -15v
($800) or Sony's TA-

E2000ESD ($1,250) would permit the
use of a tuner you already own while
still combining preamp, Dolby Pro
Logic surround decoding, and A/V
connection and control functions. The
tuner could itself be a separate compo-
nent, but you might simply use the
tuner section of a two -channel receiver
you have on hand: Just connect the re-
ceiver's recording outputs to the new
preamp/processor's tuner input, mak-
ing sure you leave the receiver set to
FM (or AM). If you need a new tuner.
there are many high-performance al-
ternatives. Denon's TU-650RD ($375),
for instance, offers excellent FM re-
ception and sound together with RDS
(Radio Data System) text and automa-
tion features.

As mentioned, a key benefit of the
separates option is that it enables you
to choose the amplifiers you need to
suit your particular speakers, listening
room, and tastes. In a surround -sound
home theater setup, you might decide
to go with multiple two -channel mod-
els, such as Rotel's well -regarded 100 -
watt -per -channel (into 8 ohms) RB-
980BX ($599). For even greater power
delivery, amplifiers like the $1,195
Soundstream DA2, at 200 Home
THX-certified watts per channel into 8
ohms, will fill the bill. But home the-
ater buffs are increasingly turning to
multichannel amplifiers that can sup -

CD 63
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The Meridiar Model 501 preamplifier ($995) is a high -per ormance stereo preamplifier with a

four -character display: an AN version, the 501V ($1,450) adds video switching.
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Parasound's modestly priced P/HP-850 preamplifier ($39E) supplies all the basics in refined

style. includ ng four line -level inputs, a phono input, and 3 headphone amp.

The NADNAD 91- AN tuner/preamp ($799) provides atdio ant video (including S -video) switching.

Dolby Pro Logic surround decoding, and an on -screen dis)lay.

Kenwood's KR -A5070 is representative of what's available today in budget stereo receivers.

delivering 100 watts per channel and remote cunt of for cnly $229.
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THE ONE OR THE MANY:
A CHECKLIST FOR CHOICE
Here's a quick checklist for negotiating some
common receiver/separates quandaries.
 High -value home
theater?
Look to AN receivers tar the ultimate in

audio bang -per -buck. Price -sensitive

models provide terrific value. while some

"flagship" $1.000 -and -up designs rival

more costly separates in almost every

important performance category.

 High -end home
theater?
A preamp or tuner/preamp with built-in

surround processing can combine much

of the convenience of an AN receiver with

the freedom to choose the power amps

you want (or to incorporate one you

already own). Top-level outboard

processors deliver the state of the art

in surround performance. but be prepared

to spend several thousand dollars for

audio gear alone.

 Basic stereo?
Two -channel receivers are fire -sale

values these days - but they're inching

toward extinction. so act fast.

 Serious two -
channel audio?
The waning of stereo receivers has

opened a niche for "value high -end"

separates. Many fine but relatively

affordable amps and preamps are wooing

budget -conscious enthusiasts. and

sonic performance per dollar has never

been better.

 Add-on home
theater?
A simplified, separate -component

surround processor plus multichannel

power amp, or a combined processor/

amplifier, can upgrade a two -

channel system to home theater status

cleanly and economically.

 Cost no object?
Write your requirements on the backs

of $100 bills (in pencil, please, using as

many bills as necessary - don't skimp

on detail) and send them to me for a

custom system recommendation.

Seriously. folks, truly high -end sepa-

rates continue to represent audio's finest.

whether in two -channel stereo or

surround -sound home theater. Down side:

The cost is often literally unchecked.

Moreover. high price does not necessarily

guarantee high quality. But manufacturers

of well -engineered. well -crafted, price -

no -object components still deliver the

ultimate in performance.

ply some or all of a surround system's
power needs from a single component.
Most permit channel pairs to be
bridged to form single channels of
much higher power, which greatly in-
creases configuration flexibility. A
good high -end example of the breed is
McIntosh's $3,000, Home THX-certi-
fied MC7106, rated at 100 watts for
each of its six channels into 8 ohms, or
160 watts into 4 ohms.

The Stereo System
If, however, an "old-fashioned"

two -channel system is what you are
amassing, with no thought to whiz-
bang surround sound now or in the fu-
ture, things change rather dramatically
- primarily because the two -channel
receiver is fast going the way of the
eight -track tape. The great majority of
today's receivers are multichannel A/V
models, so if plain -vanilla stereo is all

you need or want, you will find fewer
to choose from.

Many "entry-level" two -channel re-
ceivers embody remarkable value.
Sherwood's $225 RX4030, for exam-
ple, complete with all the AM/FM ba-
sics and full remote control, supplies a
solid 65 watts per channel, and most
other familiar receiver brands offer an
equivalent model or two. There are
still a few higher -end two -channel re-
ceivers remaining, too, such as Den-
on's DRA-835, which delivers 100
watts per channel, more refined FM
performance, and more sophisticated
features and display for $800.

But those are the exceptions. For se-
rious performance in two -channel re-
production, separate components are
enjoying a clear renaissance, an unher-
alded fringe effect of the home theater
boom. At one extreme, many such
components emphasize simplicity and
value, like Adcom's GTP-350, a high-
ly capable but mostly unadorned tun-
er/preamp that provides fine stereo au-
dio performance and quality FM -only
tuning in a livable, $350 package. And
there are plenty of high -value amps to
match. Though short on frills, B&K
Components' $398 ST -120 is well
made and boasts 60 watts per channel
into 8 ohms, to give just one example.

At the other extreme are the truly
esoteric components. Back -breaking
"monoblock" power amplifiers that
sell for $15,000 each (two are re-
quired, of course) and one -knob pre -
amps at $7,500 are by no means hard
to find. But in between is an impres-
sive array of meticulously designed
and carefully crafted products that earn
legitimate high -end status while still
offering an honest nod toward value.

Some of Conrad -Johnson's relative-
ly affordable preamplifiers spring to
mind in this context. The company's
$1,795, all -tube PV12L is well regard-
ed among audiophiles and, despite its
four -figure price tag, is considered
something of a bargain (it's all rela-
tive) among high -end hounds. A com-
parable example on the transistor side
would be the remote -controllable
Threshold T3, at $2,250. Similarly
pitched power amps are legion. Mc-
Cormack Labs' DNA -1, an unusual,
very -wide -bandwidth solid-state de-
sign that is also held in high esteem,
offers 185 watts per channel into 8
ohms for $1,995. And "affordable"
tube power amps, for devotees of the
breed, are creeping toward ubiquity.
VAC's PA80/80 provides 80 watts per
channel into 8 ohms for $2,490.
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The typical home heater system consists of a subwoofer, left and right stereo speakers

and a center channel speaker Not hard to spot are they?

Here's the Polk RM7000 home theater system. The stereo speakers are mounted on the wall.

The center channel speaker and the subwoofer are inside the cabinet!

INTRODUCING POLK'S NEW RM7000 HIGH PERFORMANCE HOME THEATER SYSTEM

"As thrilling as home theater is, it's impossible to get

excited about the pile of home theater speakers that

engulf your TV. I didn't think you should

have to sacrifice the look of your home to

home theater. So I created a high perfor-

mance system that gives you what you

really want ... big speaker sound without

the big speaker." Matthew PO
Wait till you hear the RM7000

system. You'll be astonished. Its true-to-

life sound results from the same ground-

breaking technology, Dynamic Balance®, used to create

our acclaimed flagship speaker, the LS90. Yet the RM

satellites are so small, they fit into your palm. Most

importantly, so small they disappear into your room.

CIRCLE NO. 63 ON READER SERVICE CARD

1-800-992-2520

Ad code: 10006

The powered subwoofer his easily into

your furniture and, thanks to its

revolutionary technology, guarantees

more boss in less space.

The powered subwoofer, with our newest tech-

nology, high velocity compression drive7guarantees

you powerful bass in a size that will fit

into your furniture. In fact, with the

RM7000 we've miniaturized everything

but that big, room -filling Polk sound.

For more information on the

RN17000 and other Polk home theater

speakers, call 1-800-377-POLK

or dial our toll -free deal-

er locator t) find your

nearest authorized Polk dealer. Stop

in and tell them that you want the big

speaker sound without

the big speaker.

The Speaker Specialists

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Maryland 21215 USA (410)358-3600.
"Polk Audio"," The Speaker Specialists" and "Dynamic Balance" are registered trademarks of Polk Investment
Corporation used under license by Polk Audio Incorporated.



SEPARATES

RECEIVERS

The Arcam Alpha 5 Plus AM/FM tuner (S399) has twenty -tour station presets and

allows manual tuning on the FM band in 50 -kHz (quarter -channel) steps.

Yamaha's DSP-E580 surround processor ($699) has built-in 25 -watt amplifiers for center

and surround speakers to simplify home theater upgrades to existing stereo systems.

Adcom says its MOSFET-output

GFA-5500 ($1.000) stereo power

amplifier will pump a hefty 200

watts per channel into 8 ohms or

350 watts into 4 ohms and can

handle loads down to 1 ohm.

VIDEO -4

inamarisr

0 0 0 R-R77.0.* 17r Vronem7--

The Onkyo TX-SV727 AN receiver (S749), rated at 80 watts per channel across the front and 30

watts each to the surrounds, uses DSP for all surround processing. including Pro Logic decoding.

Bridging the Gap
hitall), there is still another class of

separates, designed to bridge the gap
between two -channel systems and the
latest in home theater technology. One
example is the surround processor/am-
plifier, a single component that incor-
porates everything you need in the
way of electronics to transform a two -
channel stereo system into a surround -
ready home theater audio suite. Ad-
com's GSP-560 ($600) is such a com-
ponent, with simple Dolby Pro Logic
decoding circuitry integrated with
three power -amp channels tailored to
center- and surround -channel duties
(80 watts center plus 40 each to the
surrounds into 8 ohms).

Another way of accomplishing the
same thing is to add two components,
a surround processor and a multichan-
nel amplifier. The $899 Acurus ACT1,
an elegant processor that delivers
highly accurate Pro Logic decoding
and on -screen setup and control
menus, is designed to work together
with an existing stereo receiver or pre-
amplifier. The matching power amp,
the Acurus 200X3, provides three 200 -
watt channels (into 8 ohms) for
$1,295, and using it for the three front
channels would leave an existing re-
ceiver or amp ready to drive the sur-
round speakers.

Want the ultimate in home theater
reproduction? The high end has alter-
natives here, too. Proceed's PAV A/V
preamp ($4,195), considered some-
thing of a reference standard by many
of the most intense home theater afi-
cionados, has Dolby Pro Logic sur-
round decoding and Home THX proc-
essing plus a full complement of A/V
inputs, outputs, and switching, all de-
livered with audiophile -grade con-
struction and parts. The same compa-
ny's Amp2 and Amp3 two- and three -
channel power amps, each 150 watts
per channel into 8 ohms and priced at
$1,995 and $2,995, respectively, might
logically fill out such a system.

So even in today's re-
ceiver -dominated age,
while there is no over-
whelming imperative
to look to separate

components to get good, or even great,
sound reproduction, there are still plen-
ty of reasons to consider them. Fortu-
nately, the selection is greater than
ever, as is the overall value of today's
offerings. So you have an excellent
shot at finding (and affording) just the
separate components you want.
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The Best Surround Speaker in the World.
POLK'S LS f/x HIGH PERFORMANCE SURROUND SPEAKER

"I set out to create the best sounding and most versatile

surround speaker in the world. The critics seem to agree

that I have succeeded." Matthew Pet

"...a rich, warm speaker with bags of bass... a top
notch performer... [they] sound excellent and are
highly versatile." t,iir Own Home Cinema Oreat Britain. 1995

"The initial effect with the Polks was simply stagger-
ing. The LS f/x's were the best surround experience I
have had in my home." A isio Moo, AiwZealand 1995

"It's the range of these speakers that thrills. They can
make the floor vibrate with their low bass and are
excellent for space -ships flying overhead or the growls

of moving tanks and cranes, just the stuff of which
impressive home cinema is made."

What If PI, Oreat Britain. 1995

CIRCLE NO. 51 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Dealer Locator Number

1-800-992-2520

I Ad code: 10001

"...a speaker of considerable sophistication....
[the LS f/x] can transform the surround channel from
a typically flat monochromatic noise to a detached,
spacious and coherent soundfield."

Hornet ntertellimfee, Omer Britain, 1995

Audition the

LS f/x and other

outstanding

Polk home the-

ater speakers at

your local

authorized Polk

dealer or for

information,

call us at

(800) 377-POLK.

Polk's stylish LS f/x surround speakers mount easily on your wall

and are available in black or white to complement your decor.

The Speaker Specialists

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Maryland 21215 USA (410)358-3600.
"Polk Audio"," The Speaker Specialists" and "Dynamic Balance" are registered trademarks of Polk Investment Corporation used under license by Polk Audio Incorporated.



My, how they've grown.

Our Diamond Vision Stadium Screen,

seen exclusively at 26 of the nation's top

stadiums, is among the largest television

images ever created (over 50 million sports

fans a year watch one, so it helps to be big).

Like its big brother, our 40 -inch tube TV

is the only one of its kind, and the largest tube

TV you can buy, made exclusively by

Mitsubishi. With a screen size of 768 square

inches-a full 31% bigger than a 35 -inch and

an overwhelming 120% bigger than a

27-inch-it brings the action from the stadium
right into your living room.

Our 1452-sq. ft. Diamond Vision® Stadium Screen.

Separated at birth?

Our home version, the world's only 40 -inch tube TV.

But size is just part of the story. Our

40 -inch television also has a brighter picture,

higher contrast, and a longer life than just

about anything else out there.

To own a Diamond Vision Screen, you'd

have to buy your own stadium. But for

considerably less, you can experience Diamond

Vision excitement on the world's only 40 -inch
tube TV.

The only place you can buy our

remarkable 40 -inch TV is at an authorized

Mitsubishi dealer. For the location of one in

your area, please call 1-800-937-0000, Ext.861.

AIt MITSUBISHI
THE BIG SCREEN COMPANY'

CIRCLE NO. 33 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Tips For
tuthnprulrli"'

What's home theater without a picture?
Here's how to make the best of it.

BY TOMLINSON HOLMAN
In just the last seeral years, buying a television set has
become both more complicated and more critical to the
overall viewing experience. The primary reason is the
ever -advancing quality of home video sources - a
trend that shows no signs of abating, with the CD -size
Digital Video Disc (DVD) slated for introduction in lessi

.i- than a year. So to go out looking for a set now means facing
2 the likelihood that many former limiting factors have been
1 (or soon will be) removed, leaving the TV itself as the main
g,- determinant of how good a picture you wind up seeing.
§ Interestingly, TV sound has already undergone a great
i transformation, as the move away from speakers built into

the set (and usually facing the wrong direction!) to high-

fidelity multispeaker systems built around the Dolby Pro
Logic format, and now the AC -3 format, has proceeded at a
rapid pace. Home theater sound was originally driven by the
ability of two -channel media, such as the digital soundtracks
on laserdisc, to deliver Dolby Surround soundtracks intact
into the home. With the wide dynamic and frequency ranges
and low distortion available on the new media, the sound
can easily outdistance the picture in conveying the theatri-
cal experience. A parallel development of picture delivery
would entail improvements to take advantage of the great-
er sharpness, improved color rendition, and lower video
noise of the new media.

Going into a store to look at television sets can leave you
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10 Tips For TV Shopping
disquieted. How do you choose the
best picture when all that's on is a
basketball final repeated on dozens,
sometimes hundreds, of sets? Should
you rely on specs, reputation of the
manufacturer, low price for best value,
high price for best quality, a good war-
ranty, or what?

Take a fairly ordinary specification
like horizontal resolution. You would
think that 700 lines of resolution
would translate to a clearly better pic-
ture than 500 lines. Unfortunately, for
a variety of reasons, that may not be
so. Resolution is only one contributor
to perceived sharpness. An interacting
attribute is contrast. With lower con-
trast, no matter how great the resolu-
tion, the picture will not appear to be
as sharp. Further, a very high resolu-
tion specification may be based on
measurements performed at an artifi-
cially low light -output level, since
turning down a set's light output im-
proves its ability to display fine detail.
So numbers, while heavily promoted,
are not very reliable guides to how
sharp one set will look relative to an-
other.

Also, you will notice that the price
range for any given screen size is usu-
ally quite broad. Although some of the
price differences may be attributable
to such features as picture -in -picture
(PIP), variety of inputs, or construc-
tion quality, many of the features that
affect picture quality are not so well
known. High -voltage regulation, for
example, is a factor that has a great
impact on the tradeoff between price
and performance. In many sets the
horizontal -sweep circuitry - the part
that makes the electron beam paint out
a pattern of regular horizontal scan
lines - is also used to produce the
high voltage necessary to accelerate
electrons, making them strike the face-
plate of the picture tube and produce
light by interacting with the phosphor
coating. Using the same circuit for
both functions saves money, but it
may make the picture geometry de-
pendent on the picture brightness. And
you're not likely to find information
on such design details in the manufac-
turer's literature. So what can you
look for when you go out to buy a set?

1: Brightness sells.
For many years it has been known that
in speaker comparisons, the louder
one almost always seems "better" be-
cause it is usually perceived as clearer.
For fair comparisons of speakers,

competent switchers employ "efficien-
cy compensation," an adjustment for
equalizing the loudness of various
speaker models. The video corollary
of this sound phenomenon is that a
brighter picture sells, even at the ex-
pense of sharpness and color.

For a fair comparison, make sure
the contrast (sometimes called "pic-
ture") controls on the sets are adjusted
so that they produce pictures of equal
brightness. (The contrast control ad-
justs the luminance level at which
whites are displayed; the control la-
beled "brightness" actually adjusts the
level at which black is displayed -
how dark the picture can get.) Con-
trast is almost always set too high in
stores to overcome the effects of am-
bient light. Although that may be a
factor at home, too, at least there you
have the ability to control the viewing
environment, keeping the room dim,
turning the contrast down, and enjoy-
ing a sharper picture as a result.

Often the best place to look for the
interaction between display brightness
and sharpness is during fade-outs at
the ends of shows and in commercials
featuring type on the screen. If the
type looks sharper during the fade-out
than it looked at full brightness, it is
an indication that the set is "bloom-
ing" - that is, the electron beam is
spreading out when its level is high,
squashing detail.

2: Watch out for unequal
source quality.

Often you will find many sets in a
store fed from a central source through
an RF amplifier and a maze of splitters
and cable. That creates the potential
for inputs of dramatically unequal
quality to the various sets, making fair
comparisons impossible. If some sets
are much "snowier" or have more
ghosts than others, you're very likely
seeing the bad consequences of such a
setup. One remedy in such a situation
is to ask to patch a video input directly
from a laserdisc player to the set you
want to view, bypassing the RF distri-
bution system.

3: If you can, take control.
Some stores allow you to mess around
with the controls on display sets,
whereas others actively discourage
customer adjustment. Adjusting the
four main picture controls - contrast
(picture), brightness (black level), col-

or, and hue (tint) - can often make
the on -screen images dramatically bet-
ter, and often more alike from set to
set. The best way to do this is to adjust
to SMPTE color bars by the method
given in "Using Color Bars to Im-
prove Picture Quality" (see page 82).
Lacking a color -bar source, you will
have to do the best you can by eye on
ordinary program material. In almost
all cases you will want to turn off any
factory preset labeled Auto Color (or
some other similar name) before ad-
justment. This procedure alone could
easily make a big difference in which
set you choose, as many people un-
doubtedly walk out of the store with
the model that happened, whether by
accident or premeditation, to be ad-
justed best on the sales floor!

4: Watch for changes
in picture geometry with

picture brightness.
Here is where I tripped up in buying a
TV several years ago. I didn't realize
the severe problem my set had until I
got it home and watched it for a few
days. Commercials especially show
off the problem, with type becoming
quite distorted in shape at high intensi-
ty and then beginning to look okay
about three-quarters of the way through
a fade-out. The problem is with high -
voltage regulation and is basic to the
design of the set. Although it adds
considerable expense to make a set
free of this problem (especially a
large -screen set), I would certainly
have paid the difference if I'd known
about it before I bought.

5: Look closely for
convergence and purity

errors.
Walk up to the set and look around
high -contrast edges for color fringes,
which usually result from convergence
errors, where the three color beams
that make up the picture do not land
precisely together. (Shimmering color
around the edges is a different prob-
lem, dealt with in Tip 6 below.) You
might not notice minor color fringing
from across the room, but it may
become noticeable if you know it's
there, and it has a way of getting
worse as the set ages. The best source
is white type on a black background,
which can be found in many movie
end credits.
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We'll make this quick. USSB" brings channel after channel of top movies and a collection of the best entertainment

networks right to your TV. All via a simple -to -install, 18 -inch satellite dish called the Digital Satellite System (DSS®).

So you receive a crystal-clear picture and CD -quality sound. Add DIRECTV® to our unique lineup and over 175

channels are at your fingertips. But enough talk already. Visit your local RCA or SONY retailer to find out about receiving the

ultimate TV entertainment from USSB, through DSS technology. Be sure to ask about getting the first month of

all our great channels free.

L11 -&S;:i4,
Changing the way you look at TV.

SM
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10 Tips For TV Shopping
Color purity is the consistency with

which a single color in the electronic
signal is portrayed over the whole
screen, which may vary because elec-
trons are not landing entirely on the
intended color phosphor but "leaking"
into adjacent phosphors. Large sets are
more susceptible to outside influences,
such as the earth's magnetic field and
loudspeaker magnets, and therefore
are more prone to purity problems
than smaller sets. The best way to look
for purity errors is to observe a flat
field of color, say behind titles at the
end of a commercial.

6: Check for the
inclusion (and type) of

a comb filter.
Broadcast television combines color
(chrominance) and black -and -white
(luminance) information into one sig-
nal. Separating these elements again is
something TV sets do with varying de-
grees of competence and is a real basis
for differentiating among them. Comb
filtering is the best way to separate
chrominance and luminance, and, all
else being equal, a three -line (or "digi-
tal") comb filter is better than a con-
ventional two-line one. (Comb filters
retain the fine detail sacrificed by the
simple notch -filter circuits used in
most low -price sets.) The shimmering
colors around rolling end -title credits
are a consequence of flaws in the chro-
ma/luminance separation, as are the
small dots crawling along sharp edges
between colors. Look for a set that
combines a sharp picture with a mini-
mum of such color artifacts.

S -video connections circumvent col-
or -separation problems by sending the
luminance and chrominance portions
of the signal independently. But they
will be of only limited and sporadic
value until high -quality S -video sources
become widely available. (Although
S -video connections were originally
developed for VCR's, which do store
chrominance and luminance separate-
ly, the basic signal quality is usually
too low for it to make much differ-
ence.) Laserdiscs store video as a con-
ventional analog composite signal,
with chrominance and luminance mul-
tiplexed together. A laserdisc player
with an S -video jack derives that out-
put with its own comb filter to separate
the composite signal on the disc into
its constituent elements, so whether
that connection or a standard compos-
ite -video (RCA -jack) output will be

better depends on which comb filter is
better, the one in the player or the one
in your set. You can determine that
simply by comparing the picture quali-
ty with the two types of connections.
The Digital Satellite System (DSS)
and the advanced Digital Videodisc
(DVD) handle chrominance and lumi-
nance separately from the beginning,
however, so S -video will increasingly
come into its own with these sources
(the luminance and chrominance have
to be combined to supply an ordinary
composite -video output from DSS and
DVD devices, the opposite of what's
done in a laserdisc player). Thus,
while S -video connections are often of
questionable value today, they will
soon be essential to achieving the
highest possible picture quality, which
means you should look for a set with
one or more S -video inputs.

7: Evaluate color and
gray -scale rendition.

After contrast, the next most attractive
picture -quality attribute is color rendi-
tion. That's because we carry around a
map in our heads of the colors of
things, and the match between that
map and the rendering on the screen
fulfills or doesn't fulfill our expecta-
tions to varying degrees. Television
engineers say, however, that "you only
have to make skin, grass, and sky
right." In other words, nobody knows
exactly what color your shirt is, but
they have a better idea of what your
skin color is likely to be. Some sets
manipulate color greatly, to make
"better" appearing pictures despite po-
tential errors. For instance, they may
make any colors near flesh tones into
exactly what they consider a flesh tone
to be.

The problem with such auto -color
processing is that small gradations of
color are lost, so detail in faces may be
lessened, for example. The advantage
of it is that when picture quality does
vary, auto -color can help lessen the
deviations. So for watching the news,
for instance, where the video quality
cannot by its nature be very carefully
controlled, such a feature is desirable,
but if you're watching a movie on la-
serdisc or another high -quality source,
using an automatic system reduces the
color variations that the program pro-
ducer intended to be seen.

In store displays, people often look
at a wall of sets from across the room
and pick the one with the "best" color.

Viewing standard -size sets from that
far away, with that many in the field of
view, gives an advantage to sets with
auto -color, and perhaps with overly
vivid color, at the expense of sharper
sets with potentially truer colors.

Color rendition can be divided into
two parts. In the first, the set's elec-
tronics decode the signal from video
or S -video sources into red, green, and
blue component signals. The chroma
decoder is what you adjust when you
adjust the hue (also called tint or
phase) control or the color control (the
proper adjustment technique is de-
scribed in "Using Color Bars to Im-
prove Picture Quality"). In the second,
the tube -drive electronics and the
characteristics of the tube phosphors
determine the final color, and that is
where things get sticky.

There is a proper way to display col-
or signals on a screen, but it has been
standardized only since 1987, so there
is a long history of divergence from
any standard, and most manufacturers
do diverge. Professionals use monitors
with standardized phosphors called
SMPTE C and set the "color" of white
by adding the right amount of the three
colors together for a white denoted
D65, for 6,500° K. Almost all con-
sumer sets are adjusted for a higher
color temperature and are thus techni-
cally too blue, but some now have col-
or -temperature switches, and D65, if
available, is the right setting to match
the color seen at the point of origin.
Most such switch settings have labels
like "high," "medium," and "low,"
however, and the lowest setting will
invariably be the one closest to D65.

But setting the color of white to the
right point does not insure that any
other color is correct, because you can
make white out of any three colors
that are far enough apart spectrally. So
a set having SMPTE C phosphors is at
a distinct advantage. Although the pro-
fessional sets used in TV studios, for
instance, cost something like $8,000
for a 19 -inch screen, there are industri-
al sets available from JVC, Panasonic,
and Sony that do have SMPTE C
Phosphors. A 13 -inch set will set you
back about $1,100, though, and a 19 -
inch set about $1,700, and these are
just monitors, without tuners. On the
other hand, they are very sharp, use
comb filters, and can display the same
colors seen at the originating studio.

If you can, evaluate gray -scale ren-
dition with a test disc such as Refer-
ence Recordings' "A Video Standard"
or the THX "Wow!" disc. Color should
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10 Tips For TV Shopping

Using Color Bars to
Improve Picture Quality

The hest way to insure that your TV set is delivering the most accurate color

it can is to adjust its controls with the aid of SMPTE color bars.

1 . Obtain a Kodak Wratten #50 blue

filter from a photo -supply shop.

Get a source of SMPTE color bars

on laserdisc. The most readily available

is Reference Recordings' "A Video Stan-

dard" (which comes with a proper blue

filter). The THX "Wow!" disc (available

to owners of Home THX controllers and

receivers from manufacturers participat-

ing in the "Wow!" disc program) also

has color bars.

Adjust the contrast (or picture)
control to the maximum setting at which

good sharpness and geometry are main-

tained (no bending on bright pictures).

This setting is often below the control's

half -way point.

Observe the bars through the blue

filter. Adjust the hue, tint. or chroma

phase control so that the resulting four

large blue bars are equally bright and

separated by three black bars. with no

"crosstalk" into the dark areas.

Continuing to look through the fil-

ter. adjust the color control so that the

small patches of blue at the bottoms of

remain the same over the full bright-
ness range. There are some pretty dra-
matic differences in this characteristic.
For people looking at television pic-
tures on computers, this can be one of
the worst areas of performance, which
is why a video monitor is much better
at displaying video images than most
computer monitors.

8: For projection sets,
evaluate coverage.

Be sure to view a projection set from
the same angle you expect to use at
home. Design of such sets has to em-
phasize efficient use of light from the
tubes, so there are trade-offs. Try deep
knee bends and walking left and right
in front of these sets to see how good
their coverage is. Because of space
limitations, many stores stack projec-

3I
the large blue bars match the larger
bars in brightness as far as possible.

6 Remove the filter and observe the
lower -right dark area of the color -bar
display. With the brightness control

turned well up, you will see three gray

bars of differing brightness levels. Turn

the control down just to the point where

the darkest and next -darkest bars be-

come indistinguishable. The three bars

are at -4 percent. 0. and +4 percent rel-

ative to what is known as video black.

The idea is to extinguish the difference

between -4 percent and zero. so that
items that are "blacker than black" are

not seen. - T.H.

tion sets one above another, but that
puts the sets up in the air at a severe
disadvantage. You may have to bor-
row a ladder!

9: Sharpness controls.
Sharpness controls (also called detail
or aperture controls) can make a no-
ticeable picture improvement or they
can produce annoying artifacts, de-
pending on their design and whether
they match the tube. Try turning the
control up while viewing the edges of
type: There should be no bright white
border generated around the type, and
no ringing, which looks like close -in
ghosting or edge -doubling. The pic-
ture should just look sharper. Don't
be surprised if many sets, especially
those with comb filters, look best with
their sharpness controls turned way
down.

10: Check audio
performance.

There are two main audio perfor-
mance characteristics of significance,
assuming you're going to connect the
set's audio outputs to an external
sound system, and they are difficult to
evaluate in a store. The first is the set's
susceptibility to what is called inter -
carrier buzz - an effect resulting
from inadequate separation of the vid-
eo and audio signals, so that high lev-
els of high -frequency video, like lots
of sharp type on the screen, cause
buzz in the audio. You can listen for
intercarrier buzz by turning the vol-
ume up while type is displayed on the
screen, perhaps at the end of a com-
mercial after the sound has faded out.
Any nasty buzz you hear in the store
will be a much greater problem when
you get the set home and plugged into
a good sound system.

The second issue is the performance
of the MTS stereo decoder, the largest
problem with which is maintaining
channel separation. Good audio chan-
nel separation and well -matched chan-
nels are essential to recovering the
amplitude -phase matrix encoding that
is at the heart of Dolby Surround and
that a Pro Logic decoder needs to op-
erate correctly. A few sets sold as ste-
reo do not provide proper MTS decod-
ing, thereby dooming correct Dolby
Pro Logic decoding.

oday television sets are
offered at a more than
three -to -one range of
prices for a given screen
size. Higher prices are as-

sociated with more features, but also
potentially with improvements in per-
formance such as greater sharpness,
more accurate gray -scale and color
rendition, wider contrast range, re-
duced geometric error, and better au-
dio performance. By using the tips
here, you should be able to tell wheth-
er a set offers the kind of performance
that would make it worth the money to
you and to distinguish the quality dif-
ferences among sets in the same price
range.

Tomlinson Holman is founder of TMH
Cmporation and a long-time technical
consultant to Lucasfilm. where he
originated both the theater and home
THX programs. He also teaches
courses in film sound at the University
of Southern California.
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AVS-780
Accommodates 43"

Direct View TV or 45' Table
Top Projection TV

AR -880
Audio Video System,
five adjustable shelves

THEATERHOME SYSTEMS

B201C
Accommodates up to 27' TV

BELL'O(aGETII"

BeII'Oggetti International Ltd.
7 1 Ginesi Drive

Morganville, Nj 0775 1-1 250
Tel (908) 972-1333
Fnx :908) 536-6482

Itt:I.L'OGGETIT

CAb,k MANAAMEM SYSTEM

AL Palm Aucio Video AZBuzz Jensen's, Hi Fi Sales, srry's Audio Video CAArder son .! TV, Audio Vile() City, Ceitur' Stereo, Electronic Safari,

Good Gu,'s, Laser City, Superco Audio Video CTfI Frankbn's, County TV & Appliance FL. Palm Audio Videc, Sourd Advice, Stereotypes

GAHi Fi Buys, Laserdisc HISam Sung IATraviss TV & Electronics 1LAbt TV, Columbia Audio Video, Douglas TV, Good Vibes, United Audio Centers

INOvation Audio Video, Sound Pro LAMel-O-Sounds, Trotter's Electronics MDPro Videc MIAJclio Video System, Gramophone, Stereo Showcase

MNAudio King MOHi Fi Fo Fum NEW ENGCookin', Huntington TV, Tweeter NCAudio Videc System NY/N.IAtIcntic Stereo, Film & Music,

Harvey's Electronics, J & R Music World, Sixth Avenue Electronics, Stereo Exchange OHNew Image Electronics OKAudio Dimensions, K -Labs,

The Phonocraph PABryn Mawr Stereo, Hi Fi House PRBonnin Electronics TNAudio Video .E.nvironments, Hi ^i Buy.:.,Statement Audio Video

TXColonel Video & Audio, Don's Hi Fidelity, Home Entertainment, Soundquest WAMognoha Hi Fi Wleflanner Audio Video
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SYSTEMS

The Shanty
On the Creek

The greeting on Wayne
Sturm's answering ma-
chine says that you've
reached "the shanty on
the creek." Actually, the
shanty is a cozy condo-

minium, not the ramshackle bungalow
you might have in mind, and the creek
is the scenic Gunpowder Lake in Jop-
pa, Maryland, about twenty-five miles
northeast of downtown Baltimore.
Docked outside the condo is one of

Sturm's two most beloved posses-
sions: a 25 -foot Tiara cruiser where he
and his wife Bobbie spend many
weekends. The other treasure is, of
course, his A/V system.

Like so many enthusiasts, the 57 -
year -old Sturm spent untold hours
tweaking the setup and changing com-
ponents until he found the "perfect"
mix, which turned out to be a $30,000
extravaganza featuring five Carver

power amplifiers and eight Infinity
speakers. "I wanted better sound but
couldn't quite get it, so I kept switch-
ing components," explains Sturm, an
ex -musician and avid fan of the blues,
jazz, and rock-and-roll. Then he met
Richard Marsh, a salesman at a local
Circuit City store (he now works for
Sound Advice in Florida). "Richard
recommended some components and
helped put the system together," Sturm
says. noting that Ed Dorsey of Balti-

more's Soundscape also
helped with the compo-
nent selection.

Before Sturm was able
to finalize his dream sys-
tem, he had to strike a deal
with his wife. "If I wanted
an entertainment center
for my gear, it had to in-
clude space for her antique
copperware collection," he
recalls. So he designed a
unit with a built-in display
cabinet and took the plans
to Augustas Wood Crafters
in Baltimore. For $5,000.
owner Greg Butcher built
a solid -oak cabinet with
tambour doors stained to
match Sturm's Infinity
Kappa 7 speakers.

The cabinet is brimming
with more than twenty

pieces of electronic gear, all arranged
neatly in four compartments. Video
signals reach Sturm's 35 -inch Mitsubi-
shi TV via a Pioneer CLD-91 laser-
disc/CD combi-player or one of two
hi-fi VCR's, a Sony SLV-696HF and a
Mitsubishi HS-422UR.

On the audio side, everything is
linked to a Yamaha DSP-A2070 inte-
grated amplifier/ambience processor.
Source components include a Sony

CDP-C85ES five -disc CD changer and
TC-K890ES three -head cassette deck
and a Yamaha TX -1000U AM/FM tun-
er. Before signals hit the power amps,
they are massaged by a trio of proces-
sors: Audio Control's Richter Scale III
subwoofer EQ/crossover, a ten -band
Yamaha EQ-550U graphic equalizer,
and a dbx 3BX-DS dynamic -range
compressor/ expander that Sturm says
brings out the dynamics of old vinyl
recordings (yes, he pulls his turntable
out of mothballs every so often).

The Carver power plant includes
two TFM-35's, each rated to crank out
250 watts a side into 8 ohms, or 350
watts into 4 ohms: One powers the
two main speakers - the Infinity Kap-
pa 7's - the other a modified pair of
Kappa 6's (with Dynaudio soft -dome
tweeters) in the back of the room,
which serve as an extra stereo pair
when Sturm wants to rock out to Ste-
vie Ray Vaughan or ZZ Top.

For the center -channel speaker,
Marsh loaded a Dynaudio 24W-75 9 -
inch woofer and D-28 soft -dome
tweeter into a vented aperiodic enclo-
sure he made out of 1 -inch fiberboard.
Because the enclosure sits in a grille -
covered compartment beneath the TV
screen, he angled its baffle up toward
the listening area. Power is supplied
by a Carver TFM-25 running in mono.

Taking full advantage of the Yama-
ha DSP-A2070's seven -channel lay-
out, which provides four surround out-
puts, Sturm uses four ceiling -mounted
Infinity Infinitesimal Four satellites to
convey movie sound effects and ambi-
ence, two in the front corners of the
room and two toward the rear. All are
powered by a four -channel Carver AV -
634 that's rated to deliver 60 watts per
channel into 8 ohms, or 100 watts into
4 ohms.
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A Legacy Dual 12 subwoofer, which
occupies the space just below Bobbie
Sturm's copperware collection, lowers
the boom all the way down to 16 Hz.
The rumble is so intense with dynamic
soundtracks like Jurassic Park, even at
low volumes, that Sturm glued felt to
the copper pieces to prevent them from
vibrating off the shelves. The sub, which
packs two 12 -inch drivers in a vented
box, is wired in stereo and powered by a
second Carver TFM-25, which pumps
out 225 watts per channel into 8 ohms.
"You've gotta hear the cannon shots in
the 1812 Overture," Sturm says.

When the Sturms kick back to watch
the evening news and don't want to fire
up the whole system, sound is delivered
via a pair of Radio Shack Optimus Pro -
77 speakers on either side of the center
speaker and powered by the TV's am-
plifier. Sturm removed the pod speakers
that came with the Mitsubishi TV set so

§ it would fit into the A/V cabinet. "We
had to keep the cabinet size down so it

wouldn't block access to our deck," he
explains. "It's a dynamite view."

Out on the deck, Sturm mounted a
couple of JBL drivers in custom weath-
erproof enclosures and secured them to
the back wall of the condo. The speak-
ers are powered by the Yamaha amp's
main channels and turned on and off
with a Niles SPS- 4 speaker selector.
System juice is delivered by two dedi-
cated 20 -ampere power supplies, each
of which runs through a Tripp Lite LC -
2400 voltage regulator/line conditioner.

"What I like most about the system is
that it's so clean, regardless of volume,"
Sturm says. "There's no distortion."

But, as you can imagine, there are
drawbacks to enjoying such a system in
a condo. One of Sturm's neighbors, in
particular, has zero tolerance for thump-
ing bass. "When I crank it up, the phone
always rings and he says, 'Turn it
down!' So the only time I can really
rock and roll is when he's not home."

- Bob Ankosko
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Only Yamaha Cinema DSP creates phantom speakers

to fully replicate a multi -speaker movie theater. So

CINEMA DSP you'll hoar sounds everywhere in

the room. Even in places where

there aren't speakers. We aso offer multi -room,

multi -source capabilities for increased flexibility.

-0 Phantom Speaker Effect

One minute, you're eating popcorn at home. The next, you're being transported to the wilds of Africa. The swamps
of Montana seventy million years ago. Or even the moon. With Yamaha Cinema DSP, anything's possible.  That's
because only Cinema DSP can create the ultimate cinematic experience, right in your living room. We accomplish this
through a unique method of multiplying the effects of Digital Sound Field Processing and Dolby Pro Logic!  Digital
Sound Field Processing is Yamaha's exclusive technology that reproduces some of the finest performance spaces in the
world. o Yamaha audio scientists measured the actual acoustic properties of these performance venues. Then trans-
ferred that information to microchips that go into our AN receivers. So you can access it in your home at the touch of a
button.  And our digitally processed Dolby Pro Logic allows us to place dialogue and sound effects around the room,
matching the action on the screen.  These two technologies enable us to accurately replicate the full ambiance of a
multi -speaker movie theater, in an ordinary listening room.  All of which means we're able to offer a growing line of
home theater components with Cinema DSP that outperform other comparatively priced products on the market.

© 1995 Yamaha Electronics Corporation. USA Cinema DSP is a trademark of Yamaha Electronics Corporation. Dolby Pro logic is a registered trademark of Dolby laboratories Licensing Corporation.



New RX-V2090

1

The RX-V2090. Easy -to -use features plus state-ofithe-art technology. Like learning remote

control, on -screen display, 7 -channel amplification, DSP, Cinema DSP and AC -3 compatibility.

out a passport, map or shots.

And that brings us to the RX-V2090 Home Theater A/V Receiver. One of this year's most
exciting new components. As you'd imagine, it comes with everything we've already men-
tioned.  But, it also offers advanced features you might not expect in a single unit like
multi -room, multi -source capabilities with two remotes for independent control of main
system A/V sources from another listening room.  The RX-V2090 has 7 -channel amplification with 100w mains and
center, and 35w front and rear effects. Pre -outs on all channels. 5 audio and 4 audio/video inputs with S -Video
terminals. Yamaha linear damping circuitry. Plus discrete 5.1 channel line inputs for AC -3. And 10 DSP programs
including 70mm movie theater.  Of course, not everyone has the need for a component this comprehensive. That's
why we offer a full line of six new A/V receivers. So you can choose the one that's best for you.  Which means
now all you have to worry about is cleaning up after those elephants before your next trip.

YAMAHA® For the dealer nearest you, please call 1-800-4YAMAHA.

New RX-V89G

New RX-V390

Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA. P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park. CA 90622



The Experts
On M&K

Satellites And
Subwoofers

S -100B

S-90
...response, from 500 Hz to 20 KHz, was among the
flattest we have ever measured...."-Stereo Review

5-5000 and MX -5000
"I had much fun with the M&K's loud and clean
capabilities, their effortlessness. and the vast

quantities of clean bass they can generate."
"If you also have a home theater and need very high-

performance speakers, the M&K system is one of the
best. I recommend it."-Audio

S-80
"Extremely clear, with lots of detail and ambience"

"'A' for Sound Quality"-Sound and Image

S-90/MX-90
* * * * * (five stars)

"Home theater sound and dedicated audio sound, so
often in conflict with each other, coexist beautifully in

the M&K S-90 and MX -90 system."
"These are without a doubt among the finest speakers

available at 'real world' prices, reproducing stereo
musicality and home theater multichannel sound with

exquisite delicacy and fidelity."-Video Review

You've Heard the Experts
Now it's your turn. Hear the three

dimensionality and massive deep bass horsepower of
M&K Satellites and Powered Subwoofers.

MILLER a KREISEL \AC
SOUND CORPORATION

10391Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 90232
(310) 204-2854 Fax: (310) 202-8782

http://www.mksound.com/mksound
CIRCLE NO. 37 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Stereo Review, Audio,
Sound & Image,
Home Theater Technology,
Video Review...

S-100B/S-80/MX-100 System

"This system kicks. It got my
blood flowing and got me
excited about what I could
listen to next...I couldn't get
enough...."

"Superb sound coupled with
extremely flexible placement
make this a home -theater
system to be reckoned with.
Highly recommended for both
movies and music."
-Home Theater Technology

V-125

V-125 Subwoofer

"The V-125 reminds me of a
young Muhammad Ali: It's
smooth and deft when that's
required, but when the time is
right it slides in and pounds
you silly."

"With the V125, low bass is
just the way you want it-
strong, tight, and muscular."

Speaker Test Rank:
#1 (of 17 tested subwoofers).
-Sound & Image



A CENTURY OF MUSIC AND TECHNOLOGY

Kubrick's
BoneBY ERIC SALZMAN

In Stanley Kubrick's 2001,

one of our brutish ancestors beats

a rival to death with an animal

bone and then, in his murderous

euphoria, tosses it up in the

air. Suddenly, thanks to the magic

of film technology, the eons

melt away and what went up as
a crude weapon comes down
as a spaceship waltzing through
the heavens to the strains of

The Blue Danube. . . .

BIRDS SING. So do our relatives, the gibbons. The forebears
of present-day Homo sapiens undoubtedly had music before
they had speech. Music has always been associated with our
rites and rituals of passage, love, and belief - the social,
the sexual, and the divine. It has played an important role in
every known human culture, probably from the beginning.

And still does.
But there has been one slight change. For the first 100,000

years music was acoustic; in the last 100 it has turned elec-
troacoustic. For better or for worse, most musical experi-
ence now takes place through loudspeakers and earphones.
We live in the age of Amplified Music.

This is a revolution of extraordinary proportions, and it
has changed musical life and the way we listen to music. All
of music, classical, pop, and otherwise, has been trans-
formed in hardly more than a century.

There are some notable landmarks in this history: Alexan-
der Graham Bell's telephone, Thomas Edison's wax cylin-
ders and Emil Berliner's flat discs, Lee DeForest's vacuum
tube, and the triple inventions of microphone, amplifier, and
loudspeaker. Later came transistors, magnetic tape, the LP,
stereo, cassettes, headphones, component high fidelity, noise
reduction, sound modification and sound synthesis. And now,
of course, computers, digital sound, and the compact disc.

Each of these changes had profound consequences that
were not always immediately understood. Music by the
numbers is not just the latest fad in a long series of innova-

tions. The digital revolution merges the principles of sound
recording into the larger computer revolution and, as a re-
sult, puts sound and music right in the center lane of the in-
formation superhighway.

Since performers have to compete with or at least sound
like their own recordings, technological innovation now
dominates live as well as studio music. There is, first of all,
the microphone, long an intrinsic part of pop music. Popular
singing is largely about singing into the mike, and amplifi-
cation has made possible intimate and personal styles of
singing that would otherwise be unheard a few feet away.
In the process, the emphasis has moved away from high,
trained voices (the only ones that could be heard in large
halls without amplification) to low, untrained ones. Technol-
ogy has been criticized for making music more "artificial,"
but microphones have also enabled more "natural" singing
styles to be used in larger halls and in the theater. (The im-
pact of sound technology in the theater is a large and contro-
versial topic all by itself.)

Instrumental amplification began with the lower and less
loud band members: acoustic guitar and bass. Other instru-
ments began to be routinely miked, and, with the develop-
ment of more sophisticated gear, mixing boards, sound de-
signers, and sound mixers became essential elements of the
band. With each vocalist and instrumentalist on a separate
channel, it is possible to compose the sound in live perfor-
mance in the same way a recording is mixed down. The am -
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Kubrick's Bone
plined aesthetic of loud mixed sound
has always been important in rock.

As far back as the 1930's, musical
instruments were developed that could
only be heard through loudspeakers.
The best known of these were the
Theremin, the Ondes Martenot, and,
of course, the Hammond organ. Syn-
thesizers were developed by RCA in
response to a recording strike by the
musician's union, and one of the first
synthesized pieces of music was A Bi-
cycle Built for Two. When Hal, the
computer intelligence guiding the
spaceship in 2001, is unplugged, he
sings Daisy. Daisy; in his dying mo-
ments, Hal reverts to his childhood.

The first synthesizers were studio
instruments used in avant-garde mu-
sic, but later versions were hooked up
to keyboards and turned pop. An elec-
tronic pop sound had already been
created by the solid -body guitars of
electric rock and the electronic pianos
and organs of late, unlamented memo-
ry. When the synthesizer revolution
reached popular music, a new genera-
tion of keyboard instruments, original-
ly designed to imitate standard acous-
tic instruments but capable of consid-
erable sonic originality, began to dom-
inate the field.

With the development of syn-
thesizers, we are on the
verge of the digital revolu-

tion. Instead of storing sound as the
wiggle -waggle of a needle in a groove
or as magnetic particles lining up on a
tape, the simple logic of circuitry -
on or off - takes over. In the binary
world of 0 and I, the rapid develop-
ments in computer technology and ad-
vanced audio come together. It has
long been understood that, in theory at
least, any imaginable sound can be
synthesized; all that was necessary
was the development of computers
that were fast enough, capacious
enough, and cheap enough. And they
were developed.

Computer music, like electronic
music, started in the avant-garde but
soon moved out of the rarefied realms
of university computer studios. Today
it is possible to operate even a home
computer as a musical instrument via
a keyboard and an electronic translator
known as MIDI (musical instrument
digital interface). Available software
offers an immense variety of musical
sounds that can be produced or imitat-
ed in this way, and it is possible to
"sample" sound - record a piece of
acoustic music (or, for that matter, any

live sound), digitize it, and use it as
the basis for further acoustic patterns.
Digital keyboards are the best known
and most widely used, but any perfor-
mance instrument can be adapted to
the principle. There are MIDI drums,
mallet instruments, and woodwinds
that can set in motion any array of
sounds desired by using the ordinary
playing techniques of these instru-
ments. The electronic/computer prem-
ise has merged with the art of live per-
formance.

Digital audio was the logical next
step in the evolution of sound record-
ing. Instead of encoding sound in a
mechanical form, the technique uses
the language of computers to record,
store, and retrieve sonic information in
its purest form and without unwanted

More music in ever less space: By 1948
the tower of 78's at left could be shrunk
down to the armful of LP's at right ...

noise from the system itself. It takes a
very large number of discrete pieces
of digital information to encode even a
simple piece of music, but the end re-
sult is clean and true and easy to ma-
nipulate. Digital information is mostly
stored in traditional ways: on tape or
disc. It can also be stored in computer
memory; the amount of memory re-
quired is large, but computers have
been evolving rapidly in the direction
of being able to access more and more
information - stored or quickly re-
trieved - in less and less space and at
lower and lower cost.

Storage of lots of quickly retriev-
able information in a small space is, of
course, the secret of the compact
disc's success. The CD far exceeds
any other medium in ease of tracking,

and its contents can be indexed for al-
most instant retrieval. Because of the
disc's extraordinary search and locate
ability, users can locate marked spots
almost instantly and even reprogram
the order of contents of a disc. It is
now easier and almost as cheap to use
compact discs instead of tape for
sound cues in live performance.

No one was sure if the public
would buy into an entirely
new system that would make

its substantial previous investment in
equipment, tapes and records obsolete.
And there are those who, from the
beginning, have argued that digital
sound lacks the warmth and depth of
analog sound (just as there are Luddite
audiophiles who argue that tube am-
plifiers produce a more satisfactory
sound than transistors). But whatever
the differences and possible negatives,
public acceptance of the new technol-
ogy has been remarkably quick and
comprehensive.

The CD is one of a long list of new
technologies that were pioneered in
audio (and largely in classical music)
and which later came to be used in
other fields. The CD's storage capaci-
ties and ease of use led to its adapta-
tion in the multimedia field, which has
taken on the very name of the disc:
CD-ROM.

The next step? Digital broadcasting
- radio and, eventually, television.
The new marriage of the visual and
the aural through technology is al-
ready a reality in MTV, in intermedia
(including CD-ROM), in experimental
performance and media arts. There is
no reason why music and music/video,
transmitted digitally on phone lines or
cable and suitably hooked up to good
playback equipment, should not be-
come a main line on the information
superhighway. This will certainly in-
volve more than just the bald trans-
mission of existing musical and musi-
co-theatrical works. New works and
performances will give rise to new
ideas and forms appropriate to the new
media; the very thought itself is chal-
lenging and exciting. Whatever the di-
rection turns out to be, it will almost
certainly be a function of the continu-
ing merging of audio and digital/com-
puter technologies. It is early to assess
the full impact on music and musical
life, but impact there will be.

Recorded music now sets the stan-
dard and paces virtually every field of
music. The contemporary sound of
both classical and pop is defined by
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"RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS..." -Stereophile, Vol. 18 No. a, April 1995

I

"Killer $500 CD Player..."

Critics agree-the Marantz CD -63 Special
Edition plays to rave reviews. Marantz CD
players have long been held in high
esteem anc the CD-63SE continues the
tradition. Based on the award -winning
CD -63 model (European CD Player of the

0:ma 0

Critical analog output stage
outperforms conventional op -
amp analog output circuits.

Year -1994-1995), Marantz engineers applied a
number of enhancements to the Special Edition version.
Both models feature Marantz' exclusive HDAM discrete
analog output stage, which provides a superior analog
output signal characteristic, compared to conventional
op -amp based designs found in most other models.

A host of refinements found in the CD-63SE Include

-SAM TELLIG,

5ier hile Vol. 17 No. 11 December 1994

oxygen -free copper power transformer
wind ngs. selected Cerafine and Silmic
audicphile capacitors. chassis and power
supply bracing for improved rigidity, and
numerous other "tweaks' to bring out the
most musicality from your favorite CD's.

For fans of outboard D/A processors, the '63 series is
equipped with higl- quality co -axial digital output (along
with optical, also), and excels as a transport alone. Built
to the highest standard. the Marantz CD-63SE is. of
course, backed by our th-ee year limited parts and labor
warranty. Audition the Marantz CD -63 Special Edition
soon at your Marantz dealer.

mew Rai z..
PURE HIGH FIDELITY

Marantz America, Inc.
440 Medinah Road Roselle, IL 60172-2330

Tel. 708-307-3100  708-307-2687 Fax



Kubrick's Bone
recording. We construct concert halls
to sound like good audio equipment.
The business of music is almost en-
tirely controlled by the business of
recording; the music directors of sym-
phony orchestras are now routinely
selected for their ability to command
recording contracts. Except for tradi-
tional folk music, pop hardly exists
acoustically; its sound is the sound of
loudspeakers and earphones. The en-
tire audible universe is captured on
tape and carried into the studio and
home, just as the musical experience
is taken out of the studio and, via tapes
and radios, carried out into the world.
Inevitably, the nature of music life and
musical experience has been changed.

Is this a good thing?

ft.* -44-'411 ven a "good" technology can
produce shoddiness, drive out
quality goods or services, and

throw people out of work, and those
effects should hardly be ignored. Old
technologies, handcrafted and person-
alized, do not necessarily disappear; in
fact, they are often prized for their
very rarity and obsolescence. Where
they survive, they tend to be classy,
upscale, and expensive. Examples in-
clude hand -tailored suits, horseback

Old Master paintings, old
books, especially if hand -illuminated,
handmade or antique anything, and
live theater, dance, and opera or any
other kind of music.

Let us also admit that few of us are
wearing handmade suits let alone
hand-woven fabrics. New technolo-
gies are (usually) cheaper and suited
for the mass market that they help to
create. A loss of quality or standards is
not always inevitable; sometimes stan-
dards may actually improve, and many
new technologies actually empower
people. To take an obvious example
close at hand, computers and e-mail
have revived the lost art of letter writ-
ing; one computer in particular has
tripled my potential writing output,
and it enables me to do extensive
rewrites almost painlessly and to file
lengthy stories transcontinentally or
overseas with no delay whatever and
at minimal cost.

A commonly expressed fear among
musical Luddites - and a fear that
should be taken seriously - is that re-
corded music turns music lovers into
passive consumers, leaving music -
making to a few specialists and super-
stars and downgrading its role in the
community. I would argue that this has
demonstrably not happened. In fact, I

NAould entitle to say that the practice
of music at every level and in every
branch of the art has burgeoned.

First of all, recordings convey the
image of musical sound and musical
performance directly, and a whole
generation of musicians, popular and
classical, has grown up learning music
from the sound image itself rather than
from its notation. Less sheet music is
sold, and people learn music more by
ear than by rule, more by rote than by
note. But isn't music supposed to be.
in the last analysis, the experience of
sound, not notation? Against the argu-
ment that technology promotes musi-
cal illiteracy and musical copycatting.
I would argue that modem sound tech-
nology actually upholds deeply tradi-
tional musical values by putting the

... and today one single -sided CD can
hold the Beethoven Symphony No. 9,
which required two double -sided LP's.

focus back on sound and the sound ex-
perience, by creating a link between
generations comparable to the master -
pupil relationship of yesteryear, by
bringing music back into the home on
many levels, and by supporting and
creating personalized niche markets
for all kinds of musical tastes.

I would argue further that technolo-
gy has actually taken music out of the
hands of arcane specialists and placed
it back in the hands of the people! Tra-
ditional European musical culture long
ago achieved the highest levels of pro-
fessionalism and specialization, but at
a cost: It lost touch with the larger
mass of society, and it lost its creative
wellspring. It had reached a status quo
if not a dead end. With the aid of au-
dio technologies, music has restarted

itself, re-establishing a popular base
and opening up to fresh impulses from
nontraditional sources (not only Afro-
American and Afro -Latin but also ex-
perimental movements, world music,
and so on). In all this, technology has
played a crucial role.

Like anything else, technologies and
media are means to an end. The aim of
recordings is to transmit the pleasures
of music. Does the nature of the re-
cording and the medium influence the
music? Of course it does. It may even
inspire some entirely new kinds of
music, suitable to new media. There
may be negatives too, but if the end is
useful or desirable and the means are
attractive, inexpensive, or socially de-
sirable, we may find the trade-off to be
acceptable (at the minimum) or even
desirable (in the best case).

If there are problems, they are at
least our problems and not the battles
of some other time. Critics and de-
fenders of the status quo, like aging
generals, tend to replay the last war
over and over again. I prefer to try and
understand the realities of our own age
and to fight the current fight, not the
last one.

Perhaps, instead of a piano, we will
now have a synthesizer in every home.
Perhaps more music will be created
for fewer performers playing louder,
more versatile instruments. Perhaps
Bach keyboard music will become
more popular than Tchaikovsky sym-
phonies, Kurt Cobain than Kurt Weill,
Philip Glass than Aaron Copland. Per-
haps Byzantine chant, recorded by
Coptic monks in Addis Abbaba on
original ninth -century instruments,
will now turn up in the pop bins of re-
cord stores everywhere. Next year's
pop sensation might be an interactive
rap vocalist performing in a synthe-
sized Virtual Harlem or a woman's
marimba band from inner Amazonia
downloaded from the Internet onto
your computer. And so what? I per-
sonally do not believe that such devel-
opments signify the end of civilization
as we know it.

mplified Music may be the
right term to suggest the pos-
itive side of technology as it

has enlarged our musical horizons
even as it has changed the character of
musical life and culture. Like a lot of
things, Amplified Music has the faults
of its virtues and the virtues of its
faults. It is still evolving, and whether
it oppresses us or liberates us is large-
ly up to us.
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No matter where you are, you're there.

Musical truth.

Close your eyes.

Open your ears and the speakers disappear. You become at one with the

music. Effortlessly transported to the expanded soundstage, precisely

pinpointing each performer. Now, the transformation is complete.

You're the one. Centrestage.

See your Energy dealer today. And audition the new

PRO -series. Wrap yourself in the incredible detail.

Take flight with the music. Enjoy the ride.

Energy PRO -series speakers

CIRCLE NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD

c GY
Sound as a performance art.
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AUTS UND
BY JOSEPH

A twenty -four -valve V-6 engine will make your car hum,

but a good stereo system will make it sing. With a high -

power amplifier, strategically placed tweeters, and a sub -

woofer or two, you can replace a mind -numbing chorus of

wind and road noise with a stimulating symphony or a

soothing melody. And if you're in the market for a new car

with a topnotch autosound system,

you might not have to venture much

farther than the local car dealership.

These days, automakers are as attuned

to the advantages of biamplification

and digital signal processing as they

are to dual overhead cams and anti -

lock brakes. While there is still plen-

ty of opportunity for customizing a

sound system in the car stereo after -

market, a premium built-in system -

often developed by the automaker in

conjunction with a big -name audio

company - is just the ticket for the

many motorists who want first-rate au-

dio performance without the hassles of installing a system.

Built-in sound systems have advanced significantly

since AM/FM radios became standard equipment in most ve-

hicles. In the 1996 model year, for example, in -dash dual -

format CD/cassette players are standard in at least six vehi-

cles, including the Buick Riviera and Volvo's Platinum Lim -
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ited Edition, and an in -dash CD player is standard in the Nis-

san Pathfinder. As options, dual -format head units are now

available in twelve Chrysler vehicles, the Saturn, the Pontiac

Grand Am, and all other Volvos. What's more, CD changers

have moved out of the trunk and into the passenger compart-

ments

CARMAKERS HIT

THE ROAD
WITH A ROSTER OF

SUPERCHARGED

AUDIO FEATURES

are

of vehicles produced by Chrysler, Ford, Lexus, and

Toyota. And Cadillac is offering its

first digital signal processing option,

joining Ford in this niche.

Some built-in features aren't even

available at aftermarket car stereo

shops. One example is a speed -com-

pensated volume control that automat-

ically raises the level as you go faster

(and noise becomes more intrusive).

It's now available in all Audi cars,

all Mercedes-Benz models, and the

Chevy Cavalier and Astro and Safari

vans, bringing the number of Chevro-

lets with the feature to twelve. For the

convenience -minded, more vehicles

rolling into showrooms with steering -wheel -mounted

audio controls, a feature now offered in the Jeep Grand

Cherokee, Buick Skylark, and all Cadillacs. You'll find these

and plenty more new -car audio nuggets in the following

pages. All power ratings are continuous unless otherwise

noted, and prices are given if they were known at press time.



AUDI
FAY. .1111 dead

The A4 sedan, successor to the
Audi 90, comes with an optional
$640 factory -installed Bose sys-
tem that includes an AM/FM/cas-

sette deck with controls for an option-
al six -disc CD changer. The trunk -
mounted changer is installed by the
dealer for an additional $620 (includes
$25 for installation hardware). The
heart of the system is a trunk -mounted
100 -watt amplifier/parametric-equaliz-
er module that feeds eight speakers.
Each front door has a 2 -inch tweeter
up top and a companion 41/2 -inch driv-
er below, and the rear doors each have
a 31/2 -inch driver. Frequencies below
300 Hz are handled by a pair of 61/2 -
inch woofers in the rear deck.

For the first time, all Audis offer au-
tomatic speed -dependent volume con-

trol and an RDS (Radio Data System)
tuner, which displays the call letters of
FM stations transmitting an RDS sub -
carrier signal, searches for RDS sta-
tions by music format, and receives
special traffic and weather alerts. Also
for the first time, a changer -controlling
cassette deck is standard in all Audis;
it had been available only with Bose
systems, forcing many Audi buyers to
settle for FM -modulated changers in-
stalled by the car dealer.

BUICK
WIWI. IMMO

Adual -format head unit is the cen-
terpiece of the Buick Riviera's
standard Concert Sound system,
which includes a 51/4 -inch coaxi-

al speaker in each door and a pair of 6
x 9 -inch speakers in the rear deck, all
powered by the head unit's internal

The Eagle Vision
sports sedan now offers
a CD/cassette
head unit as part
of a factory -installed
Infinity option.
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The Bose system available
in the Audi A4 sedan

features an RDS tuner and
a cassette deck that

controls an optional six -disc
CD changer.

Audio controls are
mounted in the steering

wheel of the Cadillac
Seville Touring Sedan,

which is available with an
optional Delco/Bose

system featuring DSP.

amplifier. A ten -disc CD changer with
a wired remote control is optional, and
steering -wheel -mounted audio con-
trols are standard.

The Skylark gets steering -wheel
controls and a dual -format head unit
for the first time. Both are factory -in-
stalled options costing $125 and $420,
respectively. A twelve -disc dealer -in-
stalled changer, for about $490, can be
linked to either a $320 CD receiver or
a $220 cassette receiver.

CADILLAC
=NM OM /MN

For the first time, GM's Cadillac di-
vision is offering a digital signal
processor (DSP) in all models ex-
cept the Fleetwood as part of the

optional Delco/Bose system or the Ac-
tive Audio System. The latter system
uses only active crossovers to divide
the frequency spectrum among its
eleven speakers. The processor has
two DSP sound -field modes - one
simulates the ambience of an intimate
listening environment, the other a
large auditorium - as well as a digital
Focus control that's said to optimize
imaging for the driver (but not for in-
dividual passengers) and a Talk setting
to enhance vocal clarity.

An Active Audio System with DSP
is a $1,064 factory -installed option in
the DeVille and a $790 option in the
DeVille Concours. Both include a
trunk -mounted twelve -disc CD chang-
er, a changer -controlling cassette deck,
and a 160 -watt amplifier behind the
rear seat. The speaker complement in-
cludes a 3/4 -inch tweeter and a 51/4 -
inch woofer pair in each of the four
doors, a center -channel speaker in the
top of the dash, and two 6 x 9 -inch
rear -deck subwoofers rated to operate
from 20 to 80 Hz.

DSP is also part of a $1,513 factory -
installed Delco/Bose option in the
Seville, Seville Touring Sedan, Eldo-
rado, and Eldorado Touring Coupe.
The system includes a twelve -disc
changer, a changer -controlling cassette

deck, and four speakers, each tucked
into an enclosure containing a 50 -watt
amplifier and DSP circuitry.

CHRYSLER/DODGE/
PLYMOUTH

Chr) sler's first dual -format head
unit - a "DIN -and -a -half-size"
model that's about 3 inches high
(standard DIN heads are about 2

inches high) - is available as a facto-
ry -installed option in nine vehicles.
(It's also available in three vehicles
from Chrysler's Jeep/Eagle division,
covered on page 98.) The CD/cassette
head unit has been offered in the 1996
Dodge Caravan, Chrysler Town and
Country, and Plymouth Voyager mini-
vans introduced last spring and is
now also available in Dodge's sporty
Avenger and Intrepid sedan and in
Chrysler's LHS, luxury New Yorker,
Sebring sports coupe, and Sebring JXi
convertible. In the 1995 model year,
format options in each of these vehi-
cles, except for the Sebrings, were
limited to an in -dash cassette receiver
or CD receiver. A trunk -mounted six -
disc changer was available only in the
Sebring. In the 1996 JXi the changer
moves out of the trunk and into the
console as a factory -installed option.
The console changer is also an option
in the new Chrysler Cirrus and Dodge
Stratus.

In most cases, the dual -format heads
and console changers are part of pre-
mium sound systems designed in con-
junction with Infinity. The JXi's Infini-
ty option includes a 150 -watt compo-
nent amplifier, a pair of 21/2 -inch
tweeters in the instrument panel, two
61/2 -inch woofers in the front doors,
and two 6 x 9 -inch coaxials in back.

A changer -controlling cassette deck
is a new option in four vehicles: the
Chrysler Concorde LX, Dodge Ram
van, and Dodge Dakota and Ram
pickups. Format options in these mod-
els were previously limited to either a
cassette receiver or CD receiver.
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Alpine CD changers
fit like a glow
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CO shuttle

Alpine CD Shuttles are small enough to

fit in your glove box, your console or

under your seat. And they now come with

even smaller prices during our factory

authorized 'Performance on Sale" event

But it's more than size and

convenience that makes our

CD Shuttles the best selling

Alpine changers ever. These

Shuttles are also the world's
Srnrr sr,t, , partgally extracts during playback,
dor -hinge tole o faster and less spare o required

PERFORMANCE ON SALE
fastest, with split

second changing

Only the Alpine 6 -disc

format allows such a

conveniently -sized changer.

And with additional 6 -disc

magazines available, your CD

performance is virtually unlimited.

from disc to disc thanks to our new linear

position sensor and slide cam that

replaces half the gears. (Fewer parts,

fewer problems.)

Alpine Shuttles provide

cleaner signals, firmer bass and

more spacious sound

thanks to another

Alpine innovation:

A regulated I -bit DAC

with separate power

supplies for both analog and digital sections.

Size. Convenience. Speed. Durability.

Great Alpine sound. There's only one

way this could get better: A sale. But

for a limited time only.

So call the toll -free number below. Now.

We'll give you the location of the authorized

Alpine specialist dealers nearest you.

/ ALPINE
800 -ALPINE -1

0 1995 Alpine Electronics of America. Inc CIRCLE NO 3 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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An oval -shaped panel
in the Ford Taurus

integrates temperature
and audio controls,

the latter linked to a tuner/
amplifier mounted

in the trunk.

FORD/MERCURY

Ford is trumpeting a radical dash
redesign whose centerpiece is an
oval -shaped panel with integrat-
ed audio and temperature con-

trols. Other highlights include an op-
tional passenger -compartment six -disc
changer, the availability of changer -

controlling cassette decks in fourteen
vehicle lines (compared to last year's
eight), and the return of a Ford/JBL
option to the Mercury Sable.

Ford made a lot of noise in the 1994
model year when it became the first
automaker to offer a MiniDisc option.
And although the option continues, it's
available in only three models (for
$681): the Ford Mustang and the Ford
Contour and Mercury Mystique four -
door sedans. The Ford Taurus, Mer-
cury Sable, and Mercury Villager
minivan lose the option because the
DIN -size player doesn't fit in their
restyled dashes.

Dashboards in the Taurus and Sable
boast the new oval -shaped integrated
control panel; a digital databus system
links the panel's audio controls to a
tuner/amplifier mounted in the trunk
above the driver -side wheel well. The
oval control panel will also appear in
the new Ford Escort and Mercury
Tracer due out this spring, but in those
vehicles the tuner/amplifier will be po-
sitioned directly behind the panel in-
stead of in the trunk. Factory -installed
options in the Taurus and Sable (ex-
cept base models) include a changer -
controlling cassette deck and a CD
changer, both of which are also avail-
able in the Escort and Tracer as part of
a premium system. Previously, the
only multidisc option in those four
vehicles was a dealer -installed FM -
modulated changer.

In the Taurus LX and Sable LS
wagons, the changer -controlling cas-
sette deck is part of a factory -installed
Premium Sound System option that
was tentatively priced at $315. (It's
available only if you purchase elec-
tronic temperature controls for another
$175.) The factory -installed six -disc
trunk -mounted changer option adds
another $595. The system includes an
80 -watt amplifier, two 51/2 x 71/2 -inch
woofers in the bottom of the front
doors, a 2 -inch tweeter in each sail
panel, and two 51/2 x 71/2 -inch drivers
in the rear quarter trim.

The changer -controlling cassette
deck is also part of a $500 Ford/JBL
option in the Taurus LX and SHO and
Sable LS sedans; the changer option is
$595. Its tuner/amp module, rated to
deliver about 15 watts into each of
four channels, incorporates parametric
equalization and feeds a 23/8 -inch
tweeter in each sail panel, a 51/2 x 71/2 -
inch woofer in the lower portion of
each front door, and three rear -deck
speakers: a powered 6 x 9 -inch sub -
woofer flanked by a pair of 51/2 x 71/2 -
inch drivers. The sub amp is rated to
deliver 32 watts.

Changer -controlling cassette decks
are also offered for the first time in
the Mercury Villager minivan and F -
Series trucks. In the Villager, the com-
panion six -disc changer goes in a
molded bin below the dash to the right
of the driver (passenger -compartment
changers were introduced in the Lin-
coln Continental and Ford Explorer
last year). The setup is part of a facto-
ry -installed "mid -level" audio system
tentatively priced at $680 and a high-
level system tentatively priced at
$865. Prices are lower when the sys-
tems are purchased in conjunction
with preferred equipment packages.

HONDA/ACURA

mike most of the dual -format
head units offered by other au-
tomakers, Acura's first model has
controls for an optional dealer -in-

stalled CD changer ($700 including
installation accessories). The CD/cas-
sette head is standard in all models in
the new Acura TL Series, which re-
places the Vigor. Also standard are
eight speakers, powered by the head
unit's internal 80 -watt (peak) amplifi-
er. The speakers include two dash -top
tweeters, companion 61/2 -inch woofers
in the front doors, and two 6 x 9 driv-
ers in the rear deck. As in the Vigor, a
pair of midrange speakers are mount -
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Detter
New from America Online

birtilt a C
browser.The experts

speak. And
they're on the
same page.

"AOL has managed to tap
the vast content of the Net
and harness it under its
user-friendly interface."
Reprinted with permission
of The Dallas Morning News

..it shouldn't surprise any-
one that AOL would end up
with the easiest -to -use
browser."
Lincoln Millstein, The Boston
Globe, June 15,1995

of America Online.

AMERICA

Fill out and
mail this cord, or call
1.800.517.5577

Amen( a (>1111111.

411. Back I '122E1 III Favorite Places I I Howie I = MI
httn 'Awe* blue aol rnmil

Welcome to America Online on the Web!
To begin your exploration of the World Wide Web, click anywhere on the image abo-,e or scroll down to click on any of the
icons below.

111 Yr+

!reg..

Start here! Visit the resources we've selected or chart your own course.

Get to the newest stuff on our web server quick),

aolhome map

America Online's Home Page on the Web

r
See other side for details.

10 Free hours on America Online! How can I refuse?
"Return this coupon or call 1-800-517-5577 for your free software and trial membership. There's no
risk - if you're not completely satisfied, you may cancel without further obligation."

Name

Address

City

State

Home Phone

Zip

*Select Disk Type and Size - 18150
Windows 0 3.5 disk 0 CD-ROM
Macintosh® 0 3.5 disk 0 CD-ROM
DOS 0 3.5 disk 0 5.25 disk 0 High Density 0 Low Density

 To use America Online for Windows, you must have a 386 PC or higher, 4MB of RAM, rs VGA monitor, 1256 color support recommended) a

mouse, a modem and a working copy of Windows 3.1. Some features for America Onlines Macintosh software may differ; see your America
Online start-up kit for details. America Online's Web Browser is not available in a DOS fo'mat.
Use of America Online requires a major credit card or checking account. Limit one free teal per individual. America Online is a registered service
mark of America Online, Inc. Other names are service marks or trademarks of their respective owners.
P11958
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Browsing has never been this fast, this simple.
4B p pd1

America Online's new software includes a fast, powerful, and fully -integrated Web Browser
that lets you go back and forth between the Internet and the World Wide Web without leaving
America Online. For the first time ever, you can access the Web through America Online and
answer your e-mail, participate in a live discussion, or download a file-without leaving one
program for another. But we didn't stop there.

*Turbo Web With hundreds of Web sites to discover,
you have to be fast to catch everything. Simultaneous
access makes America Online 2-3 times faster than
stand-alone browsers.

*Favorite Places Just drag and drop icons to build a
personalized menu and you can return to your favorite
places with just the click of a mouse.

Charting/Graphing This new function in America
Online's Personal Finance Department updates your
financial charts right before your eyes.

*Background Downloading No more idle time while
your files download. Now files are downloaded in the
background so you're free to read, chat, or browse.

*Newsgroups Enhancements Read and respond
offline. Exercise parental control. Access sounds, graphics,
and other applications through Internet Newsgroups.

Take a spin on the WEB. On us.
Send for your new America Online software today and try it
for 10 hours-FREE!
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Featuring
Stereo Review

Online!
America Online offers instant access
to current and past issues of
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ed on the ceiling near the overhead
map lights. Though barely audible,
they are designed to help elevate the
sound stage and improve imaging.

Honda hasn't adopted dual -format
heads, but it still offers optional
changer -controlling cassette decks in
all models but the Passport.

JEEP/EAGLE

ADIN -and -a -half-size dual -format
head is available as a dealer -in-
stalled option in the Jeep Grand
Cherokee Limited and Laredo

models. The CD/cassette head is also
available in both vehicles as part of an
optional factory -installed Infinity Gold
system, which features a 120 -watt am-
plifier and eight speakers. On the Ea-
gle side, the head is also new to the
Vision ESi and TSi sports sedans and
to the sporty two -door Eagle Talon
ESi, TSi, and TSi all -wheel drives. In
these vehicles, it's part of a factory -
installed Infinity option.

In the Cherokee Limited, Jeep has
cleverly linked the radio's AM/FM
presets, the outside mirrors, and the
motorized driver's seat to the standard
remote -controlled keyless -entry sys-
tem. Depending on which of the two
buttons on the keychain remote are
pressed, the mirror and seat positions
and radio presets automatically switch
to a driver's favorite settings. The
Limited is also equipped with steer-
ing -wheel audio controls, but in an un-
usual twist they're located on the back
side of the steering -wheel hub - al-
though well within reach of the driv-
er's fingertips. The feature is standard.

MAZDA
Almo sm.

In the luxury Mazda Millenia line,
the flagship Millenia S gets a dual -
format head as standard equipment,
and this year a Bose system is stan-

dard rather than optional. The double -
DIN -size CD/cassette head (about 4

The Bose system in the
Mazda Millenia

can control an optional
six -disc CD changer.

inches high) can control an optional
six -disc changer that the dealer will
install for $500 to $600. In another
change for the new model year, most
Mazdas now come with standard or
optional changer -controlling cassette
heads, replacing the bulky DIN -size
changer controllers and wired remotes
offered in the 1995 model year.

In the two -seat Miata roadster, a
changer -controlling cassette is part of
an optional Mazda Premium Sound
System that sports a 1 -inch tweeter
mounted high in each door and a com-
panion 6 -inch woofer down below, all
powered by the head's internal 4 x 25 -
watt (peak) amplifier. A trunk -mount-
ed six -disc changer costs $500 to $700.

MERCEDES

The Mercedes E -Class cars, com-
pletely redesigned for the 1996
model year, get their first Bose
audio system, which is optional in

the E 320 and E 300 diesel and stan-
dard in the flagship E 420 V8 (sched-
uled for introduction early next year).
With this development, Bose systems
are now available in all Mercedes
models. As an option, the system's es-
timated price is between $600 and
$700. Highlights include a 210 -watt
amplifier/parametric-equalizer module
in the trunk and a total of eight speak-
ers: 2 -inch tweeters in the sail panels,
61/2 -inch woofers in the front doors,
31/2 -inch drivers in the rear doors,
and a pair of 61/2 -inch woofers in the
rear deck. The system's cassette deck
has controls for an optional six -disc
CD changer, which the dealer installs
in the trunk.

Jeep offers this optional
dual -format head unit for its
Grand Cherokee Limited;
audio controls on the
back of :he steering -wheel
hub are standard.
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Delco's CD/cassette
head and twelve -disc CD

changer are dealer- or
factory -installed

options in several
new cars, among them the

Buick Skylark and
the Oldsmobile Achieva.

The Bose system
available in Mercedes

E -Class cars includes an
amp/parametric-EQ

module and a complement
of eight speakers.
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MITSUBISHI - NM
mitsubishi's first dual -format head
unit is standard in the flagship
Montero SR sport/utility vehicle
and in a pair of sporty Eclipse

turbos, the GS -T and the all -wheel -
drive GSX. The double -DIN -size unit,
not available in other Eclipse and
Montero models, can control as many
as four ten -disc changers, which are
available as port -installed options. In
the Eclipse models, the head is part of
a standard Infinity system that in-
cludes parametric equalization and a
210 -watt (peak) component amplifier,
which feeds a pair of 21/2 -inch dash -
top tweeters, two door -mounted 61/2 -
inch woofers, and a pair of 6 x 9 -inch
coaxials in the rear side panels. The
Montero SR's standard system is out-
fitted with a 61/2 -inch woofer in each
front door, two 4 -inch midrange/tweet-
ers in the instrument panel, and a 6 x
9 -inch driver in each rear side panel,
all powered by the head unit's internal
4 x 25 -watt (peak) amplifier.

NISSAN/INFINITI

when the 1996 Nissan Pathfinder
rolls into showrooms in Janu-
ary, its standard equipment will
include a CD receiver, which

can be mated with an optional dealer -
installed cassette deck. The 1996 In-
finiti 130 luxury sedan, a model intro-
duced last May, features a standard
200 -watt Bose system with a 1 -inch

tweeter in each A -pillar and a 61/2 -
inch woofer in each front door. The
door woofers and same -size rear -deck
woofers have enclosures that contain a
50 -watt amp and parametric equalizer.

OLDSMOBILE

The Achieva becomes the sixth of
nine Oldsmobile lines available
with a double -DIN -size dual -for-
mat head. It's part of a $260 fac-

tory -installed option that includes six
speakers, all powered by the unit's in-
ternal amplifier. Component woofers
and tweeters are used to create the
front soundstage. A dealer -installed
twelve -disc changer is also available,
but only when you order an optional
factory -installed cassette deck that has
the necessary changer controls (in-
stead of the dual -format head).

PONTIAC

Audio controls mounted in the
steering wheel are standard in all
Pontiacs except the Grand Am,
where they are available as a

$125 option. The Grand Am is the first
Pontiac to offer both cassette and CD
playback capability in the dash. A
DIN -size CD receiver and companion
cassette player are part of an optional
factory -installed system that has six
speakers, including a pair of sail -panel
tweeters. The cost: $405 to $600, de-
pending on the other options pur-
chased. A twelve -disc changer is also
available as a dealer -installed option.

SAAB

Aten -speaker Harman Kardon sys-
tem, which Saab introduced last
year, is back as standard equip-
ment in the 9000CS four -door

hatchback, step-up 9000CSE, and
slick 9000 Aero. Highlights include a
6 x 25 -watt component amplifier,
changer -controlling cassette deck,
parametric equalization, and an op-
tional trunk -mounted six -disc changer,
which is installed by the dealer.
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Once you hear 3D surround sound from the Vivid 3D

Theater, you won't want to listen to plain old stereo

again. Thanks to patented SRS (fp ® technology,

DEmo CD FOR FREE!
the Vivid 3D Theater from NuReality

retrieves actual ambient information lost by

traditional stereo processing. NuReality takes

advantage of this technology to bring you true-to-

life three-dimensional surround sound from only two

speakers. Vivid 3DTM sound enhancement products bring

all your movies, sound tracks and recordings to life.

Multiple Speakers
Although you only need two speakers and the Vivid

3D Theater to create 3D surround sound, the Vivid

3D Theater also adds an entirely new dimension of

realism to multiple speaker combinations.
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and begin to hear what you',

been missing.

Like the Vivid 3D Theater, the award -
winning Vivid 3D Studio adds a new level of

audio excitement to portable stereo systems.
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"A heightened audio experience
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Winter 1995
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Factory -installed options
in the Lexus LS400

include a six -CD changer
(mounted behind a door

above the glovebox)
and a Nakamichi head unit

with custom EQ.

SATURN

Adealer -installed CD -changer op-
tion is available for the first tire
in Saturn sedans and coupes.
It's a twelve -disc model that is

mounted in the trunk and controlled
by an optional factory- or dealer -
installed cassette head unit. The head's
$365 price tag includes two 6 -inch
coaxial speakers up front and two
speakers for the rear deck.

SUZUKI

Suzuki's first CD changer, a six -
disc model, is a port -installed op-
tion on two sport/utility vehicles,
the two -seat X-90 and Sidekick

Sport. In the Esteem GLX subcompact
and Sidekick, the changer is a dealer -
installed option. All four vehicles
come with a changer -controlling cas-
sette head unit and four speakers as
standard equipment.

TOYOTA/LEXUS

The first in -dash three -disc changer
to be offered by an automaker
was introduced in the 1995 model
year by Toyota, and it's back in

all 1996 Toyota models as a dealer- or
port -installed option. The price wasn't
available at press time, but last year the
DIN -size head sold for $665 as a port -
installed option. Toyota and Lexus are
carrying over premium sound pack-
ages offered in the 1995 models, in-
cluding a biamplified Lexus/Nakami-
chi system that's a factory -installed

Toyota's in -dash
three -disc CD changer is available

as an option in all
of the automaker's 1996 cars.

option in the flagship LS400 sedan.
Both the Nakamichi system and the
car's standard Pioneer -made premium
system can be supplemented with an
optional dash -mounted six -disc chang-
er that's hidden behind a door above
the glovebox. It's controlled from the
system's cassette player. Key Nakami-
chi features include a 280 -watt (peak)
amplifier and custom equalization.

The first Lexus utility vehicle, the
LX450, rolls into dealer lots early next
year with a six -disc changer mounted
in the passenger compartment.

VOLKSWAGEN
NMI NM MOM

Bose and Volkswagen collaborate
for the first time with the intro-
duction of a factory -installed
Bose -system option in the Jetta

GLS and a standard Bose system in
the top -line Jetta GLX. The Jetta, de-
scribed as a "high -line" compact, is
the only car in its class to offer Bose
audio, according to Volkswagen. As an
option that is expected to cost $300 to
$400, the 100 -watt system features a
changer -controlling cassette deck, a
trunk -mounted amplifier/EQ module,
and four 11/4 -inch dome tweeters
mounted in the instrument panel in an
unusual configuration that's said to
provide more accurate imaging for
front -seat passengers: On each side of
the instrument panel, one tweeter fires
toward the near seat while a compan-
ion tweeter crossfires toward the far
seat. The system also features a 61/2 -
inch woofer in the lower part of each
front door and a two-way component
speaker set in the rear deck. A trunk -
mounted six -disc changer is available
as a $495 port -installed option; as a
dealer -installed option, the price varies.

VOLVO

volvo's first dual -format head unit,
the SC815, is a double -DIN fac-
tory -installed option in all mod-
els except the Platinum Limited

Edition, where it's standard. The unit
controls an optional dealer -installed
six -disc trunk changer.

WHEN YOU GO SHOPPING for that
new 1996 car, keep in mind that all of
the audio options from a given auto -
maker might not be available for audi-
tion at some dealerships - it all de-
pends on what was ordered from the
factory. If that's the case, try another
dealer. Test driving new cars never
sounded so good.
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They're not listening to
KEF Home Theatre.

Where conventional home theatre audio systems tie you down to one small 'sweet spot', KEF

sets you free. Everyone enjoys the same remarkable sound quality, wherever they sit.

Originally developed for our world famous hi-fi loudspeakers, KEF's revolutionary Uni-Q®

technology creates a detailed audio image over a far wider area than conventional speakers. With

identical drivers on all five channels, the same high quality sound is heard

throughout the room enhancing the action on screen by involving each

viewer in an uncannily realistic 3 -dimensional sound stage.

They look superb, too. The stylish compact cabinets blend discreetly

with your furnishings - and as you'd expect from the manufacturers of

some of the world's finest loudspeakers, the system is compatible with

virtually all quality receivers and hi -fl systems.

If you want everyone in the room to enjoy the Home Theatre experience,

our compact new six -piece system is the way to go. Why tie yourself down when freedom

comes at such an affordable price?

The experience
of sound

MODELS SHOWN ARE THE 80C CENTRE CHANNEL SPEAKER. 60S FRONT ROUND SPEAKERS AND 308 POWERED SJBWOOFER.
KEF AND UNI-0 ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS. UNI-0 IS PROTECTED UNDER GB PATENT 2 236929. WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING.

FOR DETAILS ON KEF NOME WRITE TO: KEF ELECTRONICS OF AMERICA, INC,
89 DOUR MOWN WAY, HOLLISTON, MA. 01746 USA. TEL:508 429 3600.
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Better Sour_ding Music. Upgrade to Ultradisc II
Your favorite artists sound surprisingly better on Ultradisc Ir.". Why? Because Mobile Fidelity's mastering
technology is a cut above-and you can hear the difference. As the creators of the 24k gold audiophile CD,
we have developed major advcnces such as The GAIN System7, a proprietary mastering system
that uses the highest grade of d gitol technology available. Starting with the original master tapes, we are
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Paul eller. Goodbye to All That

paul Weller is not quite a household
name in America, but he is a hero in
his British homeland from his stints
as founder and leader of the Jam
(punk's answer to Mod culture and
the Who) and Style Council (stylistic

chameleons who couched political com-
mentary in soulful, percolating grooves).
If you haven't discovered Weller yet, then
"Stanley Road," his third solo album, is a
good place to start.

Not surprisingly, given his previous
work, Weller goes for a sound that takes a
lot of cues from the middle to late Sixties.
His music is crafted, not flashy, an R&B
core with melodic embellishments and
psychedelic filigrees - not unlike the
synthesis of soul and psychedelia realized
by Traffic in their finest moments. The
Changingman opens the album and sets
the tone. As Weller breathes new life into
a familiar set of changes that invoke some
of the darkling constructions of the early
Move, he lays out a central theme, forsak-
ing the brash absolutes of youth for a
more mature outlook: "The more I see,
the more I know / The more I know, the
less I understand."

As a musician, Weller is a terrific
rhythm guitarist. Like Pete Townshend
with the Who, he anchors songs with his
sharp, choppy chords, only rarely ven-
turing out to solo for a few bars. There
are no lead instruments in his band. Be-
cause all the parts are supportive, and
because Weller doesn't waste lines in his
to -the -point lyrics, his songs are generally
tightly constructed vehicles with a lot of
horses under the hood - powerful be-
cause he knows how to create tension by
holding power in reserve. Some of the
young -blood alternative bands that tend
to fly off in ten directions at once would
do well to school themselves on Weller's
expertly focused songwriting.

The most musically compelling song
here is the title track, a study in propul-
sive rhythms and modulating keys whose
surging momentum specifically calls to
mind the kinetic energy of the late Six-
ties, culturally no less than musically. The
track that follows, Broken Stones, is ex-
emplary of Weller's "less is more" ap-
proach, a taut workout reminiscent of the
Muscle Shoals sound. Then there's a coy-

er of Dr. John's voodoo -revenge anthem /
Walk on Gilded Splinters, an intense song
made even more so by a straight -ahead,
no-nonsense arrangement.

"Stanley Road" is a most satisfying lis-
ten - solid, stick -to -your -ribs stuff by a
guy with a heart full of soul. Get it.

Parke Puterbaugh

STEREO REVIEW'S

CRITICS CHOOSE

THE OUTSTANDING

CURRENT RELEASES

PAUL WILLER
Stanley Road
The Changingman; Porcelain Gods; / Walk on
Gilded Splinters; You Do Something to Me;
Woodcutter's Son; Time Passes . . .; Stanley
Road; Broken Stones; Out of the Sinking; Pink on
White Walls; Whirlpool's End; Wings of Speed
GO! DISC/LONDON 828 619 (52 min)

Powerful Shostakovich Quartets

8

ussia's St. Petersburg String Quar-
tet, celebrating its tenth anniversary
this year, has brought Sony's mid -
price St. Petersburg Classics series
to its highest point so far with a
generously filled disc comprising

the Third, Fifth, and Seventh Quartets of
Shostakovich. These are powerful works,
and truly beautiful ones, written in a
turbulent period (1946-1960) but charac-
terized as much by lyricism as by ur-
gency. The Third Quartet, composed just
after the Ninth Symphony, recalls some

of that work's genial motifs but also illu-
minates some of its less apparent darker
qualities. The Fifth seems a more inter-
nalized extension of the contemporaneous
Tenth Symphony. The Seventh, the short-
est of Shostakovich's fifteen quartets, and
the most personal, is a lambent requiem
for his first wife.

The new Sony disc brings to mind the
unforgettable Fitzwilliam Quartet record-
ings of the entire cycle (reissued on CD
in England but not in the U.S.). Like the
Fitzwilliam's, the St. Petersburg perfor-
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BEST MONTH

St. Petersburg String Quartet: commitment and assurance

Jennifer Trynin Moves into the Vajors
Trend alert: After the success of Ju-
liana Hatfield and Letters to Cleo,
the powers that be seem to have de-
cided that Boston is a hotbed of
smart, poppish, female singer/song-
writers. And the powers that be at

Warner Bros. have made a smart move
themselves by snapping up Jennifer
Trynin's formerly indie-only "Cocka-
mamie," which would still be one of the
year's brighter rock debuts even if Trynin
didn't have a trend to ride in on.

There's a lot to like about "Cocka-
mamie," starting with the sarcastic but
sensitive tone of Trynin's vocals; a pre-
cious waif she ain't. She is her own lead
guitarist, fronting a tight and feisty trio,
and she apparently loves the nasty sound
a guitar makes when you hold a wah-wah
pedal in mid-wah. Her songs are all
"pop" in that they're catchy and well
made, but there's a real punk snarl in

108 STEREO REVIEW NOVEMBER 1995

them, too; the 2 -minute All This Could
Be Yours, for example, sounds positively
X-ish. Trynin's lyrics show a winningly
world-weary view that brings to mind
Aimee Mann (who guests here), particu-
larly in the unvarnished sentiment Too
Bad You're Such a Loser. Elsewhere,
Trynin chronicles a lousy relationship
about to happen (Everything is Differrnt

Trynin: a waif she ain't

mances are characterized by great lucidi-
ty, fine ensemble, and passionate insight
- a sense of being uncontrivedly deep
inside the music. I get the feeling that
these young Russians understand every
unspoken thought behind every half -con-
cealed gesture, but they address the music
purely, without gratuitous underscoring of
the subtexts. The music is quite dramatic
enough, and the St. Petersburgers bring to
bear not only unreserved commitment but
also technical assurance on the very high-
est level, which enables them to concen-
trate fully and confidently on interpretive
ends. The effortless brilliance of the
prominent pizzicato episodes in all three
works, for example, really makes the lis-
tener sit up - not just because of the bril-
liant playing but for the way it registers
Shostakovich's expressive points.

The well-balanced recording suits the
music and the performances ideally. A
very evident low -bass rumble intrudes
intermittently in the meditative middle
movement of Quartet No. 5, but it does
not significantly reduce the irresistible ap-
peal of this altogether exceptional release.

to follow up with the rest of the cycle.
Richard Freed

SHOSTAKOVICH:
String Quartets Nos. 3, 5, and 7
St. Petersburg String Quartet
SONY 66592 (74 min)

Now) and, in Knock Me Down, confronts
a sadistic partner with a withering
"Gimme a break." And just when you've
got her pegged as a popster with an atti-
tude, she closes the album with the truly
eerie, beyond -the -grave love song Do It
Alone.

Though a tad too polished to fit into the
current punk revival, Trynin proves that
punk's energy can sound even better
when you add chops and songcraft. Call
her a riot gm-ownup. Brett Milano

JENNIFER TRYNIN
Cockamamie
Happier; Better Than Nothing; Everything
Is Different Now; One Year Down; Snow; All
This Could Be Yours; Too Bad You're Such
a Loser; Knock Me Down; If I Had Anything to
Say (Don't You Think I Would Have Said
It All?); Beg; Do It Alone
WARNER BROS. 45931 (41 min)



he Bose® Wave® radio looks
unassuming enough. But at

the touch of a button, you hear music
from a radio like you never have
before: lifelike, with a full, rich bass.
You'll hear every note the way it was
meant to be heard. The experience
rivals that of listening to a stereo com-
ponent system. The Chicago Tribune
said, "The Wave radio reproduces
superb high-fidelity stereo sound..."

Technology that
redefines radio.

If you were to look inside the

Features no other
radio gives you.

A credit card -sized remote lets you
control the radio from anywhere
in the room. You can pre-set up to
12 of your favorite stations (six
AM, six FM) for quick, touch -of -
a -button access.

And you can easily connect the
Wave radio to a CD player, cas-
sette player, or TV, enhancing
whatever you're listening to. All
this from a radio that measures just
4.5"H x 14"W x 8"D (and weighs
just seven pounds).

Make six easy
monthly payments.

If you prefer, you can
pay the $349 purchase
price in six easy install-

ments. Call to learn
about this convenient
option.

FedEx.
Federal Express

Ask about

FedEx®

service when

you call.

The body of a radio.
The soul of a stereo.

....4.1111111111.

Wave radio, you'd see the key
to its lifelike sound: an intricately
folded tube we call an acoustic
waveguide speaker system. Just as a
flute strengthens a breath of air to
fill an entire concert hall, the wave -
guide helps the radio produce room -
filling sound from a small enclosure.
The result is rich, full, stereo sound.

Our patented
acoustic waveguide
speaker technology
fundamentally changes the
way sound is produced by a radio.

The Bose Wave radio
with convenient remote
control.

You have to hear it
to believe it.

Reading about the Wave radio is one
thing; hearing it is quite another. It's
available directly from Bose, the most
respected name in sound. For more
information about the Wave radio, or
to learn about our in -home trial and
satisfaction guarantee, call us or return
the coupon. And hear the radio Popular
Science called a "sonic marvel."

Installment payment plan option expires 2/29/96. and Is not to he used
in combination with any other offers. Price is subject to change without
notice. FedEx. trademarks used by permission. 'Subinct ta

And experience the soul of
a stereo inside a small radio.

For guaranteed holiday
delivery, order by

December 12, 1995.*

Call 1-800-845-BOSE,
ext. RIB37A.

Mr./Mrs./Ms.
Name (Please print)

Address

City State Zip

( I I )

Daytime Telephone Evening Telephone

Mail toi Bose® Corporation, Dept. CDD-RIB37A,
The Mountain. Fr.oningh.ito. VA 01701-9101, or fax to
508-485-46--

_17417,&
Better sound through research
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A Grand "Symphony of a Thousand"
s Claudio Abbado's new Deutsche
Grammophon recording of Gustav
Mahler's Eighth Symphony, the "Sym-
phony of a Thousand," its long-awaited
definitive recorded realization? A per-
formance of this enormous work -

which expresses a cosmic vision of the
"masculine" creative intellect reconciled
with the "feminine" creative powers of
love - resembles a military operation as
much as a musical one. The general, the
man with the baton, must deploy the vast
forces at his command to provide a con-
vincing sonic, intellectual, and emotional
experience.

I listened three times to this latest at-
tempt, on both speakers and headphones,
and for me it ranks with Georg Solti's
1972 London recording and Klaus Tenn-
stedt's 1986 one on Angel as among the
most successful of all. Unlike those ver-
sions, Abbado's was recorded live - at a
February 1994 concert in Berlin with the
Berlin Philharmonic, three choruses, and
soloists - and there are the inevitable
imperfections, but the sense of occasion
lends it a special ambience.

In most of the recordings I have heard,
the sonic density of the climactic epi-
sodes of Part I -a fiercely driven yet in-
tricate polyphonic setting of the medieval
hymn "Veni creator spiritus" ("Come,
creator spirit") - is pretty much of a
muddle, but thanks to the impressive lat-
eral distribution of the two main choruses
in the DG recording, the music comes
through with remarkable clarity and im-
pact. The whole movement has both fire
and a sense of inevitability. The listener is
swept away, not swamped.

Although the vocal soloists have brief
but prominent roles in Part I, it is in the
nearly hour-long Part II - which sets the
redemption scene from the end of
Goethe's Faust - that they must shine.
All eight singers here are stars: sopranos
Cheryl Studer, Sylvia McNair, and An-
drea Rost, contraltos Anne Sofie von Ot-
ter and Rosemarie Lang, tenor Peter Seif-
fert, baritone Bryn Terfel, and bass Jan-
Hendrik Rootering. None to my ears are
less than good, and two are really superi-
or - Seiffert in the cruelly taxing role of
Doctor Marianus and Rost in the infinite-
ly lovely and telling two lines allotted to
the Mater Gloriosa. Other high points in-
clude the delightful episodes for the
Blessed Boys and Younger Angels and
the trio with McNair, Von Otter, and Lang
immediately preceding Gretchen's plea to
the Virgin Mary for the redemption of
Faust's soul. The work of the Berlin Phil-
harmonic is superlative in every depart-
ment. The brass section, both solo and in
ensemble, sings and blazes as the occa-
sion demands. In short, this whole perfor-
mance got to me.

Any dyed-in-the-wool Mahlerite will,
of course, want several versions of this
work, but at present I would happily set-
tle for Abbado's. David Hall

MAHLER:
Symphony No. 8 ("Symphony
of a Thousand")
Soloists; Berlin Radio Choir, Prague
Philharmonic Choir; 'Ritz Boys Choir; Berlin
Philharmonic, Claudio Abbado cond.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 445 843
(two CD's, 81 min)

The Berlin Philharmonic, choruses, soloists, and conductor Claudio Abbado

NOW ON CD

POPULAR
 TONY BENNETT: Who Can I Turn
To. COLUMBIA 66503. I Wanna B
Around .... COLUMBIA 66504.
Something. COLUMBIA 64601. Middle
and late Sixties albums by the only singer of
his generation to appear on MW Unplugged.

 ELVIS COSTELLO: King of
America. RYKODISC 20281. The
1986 album, with guests James Burton and
members of Los Lobos, fleshed out with
bonus tracks and notes by Costello himself.

 CLIVE GREGSONs Strange
Persuasions. COMPASS 4229.
First American release of a 1984 solo
album by the former Any Trouble leader
and Richard Thompson Band member.

 ISIOR011 JONES: The
New Favorites of George Jones.
CAPITOL 32463. The great country singer
with twelve tunes from 1965, including
the classic She Thinks I Still Care.

CLASSICAL
 ELLY AMELING: The Early
Recordings. DEUTSCHE HARMONIA
MUNDI 66172 (four CD's). The stylish
Dutch soprano's 1960's recordings of Bach,
Handel, Schubert, Schumann, and Brahms.

 LISZT: Piano Concertos; Piano
Sonata. Richter; London Symphony,
Kiril Kondrashin. PHILIPS 446 200. These
classic recordings by the great Russian

pianist Sviatoslav Richter were recorded
in 1961 for Mercury Records.

 MANLER: Symphonies Nos. 1-9.
Utah Symphony. Maurice Ahras and.
VANGUARD SVC-20 to SVC-30 (eleven
CD's). Recorded between 1964 and 1974,
this budget -price set was the first Mahler
cycle from a single U.S. orchestra.

 SPAIN: Music of Albsiniz, Falla,
and Granados. Leontyne Price; Chicago
Symphony, Fritz Reiner. RCA VICTOR
62586. "An uncanny evocation of Spanish
landscape" (June 1964).
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MOLAR MEC

OTIS BLACKWELL
All Shook Up

SII:\N \('m' ,CIP (47 min)
Performance: Fascinating

Recording: Good

There's both historical and freak appeal
to "All Shook Up," Shanachie's reissue

of a little -heard 1977 album in which one
of rock's seminal writers interprets his own
songs, made famous by other artists (Fever,
Great Balls of Fire, Searchin' , Don't Be
Cruel, Hey Little Girl, Handy Man, the title
track). Mostly, the album proves what in-
siders at Elvis Presley's recording sessions
have long maintained - that the King basi-
cally aped the demos brought to him. Otis
Blackwell often gave "out there" perfor-
mances, and you can hear some of that in
Great Balls of Fire as well as in Back Trail,
where he positively devolves into lunacy.
As another rock legend once summed up:
most peculiar, Mama. A.N.

JUNIOR BROWN
Junior High

MC:V(1 R13 77783 (44 min)
Performance: Time -warp wonderful

Recording: Good
For the uninitiated, Junior Brown is a 43-
year-old, Indiana -bred throwback to

Ernest Tubb and his era of no-nonsense
honky-tonk. But this is no ordinary slick
retro-hick with a hat and a six -ball baritone;
Brown is a genuine cult idol in the making.
He plays some weird-fangled instrument he
calls the guit-steel, a double -necked guitar
and steel guitar joined at the body, and he
picks the hell out of it in dead -on weepy
Forties and Fifties style. Since Brown had
the thing made in 1985, he's been tearing
up the road. His debut album, "12 Shades
of Brown," was released in 1989 and then
reissued by Curb last year as Brown corn-

pleted his second album, the critically ac-
claimed "Guit with It."

In "Junior High" (a very funny title, ac-
tually, since Junior doesn't look like he
even made it to middle school, and I'll bet
he's never been high on anything but life),
Brown reprises the best cut from "Guit with
It," a wacky little ditty called My Wife
Thinks You're Dead. The new album is
filled with such oddball offerings, from
Highway Patrol (sort of the autobiographi-
cal boasting of Broderick Crawford, replete
with "si-reeen") to Lovely Hula Hands, a
campy steel -guitar paean to a sensuous
young thing who, as Elvis Presley once
put it, "really moves her grass around."
There's a lot more to recommend, especial-
ly the slow shuffle That's Easy for You to
Say (eat your heart out, Ray Price) and
a sparkling rendition of the instrumental
Sugatfoot Rag.

Some day, we may find out that Junior
Brown is actually an insurance salesman
with a box full of props, a la Alice Cooper
in the Seventies. If so, I, for one, will be
brokenhearted. A.N.

ARLIN DARLING
DECCA 11250 (37 min)

Performance: All over the place
Recording: Very good

len Darling is the latest former jingle
WM singer to hit Nashville, and while her
press material proudly points up her Cajun -
country background, this album of wholly
inoffensive country -pop makes her seem
from nowhere except Middle -America
Shopping Mall, U.S.A. Her supple soprano
voice displays nothing distinctive, except
the advertising -agency directive to sound as
generic, or as much like somebody famous,
as possible. Darling manages to hit on both
cylinders.

Perhaps because one of her two produc-
ers is Michael Omartian, responsible for
some of Amy Grant's records, Darling takes
on the white -bread blandness of a contem-
porary Christian singer for much of the pro-
gram, especially in With Every Twist and
Turn. Then for the last two cuts - the ca-
lypso -blues Next to Love and the big,
gospel -based ballad Even God Must Get the
Blues - she becomes a Bonnie Raitt clone.
Darling is said to be a protegee of Garth
Brooks, who lends his likewise generic
voice to the latter cut. If this is a glimpse
into the future of country music, it's a bor-
ing future indeed. A.N.

N EW RECORDINGS REVIEWED

B Y CHRIS ALBERTSON,

FRANCIS DAVIS, PHYL GARLAND,

RON GIVENS, BRETT MILANO,

MANNA NASH,

PARKE PUTERBAUGH, AND

STEVE SIMELS

REISSUE OF THE
MILLENNIUM

ihsse days Tonio K. is a commer-
cal pop writer (hits for Vanessa

Williams, as well as Nobody Lives
Without Love from Batman Forever).
But Jack in 1979, when he made
"Life in the Foodchain" (the first of
five LP's for various labels), he was
twice as angry as Elvis Costello and
six tires as funny. A prescient mix
of metal and punk, the album (Gadfly
208) comes off like Warren Zevon at
78 rprn. And dig this lover's kiss -off
from H -A -T -R -E -D: "Well I wish I was
as mellow / As for instance Jackson
Browne / But "Fountain of Sorrow"
my ass, @#$%¢&(`&)$# / I hope you
wind up in the ground." Reviewing
"Foodchain" the first time around, I
wrote, "Ladies and gentlemen, I give
you .. . the greatest album ever re-
corded!" Now that it's finally avail-
able on CD, I stand by that opin-
ion. P.O. Box 5231, Burlington, VT
05402; 802-865-2406.) S.S.

Tonic K.: angry young mensch

JOE ELY
Letter to Laredo

MCA 3420 (52 min)
Performance: Evocative

Recording: Superior
nlisting the background help of Bruce

iSpringsteen, Raul Malo (of the Maver-
icks), and longtime pal Jimmie Dale Gil-
more, Joe Ely has made an aurally gorgeous
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album set against a South of the Border
musical landscape. Rarely has a record
throbbed with such instrumental passion -
driving percussion, Ponty Bone's soulful
(and correctly miked) accordion, and fla-
menco guitars played by the great Spanish
artist Teye, brought up front in intense, lyri-
cal solos. It's as if the musicians were
standing in a circle in your living room.

That's the good news. The bad news: In
this song cycle about the beautiful losers
who populate Ely's border towns and Texas
plains, longing for communion with lost
lovers and borrowed souls, the songwriting
never comes together cohesively to make
the album work at full throttle. Ely supple-
ments his own material with that of Tom
Russell (a fabulous version of the heart-
breaking Gallo Del Cielo), Will Sexton,
Bruce Gambill, and Butch Hancock (who
contributes She Finally Spoke Spanish to
Me, a disappointing sequel to his classic
She Never Spoke Spanish to Me). On their
own, the songs often vibrate with quite re-
markable scenes. But there's no killer story
song, no unforgettable rhythm tune - and
no real connecting thread either, something
that Ely has set us up to expect with his
continuity of mood, instrumentation, and
players.

In the end, we're left with a breathtaking
canvas of lovely images, but one that lacks
focus and impact. A shame. A.N.

laboratory of sound

FLESIITONES
Laboratory of Sound

ICHIBAN 24861 149 min)
Performance: Instant party

Recording: Weird

he Fleshtones, after the Ramones, are
II the longest -running act to have emerged

from the original New York punk/New
Wave explosion. Unlike their leather -jack-
eted colleagues, however, the Fleshtones
aren't quite ready to hang up their smel-
ly rock-and-roll sneakers. "Laboratory
of Sound" is a testament to why they
shouldn't - a loud, funny, kinetic set of
Sixties -styled garage rockers without
apologies. I'm particularly taken with the
exciting and appropriately titled opener,
Let's Go! (message: get mental), but nearly
every song here, particularly the ominous
Nostradamus Jr, lives up to its "Nuggets" -
era influences, and you have to love a band
whose album features a bonus cut (track 69,
no less) that's a Hendrix song done as Six-
ties punk. The only downside to the album
is an anemic engineering job by Steve Al-
bini, but doubtless he had some rigorous

alterna-rock theoretical reason for why the
sound lacks conspicuous oomph. S.S.

JEFF FOXWORTHY
Games Rednecks Play

WARNER BROS. 45856 (51 min)
Performance: Hick shtick
Recording: Good enough

JNeff Foxworthy, the comedian who popu-
larized the phrase "You might be a red-

neck if . . . ," returns with his second live
album of cracker wisdom and bull's-eye
takes on the Southern mystique. His deliv-
ery is often more hilarious than his materi-
al, which is mostly one-liners on a theme.
Foxworthy has the redneck cadence and
run-on words ("in there" is "in'ere") down
pat, and with a slight speech impediment
that turns his "s" into a kind of geriatric
whistle, he can transform fairly pedestrian
sketches into memorable stuff - deposit-
ing the wrong liquid in the cup at the fertili-
ty clinic, for instance, or noticing the lunch-
room ladies' 75 -metal -hook bras ("and if
they blow, somebody's gettin' hurt!").

Still, there's some irony to Foxworthy's
presentation: Halfway through, he gripes
that Southerners don't get their due as some
of the smartest people in the country. Yet in
gag after gag (when Atlanta plays host to
the Olympics, he expects some good ol'
boys will have their shotguns ready for the
flying of the doves), Foxworthy perpetuates
the Southerner -as -idiot stereotype. If the
shoe fits. I guess. wear it backwards. A.N.

KRIS KRISTOFFERSON
A Moment of Forever
JUSTICE 2(8(1 (59 min)

Performance: Over the hill
Recording: Good

ris Kristofferson, who practically revo-
Mlutionized Nashville with his brand of
confessional, literate songwriting in the ear-
ly Seventies, has had his musical ups and
downs through the years, trying to recap-
ture the golden period that produced Me
and Bobby McGee, Help Me Make It
Through the Night, and Why Me. Lord. For
"A Moment of Forever," he enlists the help
of producer Don Was, who gave Willie Nel-
son's career a much -needed shot of vitamin
B-12 and who went on to helm noteworthy
albums by Waylon Jennings as well as the
Highwaymen (Nelson, Jennings, Kristoffer-
son, and Johnny Cash).

But Was can only do so much if the
material is substandard, and that's the
problem with "A Moment of Forever."
Consisting of love songs and political/so-
cial commentary, the album tries hard to be
profound. But when the title song sounds
like something Marlene Dietrich would
have performed in The Blue Angel, and
when Slouching Toward the Millennium
attempts to link midgets, Waco, Bagh-
dad, and TV coverage of courtroom trials,
you know you're in trouble. As a bonus,
Kristofferson, who still can't sing worth
spit, wins my award for Writer of the
Stanza Guaranteed to Produce the Most
Guffaws, in a song called Worth Fighting
For: "When you climb up on a stallion /
You are bound to let him / Take you for a
ride," which is quickly accompanied by,

Crutchfield Park, Dept. SR, Charlottes% die, VA 2.29(16
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"I'm still wild enough for you." In your
dreams. Kris, in your dreams. A.N.

M PEOPLE
Bizarre Fruit

COLUMBIA 67017 (64 min)
Performance: Uplifting but fun

Recording: Good

The historians of dance music will one
day look very closely at the relationship

between man and machine. And they will
do well to remember that a few women
made important contributions, too, usually
by singing from the tips of their toes up to

the heavens - or at least to the mirror balls
hanging from the rafters.

Among those women who will be scruti-
nized and accepted for their very human
cries of pain, joy, and liberation is Heather
Smalls, the voice of M People. In "Bizarre
Fruit," as in last year's "Elegant Slum-
ming," Smalls proves she couldn't have
been more incorrectly named. The sound
that erupts from her throat is deep and
throbbing, edged with raw passions or ten-
der mercies. Smalls is larger than life.

Still, there is more to M People than
their singer. The lyrics to these tunes may
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be dismissable, either for their platitudes or
their clunkiness, but the music can be rav-
ishing. While relying heavily on synthesiz-
ers for melody and rhythm, the tracks also
employ what Graham Parker describes as
"basically organic keyboards." Many of the
riffs and solos that may have been played
on amplified programmed instruments actu-
ally sound natural. And the judicious use of
such non -electronic gadgets as saxophones
and strings, as well as a couple of guitars,
helps to leaven the technological accom-
plishments of the band.

Nothing, however, does as much for
"Bizarre Fruit" as Heather Smalls. Hers is
the tell -tale heart whose beat matters more
than any other. R.G.

SELENA
Dreaming of You

EMI I \I I\ 34123 151 min)
Performance: Slick

Recording: Lush

Em!
had planned "Dreaming of You" as

Tejano singing star Selena's first cross-
over album. When it went Top Ten in the
wake of her murder, the corporate suits
were said to have been surprised. After lis-
tening to it, so am I, albeit for different rea-
sons (hey, this is America - death sells).
Without meaning to be unkind, the fact is
that "Dreaming of You" is hardly the stilled
Voice of a Culture. Instead, it's the usual
mix of overproduced dance music and bal-
lads. The star herself sings well enough (if
without much personality), but that's not
the point; the music, divorced from the trag-
edy that capped it, is
Note to Talking Heads completists: David
Byrne, who sounds as if he's wearing a pith
helmet, guests on one track in what may be
a misguided attempt to shore up his credi-
bility with the Latin market. S.S.

JANE SIBERRY
Maria

REPRISE 45915 (69 min)
Performance: Frustrating

Recording: Thin

Want a good example of the difference
between eccentric brilliance and sheer

self-indulgence'? Just compare Jane Siber-
ry's new album, "Maria," to her last one,
"When I Was a Boy." The latter was a full-
fledged aural seduction, with gorgeous son-
ic textures, daring lyrics, enticing hints of
melody, and a sensual/psychedelic am-
biance. In contrast, "Maria" is rambling,
unfocused, and something of a mess.

What went wrong? For one thing, there
are two consecutive songs that quote from
that old Paul McCartney standard Mary
Had a Little Land). For another, the textures
are flat, relying too heavily on fake -jazz pi-
ano and trumpet. Most of all, there's noth-
ing that remotely resembles a tune -a real
problem when the average song length is
51/2 minutes - and Siberry is now singing
in a half -spoken style borrowed from Lau-
rie Anderson, except that it's usually easier
to tell what Anderson is talking about.
There is one exception: See the Child starts
out sparse, adds layers of lyric and melodic
detail, then draws back again. It's under-
stated and lovely.
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In Siberry's defense, "Maria" might be
one of those incredibly deep albums that
takes a few dozen listens to absorb. But I
don't have the patience to find out. B.M.

URGE OVERKILL
Exit the Dragon

GEFFEN 24818 (61 min)
Performance: Yeah!
Recording: Excellent

imagine Soul A. I um without the truck-
loads of self-pity, Guided by Voices with

a proper recording budget, and Cheap Trick
if they were still any good. Throw them all
together and you get Urge Overkill's fifth
album, which lives up to the Chicago
punk/pop outfit's longstanding promise.

Urge's strategy is simple: Pack as many
hooks into a song as it can possibly stand,
treat the serious lyrics with the same weight
as the goofy non sequiturs, add earnest pop
vocals, and don't forget to pile on the nifty
guitar riffs. Despite having a hit with its
Pulp Fiction soundtrack version of Girl,
You'll Be a Woman Soon, the band has ne-
glected to include a Neil Diamond cover
this time around, but their own material
more than takes up the slack - whether it's
a hook -slinging pop number like Jaywalk -
in', an arena -pounder like the Byrds/Kiss
hybrid Take Me, a folk-rock diversion like
Somebody Else's Body, or a surprisingly
straight -ahead country ballad, View of the
Rain. The only track that fails to connect is
the long and ominous art -rock finale, Digi-
tal Black/Epilogue.

The icing on the cake is the production
by the Butcher Brothers. They did the last
Urge album, "Saturation," but are better
known for handling rap acts such as Cy-
press Hill and Schoolly D. Here, as before,
they demonstrate that it makes sense to pair
rock bands with rap producers: The proof is
in the vivid, clich&free sound for guitar
and drums. B.M.

MONTE WARDEN
Here I Am

WATERMELON 1037 (3f, nun)
Performance: Hey, Buddy!

Recording: Very good
or he second solo album front Nlonte War-
n den, former leader of the Wagoneers
(one of country -rock's more progressive de-
funct groups), finds him still unduly smitten
with the ghost of Buddy Holly. In song af-
ter song, Warden seeks to capture Holly's
melodic and rhythmic cadences. Much of
the time, he comes off as Holly cross-polli-
nated with Foster and Lloyd, which is not
entirely a compliment.

There's a forced synthesis of styles at
work sometimes in "Here I Am." The title
track shows Warden and his band, the
Lonesharks, attempting a Memphis/Muscle
Shoals sound, but they're as authentic as
the cover band that played your senior
prom. In other songs, however, such as the
R&B-ish Wall Around Your Heart and Do
You Remember (a sweet ballad of love sus-
tained and cherished), Warden achieves a
charming tunefulness. Still, the sum of his
two solo outings doesn't equal his Wag-
oneers work, the dark side of this light-
weight, sunny moon. A.N.
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in classical music." James Earl Jones

We'll send you the 2 -CD volume Beethoven, featuring his 5th Symphony and
Piano Concerto #4, FREE to introduce you to Musically Speaking.

CD #1: Gain a new understanding An Incredible Introductory Offer
If you have any interest in classical music, this is
an incredible opportunity to pursue it. We'll send
you Beethoven FREE and then each month a new
2 -CD volume of Musically Speaking featuring a
different composer. such as Vivaldi. Mozart or
Bach. for only $12.95 plus shipping and handling.
There's no obligation or minimum purchase
requirement and you may cancel at any time.

Your host for this exciting new "learn and enjoy"
program is Gerard Schwarz. 1994 Conductor of
the Year and 10 time Grammy nominee. He'll
take you through the 5th Symphony and Piano
Concerto #4 movement by movement and impart
an awareness that will enable you to enjoy this
great music as never before. He'll describe how
Beethoven used the woodwinds, horns and strings
to convey a variety of emotions. And he'll provide
you with fascinating insight into Beethoven, the
genius, and his times.

CD #2: Enjoy the masterpieces
Receive energizing, uninterrupted performances
of Beethoven's great works as Maestro Schwarz
conducts the renowned London Symphony
Orchestra on this masterfully digitized audiophile
recording.

Your satisfaction is always guaranteed.

r
 YES! Send me Beethoven under the
terms outlined in this advertisement. Encl.-
is $3 foi shipping and handling.

Furst Name

Address

City St Zip

WIMusically Speaking
215 W. Harrison St
Seattle. WA 98119 MIl

4, 1495 (AT Inc.
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DALE WATSON

Cheatin' Heart Attack
111(,1110NE SW 142 Willa

Performance: Bakersfield redux
Recording: Good

In this solid debut, honky-tonk singer/
songwriter/guitarist Dale Watson recalls

the tradition of hard -edged country music
that floated out of California and Texas
in the Sixties and Seventies. Backed by
his band, Lone Star, and augmented by no-
table players Jimmy Day on steel guitar
and Gene Elders on fiddle, Watson brings a
freshness and a raw instrumental feel to
commercial country music, as well as a
healthy sense of humor. In Nashville Rash,
he matches a lively tempo with a lament

that the great old stars are being surpassed
by youthful, pop -oriented hunks: "Help
me. Merle. I'm breaking out in a Nashville
rash / I'm too country now for country /
Just like Johnny Cash." Elsewhere, he sug-
gests that an old flame ought to be inducted
into the Liar's Hall of Fame, apologizes
for making "stains on the carpet" dur-
ing domestic disagreements, and sums up
the classic divorce dilemma with "She
needs her mama / But Mama don't need
Daddy. . . . / It's not fair to put her in be-
tween." Throughout, Watson and producer
Bruce Bromberg trot out thrilling instru-
mental touches and inject just the right
amount of boogie and Texas swing. Pour a
longneck, and enjoy. A.N.

5 CD's, Riveting VU
Irs eel Slowly and See" contains

r' everything you always wanted
to hear by the Velvet Underground. even
more than an ardent fan with a reason-
able life expectancy might find time to
digest. In addition to the four original
studio albums - "The Velvet Under-
ground & Nico." "White Light White
Heat," the eponymous third album, and
the grossly underappreciated "Loaded"
- the box set includes a
veritable library of rarities.

Of course, those not
convinced that every note
ever struck by Lou Reed.
John Cale, Sterling Morri-
son. Maureen Tucker, and
(later) Doug Yule is indis-
pensable may find some
of this a bit much. Even I,
a hardcore VU disciple
(owner of a mono copy of
the first album, with peel -
off banana intact), found
the first disc in the box
somewhat tedious. A 78 -
minute living -room demo
of the band's cornerstone
songs, the disc is inter-
esting mainly because it
reveals Reed's previously
undetected debt to Bob Dylan. Velvets
completists will be overjoyed; I lost pa-
tience around take twelve of Wrap Your
Troubles in Dreams.

That quibble noted, the next four CD's
of "Peel Slowly and See" are pure, un-
alloyed brilliance. Each of the original
albums appears on a separate disc, sur-
rounded by period outtakes, lost songs,
and other archival excavations; among
the best of these is Foggy Notion, a de-
praved, uptempo urban blues that ranks
as an instant VU classic. Scattered
among discs four and five are band ver-

sions of songs that would later turn up
on Reed's first three solo albums, such
as Lisa Says, I Can't Stand It, Satellite of
Love, and Sad Song. And the excised
"heavenly wine and roses" section is at
last restored to the studio version of
Sweet Jane.

I could go on and on - but special
kudos are surely due Bill Levenson,
who assembled the box with an

archivist's mentality, and
David Fricke. who packs
his 25,000 -word essay
with historical details and
fresh, insightful quotes
from the principals. Just
the sound of the discs
is a revelation. Listen to
the laser -focused orgy of
guitar noise that closes
European Son, and you'll
hear a blueprint for Sonic
Youth and their like. In-
deed, alternative rock be-
gins with "The Velvet Un-
derground & Nico.

Ahead of their time?
The Velvets still are. From
the minimalist, impro-
vised fury of Sister Ray
to the redemptive, un-

plugged ecstasy of Beginning to See
the Light. from the coy, streetwise rock
blues of I'm Waiting for the Man to
the anthemic outpouring of a song sim-
ply (and definitively) called Rock and
Roll, it's all here on "Peel Slowly and
See" - mandatory listening for anyone
who cares about rock and its poten-
tial to channel and express the human
condition. Parke Puterbaugh

THE VELVET
URDERGROUHD

THE VELVET UNDERGROUND
Peel Slowly and See
POLYDOR 52 7887 (five CD's, 382 min)

Collections

Encnon

- rze 27.7r.
Mil 1.find

Live At Rails
JL

LIVE AT RAUL'S
DEJADISC ,21,,

Performance: Time capsule
Recording: Not bad

Raul's wasdive of a club that in 1979
was the Austin equivalent of Manhat-

tan's CBGB or Boston's The Rat - i.e.,
punk central. This live album by the cream
of the local talent has been out of print
since the initial pressing sold out, and as a
result it has taken on the patina of legend.
Heard in this remastered version lo these
many years later, "Live at Raul's" doesn't
amount to much, really - mostly decent
second -tier punk and skinny -tie stuff with
little originality. Fortunately, two bonus
tracks, starring deserved Texas legend Roky
Erickson, redeem the package. Backed by a
simpatico band, the former Thirteenth Floor
Elevator man sings (if that's the word for it)
his scarifying Don't Shake Me Lucifer and
Red Temple Prayer as if his life hung in
the balance: these are mesmerizing perfor-
mances of great rock-and-roll. S.S.

TEXANS:
LIVE FROM MOUNTAIN STAGE

kl 1 I 3(1-11',1 min
Performance: Completely satisfying

Recording: Good

lue Plate's excellent library of per-
EPformances from Mountain Stage, the
weekly live radio program, has always been
worth a serious listen, but "Texans" is a
truly exceptional disc. From blues singer
Lou Ann Barton to literate songwriter Guy
Clark to country -swing band Asleep at
the Wheel, the album amounts to a Texas
Who's Who. Sara Hickman mixes folk -pop
and country in Shadowboxing, Ray Wylie
Hubbard paints a sad portrait of one-sided
love in Portales, Kelly Willis takes a
mussed -hair romp through Whatever Way
the Wind Blows, Billy Joe Shaver (with gui-
tarist son, Eddy) raves through Georgia on
a Fast Train. and Joe Ely puts a perfect vo-
cal spin on his wry tale of hitchhiking, /
Had My Hopes Up High. There's an imme-
diacy to these performances, and an atmos-
phere of spirited fun, that adds excitement
to their already throbbing life. Who cares if
Jimmie Dale Gilmore sounds like Mr.
Haney from Green Acres? Anybody who
can write such a brutal putdown as "Babe,
you're just a wave / You're not the water"
is welcome to sit by me anytime. A.N.
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JAll
TERENCE BLANCHARD

Romantic Defiance
COLL \ I It I \ 670-12 win)
Performance: Quicksilver

Recording: Excellent
lien years into his recording career, trum-

peter Terence Blanchard is still taking
stylistic cues from Miles Davis circa
"E.S.P." and Wynton Marsalis circa "Black
Codes from the Underground." The similar-
ity is in the Blanchard quintet's coloris-
tic approach to harmony and quicksilver
approach to meter. Despite the familiarity
of his chosen turf, however, Blanchard
emerges as an expressive and distinctive

soloist on "Romantic Defiance," and the va-
riety of moods he's able to conjure while
sustaining a medium tempo through the
first seven cuts suggests that he has gained
from his soundtrack work for Spike Lee
and others a savvy that so far hasn't shown
up in the soundtracks themselves. These
seven tunes fit together like sections of a
suite - and far from breaking the spell, the
hand -clapping finale, Morning After Cele-
bration, appends a most welcome exclama-
tion point. F.D.

HENRY COOK
Dimensional Odyssey
\(-Cl'R \TE 5012 i(7 nun)

Performance: Yes, yes, yes
Recording: Swell

The members of Henry Cook's Boston -
based quintet may not be household

names, but they aren't exactly neophytes
either. Cook, who plays flute and saxo-
phone, and drummer Bobby Ward met in
trumpeter Billy Skinner's band in the late
Eighties. Cecil Brooks's vibrant, often ad-
venturous trumpet style has been heard
with Archie Shepp, Marion Brown, and
Sun Ra. The pianist is former Parisian
Jacques Chanier, and the bassist is Brian
McCree, who, like Ward, has a fine reputa-
tion among musicians that stretches far be-
yond Boston. This is in fact a world -class
band, a marvelously cohesive group that
touches all bases to produce a sound that is
strictly its own.

In the aptly named "Dimensional Odys-
sey," recorded live last year, we hear an

hour of superb interaction. The composi-
tions are by Cook, Ward, and Chanier, ex-
cept for Mind's Eye, a collective improvisa-
tion that speaks volumes for the talent of
this group. Slip the disc into your CD play-
er and hit the repeat button if you want to
treat your ears. C.A.

DAVE DOUGLAS
In Our Lifetime

NEW WORLD/COUNTERCURRENTS
101471 172 mini

Performance: Surging
Recording: Exceptional

Roughly nion Marsalis's age and no
worse than his equal as a technician,

Dave Douglas has enlivened recent record-
ings by John Zorn, Myra Melford, and the
group New and Used, among others. The
trumpeter's third album as a leader - his
best so far and one of this year's most brac-
ing releases - takes its title from an obser-
vation on the intricate relationship of art to
its own era, made by Walter Benjamin, the
author of Art in the Age of Mechanical Re-
production and a founder of postmodernist
cultural theory. The musical reference
point, though, is the largely overlooked
legacy of Booker Little, a blazingly inven-
tive trumpeter and composer who died from
uremia in 1961 at the age of 23.

Douglas's trumpet solos sting with their
lyricism and technical daring, and there are
telling contributions by tenor saxophonist
and clarinetist Chris Speed, trombonist Josh
Roseman, pianist Uri Caine, bassist James
Genus, and drummer Joey Baron. In its
metrical ambiguity and harmonic compres-
sion, this music bears a slight resemblance
to that of Wynton and Branford Marsalis
during their Miles Davis/Wayne Shorter
phase, but it's broader and far more origi-
nal; my guess is that Douglas's Three Little
Monsters, for instance, is a scored work,
but it unfolds as freely as a piece impro-
vised from scratch. Douglas is a major tal-
ent, and this is an important album. F.D.

CAROL EMANUEL
Tops of Trees

KOCH 1 \// min)
Performance: Inventive

Recording: Excellent
Unliknlike Corky Hale. Dorothy Ashby, and

e Coltrane, Carol Emanuel doesr't
use her harp to paint waterfalls or twinkling
stars. John Zom's Tasmanian Devil - one
of ten commissioned pieces on "Tops of
Trees" by as many different composers -
is intentionally grating, and Emanuel brings
an edginess even to ostensibly more tran-
quil pieces such as Guy Klucevsek's Sing-
ing Sands and Wayne Horvitz's Listening to
Robin. Producer Bobby Previte's How Long
Is the Coast of Britanny? comes off as a hit
overblown, but Marty Ehrlich's Parallel
Play demonstrates both Emanuel's readi-
ness as an improviser and Ehrlich's grow-
ing reach as a composer. The other com-
posers represented are Bill Frisell, Butch
Morris, Evan Lurie, Anthony Coleman, and
Amy Rubin. Guitarist Marc Ribot, violinist
Mark Feldman, and cellist Hank Roberts
are among the other musicians coming and
going from track to track. F.D.

ANDREW HILL
The Complete Blue Note Sessions

( 1 963-66)
MOSAIC 161 I's en CD... 41 7 min)

Performance: Compelling
Recording: Very good

Mosaic's bows are like cu -
rated gallery retrospect' \ es, usually

focusing on a crucial period in an artist's
development and illuminating contempora-
neous trends by implication. Among the lat-
est subjects to receive the Mosaic treatment
is Andrew Hill, a still -active pianist and
composer who emerged as a kind of after -
the -fact transitional figure between Thelo-

Boxing Coltrane
A better name for "The Heavy -
/4k weight Champion." Rhino's lav-
ishly illustrated and annotated sev-
en -disc set of John Coltrane's com-
plete Atlantic recordings, might be
"The Secular Coltrane." The perfor-
mances date from early 1959 to the
middle of 1961, the period just be-
fore Coltrane's music took on spiri-
tual connotations. Giant Steps and
My Favorite Things are here, as are
Coltrane's encounters with Ornette
Coleman sidemen Don Cherry. Char -

THE HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPION
john CO 1 miipkee

lie Haden. and Ed Blackwell. There
are no -new" titles. but the sound is
better than ever before. and to hear
this material (including alternate
takes) in chronological order gives a
vivid sense of Coltrane's growth dur-
ing a time when both he and jazz
were in a state of flux. As a bonus.
the final disc offers previously unre-
leased session tapes that allow us to
hear Giant Steps and three other
numbers slowly taking shape.

Francis Davis

JOHN COLTRANE
The Heavyweight Champion:
The Complete Atlantic Recordings
RHINO/ATLANTIC 719X4
(seven CD's, 479 min)
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nious Monk and Cecil Taylor in the mid -
Sixties. Hill's music during this period was
both trim and expansive, hard -swinging
even though subverting that day's metrical
and harmonic conventions. Eight complete
albums are compiled here, including the
jolting (to this day) "Point of Departure"
with Eric Dolphy, whose angled attack
made him Hill's ideal collaborator (too bad
they recorded together only once). This
continues to rank as Hill's most ambitious
and fully realized effort on record, but scat-
tered throughout the box are many individ-
ual performances almost as stimulating.
And though boiling solos by Kenny Dor-
ham, Joe Henderson, Sam Rivers, John Gil-
more, Bobby Hutcherson, and Freddie Hub-
bard testify to the catalytic qualities of
Hill's writing, the most compelling soloist
here is Hill himself. Only one of this set's
tracks is being issued for the first time, but
as usual with Mosaic there are copious al-
ternate takes. (Available by mail order only;
phone 203-327-7111.) F.D.

MINGUS BIG BAND
Gunslinging Birds

DREYFUS 36375 (71 min)
Performance: Reincarnation of a Lovebird

Recording: Lusty

The second release by the big band that
plays only Charles Mingus music at

New York's Time Cafe every Thursday is
easily one of this year's most outstanding
releases. This Sue Mingus-sanctioned outfit
hardly captures the Black Saint's wild

mood swings, musicianship being one thing
and manic depression quite another. But
everything else rings true, thanks to the ear
for detail in the arrangements by Gunther
Schuller and Steve Slagel, among others
(Slagel, in particular, realizes the value
Mingus placed on counter -riffs, and his
new arrangement of Reincarnation of a
Lovebird jumps with what might be de-
scribed as counter -roars). John Stubblefield
takes top honors among the soloists for his
moaning tenor saxophone choruses on Hog
Collin' Blues. There are moments when the
Mingus Big Band weighs in as hefty as the
large unit Mingus himself might have front-
ed if economics had permitted. F.D.

BUELL NEIDLINGER QUINTET
Blue Chopsticks

K213.7 3169 (63 min
Performance: Puckish and heartfelt

Recording: Excellent

Every jazz critic's prime example of a
great pianist and composer who some-

how fell through the cracks (mine, too),
Herbie Nichols left behind on his death in
1963 as stimulating and varied a body of
work as that of Thelonious Monk, though
Nichols's pieces are rarely performed by
other musicians and though he himself was
given few opportunities to record. Buell
Neidlinger. a Nichols disciple thirty-five
years ago, has given us in "Blue Chop-
sticks" a festive and offbeat program of
Nichols works arranged for an unusual
quintet consisting of Hugh Shick's trumpet.

Marty Krystall's saxophones and bass clar-
inet, Richard Greene's violin, Jimbo Ross's
viola, and Neidlinger's own cello.

Surprisingly, piano isn't missed, though
drums frequently are (if only because
Nichols used Max Roach's trap set so
melodically on their Blue Note albums
together). On the other hand, the only
thing that shouldn't be here is an occasion-
al touch that smacks of cuteness - the
near -hoedown in The Gig, for example.
In general, however, Neidlinger's stringy,
insightful arrangements capture the puck-
ish point/counterpoint in such overlook-
ed Nichols compositions as Love, Gloom,
Cash. Love and Step Tempest. And for the
most part, the liberties he takes here don't
hurt a bit. F.D.

MALACHI THOMPSON
& AFRICA BRASS
Buddy Bolden's Rag

DELMARK 481 (71 min)
Performance: Levitational

Recording: Excellent

References
to Buddy Bolden, ragtime,

and New Orleans second -line notwith-
standing, Malachi Thompson's Chicago -
based Africa Brass (four trombones and
four trumpets, including Thompson's, plus
bass, traps, and two hand percussionists)
will remind most listeners of Lester Bowie's
Brass Fantasy. And as though to cement the
connection, Bowie himself guests on three

(Continued on page 126)

It's audio. It's video. It's inte:active.

0 Let the cranberries
take you on an

interactive journey through
music, images and naked truths.

Doors and Windows is

the first Rainbow"'
CD-ROM. Its a single disc
that plays on:

CD audio
Windows computers
Mac computers
CD-i players
MPEG-I players

the cranberries
Soors orj w.nhows

Watch this record.

listen to this software.

In Stores September 26.

FOr more information, cot:
1-800-340-7888 or each us online at:
http://www-cranbarries-comidoors

Doors and Windows

features:

Over ten minutes of
Quicktime"." interviews and
exclusive backstage video

Rare personal photos,
clippings and the band's own
collection of memorabilia

Exclusive video clip of the
cranberries performing
"Zombie" live at
Woodstock '94

Five previously unreleased
tracks including demo.
acoustic and live versions of
the #1 hit,"Zombie"

0C1995 Island Records. Inc. All Rights Reserved. 001995 Philips Media, Inc. All rights reserved. .auickTime is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc., used under license
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TEAC
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7 DAYS A VVEEK Outside U.S.A. Call:

1-718-417-3737
JAR Music World, Dept. SR1195, 59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Maspeth N.Y. 11378
FAX 1-800-232-4432 N.Y. Dept Of Consumer Affairs License ar 0900310, 0900115, 0900616, 0900617
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More Gift Ideas

A8BA
SPANK YOu COS THI MUSIC

Abba Thank You For The Music

$48"5 -CDs

THE UEbUET
unDEReaounn

The Velvet Underground:
Peel Slowly And See

Contains 25 previously unreleased recordings

$44299
16. 5 -CDs

Diana Ross & The Supremos:
Motown Anthology

Remastered & updated

52399 $1 199
2 CDs 2-Casse

Library of Congress Presents:
Historic Presidential Speeches 1908-1993

$6.199 99
6,0 s

$A

SAVE '400*

JBL

Fr

r(a-

C"))
JBL 4312

Studio Monitor Loudspeakers
way with 17 low frequency driver, 5. midrange

come tweeter *Front panel controls Blacir
sh 8 ohms 100 watt capacity

lift List Price $899.95

F',4, $49995/pairPrice (JR .1,17p,

Technics SB-CSS70
,nne1 8, Surround Sm tt ,stem $1 2995

Wharfedale Diamond VI
-:,.pact, black. .pair $14995

Cerwin-Vega L7-BK
Nay. r woofer. black par 51 79"

Acoustic Research 570 A, A ,,
- veered Partner Speakers. 35 wanstspkr parr -4.11W - -
Cerwin-Vega AT12

., .. woofer. woodgrain or bins pair 539995
Cenvin-Vega AT15 - woofer, am:adore, -- t r- ct $599"

In -Wall Speakers

Advent Gallery
In -Wall Speakers

woofer Ferro-Iluidef reed dome tweeter
 eciudes mounting temp.ates White trim

may be painted

$199
Mfr. List Price $3911.00

95/pair
(ADV GALLERY,

CSI SP -502
way. weatherproof. 5.25' woofer each $4995

CSI SP -602
, w.atherpro01. 6' woofer each $6995

AudioSource 1W One
5 25' woofer pair

. ',woofer. 8' dnver each $9995
AudioSource 1W1Wo

Nay. 6.5' woofer pea $1 29"
AudioSource IW Three

pair $159"way. 8' woofer

AudioSource 1W Four
$8995

AudioSource

AmominimprF

AudioSource E0-8/111
10 -Band Graphic Equalizer

per chant..
. ceo inputs Sr

-.3 switch *Tape roc'
MC. List Price $1,D9

$9995
TEAC EQA-110 $69"bands/channel ./- 12dB range

TEAC EQA-220
.10-bands/clunnel. spectrum dise ,

Technics 8H-8017
 ands/channel. LED indicators

AudioSource EQ-11
handsich  tape dub. spectrum display S11995

Technics SH-GE70
arOsich 12 -preset 80 memory curves $18995

AudioSource EQ-12
s1 9995

58995

$8995

ASK ABOUT OUR EXTENDED WARRANTY

linwal-mrsaa.MMI_AFffyg. ITOP RATED

Bose 301 Series ill
Direct/Refleeting Speakers

Stereo Everywhere®- lull stgeo a-"
e the room 8* woofer 2 3' twee', s
':...pace® Array  150 watt power rating .8 or

Price

,mpedance Black or walnul grained cabinet

531800/pair
(BOS 301

Bose. VS -100- (BOS 30,

:enter channel Speaker, shielded ..each $9995
Bose 100
reompad Speakers. black or white .. pair

$14900
Bose* 151'.
-Environmental Speakers, weatherproof

$238.0
Bose RM2
Roomate8' 2 with built-in amp pan $24995
Bose A915-11
Acoushinasse 3 -pc speaker syst,rm

$74900
Bose MA7

- $ 8 9 9 00
AcouStrasse bass S. r r.

Center Channel Speakers

Advent Audio Focus -
Center Channel Speaker

Le,sgned for audio/video applicati,
Uses 2 dual -cone driers Magnetic
shielded 10-70 watts RIMS *Black cab, -

Mfr. List Pm $149 00
o $ 7995/each

once (ADV
Yamaha NSA -C2
Tvng 5' woofers, 2 -tweeters, shielded eace 5699'
AudioSource VS Avo
Amplified. 30 wads. Two 4' woolers eac 59995
Advent Audio Cinema
-Two 5 25' woofers. shielded. black each 9 3995
JBL SC305
Two 5 woofers. shielded. black . each 9 4995
Cerwin-Vega HT-CTR
Two 65' woofers. shielded, black each 9 9995
Celestion Centre 2
.Two 4 5' woofers, shielded grey each $22495

Turntables
THORZ54

3 -SPEED
PLAYS
33
45
78

Thorens 180
3 -Speed Belt Drive Am:table

33. 45. 78 r.p m Automatic shut-off &
-etract Synchronous motor *Adjustable
kating External power supply Inclu

Manton cartridge Mfr. List Price $429 0

rice $29995
TEAC P-595
3erni -auto. belt-dnve. with carmdge

Gemini XL -13010
T..em.auto. belt -drive. pitch, w/canndu. ''1 0995
Aiwa PXE850
ncludeS carIndge burn-rn vamp 211995
Technics SL-BD20
 eemi auto. beltyinve . 9 1 9"
Technics SL-BD22K
 'Semi -auto, belt.dnves pitch control $1 3995
Gemini XL -1800011 $299"

S8 9 9

PN acti -ff!

Pinnacle Pt15+
Two Way Speaker System

vented diaduct port for superb bass rest
a compact enclosure 5 1/4" polyproc,.

ter *50 watt power handling Oak 1nm
Mfr. List Price $199.95

$9995/pair
PN5,Can,

Yamaha NSA -526
way. 6' woofer, black pair $7995

Yamaha NSA -636
3 -way. 8' woofer, shielded. black pair 59995
Technics SB-LX50-BK A,

1
A

.3 -way. 10' woofer, black . pair -1 V --
Technics SB-LX70-BK A , A ,s,
. 3 -way. 12' woofer, black pair - 61V
Yamaha NSA -836

woofer. shielded, black pair $1 9995
Technics SB-LX90-BK

(19995

Soabwoofers
Cerbvin-Veg.ali.-4

Cerwin-Vega HT -12D
Subwoofer

_ct-firxrg lc clr ,er u. purlcC rAciousurr.
ssive crossover 150 watts maximum

...or handling 30-125Hz Black
Mfr. List Price 5445 00

$24995/each
(C RV HT 12D)

Aiwa TS -W5
,,r ed. 35 warts. shielded each $149"

Design Acoustics PS.SW A,
 3011z hgh'pass filler. black each -1 DU- -

C erwin-Vega HT -110 A,
Demote,. 10' driver, black each - 1 U V --

Technics SB-AS60
-Powered. 100 watts. 6 75' driver each $25995
AudioSource SW Four

995-Powered. 150 warts variable crossover each -.1,U
Cerwin-Vega NT -210C

9995.-wooler :enter channel each -3

Gemini PDM-6012
Digital DJ Mixer

second digital Speed
!rot for sampling t band per

E0 2-phono/ 5 -line; 2-mic inputs Cuc
over LED meters 19" rack mount

$34495,M1 PPM.,

Ness UL36
nor Light, includes Lamp 8 bracket $2995

Gemini PMX-15A
t-inmaster Mixer, 2 -phonon -Weil Anrc rt$11 0995

Gemini FG2000
' (tipper. 800 watts, 30 hremorr$1 299$

Gemini MB -470
..,peakei, 15' woofer on wheels each 51995°

Audio Technics M1400 A,
Mixer. E0. Voice Changer. rack -mount -1 --

Ness Prisma Beat '259'

For More Savings, Please To A p Next Pimp
TO ORDER BY MAIL: SEND MONEY ORDER CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK. MASTERCARD VISA. AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (Include
Interbank No expiration date 8 signature) To JAR MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. SR1195, 59-50 QUEENS -MIDTOWN EXPRESSWAY, MASPETH,
QUEENS, NY 11378. Personal 8 business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. Shipping, handling 8 insurance
charge (for Continental US) is 5% of total order with a $4.95 minimum for orders up to $500; 4% for orders over $500 tc $1000: 3°-0 for
orders over $1000. For heavy/oversized items, shipments by air, or to Canada, Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico or Virgin !stenos please call for
information. DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry. no COD's. NY residents, please add sales tax
ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION I ACCEPTANCE. SOME QUANTITIES MAY BE LIMITED. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PICTORIAL ERRORS
ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100% GUARANTEED. Copyrighe 1995 .1811 Music World
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CD Portable Stereo

Sharp WQ-CD66
AM/FM, CD, Dual Cassette

Portable Stereo
CD player with auto program search 
epeat playback Dual cassette 'Auto rec
?vel control .4' full range speakers

IPO:rtr $7995
,nce (SHA WOC

Sony CFD-9
AWFM, CD. cassette, includes headphones s9 995
Aiwa CSD-EX220
-AM/FM. CD, cassette, wireless remote '10995
Panasonic RX-DS15
.AWFM, CD w/16 -track programming. cassette s11 995

Sony CFD-510 s4,1n,95AM/FM, CD. cassette. detachable speakers  AGv
Panasonic RX-DS550
AM/FM. CD. cassette, 3 -band ED 51 49 --
Panasonic RX-DT610

. :D, dual cassette. EO $16995

2TZEIWYMEIZER

SPECIAL
50th ANNIVERSARY
LIMITED EDITION ,

-1

Sennheiser HD414 50' Anniversary
Open -Aire' Headphones

 The headphone that broke the comfort ban
eturnS. in a special signed edition (by -

",ennheiser) Lightweight comfort foe hour'
3tigue-free listening with crystal-clear sou- :

n°w $4995Price (SEN Hr4.4r.

Sony MDR -84
$2495  arbo Headphones. uni-marct, plug

Sennheiser HD340
.,5,4e -response Supraural, tor home 6 Portables $6 995

Sony MDR -V600
Studio Monitor Series. folding

Sony MDR -V900
aural Digital Mond°,

Sennheiser HD565

Sennheiser HD580

57 995

517995

'229"
279"

1110:51=132.111
Panasonic

Panasonic PV -4562
VHS Hi -Fl Stereo Recorder
c -ads VCR Plus, prcgrammer Prog

Director'. 'English. Spanish & French on-scr-
:',OgraMmIng JoNersal remote

Our
ow

once $32995 CAN F -V4562,

Samsung VR8705
in -lingual program, s229"
JVC HR -J620
  .year/8-event 

Panasonic PV -4564

Aiwa HV-MX1
.' system co- rr record

Sony SLV-740HF
-sulle control. auto -station!:
Sony SLV-940HF

: skittle C0.901. um.

'299"
536995

$59995

CALL
CALL

CD -Changer Portable Stereo

Aiwa CA-DW700M
7 -Disc CD Changer/Radio/

Dual Cassette System
AM/FM tuner with 32 presets

:.on preset graphic E0 Karaoke mic
ng 62 -way speakers

'24995(AV/ CADW700M)

Sharp WQ-CH900
AWFM dual cassette. E0 $17995

JVC PC-XC10
cassette, wireless remor- $ 229 95

Sony CFD-826
-anger, digital AM/FM. cassette $27995

JVC PC-XC50
-..,ranger. AV TV $29 9 95

Panasonic RX-DS790
3-Deccpc.: , $32995

Sony CFD-777
- AMTIA dud [ass remote $34 9 95

Audio Add-Ons
r NILES.

Niles SVL-6
Speaker Selector/Volume Controller

: Ids up to 6 -pairs of speakers  12-ster
nuation Handles up to 100 watts per

,nnel Constanti selectable impedance

$29995 (NIL SVt

Terk FM -2000
Antenna, Directoonatiomnierrectronal $995

Target BT1
Speaker Bracket. tilt/swivel s ' $2995

Speco SSB5
. -esker Swdchong Box, holds Spain $3995

Wood Technology E810
 rds, black cr r $5295

Plateau MA4
,-,,cles,on. black $14995

BELL'OGGETTI AR -880

411111=12111111
ori SONY

Sony CCD-TR400
Hi 8mm Camcorder

adySt-,.1" Stabilization Fli-Fi stereo
built-in stereo microphone 12 1 zoom
digital fader Flyinc erase head

CALL (SON CCDTR400,

Samsung SCX804
- 8 1 power To $399"

Sharp VL-E32
WCAM, 8mm,o Screen $7 4995

Sony CCD-FX730V
- FLCP -aker $749"

Panasonic PV -1Q505
coos $77995

JVC GR-AX900
:: hrgh-rer cok,' vewfinder CALL

Canon ES2000
,,m2n, a' Image Stabohy CALL

Portable CD Players

Sony D-345
Discman with Super ESP oluctronrc shoo, prot,2ctrou (5.4

r -SP) 12 hr. playback with 2 AA batters'
not included. ESP off Digital Mega Ba.

22 -track programming 1 -bit D/A convert,: 

s16995
(son 03451

RCA RP -7913
. -.ng, AC adaptor, headphones $7995

Panasonic SL -S160
"Pol. headahones, AC adaptor

Sony D-143
,.eable battery. headprr,s

59995
Sony D-247

$13995
Panasonic SL -S295

$14995
Panasonic SL -S490

sec anedhock -nargeate brew $189"

TV/Laser Disc Playsrs
Si-LoLRF,

Sharp 13G -M100
13 -Inch Color TV

Thglish/Spri Frr
anel audio/. : ,1 r - Wit. 

Remote control

we $1499) rS11A. 1:,11M10.

Samsung TXC251 6
N. onse-e- s299"

Sony KV-20V50
CALL

Sony KV-32S1 6
L2- Stereo Color TV.1-ture-

! CALL
Panasonic CT-27SF12
_7- Supernal"' Stereo Color N CALL
P is LX -H670

 reverse LaSer C ,- 5399"
Panasonic LX -900 `769"

JVC

JVC JX-S700
Remote Audio/Video Svvitcher

- puts/4-outputs/1-monitor out Cco-L 2'
Super VHS *Built-in Y,C separ 3lor & m 

'suits 'Dual operation mode ems 2 d
put signals lo be routed indepenc enr .

''"n $49995 (JVC JXS7oL

Recoton V-900SX
 Room Sennce Wireless Video Sender $7 995
Elite EL -217

- . : 32" Co. swivel base 59995
JVC JX-ED11

$9995- mreleSS

Recoton TV -1000 BullsEyeiam
phbez TV/FM Antenna

Sima SFX4
pew, Sound Miner 19995

Videonics AB1 Edit Suite";,
-:,abbe maser -077-

1 For More Savings, Please Turn To Previous Page

This Month 's

Harry Connick Jr.
Christmas Special

51599
VHS

Tony Bennett: Family Christmas $17.99
Perry Como's Christmas Concert $17.99
A GRP Christmas Collection ...$17.99
Christmas With Pavarotti $9.49
John Tesh:
A Romantic Christmas S13.99

ilTIM A L L E N

e"'"
TA

1r)

AUSE:

e

available Oct. 27. 1995

51599
VHS

A Charlie Brown Christmas $10.99
How the Grinch Stole Christmas $10.99
Miracle On 34th Street (colorized) $6.49
The Nightmare Before Christmas S13.99

Rudolph The Red Nosed
Reindeer $10.99

,

SHOP BY PHONE For PHONE ORDERS ONLY

FROM ANYWHERE IN THE USA

-dirr 24 HOURS A DAY 1 800 221 8180
7 DAYS A WEEK 111 IR M Outside U.S.A. Call:

1-718-417-3737
JAR Music World, Dept. SR1195, 59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Maspeth N.Y. 11378
FAX 1-800-232-4432 N.Y. Dept. Of Consumer Affairs License e 0900310, 0900615, 0900616, 0900617
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Super Specials!

Great Gift Ideas on VHS

The Little Rascals Collection,
volume 2

'6999
The Little Rascals Collection,
vol. 1 .$99.99
The History of Rock n Roll $109.99
The Beatles Collection
(includes 1st U.S. visit A Hard Day's Night.
Help! & Magical Mystery Tour) .$74.99
Marsalls On Music $74.99
The Mind's Eye Experience

$47.99
Laser Disc

The History of Rock n Roll

$1699L2.
Abbott & Costello Collection .. .$89.99

Absolutely Fabulous Box Set ....$89.99
Breakfast At tiffany's,
Collectors Edition
The Sound &Music,
Collectors Edition
Star Wars Trilogy

THX LTX cAv $199.99

L Tx.$69.99

THX. Lrx.$99.99

OfOf

Nikon Lite-Touch" Outfit
Ultra -Compact 35mm Camera Kit
 Duarlz data back 28mm 1/3 5 lens bow
 anorama mode *Auto-focus/exposure Red e,,,
-Auction & slow sync *Case , wrist strap. Koda-

old film & lithium battery N ikon USA warrens,.

Price (MKN LITET01

Olympus Stylus
 trim -Compact 35mm, advanced Moto= sl 2995
Yashica T4
-Sad best Tessa 35mm13 5 lens 4' alm-sees1 4995
Olympus Stylus Zoom
Bul-in 35.70mm 2x zoom lens, tally -auto $1 8995

Minolta Z1OSE)(
timm Automatic. 38-105mm zoos lens $24995
Nikon LiteTouch Zoom

99538-105mm zoom, advanced autoto us -AL /
Minolta Zoom 140EX , A ,
ta Momm zoom. SLR type. 660-ste;

Compaq Cat putt
COMPAQ

Compaq Presario 7170
High Power

Intel Pentium' Processor
90MHz Multimedia Desktop

 -MB RAM 840MB had drive InIc',
:Jad-speed CD-ROM drive *Stereo speaker:
 16 -bit stereo sound card with FM synthes-
 1MB VRAM 14.4K bpi data/lax mode,
 Built-in phone answering machire
Monitor not included6 9 6$$

Sound Blaster
Discovery CD

New Edition
Popu

multimedia kit includ-
a050 Blaster 16 sound :ad, double -spec
D -ROM drive, speakers & 18 applications I
Jults & kids Software titles include The Grol 

'.'ullimedia Encyclopedia. Wing Commander
Eagle Eye Mysteries Irsternal version

pow $24995 CREATIVE....... .aiice
(CLN INTDISCNEW)

Creative Labs
Sound Blaster

Value CD
*Add nig'

performer,
multimer:

technology
e'C *Includes Sour d Blaster 16 sour

cud. double -speed CC -ROM drive, stern
speakers & 12 software titles, include Tr
-)rolier Multimedia Encyclopedia & Aldi.
hotoStyler *Internal ve-sion

4.42991'5,u,,
sAU`'

ASK ABOUT OUR EXTENDED WARRANTY
,ka,n:ummmb. '<Easy assesen omeeLIMMINIZ&S,

SLR Cameras

Nikon N50.
hutofocus SLR Camera Kit

,re & advarkeed irides Aul
flash 3-0 main:. meter liclude.

Nikkor 35-80mm lens. strap. Codak .
film & lithium battery *Nikon USA limn ed wan -

Prices5 7 995
(NICK N50,

Minolta Maxxum 400si
Easy P Cody only '34995
Olympus IS2
Zoorh - .' ,Narz001111VIS '399"
Caron EOS Elan

o-iii.tiosvoniy'499"
Minolta Maxxum TOOsi
..._R ago -locus. body

Nikon N70
Auto 'ocus 35mm SLR Comer. Boot, 699"
Canon EOS ARE
Eye Carded Auto Focus SLR. bay orb 799"

pent urn

AceR

AceR

AcerAcros 9137
Intel Pentium' Proce ssor

100MHz Multimedia MiniTower
 16k1B RAM 1 2 -GIG had drive  had-sts
CD- 1:)M drive *Sound Blaster...carve'
16 -tit sound with speakers 286K bps
modern 1MB video menory *Software bur
*Molitor not included

t?°' $229995Price

U.S. Robotics V.34 Sportster 28.8
Fax/Modem External Version

.ortS true l Tu-Tv 315 v FG a 2c.80t..
fAl 32 bis at 14,40(0 bps L42/MNF

,, control & V 42 bis MVP
conpression Througtput up to 116,20e:
*V.17 Group III fax at 14.400bps Incls
integrated QuickLink II FAX comrrunicatio
sotware for DOS & Wir dows

1? / 9 995Price SEI ET TSP2BET.

U.S. Robotics V.34 Sporester 28.8
Fax/Modem Internal Version

FO,: I95Price21313v

Electronic Reference

MI 'I I: -..05
rAnOttrAti12

Psion Series 3A Pocket -Size Computer
 'aell checker & Thesaurus built into Re'.' "

AM with 2 SSD memory card drives K ,
ier/18Iine screen *Word processor. sprea,:

' -01Database with auto dialing Schedulegirs,
anagement *World times Password prolecs.:i

'59995
;:let Organizer. 128K

Franklin BES-840 $9995... 's Spanish Translator

Casio SF -7900
eoutive BOSS Organize, $1 1 9 $$

Sharp YO -610
rota organizer. aendar/phonehremo etc 514995

Sharp OZ -9520
$39995

IPSN SERI,

Franklin MIND -440
wIBOOKMAN cartnOde  $49$$

Rolodex EL -31128 57995

Apple' Macintosh'
Performs' 6116CD

8/700/CD
PowerPC 601 60MHz RISC

Processor *8MB RAE'
.700MB hard dry'

_ Double-spee
D -ROM External 14 4K bps fax/mode,

 '6 -bit stereo sound 14 high-rseolution cola
splay *Extended keyboard & mous,

 oftware bundle

 ce $ 951849 (APP M405

xnrPC is a trademark Of Int, M13tIcral Busirs
nines CorporahOn

. rad liner
Apple'Color
StyleWriter 2200

-,,jk011ks edges of teal
. Ise art using 720 x
.'Ddpi resolution,;

ntS color or gray -
ale pages at

x 360 -dpi resolution
33 -pages per minite in Cola.

opm B/W Built-in 30 -page sheet fee

 ,ce
'!,k $39995

JAIR Catalogue_

For FREE CATALOGUE
CALL Toll -Free 1-800-221-8180
or Write To:

J&R Music World
Department SR1195

59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway
Maspeth, NY 11378

CALL INS.TOLL,BEE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD
TO ORDER BY MAIL: SEND MONEY ORDER. CERTIFIED OR CAROM CHECK. MASTERCARD. VISA. AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (Include
Interbank No expiration date & signature) To J&R MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. SR1195, 59-50 QUEERS -MIDTOWN EXPRESSNAY, MASPETH,
QUEENS, NY 11378. Personal & business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. Shipping. han fling Si insurance
charge (tor Continental US) is 5% of total order with a $4.95 minimum for orders up to $500; 4% for orders over $500 to $1000: .3% tor
orders over $1000. For heavy/oversized items, shipments by air, or tc Canada, Alaska. Hawaii, Puerto Rico or Vi -gin Islands please call for
information. DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry, no COD's. NY residents, pleese add sales tax
ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION a ACCEPTANCE. SOME QUANTITIES MAY BE LIMITED. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPIICAL OR PICTORIAL ERRORS
ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100% GUARANTEED. Copyright 1395 NIA Music World
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POPULAR MUSIC

QUICKFIXES
ALABAMA
In Pictures
RCA 66525 (38 min)
If you don't already have an Alabama rec-
ord to do your aerobics and weekly iron-
ing by, this is the one. A.N.

MAME BRIATNACH
Angel's Candles
BLIX STREET 10018 (43 min)
In the current vogue for Celtic music,
Maire Breatnach represents the traditional
strain, updating it with electronic key-
boards and a few other modem touches.
Her pure voice and clearly articulated
Gaelic in a few tracks add immensely to
the CD's authenticity and beauty. This is
one to replay often. William Livingstone

IRYNDLE
MUSICMASTERS 65125 (63 min)
Seventies Linda Ronstadt collaborators
Karla Bonoff, Kenny Edwards, Wendy
Waldman, and Andrew Gold in a band?
Together? Obviously, Jean Paul Sartre was
right: Hell is other people. S.S.

JAN & DEAN
Teen Suite
VARESE SARABANDE 5590 (55 min)
Jan & Dean are usually remembered as
surf -music luminaries, but years earlier
(1958-1962) these two Angeleno wiseguys
crafted some of the best bubblegum/novel-
ty singles of pre -Beatles rock. The canny
anthology "Teen Suite" collects all of
them, goofily endearing relics so unlike
anything in current pop that they might as
well be from the Pleistocene. S.S.

LOVE
Love Story 1966-1972
RHINO/ELEKTRA 73500
(two CD's, 149 min)
Love was the first great Los Angeles un-
derground band of the Sixties, and hands

down the most original: Their music,
mostly by brilliant frontman Arthur Lee, is
a (still) forward -looking mix of proto-
punk, folk, blues, soul, orchestral pop, and
psychedelia. Rhino's new anthology is
pretty much definitive. The early work is
in mono (as nature intended), and the gor-
geous "Forever Changes" album is pre-
sented, sonically spruced up, in its entire-
ty. Essential listening. S.S.

SANJAY MISNRA/JERRY GARCIA
Blue Incantation
AKAR/RAIN DOG 098 (47 min)
Jerry Garcia's collaboration with the
young Indian guitarist Sanjay Mishra be-
comes a beautiful and treasurable souvenir
of the late lamented Grateful Dead guru.
East and West do meet here and produce a
beguiling fusion of Indian subtlety and
laid-back Western sensuality, spiced with
overtones of languid Latin American trop-
ical music. One of the year's best. W.L.

ROBERT MITCHUM
Calypso - Is Like So ...
SCAMP/CAROLINE 9701 (38 min)
A legendary, long -out -of -print 1957 album
in which the coolest guy in Hollywood
history unaccountably croaks unlistenable
versions of Harry Belafonte songs. Sub-
lime bonus track: Mitchum's self -penned
theme from the movie Thunder Road, an-
ticipating Bruce Springsteen by nearly two
decades. S.S.

JON PARIS
Rock the Universe
FOUNTAINBLEU 21002 (48 min)
A Manhattan fixture who has backed
Johnny Winter (among others), guitarist/
singer Paris goes solo with a set of road-
house blues and boogie that recalls Dave
Edmunds on overdrive, particularly in a
shrewd cover of the Stones' rarely revived
It's Not Easy. Rowdy fun. S.S.

VIVA SATURN
Brightside
RESTLESS 72909 (42 min)
The Rain Parade's Stephen Roback and
Matt Piucci, two veterans of the Eighties
paisley underground, return with a well -
crafted slice of retro-psychedelic pop -
rock. Pick hit: a feedback -drenched re-
make of Tony Bennett's One for My Baby
that sounds as if it was phoned in from
Dante's Disco Inferno. S.S.

YELLOW PILLS VOL. 3
BIG DEAL/CAROLINE 9023 (64 min)
Another fab-gear collection of power pop
for the Nineties by bands both well-known
(the seemingly ubiquitous Material Issue)
and should -be -well-known (the Rock
Club, who all but steal the album with
their meltingly Beatlesque Time Will Tell
On You). There's a welcome return by
Records frontman John Wicks, whose first
new music in ages is the ineffably win-
some Her Stars Are My Stars. Terrific
stuff, and bring on Vol. 4. S.S.

numbers. But the best comparison might be
to Dizzy Gillespie's big band of the late
Forties. It isn't just a matter of the levita-
tional cross -rhythms, either - there's a
spirit of adventurousness that recalls the in-
novations of the bebop era. The ensemble
playing is both rugged and crisp, Thomp-
son and Bowie battle good-naturedly, and
the album swings like the dickens. F.D.

LARRY VUCKOVICH
Deja Vuk

MUSETTE 9402 (59 min)
Performance: Enming

Recording: Superb
Yugoslav-bom pianist Larry Vuckovich

I came to this country when he was 14
and settled in San Francisco, where he has
been a part of the jazz scene since the mid -
Sixties. A fine technician whose musical
ideas are as well grounded as they are
eclectic (he studied with pianist Vince
Guaraldi and saxophonist John Handy),
Vuckovich has performed here and in Eu-
rope but remains largely unknown. That
may change thanks to this wonderful solo
album. The title is an acknowledgement of
the pianist's varied approach; besides fa-
miliar tunes, you'll recognize a number of
familiar jazz styles, but Vuckovich weaves
his influences together in a most engaging
way, adding occasional strokes of Balkan
music. Through it all, however, one influ-
ence prevails: blues. Vuckovich obviously
has an affinity for the form, and he treats it
m,ith utmost care. Another striking aspect of
hi playing is the lyricism with which he
imbues such songs as Gershwin's The Man
I Love and a couple of Strayhom pieces,
Passion Flower and A Flower is a Love -
some Thing. All in all, "Deja Vuk" is a CD
well worth hearing and re -hearing. CA.

Collection
THE LOST GROOVES

BLUE NOTE 31883 (71 min)
Performance: Fusty funk

Recording: Okay

Blue
Note, America's oldest jazz label,

was founded in the late Thirties and
soon became synonymous with jazz of the
highest order. That's how it remained for
two decades, until the company changed
hands in the late Sixties. The new regime,
who did not share the dedication of the
founders, soon hopped on the funk band-
wagon that was slowly leading jazz astray.
Since then, the label has again changed
hands, and Blue Note president Bruce
Lundvall has worked hard to restore the old
integrity. However, someone seems deter-
mined to have the past haunt us, as witness
"The Lost Grooves," a grim reminder of
how bad things got as we approached the
fusion -afflicted Seventies. These hitherto
unreleased performances by Reuben Wil-
son, Grant Green, Lou Donaldson, and oth-
ers also painfully demonstrate how even
first-class musicians downgraded their
artistry to placate the masses. How I wish
these boring tracks had stayed lost. C.A.
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ORAL MUSIC
BACH: Duo and Trio Sonatas

Boston Museum Trio
CENTAUR CRC 2198 (61 min)

Performance: High-level
Recording: Attractive

A n odd feature of this recording is that
Olathe musical quality and interest grow
as the CD goes along, with the best saved
for last: the glorious Trio Sonata in G Mi-
nor for violin, viola da gamba, and harpsi-
chord (BWV 1029). Virtually a concerto,
it's a masterpiece by any standard and is
vividly realized here.

Bach produced a lot of chamber music
for strings and harpsichord in his days as a
court musician and as the music director of
a Leipzig concert series in a coffee house,
original works as well as arrangements of
his own and other people's music. One
work recorded here started life as the bass
line of an Italian piece to which Bach added
new upper parts (one of his sons later made
still another piece out of it by altering the
upper parts once again). One of his duo
sonatas for viola da gamba and harpsichord
is a version of a sonata for two flutes and
bass; here it's "retro-arranged" for violin,
harpschord, and gamba.

These pieces, particularly the trio sonatas
with both violin and gamba, are very virtu-
osic in a late -Baroque suite -and -concerto
style that puts the lie to the myth that Bach
was hopelessly old-fashioned. I don't know
about the musicological justification for the
arrangements, but the proof is in the very
effective performances by the Boston Mu-
seum Trio: violinist Daniel Stepner, harpsi-
chordist John Gibbons, and gambist Laura
Jeppeson, all mainstays of the strong early -
music performance movement in the
Boston area. E.S.

BARTOK: Violin Concertos
Sitkovetsky; Philhannonia

Orchestra, Pesek cond.
VIRGIN 45118 (64 mini

Performance: Well -considered
Recording: Excellent

Although Bartok's two violin concertos
have become a natural coupling, few

recordings differentiate their performance
styles as perceptively as these by the violin-
ist Dmitri Sitkovetsky and the conductor
Libor Pesek. The First Concerto is essen-
tially a child of the nineteenth century with
its influences from Wagner and Strauss, and
it is performed accordingly, with the sort of
tempo flexibility that was common in that
period and gestures that would be senti-
mental if they were any bigger. The Second
Concerto is much straighter, leaner, and

NEW RECORDINGS

REVIEWED BY ROBERT

ACKART, RICHARD FREED,

DAVID HALL, JAMIE

JAMES, GEORGE JELLINEK,

ERIC SALZMAN, AND

DAVID PATRICK STEARNS

tl

The Diva Gets Down

Soprano Kathleen Battle

66E Or many years I have wanted to
present . . . my favorite songs in

a style that was not strictly classical,"
Kathleen Battle writes in a note with
her latest Sony CD. So Many Stars."
released in September. allowed her "to
expand the boundaries of my musical
expression and challenged me to dis-
cover a freedom and simplicity in these
lullabies, love songs, and spirituals.-

Whi e her difficulties with operatic
colleagues are legendary. Battle seems
to be in a mellow mood here with jazz
musicians Grover Washington. Jr. (so-
prano sax). Cyrus Chestnut (piano).
Christian McBride (bass). James Carter
(bass clarinet), and Brazilian guitarist
Romero Lubambo. So if bel canto was
never your bag. you might want to
check out this diva's jazzy new act.

brainier, and each variation in the middle
movement is polished so as to reveal its
specific character. This may well be the
most satisfying pairing of these two concer-
tos in the catalog. D.P.S.

BR I T T E N : Variations on a Theme of
Frank Bridge; Simple Symphony;

Prelude and Fugue; Lachrymae; Elegy
I (viola): Norwegian Chamber

Orchestra, Brown cond.
VIRGIN 45121 (78 min)
Performance: First-rate

Recording: Excellent

This
generous program gives us all of

Benjamin Britten's works for string
orchestra and spans just about all of his cre-
ative life. He composed the Elegy for unac-
companied viola when he was only sixteen,
and the orchestral setting of the Lachrymae,
his Dowland variations originally written
for viola and piano in 1950, was actually
the last score he completed before his death
in 1976. Violist Lars Anders Tomter plays
both pieces with enormous conviction, a
fine level of intensity, and the hauntingly
dark tone that defines the instrument's indi-
vidual character.

The three remaining works are all early
ones. The well-known Simple Symphony,
based on juvenilia, was composed in 1934

at the age of twenty. The brilliant and witty
(and too seldom heard) variations on a
piece for string quartet by Britten's beloved
teacher, Frank Bridge, was written (in ten
days!) for the Boyd Neel. Orchestra to per -

Britten Lachrymae
Bridge Variations Simple Sympliemy

form at Salzburg in 1937. The powerful and
concise (and hardly ever performed) Pre-
lude and Fugue came six years later, when
Britten was still under thirty, in celebration
of the Boyd Neel's tenth anniversary.

The performances are without exception
polished, vital, and compassionate, filled
with affection for the music and relish for
the opportunities the composer provided for
both expressiveness and the most golden of
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
string sonorities. This release is, in short,
the sort of thing we've come to expect from
conductor Iona Brown (and in particular
from her and the Norwegian ensemble for
which she's been responsible the last four-
teen years) as well as from Norway's Simax
label, which originated the recording. Rec-
ommended. R.F.

HINDEMITH: Symphonic
Metamorphosis of Themes by

Carl Maria von Weber; Nobilissima
Visione; Mathis der Maler, Symphony

Philadelphia Orchestra, Sawallisch cond.
EMI 55230 (71 min)

Performance: A bit tame
Recording: Good

4 6 Ul indemith's greatest hits" would seem
...to be an appropriate title for this

program, including as it does the Mathis
der Maler Symphony from 1934, the No-
bilissima Visione ballet suite, and the popu-
lar four -movement romp on themes from
Weber's four -hand piano pieces. The Phila-
delphia Orchestra's playing has all its cus-
tomary elegance and aplomb, with the solo
winds in particularly fine form. The record-
ed sound is rich, wide-ranging, colorful,
and remarkably consistent considering that
two different locales were involved - Me-
morial Hall for the Symphonic Metamor-
phosis and Mathis and New Jersey's Col-
lingswood Theater for Nobilissima Visione.

Shaker Gifts
ir he Boston Camerata, directed by
I Joel Cohen, is perhaps most

associated with medieval. Renais-
sance. and early Baroque music,
but recently the ensemble, which
records exclusively for Erato, has
been exploring the music of early
America. Its latest CD, "Simple
Gifts," released in September, is a

collection of Shaker songs per-
formed with the Schola Cantorum of
Boston as well as six members of
the last existing Shaker community,
at Sabbathday Lake, Maine. The
thirty-four unison, unaccompanied
songs include some that have not
been performed in more than a hun-
dred years as well as others, like
Simple Gilts, that are widely known.

The theater's sonics seem a shade cleaner;
some hall coloration is evident in the mid-
range percussion passages in the Turandot
movement of the Metamorphosis.

For all the polish and fine detail of the
performances, however, including conduc-
tor Wolfgang Sawallisch's sensitive phras-
ing, there is an odd lack of drive and rhyth-
mic zest. Everything seems a bit on the
slow side - foursquare if not actually slug-
gish. In short, this is a wonderful program
but a near miss in terms of execution. D.H.

tale__ DONMa.
pantom
manta

JOHN ELIOT GARDIRIES,,

MOZART: Don Giovanni
Gilfrey Dun OION OrgamtsoN a (Donna

Anna), Margiono (Donna Elvira),
James (Zerlina), Pregardien (Don Ottavio),

D'Arcangelo (Leporello), others;
Monteverdi Choir; English Baroque Soloists,

Gardiner cond.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON ARCHIV

445 870 (three CD\ 178 min)
Performance: Elegant
Recording: Acceptable

a/Rohn Eliot Gardiner has a fluid, swinging
conducting style and a precise approach

to musicianship, a combination that fits
Mozart perfectly. His new Don Giovanni, a
live recording of a performance at the Lud-
wigsburg Festival in 1994, is a worthy com-
panion to his admirable recordings of the
other Mozart-Da Ponte operas. Given the
crisp conducting, the spring and snap of the
strings and the mellow bloom of the period
brass might cure you of ever wanting to
hear the piece played on modern instru-
ments again.

Gardiner has created an excellent ensem-
ble of singers for these recordings. Initially
I resisted baritone Rodney Gilfry in the title
role. He is a fine singer with uncommonly
good diction, but he seems almost light-
weight compared with his Leporello, bass
Ildebrando d'Arcangelo, who is a real find.
By the end, however, I was won over; Gil -
fry's performance in the banquet scene is
positively gripping. Donna Anna is a role in
which it has become almost a tradition to
cast dramatic sopranos, but I found Luba
Orgonasova rather too heavy for the part.
The other women are delightful, especially
Eirian James as Zerlina, who turns in an ex-
quisite "Barri, batti."

The recorded sound is quite good for a
live recording - and that's meant to sound
like a left-handed compliment. Still, for all
the occasional muffling and foot -thumping,
the set gains a powerful sense of immedia-
cy. The recording presents the Vienna ver-
sion of the score, with an appendix of mu-
sic written for the alternative version per-

formed at the opera's world premiere in
Prague. Other recordings of Don Giovanni
do the same, but this set is the easiest to
program on the CD player - even to the
point of having Don Ottavio's aria "Dalla
sua pace" be the last track on the first disc,
to make it easier to omit for the Prague ver-
sion. Tenor Christoph Pregardien sings the
number so splendidly, however, that only a
purist would want to skip over it. J.J.

MUSSORGSKY: Songs and Dances of
Death; The Nursery; Six Songs

Sergei Leiferkus (baritone).
Semion Skigin (piano)

CONIFER/BMG 51229 (66 min)
Performance: Vivid and powerful

Recording: Excellent
Whatever reservations one may harbor
about Sergei Leiferkus in Italian opera,

they are likely to vanish when it comes to
Mussorgsky, with whose highly individual
and hauntingly evocative songs the baritone
is in his element. To the Songs and Dances
of Death he brings communicative power
and endlessly varied colors; the approach is
strongly theatrical but without exaggera-
tion. He carefully balances lyricism and
declamation in the Lullaby, makes the Sere-
nade more sinister than sentimental, under-
states the dance element in the Trepak in
highlighting the compassion, and builds
The Field Marshal to a terrific but well -
controlled climax.

The Nursery is something of a problem
for male interpreters. Leiferkus succeeds by
lightening his tone and following the fanci-
ful probing into a child's mind provided by
Mussorgsky's lyrics. Still, when the text
calls for a dialogue (Songs Nos. 5 and 6),
he cannot help sounding like a stern father
instead of a nanny.

The six individual songs are all uncon-
ventional. In The Puppet Show Mussorgsky
satirizes his critics inventively but at exces-
sive length. Forgotten is a tragically evoca-
tive masterpiece about war's horrors. The
Seminarist hilariously captures a conflict
between outward piety and erotic urges,
and The He -Goat offers a sardonic view of
love among the bourgeoisie. There is, of
course, the inevitable Song of the Flea for a
rousing end. Pianist Semion Skigin is a per-
fectly attuned collaborator. G.J.

PROKO Fl EV: Violin Concerto No. 1
TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto

Rachlin; Moscow Radio Symphony,
Fedoseyev cond.

SONY 66567 (58 min)
Performance: Poetic

Recording: Quite good
11. oung Julian Rachlin's recent debut re -
I cording of the Sibelius Violin Concerto

with Lorin Maazel and the Pittsburgh Sym-
phony, also on Sony, introduced yet another
certifiable Wunderkind of the violin, though
the final movement struck many as some-
what underanimated. There's nothing un-
deranimated in either of the Russian con-
certos here, recorded live at the Moscow
Conservatory in February of last year, when
Rachlin was nineteen. If his approach is
conspicuous more for its breadth than its
drive, he goes to the emotional core of both
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works, especially the Prokofiev, with its
fairy-tale aura and gossamer textures; he
conveys even the central scherzo as a sort
of dream episode without in the least slight-
ing its vitality or its diabolic edge.

The slow movement of the Tchaikovsky,
too, breathes an air of rapt intimacy and
timelessness, even though it moves at a
proper Classical andante. As in the outer
movements of the Prokofiev, Rachlin
achieves this intimacy in part by keeping
the music moving, as if floating on air. It is
the Tchaikovsky's own outer movements
that are marked by expansiveness here.

They are by no means overdeliberate or
lacking in vigor, but Rachlin gives the mu-
sic room to breathe, allowing for something
close to poetry in the discursive portions of
the opening movement and insuring that the
finale really dances instead of merely erupt-
ing in spurts.

While the orchestral contribution is more
than adequate in the Prokofiev, in the Tchai-
kovsky it ranges from lackluster to a little
scrappy. Rachlin's remarkably communica-
tive playing alone may carry the day for
some listeners; others may seek elsewhere
for an orchestral presence closer to the so-
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loist's own level. The recording itself is
quite good in both works. R.F.

RAMEAU: Mils, Suite;
Le Temple de la Weirs, Suite
Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra,

McGegan cond.
HARMONIA MUND1 907121 (71 min)

Performance: Big-time French Baroque
Recording: Excellent

The orchestral suites here are made up of
music taken from two pastoral operas

written to celebrate events of the War of the
Austrian Succession in the mid -eighteenth
century. Both have striking and colorful big
numbers (overture, chaconne, passacaglia)
alternating with a series of delicate and
wistful pastoral dances. Rameau's original
large orchestrations are performed without
harpsichord continuo - which, it is plausi-
bly claimed, could never have been heard
and was, in any case, never used at the
Paris Opera for big numbers - by a Cali-
fornia -based Baroque orchestra recorded at
Skywalker Sound.

The overtures, especially the one for
Nails, are quirky and brilliant. The dancing
airs are all charming in the faux -rustic,
let's -all -dress -up -and -pretend -we 're -shep-
herds mode that was popular at the time, al-
though I eventually found the seemingly
endless parade of elegant pastoralism a lit-
tle cloying. While self-contained, varied,
inventive, and individually beautiful, these
dances were not meant to be heard in such
long sequences without vocal numbers in
between. E.S.

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV:
Scheherazade; Capriccio Espagnol

London Philharmonic, Jansons cond.
EMI 55227 (62 min)

Performance: Splendid
Recording: Exceptional

ISMI seems to be consistently surpassing
itself in the richness and detail of its or-

chestral recordings with Mariss Jansons,
and on this disc the conductor and the re-
cording engineers seem almost equal part-
ners in demonstrating how much of both
substance and excitement can still be found
in these thrice -familiar pieces. All the fresh-
ening -up is accomplished without a hint of
eccentricity or stunts of any kind; it's essen-
tially a matter of being true to the sound
and the spirit of what is, after all, mar-
velously inventive and appealing music.

Jansons lets the music breathe and blos-
som, finding a natural momentum that al-
lows the melodies to shape themselves -
which is to say, in large part, that he allows
the splendid violinist Joakim Svenheden
and the various other soloists in both works
all the freedom they need to achieve an ef-
fect of rhapsodic, flowing spontaneity,
while unostentatiously maintaining the im-
peccable balance that enables their contri-
butions and Rimsky's countless other imag-
inative touches to register fully. Where
power is called for it is delivered without
bluster; warmth, tenderness, and humor as
well arise directly out of the music.

The recording keeps everything in place
without unnatural spotlighting. The harp
glissandos in the final movement of Sche-
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herazade don't leap out the way they do in
the frisky old Leinsdorf recording (also on
EMI), but their presence is felt more than in
most others. There is even greater firmness
in the horns in the Capriccio Espagnol's
variations here, and the strings are silken.
This disc is a joy through and through. R.F.

SCHUBERT: Lieder
Barbara Bonney (soprano);
Geoffrey Parsons (piano)
TELDEC 90873 (73 min)

Performance: Affectingly sensitive
Recording: Fine

Barbara
Bonney employs her light but

admirably produced soprano to lovely
effect in this well-chosen and tastefully
programmed recital of mostly familiar
Schubert songs. The purity of her voice
enhances the uncluttered simplicity of his
profuse melodic invention, and the clarity
of her German brings unusual meaningful-
ness to the poetry of these pieces. Each of
the seventeen selections, from the sweet
Ave Maria to the despairing Gretchen am
Spinnrade, is accorded textual and musical
care and sung with unaffected simplicity.
The four Mignon Lieder, Die Forelle, Auf
dem Wasser zu Singen, and Du Bist die Ruh
are particularly noteworthy.

Geoffrey Parsons is one of the world's
most distinguished piano accompanists, and
his collaborative artistry has never been fin-
er than it is here. Sharon Kam's clarinet is
heard in the final selection. Der Hirt auf
dem Felsen. R.A.

SIBELIUS: Symphonies Nos. 1-7
Finnish Radio Symphony, Saraste cond.

FINLANDIA 99963 (three CD's. 219 min)
Performance: Very good

Recording: Okay location job
The Finnish Radio Symphony Orchestra
under its principal conductor. Jukka-

Pekka Saraste, previously recorded the Si-
belius symphonies for RCA Victor, but they
were spread over seven CD's that also in-
cluded the major orchestral tone poems and
smaller works. This Finlandia set offers all
seven on only three discs, recorded over as
many days at concerts in Philharmonia Hall
in St. Petersburg, Russia.

As in the RCA set, Saraste's readings
here tend toward moderation rather than
melodrama. He takes a taut view of the
First Symphony, but with ample attention
to its lyrical aspects. The slow movement
seems a bit faster than usual, but not objec-
tionably so. The opening of the Second
Symphony strikes me as just right, a true al-
legretto that provides a proper sense of
flow, but I would have liked more dramatic
contrast in the slow movement. The wind-
swept schezo comes off with great bril-
liance, and the finale emphasizes sumptu-
ous lyricism rather than high drama.

Saraste takes the opening of the Third
Symphony at an unusually fast clip. The
quasi -waltz slow movement is a lovely af-
fair, and the bird -call textures in the first
half of the finale are beautifully realized.
The challenge of the Fourth Symphony is
well met on the whole, although I could use

U

I

Soprano Barbara Bonney

a higher -voltage treatment of the generally
well -paced first movement. No complaints
about either the scherzo or slow movement
- the latter's coda is deeply moving. The
finale is as chilly and gusty as one could
ask, but the glockenspiel coloration is too
faint.

Symphony No. 5 gets a well -judged read-
ing, with a very well -gauged transition
from the moderate to the fast sections of the

IN  
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first movement, and Saraste is at his best
in evoking the chiaroscuro elements that
abound in the elusive Symphony No. 6. The
Sixth and Seventh Symphonies are the best
realized of the lot. Tempos are nicely judged
throughout, and I like the way the famous
trombone theme in No. 7 emerges out of
the sonic texture.

While the orchestral playing is consis-
tently excellent, the winds are somewhat
overprominent in the recording balance.
Compared with the other major Sibelius cy-
cles, this set holds its own interpretively but
is decidedly outclassed sonically. D.H.

JOHANN STRAUSS: The Gypsy Baron
Lippert (Barinkay), Coburn (Sant),

Hamari (Czipra), Holzmair (Homonay), Oelze
(Arsena) others; Arnold Schoenberg Choir;

Vienna Symphony, Hamoncourt cond.
TELDEC 94555 (two CD's. 150 min)

Performance: Accomplished but tame
Recording: Very good

It seems that when The Gypsy Baron (Der
Zigeunerbaron) was introduced in 1885,

the performance did not include all of Jo-
hann Strauss's music. After studying the au-
tograph score and assorted manuscripts,
conductor Nikolaus Harnoncourt and his
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Kenw,xxi, neu,st remote controlled
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SUGG PRICE $1100

DENONDCM-340
Devon's 5 disc carousel design remote
controlled CD changer features two
18 Bit D/A Converters
and a full function
remote control.
SUGG. PRICE $300 $199

GUARANTEED LOW PRICE...
We will beat any advertised price !

And don't forget our 10 day money back guarantee.

VELODYNE F1200X
This powered 12" subwoofer
offers a 12 Driver. a 100
Watt built in Amplifier.
a 2'"" Voice Coil &
features a 56 -oz Magnet.
SUGG
PRICE $749,

110111.111

Customer Service 201-912-8183
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This 31" stereo remote television
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$799(lapicture tubes
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SUGG. PRICE $999
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4 high power detach'
AM/FM CD features a 1 bit D/A
Converter SUGG. PRICE $480 $349
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associate Norbert Linke came up with a
comprehensive edition that contains more
than 40 minutes of music not heard previ-
ously. This live recording derives from Vi-
ennese concert performances in 1994.

We are getting too much of a good thing
here. The restored passages do help im-
prove the continuity and accord heretofore
marginal characters greater participation.
On the other hand, few of the reinstated
musical numbers are of significant merit. In
fact, after the splendid overture, the first act
takes a long time getting started, and the
second -act finale is decidedly overextended.

The orchestra and chorus are outstand-
ing, but I don't think Harnoncourt is a born
operetta conductor. His pacing is too broad
(Saffi's Gypsy Song is sleep -inducing), and
the momentum frequently sags. The singers
are more than capable, however. Herbert
Lippert is an engaging lyric tenor who
could be an exciting Barinkay with a more
animated conductor. Soprano Pamela Co-
burn renders much of Saffi's music affect-
ingly, and mezzo Julia Hamari marshals her
waning resources into a flavorful character-
ization of Czipra. Homonay's dashing Re-
cruiting Song is a bit strenuous for baritone
Wolfgang Holzmair's lieder-oriented tones,
but Christiane Oelze shines in Arsena's
high soprano part, and the various character
roles arc in good hands.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 2
("Little Russian"); Romeo and Juliet;

1812 Overture
St. Louis Symphony, Slatkin cond.

RCA VICTOR 68045 (68 min)
Performance: Wonderful "Little Russian"

Recording: Demo quality
R°me° and Juliet gets top billing on the

CD cover (with a near -salacious photo
under it), but it is Leonard Slatkin's infec-
tiously zestful reading of the "Little Rus-
sian" Symphony that gets my enthusiatic
nod. His treatment of the slow introduction
is interesting - an imperceptibly gradual
accelerando that has the effect of lending
extra impetus to the ensuing first -movement
allegro - and his searching out of contra-
puntal detail in the horn parts adds special
charm to the delectable march that follows.
The Berliozian scherzo is as rhythmically
sharp as can be, with lots of fine woodwind
work along the way. The finale, with its
dazzling treatment of the folk tune The
Crane, is an absolute knockout.

No complaint about Romeo and Juliet:
This is as good a performance as any, with
the advantage that the opening Friar Lau-
rence chorale for a change doesn't sound
funereal. The woodwind benediction at the
close is lovely. The 18/2 Overture goes
splendidly, with the cannon shots dead on
target. The recorded sound is A-1. D.H.

VERACINI: Ouvertures
Musica Antigua KOln, Goebel cond.

DG ARCHIV 439 937 (71 min)
Performance: High excitement

Recording: Grand
Francesco Maria Veracini (1690-1768) -
not to be confused with Vivaldi, Viotti,

Tartini, Pugnani, Corelli, or Paganini -
hailed from Florence and was accounted
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the greatest violinist of his day. He toured
all over Europe with great success and was
particularly big in England, where his op-
eras (he was also a successful composer)
were hits. He was a kind of Baroque all-
purpose superstar with a reputation of being
difficult and temperamental; stories of his
eccentricities followed him around and
were standard gossip fare (and you thought
things were different in those days).

During a stint in Dresden, from about
1712 to 1722, Veracini wrote six hefty ou-
vertures, or suites, in the Franco -Italian
style that seem ready at any moment to turn
into symphonies. As with the parallel works
of his contemporary Johann David Hein-
ichen, the music is all very grand but not
merely grand; it is stuffed with invention
and superb wit, the very thing for a king, in
this case the Elector of Saxony, who ap-
pointed both Heinichen and Veracini to po-
sitions in Dresden that Bach and Vivaldi
had craved.

Five of the six ouvertures are included
here, and, as in their album of Heinichen's
Dresden concertos, the Musica Antigua of
Cologne musicians under Reinhard Goebel
perform them with exceptionally high ener-
gy and tension. There is no letup to the ex-
citement; every pause, tonal twist, or odd-
ball counterpoint is treated as an extraordi-
nary discovery, every phrase taken over the
top. The effect is endlessly electrifying -
although, as one grand ouverture follows
another, ultimately exhausting. These pieces
were not written to be listened to in a row.

Is Veracini as extraordinary as he sounds?
is a kind of Ba-

roque revival meeting that serves the bi-
zarre imagination and high technical prow-
ess of one of the true oddballs of music his-
tory. If Veracini sounds like the latest pasta
dish to you, listen to these performances -
preferably one at a time - and you will
come away with a very different view. E.S.

Collections
OORI WOMEN'S CHOIR

Archaica
SONY 66924 ( 62 nun

Performance: Endlessly fascinating
Recording: Excellent

jilline of the most vigorous trends in con-
II/temporary Eastern European music is
folk -based, a cappella choral composition
in which things ancient and elemental be-
come startlingly modern. "Le Mystere des
Voir Bulgares," which has been passed off
as genuine folk music, is the most famous
example, but this new recording by the
Gori Women's Choir under the direction of
Shalva Mosidze goes well beyond it in so-
phistication.

The music here, by several modern com-
posers from the former Soviet republic of
Georgia, none hitherto known in the West,
abounds in dizzying chord constructions
that are grounded in earnest texts, often
about social protest. There's great variety,
ranging from tone clusters reminiscent of
Ligeti to earthy, descriptive pieces that use
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NOW PLAYING AT
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Lel Us Enieriain You!
As a professional association

of audia/video specialty stores

PARA sets the standards for

high quality retail shopping.

Member dealers know quality.

service. and most of all, they

know music and home theater.

PARA Home !healer Specialists
PARA stores will take the time to ask about what you already own
and suggest home theater components that will integrate into your
current system.

PARA home entertainment professionals are educated to explain
the newest technologies in clear, friendly language, helping you get
the best value for your money.

Let us help you choose the system that's just right for you.

I
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pure sound to suggest the experience of
mountain hiking. All of these techniques
come together in Five Funeral Songs by
George Tchlaidze, with shimmering micro -
tonal drones over which improvisatory mel-
odies unfold along with hypnotically re-
peating glissandi. Some passages barely
seem like music, so abstract are the evoca-
tive vocalizations.

The packaging is the only thing wrong
with the CD: Sony has not provided texts,
translations, or even synopses in some cas-
es. This music is not designed simply to
wash over you. It is very precise and con-
sidered in its expression, and it deserves
and repays close listening. D. P.S.

VtitMoZecie
Favorite DISNEY Tunes """

in the style of
Great Classical Composers

NEIGH -NO! MOZART
DELOS 3186 (56 MID /

Performance: Tongue firmly in cheek
Sound: Bright

1r he concept of this novelty album is so
tacky that it almost couldn't fail to be

amusing on some level: tunes from Disney
classics arranged in the styles of classical
composers. Thus the Seven Dwarfs' Heigh -
Ho! is tailed up like a Mozart flute quartet,
the Three Little Pigs' Who's Afraid of the
Big Bad Wolf becomes a pizzicato polka
la Johann Strauss, and When You Wish up-
on a Star (from Pinocchio) finds new life as
a lushly scored, if brief (under 5 minutes)
tone poem that might have been written by
Richard Strauss. Donald Fraser's arrange-
ments are adroit, matching the originals
with styles that fit them like Mickey's
glove. The parodies are often shallow and
obvious, but caricatures aren't supposed to
be deep.

The orchestral numbers are performed
nimbly by the English Chamber Orchestra,
conducted by Fraser. The Shanghai String
Quartet plays a faux-Brahms version of
Feed the Birds (from Mary Poppins), and
members of the quartet and flutist Eugenia
Zukerman are responsible for Heigh -Ho!
The Voices of Ascension pour their collec-
tive heart and soul into a plausible motet in
the style of Thomas Tallis based on that
rare liturgical text, The Second Star to the
Right (from Peter Pan). Other selections
feature such artists as pianist Carol Rosen-
berger, harpsichordist Anthony Newman,
the Los Angeles Guitar Quartet, and the
Millar Brass Ensemble.

"Heigh -Ho! Mozart" is a bright and
cheerful piece of fluff, recorded with appro-
priate lightness, that observes the most im-
portant rule of parody by moving things
along at a brisk pace. J.J.

CALL 1-800 4-PARA 94 to find the PARA dealer nearest you! Professional AudioVideo Retailers Association
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QUICKFIXES
BEETHOVEN: Piano Trio
No. 7 ("Archduke")
BRAHMS: Piano Trio No. 1
Previn; Mullova; Schiff
PHILIPS 442 123 (75 min)
Andre Previn enjoys a fine rapport with his
new partners, the violinist Viktoria Mullova
and the cellist Heinrich Schiff, in a striking-
ly vital performance of the Brahms, charged
with intensity and conviction in the espe-
cially mellow adagio as well as the fast
movements. Their curiously understated
"Archduke" is far less compelling, but it,
too, exhibits a heartening level of musical
interaction, and the recording is well bal-
anced in both works. R.F.

BRUCKNER: Symphony No. 8
NUR Symphony (Hamburg), Wand cond.
RCA 68047 (two CD's, 88 min)
The tempos in Gunter Wand's third record-
ing of the colossal Bruckner Eighth, de-
rived from concerts in Hamburg's acousti-
cally fine Musikhalle, are marginally slower
than in his earlier readings. The orchestral
strings sound wonderfully rich, but I find
the brass a bit gritty. Overall, I still prefer
Herbert von Karajan's Vienna recording, as

well as Wand's own more dynamic 1988
version taped in the Lubeck cathedral. D.H.

MOZART: Serenade for Winds in B -flat
Major ("Gran Partita," K. 361)
Members of Berlin Philharmonic, Mehta cond.
SONY 58950 (50 min)
Mozart's so-called "Gran Partita" serenade
has not been without distinguished repre-
sentation on CD, tut Zubin Mehta and his
thirteen associates from the Berlin Philhat
monic Orchestra are very persuasive, and
Sony has done an oustanding job of record-
ing them. R.F.

SDK: A Summer's Tale
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic, Pesek cond.
VIRGIN 45057 (52 min)
A Summer's Tale is a large-scale program-
matic work by Dvorak's son-in-law, Josef
Suk (1875-1935). Its five movements add up
to a gorgeous display of post -Romantic
symphonic style replete with tinges of

Richard Strauss, Russian orientalism, and
Debussy. Lovely playing by the Royal Liv-
erpool Philharmonic under Libor Pesek and
very fine recorded sound. D.H.

OLGA BORODINA
Songs of Desire
Larissa Gergieva (piano)
PHILIPS 442 780 (54 min)
The well -planned program concealed under
this CD's sexy title offers twenty-six songs
of the Mighty Five - Rimsky-Korsakov,
Borodin, Cui, Mussorgsky, and Balakirev.
Warm and velvety tones of remarkable
evenness characterize mezzo-soprano Olga
Borodina's singing. Aside from some sus-
pect intonation in forte passages, her work
is admirable, and she is well supported by
Larissa Gergieva's pianism. G.J.

LOS ROMEROS
Spanish Guitar Favorites
i 'I I I LIPS 442 781 (74 min)
Los Romeros consists of Celedonio Ro-
mero, his sons Pepe and Celin, and his
grandson Celino. The repertoire for this
pleasant excursion across the generations
and the centuries ranges from arrangements
of Renaissance dances to Classical music
by Boccherini and Sor to late -Romantic and
twentieth-century pieces by Tarrega, Torro-
ba, and Turina as well as the patriarch Cele-
donio himself. E.S.
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CD CABINET

 NOW a very practical
solution to storing your large library of CDs

 Our CO cabinets feature our patented EZ View "Flip and
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 Our largest cabinet has storage for over 1000 CDs.

Write, Call or Fax for a free brochure
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 Granite. black or MM. sand Sigh impaci polymer "earns Deluxe audio log $25
 Sol d Welded Construes on  30 day horn* Inv  Free color Ideralure

Glass Inoorpersted 1111214S2.700 FAX 5I2)452.4111
2890 Skyline Pr.ve SI Paul. Minnsola 55121

kladernUSA 77,7: 0 Patents Vendee

CD -576 $159.95
 Holds 576 CDs or 345 Audio

Cassettes (top 2 tiers also
hold 56 Video Cassettes)

 Solid Oak wood with hand
rubbed finish

 Includes 8 dividers
 Assembles easily
 58 1/4"Hx32 1/4"Wx10"D
 Also available in Black

CD -260 $59.95
 Holds 260 CDs or 160 Audio

Cassettes (top tier also holds
20 Video Cassettes)

 Solid Oak wood with hand
rubbed finish or Black

 Includes 6 removable dividers
 Assembles easily
 35"H x22"Wx9"D

CDV-80 $59.95
 Holds 80 Video Cassettes or

212 CDs or 128 Audio Cassettes
 Solid Oak wood
 Includes 4 removable dividers
 Assembles easily
 34 1/2"Hx23 1/2"Wx8 3/4"D

CD TOWER $69.95
3f Holds 100 CDs

 Elegant styling
 Custom crafted with Cherry

or Oak finish
 Stackable
 Convenient revolving feature

Free delivery in 48 states

Leslie Dame Enterprises, Ltd.
111-20 73rd Avenue
Forest Hills, NY 11375
Call (718) 261-4919 FAX: (718) 793-8804

CD STORAGE+

soRice
PO Box 747.21, Nutley, NJ 07110
Cr,dit Cards, Checks and Money Orders accepted.
30 Day Mcsey Back Guarantee and a Full One

Warre.nt9 on all Models.

SORICE SYSTEMS Include...
Video, Cassette, LP, Laserdisc
and Component Storage Units.

O Our A300 Model shown stores 300 CD's.

.0. impeccably crafted in these Premium Sohd
Hardwoods: Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry.

O Adjustable Shelves store any combination of
CD's, Videos & Cassettes - all in One cabinet.

O Adjustable Solid Brass Bookends keep Discs &
Tapes upright and in place.

O Cabinets can be stacked, wall mounted or ,!eft
free standing.

40 Optional Wood or Glasi Doors are available.

 Enclosed back provides dust protection.

* Compact size: 391/2H x 2.31/2"W x 71/2"D.
Cabinet comes assembled.

For FREE Color Literature & Prices
on our Full Line of Quality Products

Call: 1-800-432-8005
Fax: 1-201-667-8688 ,}

Sy
f?,atire t
latest in
cesijn. The
[-ea./ duty
shel:es a -e
FULLY
ad ustable
cnc ..bration
aL;orbing.
EXFANDABLE
and -nodular;
the system
ray be
.Jrrc--ged in
alripst any
corfuration.
Av a able in

-i -fishes
nzludirg
SOLID

SALAMANDER DESIGNS
One L nden Place, Har-ford, CT D6106

ha-ctwoods Phone 800435.5659  F3X -2034474456
v54. in USA. Pardud Deign Coot ighe All R,ghh Reserved Af chcirix Systems, Salainoncisr Lemigrs



Stereo Review

CLASSIFIED
For Advertising Information Call 1-800-445-6066. gam-5pm EST

PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us
to verify all of the claims of advertisers,
including product availability and exis-
tence of warranties. To confirm that an
advertiser is authorized to sell a product,
we suggest you contact the manufacturer
directly. Please review our Tips for Mail
Order Purchasers in this section.

RECORDS

IV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES Jewel boxes. record
jackets. sleeves, storage boxes, 78 sleeves, dividers, much
more! Free brochure CABCO PRODUCTS. ROOM 641. POB
8212. COLUMBUS. OH 43201. (614) 267-8468

NEEDLES/CARTRIDGES & Belts --Expert Consultations, All
Major Bands, One of Largest Stocks in Country including
Old/Obsolete Models. NEEDLE EXPRESS. 1-B00-982-2620.

HALF MILE VINYL AFFORDABLE PRE -OWNED LP'S. SELECTED
W/CARE. CLEANED & GRADED. CALL F/INFORMATION. SASE
CATALOG/WANTS: BOX 98. EAST WAREHAM, MA 02538.
(508)295-2508.

AUTHORIZED

SAVE 40°. ON HIGH -END home speakers, sub -

woofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD,
3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702.
1 (800) 283-4644.

One of America's Finest
Audio/Video Stores"

AUTHORIZED DEALER
We stock 106 brands of Audio/Video and Car

Stereo, only a few gores in America can
make this statement and virtuaUy
aU of us are located in college

towns adjacent to
hi -tech Universities.

Amu -us Nakamichi
Adcom Niles Audio
a/d/s/ Onkyo
Alon Onkyo Integra
Alpine Phase Tech

PanamaxAragon
Atlantic Tech PS Audio
Audio Control PSB
AudioQuest Rock Solid
BlkIC Saoua
B&W Sennheiaer
Bell'oggeni Sharp Video
Cal Audio Lab Signet
Celeation Snell
CWD Sony
Denton Sony ES
Dunlavy Sound Anchor
Esoteric Straight Wire
Forte Sunfire
Haller Tars Labs
Kimber Kable Target
KEF Threshold
Klipsch Velodyne
Lexicon VTL
McCormack Yamaha .It
Mirage 47 More at
Mitsubishi ICIF-F.S Box 2
Monster Cable Lawrence. KS
MitrK 12 Showrooms
NAD M TW T lOsniapti
NEAR PS lose -hen

A tilI1C3/VIIIECO
913-842-1811

EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! FREE SHIPPING, MIRAGE, PS,
CWD. CARY, KINERGETICS, KEF, PHILIPS, AUDIOQUEST, FRIED,
KIMBER KABLE, QUAD, SPICA, STRAIGHTWIRE. MORE!' READ
BROTHERS. 593-B KING. CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA
29403.(803)723-7276.

 ALCHEMY
 APATURE
 CARVER
 GRADO
 HAFLER
 HARMAN-KARDON
 KIMBER
 LEXICON
 MARANTZ
 M & K

 NAD
 NHT
 NILES
 PARADIGM
 PS AUDIO
 PSB
 SANUS
 SONY
 SONY ES
 SUMIKO
 THORENS

CAMBRIDGE  MASSACHUSETTS

617-547-2727
Q AUDIO
95 Vassar Street
Cambridge, MA 02139

PhNDICLE 144:Ir
pr.

Incus SS -4 4pr. Speaker Selector $7990
Infinity SM-1 22 3 -Way Tower Speakers $34990
JR P20 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker $149"
Incus GFS-611 2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker $9990

Call for the Best Prices on Home and
Car Audio, Video & Small Portable Electronics.

.stereo
aavantam,-

1-800-1'DK-SA90
e-mail: stereoadvt)AOL.com

Wese atr. 'or an brawls feted in Mosd axl carry US warrantes

BEST BINS ON ADVENT  ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY  BOSE  B&W 
BOSTON  CELESTION  POLK  PSB  PINNACLE  ADCOM 
ONKYO  ROTEL  NAD  JAMO  DENON  HK & MUCH MORE',
DAVE S 1 800 308 0354 NJ & NY 201-300 0224

OUR 20TH YEAR! CALL 1(800) 826-0520. *
NAD * SONY ES * ONKYO * CARVER a HARMAN
KARDON a KEF a GRADO a LEXICON * ATLAN-
TIC TECHNOLOGY * PSB * AUDIOCONTROL
MONSTER CABLE * NILES AUDIO a SONY DSS *
THORENS * PROAC a PANAMAX * CWD *
CELESTION JAMO a ALTEC LANSING * SANUS
SYSTEMS * RECOTON * STAX * OMNI MOUNT *
TARGET * SOUNDSTREAM * SOUND ANCHORS
* KICKER * MTX * CLARION * ROCKFORD
FOSGATE * SOUND SELLER, BOX 224, 2808
CAHILL, MARINETTE, WI 54143-0224.

Authorized Dealer For:

ADCOM *KICKER  PSB

ALTEC LANSING

 ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY

AUCNOCONTROL

'CARVER

 CELESTION

 CLARION

 CWD

 GRADO

 HARMAN KARDON

 JAMO

 KEF

 LEXICON

 MONSTER CABLE

 MTX

 NAT

 NAKAMICH1

 NILES AUDIO

 NITTY GRITTY

 OMNIMOUNT

 ONKTO

 PANAMAX

 POLK AUDIO

 PP,OAC

 RECOTON

 ROCKFORD FOSGATE

 SANUS SYSTEMS

 SONY DSS

 SONY ES

 SONY VIDEO

 SOUND ANCHORS

 SOUNDSIFEAM

 STAX

 TARGET

 THORENS

2808 Cahill Road, P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143 (715) 735.9002

1-800-826-0520

SAVE BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS! We have all the compo-
nents you need - design books also MENISCUS. 2575 28th St.
SW Wyoming MI 49509 (6161 534.9121

FOR SALE

PLEASE NOTE:
A * AFTER A PRODUCT INDICATES

THE ADVERTISER IS AN AUTHO-

RIZED DEALER FOR THAT PRODUCT.

LOW PRICES!!!***NAD, Velodyne, NHT, Snell,
B&K, Polk, DENON, Carver, KEF, Onkyo, M&K,
Parasound, PSB, Nakamichi, SOUND SHOP
060) 692-8201.

NEW UNIVERSAL CAMCORDER
BATTERY CHARGER
and CONDITIONER!

PLUS-

DPE-2001

Just
$48.95

Plus 57.95 S/11

MCNrsa accepted

' Quick charges in as little as 20 minutes
Fits virtually all camcorder batteries.

' Discharges battery to eliminate 'memory'.
' Charges nickle cadmium, nickel metal hydride. lead acid, lithium.
 Works with 4.43/6/7.2/9 6'10 12 vol! batteNes
' AC/DC operation.

TECH WORM
(800) 408-2020

23679 Calabasas Rd. #343
Calabasas, CA 91 302

DJ & Nightclub
Sound, Lighting & Video CATALOG

FREE 88 -Page Catalog with a
huge selection of name brand
professional gear for DJ's,
Clubs & Musicians all at
discount prices!

Call Today
800-945-9300

Mail Order Center 11711 Monarch St.

Garden Grove CA 92641

Retail Super Store 13110 Magnolia St

Garden Grove. CA 92644 r 7140300760

p SOU
TAOS

Our 19th rear'

4e
MOM 401
MN V! FM

*oft.4.1.

1111 PRO SOUND
& STAGE LIGHTING'. YEAR!

OUR 19th



TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the following
information is provided for your
protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise
information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, acces-
sories and rebates included in the
price.
2. Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the
allowable return period, who pays the
postage for returned merchandise,
and whether there is any "restocking"
charge.
3. Understand the product's war-
ranty. Is there a manufacturer's war-
ranty, and if so, is it from a U.S. or
foreign manufacturer? Note that
many manufacturers assert that,
even if the product comes with a
U.S. manufacturers warranty card,
if you purchase from an unautho-
rized dealer, you are not covered
by the manufacturer's warranty. If
in doubt, contact the manufacturer
directly. In addition to, or instead of,
the manufacturer's warranty, the sell-
er may offer its own warranty. In
either case, what is covered by war-
ranty, how long is the warranty peri-

will the product be ser-
viced, what do you have to do, and
will the product be repaired or
replaced? You may want to receive a
copy of the written warranty before
placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondance. For phone
orders, make a note of the order
including merchandise ordered, price,
order date, expected delivery date
and salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not
shipped within the promised time
or if no time was promised, 30 days
of receipt of the order, you generally
have the right to cancel the order and
get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution without
your express prior consent is not
allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a
letter to the seller with all the perti-
nent information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satis-
faction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the
seller's state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the below guidelines,
you experience a problem with a mail
order advertiser that you are unable to
resolve, please let us know. WRITE to
Susan Ross, Special Marketing, 45th
floor, Hachette Filipacchi Magazines,
1633 Broadway, NY, NY 10019. Be
sure to include copies of all corre-
spondence.

FACTORY
AUTHORIZED

DEALERS

special4aut:

HOME THEATER
SYSTEMS

IN WALLS  SUBWOOFERS
CAR STEREO

CALL US!

The Sound Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725

800-368-2344
All RAW. subtect toe restocking charge.

13&W  CARVER  DENON  KEF  NAD  ONKYO 
POLK  OTHER LINES AVAILABLE  24 HOUR
AUTOMATED PRICING  COURTEOUS ASSIS-
TANCE  AMERICAN THEATER SYSTEMS  (904)
321-0100.

r

FIE CAT
AUDIO  VIDEO  CAR STERE

Send your name & address to
Sound City Inc.

Meadtown Shopping Center
Route 23 South

Kinnelon, NJ 07405

1

FRIENDLY PEOPLE 6ND EXPERT NDVICE!

A

[1)

American Buyer's Club

CFOR INFO OR
CUSTOMER
SERVICE CELL
908-780-6600
FEX ORDER
908-294-7480
Wholesale Prices

Home Theater Specialists TD The Public .

1-800-354-1324
ABC 130 HIGHWAY 33  ENGLISHTOWN, NJ 07726
INNIMMEIM 211131233 1MIECOMMIN.
Ri.V2990 a890 CALL ALL NOOELS CALL DCIA-560 CALL
CARVER BOSE YAMAHA
36095 CALL 0215 SHAM/ CALL COC.75.. II STOCIC

COC.685
AVF2S00 A 0003 CALL LIMY MODELS
JVC INFINITY
04.817 379 SAWS
KENWOOD SUBwOFFERS
ARV-1030140% (ALL KUPSCN
HAD RAN,. MCOELS
AVM CALL MACE
NAKAIMENI MANY MODELS
Av, 339 PSI
040010 STRATUS GOLD
Tx Sv 919110( CALL ALPHA
58.727090 X STOCK PARAJNOM

CALL 517

GEORG/1151 '00CD
. CALL NAKAIMCIII

14.13 CALL

TOP RATED
Top OF LINE

SONY
.. CALL HITACHI

CALL RCA

soar 115E 011 LITAN ..._ CALL PIONEER . CALL
SIR DBMS ......... CALL PINNACLEADC® UNFULL E CALL

MENIMMEENNE
GAT 600 CALL MAYO CALL ADSNPINECLARONCALL
GFA 6000 CALL /MUNCIE CALL 511E00000  EEL  BAZOOKA
CARVER FOR
TF11352 CALL (*NON ....... ....... 'YOUR

EET

VOLc INFINITY  PIONEER
MD B J COLLINSsoon,
21504% CALL PIONEER - PRICE

SONY MINI DISC__._... CALL CALL AE FOR SCONIOM AUDIO

CAR STEREO
CALL 90a 120 6600

5 YEAR WA AVAILABLE FOR ALL ITEM
MILLION DOLOR INVENTORY

All produ. R. new USA nurchandlse covrered by 010 menulschsors wxranly VT ABCs
creluolyolloiltedwarronty and N. backod by our 10 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. MEM-
BER OF THE BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU.

Since 1982 HOURSA:ST)

omputAbility Sttl:n..98:1;
.r1

Corsumer Electronic.% \I ,81 6
IR 1 1 95

A UTHOR !ZED DEALER

Cation :SON- Y!
TOSHIBA

GO.VIDEO

Panasonic
"f V IDEONICS

JBL AEI
RECOTON

VCRS8ICAMCORDERS
HI Fl EOUP*
'71) PIONEER JVC

:11 Cassette Decks Receivers ayers

AUDIO / MINI SYS [EMS
JVC SONY.

LASER DISC PLAYERS

S.O.V1
ENt

ST ARAM. N.Y. 1 1204t8001
451-5851

1"8/ 420,,

NY I" 81438-102711)0 {1110

MON.-I111.
S 6

24 HR. PAN,

RAMA\ R
DINTIECTIDRSass

ASR FW -MATE!
/45511/ /4511
11511 cAs Min CALL

11514 Mt 6151719 119.
17511 904. 600P G.

Widen
LPN /445,1
110419454, . (ALL
100610014 . CALL

1.10/100 .

4101300SW OP 1.1021505W N.

00111111 M. 104125/4
10511 14.10712 409
10 NN nt

1490 N. 14S0 N.
/1/0 IN. 1470 IN.
/430

SONY.- ptorgEEn 
1401(150 09. 401400 IN .11111 11:1011.1/
1004090 IN. 100090 114. 10191210 k (1/11/1,6
1015240 911. 100(00 310 0002I5 01144000
(0151 244. 2D. 13714415 i 001515 r
(010404 114. (11151111 2N. 01X0615 0[MP115
C,OI91 In. 01500 u1. rZI77

IN
at 41 11MIN . 11(210

0E410 in. 11(110 De. Ko, ..."-ri" KENN. 1141411112

9114 Nt.
/IN IN. PIN xf.I500." 0.. 10115200 471146/00
7121 NC /111 339. .0,20,
1110 214. 5105 ID.
5100 314. MOH IN. Clarion MO 1531 III.
1521 M. . IN. CM 1105 IN. 170Smi.Aupouagecr 601 NI. NIX PIS Gall

IN. 9175 414. On 11/5 NC,.LC 6175 IM. WI Sin M.
m. MNlarr IN. ORB WI 144. ON S1SS 110.

1/0/4na IN. Leonean 717 77. P. 77TDs. 30 66 5170 ID. AIG /1/0 III.
Onto. M. (01115 244 MI 3111 004. MI 11K1
(011111 .......111. (0C110 219. 4411 /IN

.ii/C 00 gagoryD-4 711CMIIICS -
CASIETTII RICKS

RIHNIVIRS LASER DISC 7147 III 149. 41711 311 159.

. 154. (1.00 704 ,,,, ps79 414 1.41. RIM S11 204.
Ts/ . 0114. CLI30 434 110. ROCIIIVIRS ot 119. (IM IN 777 AO DI SM.C. 104 131 ur 9C se4 w.0 140 219.174. C.. 777' 1..., , 379 tprx /010 PD.

cASEMIDINKS LAVER KARACINI CD PLATERS
11 . 149. . 6 14T MG ISO 174. 1.60, 410 IN.

149. . oo" SIT sor, 18/ IS.. 1661:. lir IN.
:x 11 /IN . 144. RICRIVIRS um 047 264 111, 10I0 IN.
111. IIITH IN. 61.0 IS 1 lir. MINI 185TIINIS
0011 /1/114 740. V. 9016 140

CO SLATERS MO 1045 :::' '5( C(11 ' ;', 119.
NE

41 IM
41 115

Z1S

X. 31/ 119.
PUN 41/ 204.
4w 549 259.
PUG ICC 401.

P417 101

OIL W 1045 III.

551 453 211.

DOC PLATERS
PO 611 161.

PO MN :::..
PO OP 612

PO 11401 IN.
MINI COMPONENTS . ,,,,,3 Its.v( 110 Ill. 149.

PUP 130 ... 1004 441/.
114( 550 451.

POP, ,, SI
163 10 111
Mt 61 141. CA1111117 DOCKS

III. CAP /0405 219.
1119. (IV 10415 111. 441 1000 14I.

I,... CV/ SODS Ds, (00000 DUN CO IN

/SWAG 
MINI SYSTEMS

1114 NU 649. 161 VIO
MU VISO IN. 611 VS0 ID.
/6.1 60 5/9. 6211 230 100
MI 60 ID. PGX 409 6611
. SO 159. . 70 119.

DJ EQUIPMENT
MM -I -I

RAI ION IN. AP NMI III.
001 1017140. PID /001 ID.
.013 100116 PM ISO! 199.
NY 1011174. 66 3611 ID.
POP 7001 /10. w Isar 214.

re -1

SPER195
All major brands of
speakers including those
hard to find at the
absolute best price!

NI Free 800-865-0681
Fax 201-890-2719
Mon -Fri gam-8pm Sat 10-5



FOR SALE

"XXXXXXXW
WE KNOW WHAT

YOU WANT
ALPINE BOSE SONY ES
ATLANTIC DENON YAMAHA
TECH MARANTZ ONKYO
CARVER MOBILE ES HK
BAZOOKA PIONEER
INFINITY NILES
KENWOOD B & 0
VELODYNE ADS
MB QUART NHT
SONANCE
MONSTER

%\4a``1`1

0 4° FULLPA1
Or USA

WARRANTY

&N. \\\\\XWX
Buy the

perfect system.
Call us first and ask us how to buy

the perfect system. Our staff is widely
recognized in the industry as being
highly knowledgeable and the most

courteous. From state-of-the-art audio
to sophisticated home theater systems,
we carry only what we feel is the best.

To get started, call us today...
and a ow.

800 947- loEu ovKaa.
3 1 0 5 1 7 - 1 7 0 0 517. CAUL.

310 517-1732 FAX

18214 DALTON AVENUE, DEPT S
1.1

GARDENA, CA 9 0 2 48
To A,

AUTHORIZED DEALER: AEG  ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY  AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
AL/01000ES,  AUDIO ALCHEMY  AUDIO CONTROL  BEYER DYNAMIC  BOSS

(AL AUDIO LABS  CARVER  CELESTION  WARMED  COUNTERPOINT  CWD
DAHLOUIST  DCAL  TAROUD/A  FOSGATE  GENESIS  GRADO  HAILER
HARMAN RARDON  HUGHES/SRS LABS  INFINITY  IAMO  ILL  LEXICON

MAGNUM MALES  MELOS  MERIDIAN  HAD  NESTOROVIC  NILES  OEM
PARASOUND  Plums  PIONEER  POWER WEDGE  PROTON  PROAC  P56

ROOMTLINE  SONANCE  SONIC FRONTIERS  SONY  STA),  TAP. t  ,nxi MS
TICE  API  EGO and more...

BEST 5 GA SPKR. WIRE EVER!... Under $30.00 aft. Very neutral,
terminated to 10 GA Custom lengths available. Only $4.50
a R. shipping 8 handling. Leave Ph. a for orders. P.S.I.
(NEW PHONE WI (503) 359 -0380.14 -Day Trial.

WE'RE BIG ON HOME THEATRE

RELIANCE
FILIDICl/VIDE0,/CFIR

AUTHORIZED
BRAND NEW FACTORY SEALED
FULL MRNUFRCTURERS

USR 1AIRRRRINITY!
2090 N. UNIVERSITY DR, M35

CORAL SPRINGS, FL 33065 FAX (305) 340-1945
NI I URN POI ICY. IT DAY TRIAL TOR DLI LC TIVI S ONLY

OVER 200 MAJOR BRANDSCALL US LAST!
WE'RE CRAZY `NUFF TO

BEAT ANY DEALER'S PRICE!
VISA MASTERCARD DISCOVER I -800.348-7799

WHOLESALE CONNECTION
To Order

Call I '800- 226-2800
Recewers

JVC
R0517 RX8S13
RX717 Call RX9SD
RX817 Call RX1OSD

Call
Call
Call

SAG X490 nilNatX790
CSAGX690 Call'i SATX1010 Callall

PIONEER
VSX454 VSXD704 Call
VSX504 Call VSXD903 Call
VSX604 Call VSXD3S Call

KENWOOD
KRV6070 Call' KRV8070 Call
KRV7070 Call' KRX1000 Call

HARMAN KARDON
AVR30 CallIAVR20 Call
AVR25 CallFL8400 Call

CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS
CD,Players

XLF215 Call! XLM5SD
XLM417 Call' XLMC301

TECHNICS
SLPD787 Call' SLPD987
SLPD987 Call I SLP01010

KENWOOD
DPR4070 Call' DPR6070
DPR5070 Calif DPJ1070

PIONEER
PDM423 Call' PDF1004 Call
PDM703 Call DPF904 Call

CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS

Call
Call

Call
Call

Call
Call

JVC
TDW317 TDW7SD Call
TDW7I7 Call TOV661 Call

TECHNICS
RSTR262 CaIII RSTR474 Call
RSTR373 Call RSTR575 Call

KENWOOD
KXW4070 Call KXW8070 Call
KXW6070 Call

PIONEER
CIW404R CTW704R Call
CTW604R Call t

CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS
DAT RECORDER

Portable Home Call

MINI DISC RECORDER
Portable Home Call

Portable CD Players
SONY

D242CK Call D842K Call
13245 Call D844K Call
0421 Call D648K Call

KENWOOD
DPC341 Call i DPC651 Call
DPC451 Cant DPC95I Call

CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS=IME=ME
SONY

SPP0210 Call' SPPA250 Call
SPPS20 Call SPPA450 Call

PANASONIC
KXT9500 Call' KXT4365 Call
0014600 Call I KXT3965 Call.111.1=11=

JVC
GRSZ9 Call' GRAX800 Call
GRAX900 Call l GRAX700 Call

CANON I SHARP
ES2000 Call ALL MODELS
OTHER 8MM BRANDS AVAILABLE

11311:=.11.11
BOSE

AM3 11 Call 901
AM5 11 Call 701
AM7 II Call 501
LS12 Call 301
100 BK Call 15113K

INFINITY
RS225 Call SM125 C_:
RS325 Call SM105
RS425 Call SM155
RS525 Call SM85
RS625 Call SUSS
SM115 Call VIDE01 c.:;;,

PINNACLE
Call AC650
Call AC850

BC
Call V8251
Call I ADATTO

AC500
AC600

V52CLR
V52SI

Call
Call

Call
Call

INFINITY SERVOSUB Cal
INFINITY BM Cal
MIX PSW101 Cal
BIC VI2SYSTEM Cal
AIWA TSW5 Cal
KENWOOD SW300 Cal

MXC220
MXC330
MXC550

NSXVIO
NSXV20
NSXV50
NSXV70

UD403
UD553

JVC
Call MXC770 Call
Call I MXC990 Call
Call UXC7 Call

AIWA
Call NSXV90 Call
Call I NSX999 Call
Call NSXV150 Call
Call NSXD858 _Call

KENWOOD
Call UD753 Call
Call I UD952 Call...31=11.1.

JVC
000S40 Call KDMK66RF Cal
KDGS660 Call KSRT808 Cal
KDGS770 Call KSRT707 Cal
KDGT7 Call KSRT606 Cal

PIONEER
DEH40DH Call CDXFM1213 Cal
DEH47 Call CDXFM67 Cal
DEH5ODH Call KEHP4200 Cal
DEH5I5 Call KEHP590 Cal
DEHP715 Call KEHP6200 Cal
DEHP815 Call KEHP790 Cal

KENWOOD
KDC5003 Call KRC901 Cal
KDC6003 Call KRC801 Cal
KOC7003 Call KRC701 Cal
KDCPS900 Call KRC601 Cal
KDCC603 Call KRC301 Cal
KOCC,603Fhl Call KRC3006 Cal

CAR AMPLIFIERS .ALL MODELS
CAR SPEAKERS ALL MODELS

BEL
7455T1 Call
7451

Call 0801rj I Call
WHISTLER

1430SWH Call 14905WH Call
1460SWH Call I 1120WH Call

UNIDEN
LRD9900 Call LRD2I50 Call
KRD2300 Call I LRD2200 Call

PIONEER
CLDD504 Call CLDD704 Call
CLDD604 CallI CLDS104 Call

Call For Brands & Models Not Listed
24 HR. FAX (718)997-6652 P.O.'s Welcome
HRS MON -SAT 9 A M -6 P M st Pnces subject to change Pnces
exclude shipping 8 handling Not responsible for typographical errors
MasterCard Visa American Express and C 0 D accepted Products

W C, Warranty We ship UPS' FEDEX
iesale connection 63-48 108th St. Forest Hills, NY 11375

1 (800) 229-0644
ORD PLAYER NEEDLES

AND CARTRIDGES. World's
Largest Selection and
Lowest Price!!
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Proud to promote Audio Technics, Audioquesto
Bang & Olufsen, Goldring, Grado, Ortofon,
Shure, Signet, Stanton, Nitty Gritty, Last,
Dlscwasher and more!
M -Sat 10-7 Sun 12-5
419 14th Avenue SE
Minneapolis, MN 55414
(612) 378-0543 FAX: (612) 378-9024

Jerry Raskin's

Needle Doctor

NOISE CONTROL, ROOM ACOUSTICS' Products  Answers 
Catalogs  Advice Control Unwanted Sound/Enhance Room
Acoustics! We help lower dB's. Transmission. Reverberation!
Call today! Quiet tomorrow! ACOUSTICAL CONSULTANTS OF
AMERICA INC. 1 -900 -89 -NOISE. $2 89/min. Your interactive Au-
dio Information Service.

THREE BEST $1,500 LOUDSPEAKERS!!! THX
HOME THEATER!!! B&W - Alon* - Celestion* -
KEF - Signet* - Fosgate* - Citation - Alchemy* -
Mirage - Harman/Kardon* - Bang & Olufsen -
Denon - Adcom - Polk - McCormack* - Eminent
Technology* - Carver* - Unity - Velodyne -
VMPS* - Angstrom - AMC - + 29 More Brands -
Honest Advice! TECH ELECTRONICS (904)
376-8080.
WANTED. McIntosh and Marantz tube type and old JBL
Altec. Tannoy. FV Patrician and Western Electric speakers.
David 1 800 356 4434

SINGERS .REMOVE
Unlimited, Low Cost, Instantly Available

Background Musk from Original Standard
Recordings! Does Everything Karaoke
does... Befler and _gives you the

Vocal EBminator''Thompson
& Demo Tape..

LT Sound Dept SR -1
7988 LT Parkway
Lithonia, GA 30058 411111801
24 Hour Demo/Info Request Line (404) 2-2485-Ext 50
When You Want Somethin Better Than Karaoke!

MOVIES FILMS VIDEOS

FREE SEARCH SERVICE: every title worldwide fkry  Sell  Trade 
Rent  Auction. Anytime 1-800-849.7309: FAX 1-770-227-0873

VIDEO DUPLICATION CONVERSIONS

It you need Video Tapes Duplicated or Foreign Tapes Con-
verted. call High -Tech Productions 1-800-662-8336



BLANK TAPES

1 -800 -TAPE WORLD or 1-800-245-6000
We II beat an *noel 5.95 SHIPPING  FREE CAT

SONY MAXELL

DENON

FUJI

549

TAPE WORLD 220 SIIIING Si MEI PA 16003 FAX 4 r263 -u91

(J. L5 sib DIFFERENT SAME DAY SHIPPING M F.85

CAR STEREO

A.R. IS HERE - CALL FOR FREE SHIPPING -
CHEAP PRICES ON ADS, ALPINE, AUDIO CON-
TROL, BAZOOKA, BLAU, BOSTON, CLARION,
DENON, JBL, KENWOOD, KICKER, MB QUART,
ORION, PIONEER, POLK, PPI, SOUND STREAM
& MORE. SURROUND SOUND - MINI SYSTEMS.
SOUND IDEAS, P.O. BOX 124, COMMACK,
NY 11725. (516) 864-6548, FAX (516)
864-6437.

WANTED TO BUY

LP's & CD's BOUGHT & SOLD: Classical, Rock, Jazz. Audi
ophile. Etc PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE. 20 Tulane St
Princeton, NJ 08542. (609) 921-0881.

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP BUYING and SELLING b,
PHONE CALL for HIGHEST QUOTE (215) 886-1650 Ext SR Since
1984. The Stereo Trading Outlet. 320 Old York Road. Jenkin-
town. PA 19046

McIntosh and Marantz tube type and old JBL Altec.
Tannoy. EV Patrician and Western Electric speakers. David
1-800-356-4434.

WANTED TO BUY RCA CED Stereo Video. Disc player model
SJT200 or SJT400 Call 1-800-358-6784 ext 1245

I LOUDSPEAKERS

SPEAKER
CATALOG

Parts Express is a full -line dis-
tributor of electronic parts and
accessories geared toward the
consumer electronics industry
and the technical hobbyist. We
stock an extensive line of
speaker drivers and accessories
for home and car. Call for your
FREE 212 page catalog today.

Parts Express'.
340 E. First Street

Dayton, Ohio 45402-1257
Phone: 513/222-0173

Fax: 513/222-4644 1-800-338-0531
Source Code SRM

STAB_ 01 IHE ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS. UPGRADE ANY
SPEAKER. SOFTWARE AVAILABLE FREE DESIGN GUIDE. ALLPASS
TECHNOLOGIES. INC., 2844 CHARMONT DR, APOPKA FL
32703-5972 [407) 786-0623

D.I.Y. NEW FOAM KITS
FOR TECHNOS AND TECH DON'T KNOWS.

N EW-FOAM
CALL TOLL FREE

y Speaker Repair 8c Replacement Parts".\ Nationwide Service Since 1979
1 -800 -NEW -FOAM 1-800-639-3626 NATIONWIDE SPEAKER
REPAIR, PARTS, AND ACCESSORIES. Call us with your speaker
problems. VISA/MCAMDUDISC

n11-1
CALL TOLL FREE ! (24 HRS.)

ROTTEN FOAM EDGES
BEST WARRANTY  GUARANTEE!
 Factory Authorized Repair

ALL Brands; JBL, BOSE, EPI.
ADVENT, CV, INFINITY, EV. AR
8 More !

 Best Selection, USA Made
Surrounds, Cones, Diaphragm,
Replacement Parts.

 Foam Rot Preventative.
 DIY Surround Kits Save Big S S

1 800 767 4041 SIMPLY SPEAKERS. MC VISA DISCAMEX
DIY KIT INCLUDES ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTIONS, ADHESIVE,
TECHNICAL SUPPORT. WE MATCH PRICES,'

Repair Foam Rot Yourself!
 Save hundreds at dollars Moog kit'
 Kits to fil any speaker Advent. AR

JBL. Bose. Infin . TV. etc
 Inc surrounds. adhesive & instructions
 MC /VISA/Dscove, - No COOs
 Call last for Best Price
 Order by phone 24 hrs 704.697-9001

or call Toll Free 800-747-3692
P 0 Box 1088  Flat Rock NC 28731 AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES

MISCELLANEOUS

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS' EXCHANGE' Nationwide link be-
tween unattached music lovers. Write CMLE. Box 31. Pelham.
NV 10803 (800) 233-CMLS.

TERMPAPER assistance 19.278 papers available! 306 -page
catalog - rush -$2.00. Research. 11322 Idaho. #206SX.
Los Angeles. 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE. 800-351-0222.
(or 310-4778226)

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products at home Call
toll free. 1-800-467-5566 F YT 11331.

Control Noise, Room Acoustics!
Enhance acoustics. control das, reverb. more'

Products  Answers  Catalogs Advice
Call today! Quiet tomorrow!

1 -900 -89 -NOISE $2.89/min.
Acoustical Consultants of America. Inc

/Acoyctied2
Advice

CONSUMER NOTICE!
NHT AND ACOUSTIC RESEARCH (AR) DO NOT SUP-
PORT THE PURCHASE OF OUR PRODUCTS FROM
UNAUTHORIZED RETAILERS. CONSUMERS MUST BE
AWARE THAT SUCH A PURCHASE WILL VOID THE MAN-
UFACTURER'S WARRANTY AND MAY ADVERSELY
AFFECT SERVICE SHOULD A REPAIR BE NECESSARY.

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT! BOTH NHT AND AR
HAVE ESTABLISHED DEALER NETWORKS THAT PRO-
VIDE QUALITY SERVICE BEFORE AND AFTER THE PUR-
CHASE. IF YOL HAVE ANY DOUBT THAT THE DEALER
YOU ARE CONSIDERING IS AUTHORIZED. PLEASE CALL
US AT:

1-800-NHT-9993 OR 1-800-969-AR4U

CABLE TV

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS. SAVE MONEY,
DON'T RENT! NOBODY BEATS OUR PRICE! CALL
US LAST FOR THE BEST PRICE!! ALL BRANDS 24

HOUR SHIPPING. VCI 1-800-677-0321.
CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS & ACCESSORIES. Fair Prices. Quality
Service, & 14 years Experience Gives Us The ADVANTAGE.
CALL 1-800-952-3916 Visa/MCArnexiDisciCOD. ADVANTAGE
ELECTRONICS. INC.. 1125 Riverwood Dr.. Burnsville, MN
55337. MEMBER OF NCCA.

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS:
Replacements for most models. 30 Day Trial -
1 Year Warranty! Dealer Inquiries invited. Visa/
MC/DisciAmex/COD FOR QUALITY, PRICE &
SERVICE CALL: 1-800-259-1187. Eagle Elec-
tronics Inc., #1, 1301 Railhead Blvd., Naples,
FL 33963. No Florida Sales.
CABLE DESCRAMBLERS. BARGAIN HEADQUARTERS, WHOLE-
SALE PRICES. ABSOLUTELY THE LOWEST PRICES! MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE. NOBODY BEATS US! R P ELECTRONICS:
1-800-304-3604.

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS-BUY DIRECT! ROCK BOTTOM PRICES
#1 IN CUSTOMER SERVICE & LOW PRICES! THE CABLE OUTLET
1-800-203-7077

REVOLUTIONARY TECHNOLOGY. Does all Boxes - For Free
Catalog Please Call Mega Electronics 1-800,676-6342

UNK YOURSELF TO THE FUTURE WITH OUR EXPERIENCE! CABLE
TV CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS. QUALITY. SERVICE & SATIS
FACTION GUARANTEED' VISA/MC/AMEX C 0 D ACCEPTED
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS. CABLE UNX, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN
1-800-501-0095.

WE'LL BEAT ANY PRICE ON CABLE CONVERTERS

& DESCRAMBLERS. SAVE ON CABLE RENTAL &
CONNECTION CHARGES. VISA/MC/DISCOVER/
COD. QUALITY 1(800) -72 -BOXES.
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THE HIGH END
PETER W. MITCHELL

The Car as Acoustical
Laboratory

The phrase "high end" is often
used to describe the best living -
room and home -theater systems
but is not often heard in the con-

text of car stereo. This is not a question of
money; the autosound industry has be-
come a giant business. Nowadays con-
sumers spend billions of dollars annually
for car audio systems, much more than
for the stereo equipment in their living
rooms and dens.

As a listening environment, the auto-
mobile has severe drawbacks. Subtle as-
pects of sound are obscured by the high
level of ambient noise at highway speeds.
(In car -stereo competitions this problem
is avoided by listening with the car
parked and the engine turned off.) And
since car speakers are usually located at
the listener's sides, in the doors, a well -
focused stereo image is difficult to obtain.
Sounds that should be imaged at stage -
center are often reproduced with a wide,
unstable, or off -center image.

For my daily commute I walk to my
home office, so I don't have an elaborate
audio system in my own car. But in the
course of testing many automotive speak-
ers and subwoofers, I have found the car
environment to be an interesting acoustics
laboratory. Some aspects of loudspeaker
performance in the car are dramatically
superior to normal living -room stereo.

To discover some of these differences
for yourself, listen to familiar recordings
through a good home audio system, then
listen to the same recordings through a
high -quality car installation. A typical re-
sult is that recorded hall ambience seems
particularly spacious and enveloping in
the car, while individual voices and in-
struments are vividly clear, intimate, and
detailed. In these respects the sound from
a topnotch car system often resembles
that of headphones, or of the "near -field"
listening arrangement that I discussed
here in August.

Perhaps the most dramatic advantage
of car audio is its potential for deep bass
that combines vivid clarity with gut -mas-
saging impact. Note that I am specifically
not talking about "boom" cars whose bass
waves vibrate the car's sheet metal and
annoy neighbors a block away. I'm talk-

ing about bass reproduction that goes ex-
tremely deep and is very accurate, with
pressure waves that you can actually feel
on your skin.

A 10 -inch woofer in a 2 -cubic -foot
box, when measured outdoors or in an
anechoic chamber, typically produces uni-
form output down to about 50 Hz. At low-
er frequencies its response rolls off at 12
dB per octave. In a living room the woof-
er's response is altered by standing waves
that produce 10 -dB peaks and valleys at
common bass frequencies. If you put the
same 10 -inch woofer in a car it becomes a
subwoofer: Standing waves create peaks
and dips from about 100 to 500 Hz, but
the low bass, instead of rolling off, re-
mains strong to below 20 Hz.

What causes this difference? The car

in the negative half of its next cycle, re-
sulting in a cancellation.

At frequencies lower than the funda-
mental eigentone, the room is smaller
than a half -cycle of the wave. The wave-
lengths are so long that there simply isn't
enough space in the room for the pressure
waves to propagate freely through the air.
At these low frequencies the behavior of
a woofer can be understood most clearly
in terms of hydraulics rather than
acoustics. When the woofer cone moves
forward into the room, it produces a posi-
tive increase of pressure throughout the
room. When the cone moves back, it pro-
duces a rarefaction, or a reduction of
pressure, throughout the room. Thus, the
sound pressure in the room corresponds
directly to the woofer cone excursion.

Let's translate that into actual speaker
behavior. A woofer cone is a direct radia-
tor. When the frequency of the input sig-
nal is halved, the cone moves only half as
fast and only half as far. If a driver is de-
signed to produce flat response in free air,
it makes up for its slower motion by qua-
drupling its cone excursion with each
halving of frequency. Most speakers be-
have this way in the flat part of their
range.

If we design an ideal woofer to deliver
flat response down to 20 Hz in free air,
and place it in a small room, something
interesting happens at frequencies below
the fundamental eigentone. Since sound

According to traditional hi-fi myth, small rooms

don't support low frequencies.

The truth is just the opposite: Small rooms

actually boost the deepest bass.

environment. The passenger cabin of an
automobile is a small room, with major
dimensions of 6 feet or less. According to
a traditional hi-fi myth, small rooms don't
"support" low frequencies whose wave-
length is longer than the room. But the
truth is just the opposite: Small rooms ac-
tually boost the deepest bass.

In any closed room the rules of room
acoustics apply down to the frequency of
the lowest standing wave, or "eigentone."
(This is approximately 100 Hz in a car, or
about 30 Hz in a living room.) At this fre-
quency each pressure wave produced by
the woofer travels the length of the room,
bounces off the opposite wall, and returns
to the woofer just in time to be reinforced
by the next cycle of the waveform. This
reinforcement produces a standing -wave
peak at the fundamental eigentone fre-
quency; other peaks occur at whole -num-
ber multiples of that frequency. At inter-
mediate frequencies, the reflected positive
pressure wave returns when the woofer is

pressure corresponds directly to cone ex-
cursion, the quadrupling of cone excur-
sion in each octave would cause the low -
frequency response to rise at 12 dB per
octave. In effect, the "acoustic transfer
function" for an ideal speaker in any
closed room includes a bass rise below
the frequency of the lowest eigentone.
Many speaker designers are not familiar
with this phenomenon, because in a living
room the boost may be significant only
below about 20 Hz. But in a car the entire
deep -bass range is boosted.

This may seem to be a complex story,
but its practical effect is easy to sum up.
A woofer's response normally rolls off
below resonance, but in a car this rolloff
is neatly compensated for by the small -
room bass rise. If the woofer is designed
to have a gradual and well -controlled
low -bass rolloff in the lab, its response in
a car can remain strong to below 20 Hz.

Next month: group delay, a measure of
bass quality.
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@THE AR VALUE STORY
(Acoustic Research's
invention of the modern

home loudspeaker in
1954 truly revolutionized

the audio industry, by

making high-fidelity
sound suddenly afford-

able for all of America

to enjoy. Today, AR
loudspeakers continue

this tradition of un-
precedented sonic
value by engineering
loudspeakers with only

the fundamental
speaker technology
essential to reproducing

music as accurately
and beautifully as the
original source.)

,asiiiimiim411.1161111Th

Design

AR Value:
$199-$1299 a pair

(AR believes the real value of a quality

loudspeaker is best defined by how well

it performs in real -world use. For this reason,

AR loudspeakers' dispersion patterns are

designed to interact with the pre-existing

boundaries in your room (walls, book-

shelves, furniture, etc.) for optimum per-

formance and easy placement. AR's
Exposed Dome Driver Technology dis-

perses sound more evenly over a wider

listening area for a more natural sound

and proper tonal balance from more lis-

tening positions in the room.

Different listeners have different tastes, so

AR 3 -way loudspeakers' left and right
cabinets incorporate a mirror -imaged
Vertical Symmetry Array design. When

placed with the drivers along the inside

edge, the speakers deliver a tightly
focused sound. When reversed, they
produce a more open, spacious sound -

providing even greater listening flexibility.

Flexibility

(Flat frequency response. Low distortion. I-Igh
power handling. Exceptional bass extension.
Musicality.

Uncompromised sonic accuracy has been an
AR value for more than 40 years. AR's primary
method of attaining sonic accuracy remains to
this day True Acoustic Suspension Technology
and Exposed Dome Driver Technology.

Unlike more common designs, True Acoustic
Suspension Technology, an AR invention, utilizes
the natural elasticity of cir sealed inside the
cabinet enclosure to more precisely and evenly
control the excursion (back and forth move-
ment) of the woofer. Utilizing high compliance
surrounds, rigid felted paper cones and
long -throw woofers, True Acoustic Suspension
Technology is responsible for AR's exceptionally
tight, controlled bass, excellent power handling
capability, minimum distortion, and thunderous
bass from remarkably small cabinet enclosures.

Midrange and high frequencies are more accu-
rately reproduced due to Exposed Dome Driver
Technology, another AR innovation. Although
the exposed dome driver functions electrically
in The same manner as a more traditional cone
transducer. the radiating element is a domed
surface which is less prone to distortion at high
frequencies and offers smoother response
throughour its operating range. Additionally, the
dome driver's inherently larger voice coil offers
increased power handling, dynamic range and
detailed response.)

Performance

AZ
We wrote the book on the

bookshelf loudspeaker.

For the AR dealer nearest you, call 1-800-969-AR4U.
01995 Acoustic Research, 535 Getty Court, Benicia, CA 94510 CIRCLE NO 32 ON READER SERVICE CARD



JUST ADD
BACARDI

Bacardi Wm. Made in Puerto Rico. BACARDI THE BAT DEVICE AND THE WAVE DEVICE ARE REGISTERED
TRADEMARKS OF BACARDI It COMPANY LIMITED 199b BACARDI IMPORTS. INC MIAMI Ft 40°.ALC. BY VOL.


